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Abstract 
Computer architectures are becoming increasingly complex and are being used to solve 
problems of similarly increasing complexity. Unmastered complexity is the major source. 
of design and implementation faults which, appearing as 'exceptions' during the execution 
of a program, often have deleterious or unexpected effects. There is a growing need for 
facilities to help reduce and handle the effects of program complexity, and to help produce 
programs which are robust, reliable and correct. 
A properly designed exception handling mechanism can be an invaluable tool for dealing 
with faults, errors and other unusual events detected during the execution of a program. 
A desirable property for an exception handling mechanism is for it to be able to ensure 
'safe', if not correct, results under any circumstances. Such an exception handling 
mechanism may be termed 'fail-safe' if it handles exceptions from any source, without 
masking any exception occurrence, and if it signals its failure to the operating 
environment. 
This thesis presents a taxonomy for exception handling models and explains the 
consequences of different model characteristics on the appearance and performance of 
computer programs. The property of 'fail-safety' is explored and its definition refined to 
apply to systems employing exception handling. The principle is extended to investigate 
how fail-safety might be imbued into a system of multiple concurrent processes. 
To provide information for the ISO standardisation of the Modula-2 language, a number 
of fail-safe exception handling mechanisms were implemented by this author. Details of 
different model designs and implementations related in this thesis include an 
implementation which supplies exception handling with zero or low overhead to programs 
not suffering an exception. The consequences of exception handling are explored with 
respect to program performance and compiler design, including the levels of optimisation 
which may be safely provided. 
Several program characteristics have been found to influence the perceived complexity 
and comprehensibility of program code. Evaluation of the implemented Modula-2 
exception handling models revealed one which exhibited characteristics which should 
improve program comprehensibility. An experiment was designed and executed to test 
such a hypothesis; a detailed discussion of the method and results are presented. The final 
draft of the ISO Modula-2language standard described an exception handling mechanism 
which did not promote fail-safety and which exhibited features offering no improvement 
to program comprehensibility. An alternative design for a more comprehensible and fail-
safe ISO Modula-2language is presented for comparison. 
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Chapter 1. 
An introduction to a Ph.D. 
" ... !believe there is a general law: complexity tends to increase as functions and modifications 
are added to a system to break through limitations, handle exceptional circumstances or adapt 
to a world itself more complex." Why things become more complex. --From Arthur,W.B., 
'Why do things become more complex?', Essay, Scientific American, May 1993, p92. 
1.1. Complexity, software and the role of exception handling 
Complexity is the limiting factor of understanding. Level of complexity is a notion perceived 
differently by each individual and is affected by that individual's education, experience and 
whatever genetic traits determine their innate ability to deal with complex problems. A human 
uses tools such as generalisation, approximation and abstraction, developing heuristics to reduce 
the perception of complexity. It is an axiom that development and mastery of these tools will 
never catch up to the increase in complexity of the problems to which they will be applied. 
Unmastered complexity leads to the incomplete or inaccurate specification of problems, which in 
tum is a major cause of flaws in the design of solutions. Computers are playing an increasingly 
larger role in our everyday life, and so the applications for which computer systems are designed 
are becoming increasingly complex. Many computer applications are simple tools with roles in 
the office and in entertainment and education. While important, the consequences of faults 
derived from design flaws in such applications will generally not be so dramatic as those which 
appear in applications which are safety or mission critical. Consider for example, the possible 
effects of the manifestation of a design flaw in the software which controls the anti-skid braking 
system in an automobile or the instrument landing system in an aircraft. Further, consider the 
consequences of faults in the complex software used in applications in other forms of transport, 
hospital equipment, industrial process control, warfare, communications and even banking. 
There are many approaches to dealing with the possibility of faults in software and computer 
systems in general. Some commentary [LITT95] recommends limiting the use of computers to 
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simple applications, the safety of which may be easily proved. Others [BULL83] recommend that 
only simple well tested subsets of programming language syntax be used in an effort to reduce 
program complexity. Methodologies for system specification, design, construction, testing, 
validation and verification have been introduced to try to avoid faults in computer systems. With 
all of the above precautions the unexpected still happens, albeit perhaps with reduced frequency. 
A realistic approach to providing reliable and robust programs is to expect the unexpected. This 
is achieved by being tolerant of faults and by introducing some safe method of dealing with them 
once they have been detected. Exception handling is one means of providing a measure of 
software fault tolerance. 
1.2. Exceptions in programs 
Exceptions are extraordinary or unusual events detected during the execution of a program. The 
words 'extraordinary' and 'unusual' convey the notion that the event is of low frequency and are 
not meant to imply that the event is necessarily erroneous. Indeed, exceptions are sometimes used 
as a convenient means of signalling the occurrence of an anticipated, maybe programmer defmed 
circumstance which requires some special treatment. A program, for example, which fmds itself 
at a 'dead-end' in some deeply nested control structure, might signal an exception so that flow of 
control can be returned quickly and cleanly to some predefined point of execution. 
More often than not however, exceptions are due to unanticipated events. Such events often stem 
from errors in the computer system state caused by design faults in the hardware or software 
componentry. As introduced, design faults usually stem from the inability of a programmer or 
analyst to fully master the complexity of a particular problem or the system itself. Errors might 
occur due to programming mistakes, or other human or environmental influences upon the 
system In such cases the system is then subjected to conditions outside of its designed operating 
parameters. As a consequence of an exception, a program may be caused to terminate 
precipitously. Such action is termed "failure". A consequence which is harder to detect, however, 
is that execution might continue, apparently terminating correctly, but generating erroneous 
results. 
Parts of the computer system where exceptions are detected are termed exception sources. 
Exception sources include the hardware, operating system, language runtime support and the 
application program Exceptions detected at the hardware level appear as "hardware exceptions" 
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or interrupts. These may be due to events detected by the processor such as the issue of an illegal 
instruction or an attempted division by zero. An exception detected by the operating system may 
appear as a signal, or as an interrupt. The Unix® operating system issues signals for detected 
events such as a "ctrl-c" keyboard interrupt and incorrect use of system memory. A language's 
runtime support software may perform checks testing values assigned to variables of bounded 
types or subranges. If a value is detected as being out of bounds or exceeding a specified range 
then this exception is expressed through the generation of a software trap. 
To this point we have mainly considered exceptions to be due to erroneous conditions. This is 
not always the case. A programmer may specify tests, the failure (or success) of which might be 
considered an exception for a particular part of an application program. Several languages with 
exception handling provide a means for the programmer to explicitly "raise" an exception in this 
circumstance. In this way events which may be infrequent but not necessarily erroneous may be 
treated as exceptions. 
Programs are often designed to operate within a particular execution environment. A 
communications software package for example, may require that spurious noise in the 
transmission medium be kept below a certain level to ensure its correct operation. Any change 
in the operating environment, such as a transient burst of noise in the communication example, 
may have unpredictable results. In this manner the execution environment is another exception 
source. 
Exceptions which occur as a consequence of the execution of the program, often at predictable 
points in the code are tenned synchronous exceptions. Such exceptions are due to such things 
as design faults, erroneous data and programming errors, and are deterministic in nature. The 
exceptions generated by environmental events, as described above, and which may occur at any 
point in the execution of the program, are usually termed asynchronous exceptions. 
1.3. Exception handling 
An exception handling system specifies the program behaviour after an exception has been 
detected. This specification is achieved in two parts: the first being to supply instructions for 
'remedial' action required as a consequence of the exception, the second being to direct the flow 
of control after the instructions have been completed. Conceptually, when considering programs 
which utilise exception handling, two sets of code and two modes of execution can be identified. 
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Program code can be separated into two distinct parts, code for normal execution and code for 
exceptional execution. 
Exceptional execution is that which occurs after an exception has been detected. Code for 
exceptional execution is referred to as "exception handler" code. Normal execution is defined 
as that execution which is not devoted to handling an exception. Exception handler code is 
"associated" with a particular region of code for normal execution called the "guarded region". 
The size of the guarded region is defined by the exception handling model and might range from 
a data object or a single statement, to a function, to a module or an entire program. An associated 
handler in this case would attempt to recover from incorrect operations upon that object. In most 
exception handling models, the occurrence of an exception whilst executing within a guarded 
region causes control to pass to the entry of its associated handler code. An exception handler 
may have separate sections of code each selected to be executed dependent upon the detection 
of a particular exception. Alternatively the handler may prescribe the same action for any number 
of exceptions which might be detected. 
In most exception handling models flow of control between code for normal and exceptional 
execution is accomplished via a 'non-local goto' operation. Execution of normal code is 
interrupted and after handler code has been completed control is delivered to some predefmed 
location. Where exceptions may be programmer defmed there exists a possibility for this non-
local goto mechanism to be used as part of normal control flow. An application such as exiting 
deeply nested control structures is a common example. The advisability of using the exception 
handling mechanism in this manner depends upon the relative costs of normal and exceptional 
execution. Most mechanisms make handling an exception an expensive operation compared to 
normal execution. In that case it is most cost effective to utilise exception handling only for 
dealing with infrequent events, erroneous or otherwise. 
1.4. Exception handling and program finalisation 
During normal execution, a program or process accumulates the resources needed to complete 
its task. Resources include access to peripheral devices such as printers or disk drives, or 
software objects such as files or data structures. After the acquisition phase and consequent 
employment of the resources, in most cases they are relinquished and returned to the system. The 
ordered return of resources to the system prior to program termination is called program 
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fmalisation. 
Where exception handling is not employed, a program or process may suffer an exception and fail 
abruptly. In such circumstances accumulated resources may be returned to the system in a 
haphazard manner and in a state unsuitable for immediate reuse. Taking control of program 
execution after detection of an exception allows for finalisation procedures to be executed during 
exceptional execution. Where otherwise unrelated processes await resources held by another to 
complete their execution, finalisation ensures an organised return of resources to the free pool. 
Once resources become available processes may continue regardless of the previous process 
failure. This form of fmalisation is typical of many operating system designs. 
1.5. System 'level' and consequences of exception handling 
Discussion to this point has centred upon exception handling as a tool built into a language or an 
application. Exception handling actually often happens at many levels of a system. Most 
processors have hardware level exception handling to deal with the problems of unrepresentable 
data values, illegal operations and memory usage. Handling of such exceptions is invariably 
simple as there is little state change as a consequence of individual machine code instructions. If 
reexecution does not fix the problem then the problem is referred (propagated) to the operating 
system by signalling an error condition. 
The operating system may have its own level of exception handling to deal with hardware signals 
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and also the incorrect interactions of the various processes comprising the operating system. 
Instructions at this level are usually in an assembly language of some sort. The amount of state 
change which might occur through the action of an assembly instruction is considerable compared 
to a single hardware microinstruction. Compared to the state change which might be 
encompassed by a single high level language statement however, an assembly instruction has 
relatively little effect. 
Exception handling at this level is often limited to the emission of signals or interrupts if no default 
action is prescribed. If signal or interrupt handling is required, the amount of system state most 
often saved is the values of various processor registers. From restored register values, signal 
handling at the application level, often in the runtime support system, can reconstruct the state of 
relevant data structures and discern the identity of the signal and the data values causing its 
occurrence. 
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The particular assembly instruction executing when the exception was detected may have been 
part of a complex sequence of instructions making up an application program statement. 
Depending upon the position in the sequence of instructions, a significant amount of system state 
may have changed between starting execution of the statement and signalling of the exception. 
Relevant system state at this level may involve runtime data structures and variable values stored 
in internal and external memory locations. 
Exception handling at higher levels of system complexity and abstraction needs to encompass 
more system state as its sphere of influence expands. Considerations may include environment 
state, file content and communications when considering applications such as distributed operating 
systems and databases. As the system involved in exception handling expands, so the effect of 
an exception increases and so the minutiae of system state become harder to keep track of. This 
is a strong argument for a hierarchical exception handling system involving several layers of 
abstraction. 
As a conclusion to this part of the discussion, the ability to ensure atomicity from any operation 
guarded by exception handling becomes more difficult as responsibility for handling exceptions 
is. placed at levels of abstraction higher above the hardware level. 
1.6. Exception handling and structured programming 
A common criticism of exception handling is that it simply embodies a means of performing the 
much maligned GOTO operation. It must be recognised that when all is considered most 
structured programming language operations are eventually reduced to a number of labels and 
gotos once the compiler has finished its final translation phase. Even so, the goto operation itself 
has no place in the construction of structured programs. 
As conditional statements and loops, which are simply dressed up gotos, have a place in 
structured programs, so I believe does the non-local goto mechanism embodied in an exception 
handling mechanism. As with any tool it is up to the craftsman to know how to wield it correctly 
and how to apply it safely. There are some circumstances where the use of a well designed 
exception handing mechanism can result in code which is more structured than that produced 
using return values, flags and condition tests. 
It is suggested that the structure of code may be simpler if exception handling is used to abandon 
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execution in deep control flow structures . Consider an application which develops a lengthy stack 
of activation records through several levels of nested invocations in order to complete its purpose. 
Consider also that it is not discernible as to whether that purpose can be fulfilled until an attempt 
is made to do so. Examples of programs of this type might be found in many parts of a 
programming language compiler. 
Part of the regi~ter allocator in the back end of a language compiler needs to traverse the control 
flow graph, reducing its complexity by collapsing loops. In the case where an irreducible loop is 
encountered, the only option is for the program to back out of each invocation in its dynamic 
chain, returning values indicating its failure. Similarly, a simple recursive descent language parser 
may be executing in a deeply nested procedure only to find an error in the input which cannot be 
reconciled. In each case the logical complexity of the program is increased through several layers 
of conditional statements testing for such failure conditions. 
A simple, structured solution to the problem is to raise an exception when it is found that the 
program can not continue. A handler at an appropriate point in the dynamic chain can handle the 
propagated exception and redirect the flow of control to take alternative action or simply issue 
a report as required. The activation records on the stack between the one raising the exception 
and the one handling it may simply then be stripped off without the need for successive procedure 
returns to be made. 
1.7. Program fail-safety 
Fail-safety is a system attribute which ensures that a program either completes its execution 
satisfying its post-conditions in the normal manner or signals its failure to do so to its operating 
environment. Such an attnbute is desirable of any system as it also ensures the correctness of the 
results which are produced. Fail-safety can be shown to be related to other program 
characteristics such as robustness and atomicity. 
The ability to build fail-safe programs may be shared by any structured language which possesses 
the required exception handling tools and encourages a complementary programming style. Only 
a very few modem sequential programming languages however, offer the means to provide 
program fail-safety. Eiffel [MEYE89], a sequential object-oriented language is the only 
commercially available language having an exception handling mechanism which promotes the 
construction of fail-safe software systems. 
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1.8. Extent of research 
Two obvious actions which can be taken to reduce the effects of complexity are to make 
programs themselves more comprehensible and also to ensure the correctness of any remedial 
actions taken as a consequence of the detection of an exception. The move by the ISO to 
standardise the Modula-21anguage with the possibility of including an exception handling model 
and a program finalisation mechanism, provided the ideal forum for research into both of the 
above areas. 
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Figure 1 Pattern of research for Ph.D. 
Figure 1 depicts the pattern of research with regards to reading and practical implementation 
experience. In order to fully appreciate the issues involved in exception handling design, usage 
and implementation, a considerable amount of relevant literature was first sourced and then read. 
Chapter three of this thesis contains an extensive review of literature on exception handler designs 
and implementations. It was found that many of the exception handling models belonging to older 
languages were designed around early definitive works by authors like Goodenough [GOOD75] 
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and Levin [LEVI77]. As newer languages and programming paradigms appeared so model 
designs changed subtly to suit. As an aid to evaluating exception handling model design, a 
taxonomy of model characteristics was constructed and subsequently published [DREW94]. The 
taxonomy appears in chapter two of this thesis. 
Due to the manner in which many exception handling models were constructed it was found that 
their use often had a significant adverse affect on program performance. A few authors described 
models for 'zero' or 'low' overhead exception handling, which in most cases amounted to a 
rearrangement of costs. In most cases executable image sizes increased, justified by cheaper 
memory. While in most cases the cost of entering a guarded region was dropped to almost zero, 
the cost of handling an exception often became quite expensive. Such a reapportionment of cost 
is justified if exceptions and hence exception handling are both infrequent occurrences. 
As exception handling introduces the possibility for disjointed flow of control, compiler 
implementers have found that register allocation optimisations and correct ex~eption handling can 
not easily coexist. Turning off compiler optimisations when using exception handling reduces 
program performance. Using more platform dependent technology to address the problem, 
reduces portability of the language compiler and increases the complexity of its implementation. 
The situation appears to deteriorate when RISC architectures and their higher register usage are 
considered. 
Some of the literature on exception handling applied to concurrent programming languages for 
multi-process and distnbuted systems. To fully understand the changes required in an exception 
handling model for those applications it was necessary to also read some literature related to that 
topic. A small amount of literature addressed the topic of fail-safety. It became apparent that fail-
safety was a system characteristic and that a suitably designed and comprehensive exception 
handling model was simply a means of providing it. If a single process system could be made fail-
safe then it ought to be possible to ensure the same of a multi process system. A speculative work 
on the topic of extending fail-safety to multi process systems was published [DREW96] and is 
also presented in chapter five of this thesis. 
1.8.1. Implementation of exception handling models for ISO Modula-2 
At the commencement of research, the ISO-SC22-Working Group-13 were already producing 
designs and implementations of exception handling models for evaluation as candidates for 
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inclusion in the draft standard Modula-2language. As many of the designs were untried, a need 
was seen for research into methods for their implementation and also their evaluation with regards 
performance and general suitability for the Modula-2 language. Chapter 6 of this thesis relates 
experience implementing a number of exception handling mechanisms for the Modula-2language. 
Motivation: Modula-2, designed by Niklaus Wirth [WIRT85] is a language which has been used 
for teaching and systems programming for several years. It is strongly typed, modular, supports 
information hiding and structured program design. Development of low level modules for various 
platforms and applications has provided tools for effective systems programming. Over the years 
there have been several organisations who have produced Modula-2 compilers and libraries based 
loosely upon Wirth's original language description. Each developer, however, has provided a 
language with a series of extras and omissions from the original specification. Various 
implementations have included facilities for monitor style execution protection, resource 
management, object-oriented programming,- and even exception handling. 
A need was seen to standardise the language in an effort to align the development of various 
implementations. The International Standards Organisation, Standing-Committee number 22, 
Working Group number 13 (WG-13) was set up to organise the specification of a standard 
version of the Modula-2language. A select group ofWG-13 members were allotted the task of 
investigating the need for including features such as execution protection, resource management 
. on program termination and exception handling. 
The Programming Languages and Systems (PLAS) group at the Queensland University of 
Technology produce a number of language compilers which are sold and supported 
internationally. GPM, or Gardens Point Modula-2 is one such language which is supported on 
many platforms. In an effort to maintain leading edge compiler technology, the work of the ISO 
has been closely monitored by the PLAS group. To provide the most up-to-date and efficient 
exception handling and program finalisation facilities for GPM, the designs of the WG-13 were 
implemented and tested by this author as each attained popular support. 
It was intended that through interaction with the WG-13, the importance of fail-safe exception 
handler design might be emphasised and so influence the design of the final model defmed for 
Modula-2. Due to a number of design conflicts, the exception handling model in the fmal draft 
standard does not naturally direct the programmer towards fail-safe program construction. As 
a consolation, the model is such that fail-safe programs may be constructed simply by applying 
a subset of the tools provided by the exception handling model. 
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Goals: 
• 1) To implement a number of fail-safe exception handling mechanisms in a production 
compiler environment. 
• 2) To measure the runtime efficiency of Modula-2 programs which utilise different 
exception handling mechanisms. 
Achievements: 
• 1) Creation of a taxonomy of exception handling models. [DREW94] 
• 1.1) Clarification of possible exception handler responses. 
• 2) Implementation of a number of experimental Modula-2 exception handling mechanisms 
in a production compiler environment. 
• 2.1) Provision of feedback to the ISO SC22 WG13 on performance of those models 
implemented during the standardisation process. 
• 2.2) Implementation of an ISO Modula-2 compiler with an exception handling mechanism 
which introduces no performance overhead for setting up a region of code with an 
exception handler. 
1.8.2. Fail-safety 
Also at the commencement of this research, Bertrand Meyer released commercial compilers for 
the Eiffel programming language. Eiffel [MEYE92c] is an object-oriented language which was 
designed with an exception handling model and a programming style [MEYE89] [MEYE92a] in 
mind that naturally led to the production of fail-safe programs. The prerequisites for, and 
consequences of program fail-safety are reported in chapter four. By identifying key elements of 
concurrent system design, it has been possible to speculate about the provision of fail-safety in 
multi process systems. As stated above, an outline for providing concurrency with fail-safety is 
presented in chapter five. Implementation of such a system is identified as a possible avenue for 
further research. 
Motivation: Many languages developed in the last twenty years have included constructs for 
exception handling, although most have not provided for safe failure. One of the earliest devices 
for providing software fault tolerance was the recovery block mechanism with a recursive cache 
[HORN74] developed at the University of Newcastle upon Tyne. Recovery blocks could be 
nested and each embodied an algorithm with well defined post-conditions and acceptance tests. 
If a recovery block failed a test then alternative blocks could be employed until the test was 
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passed or the exercise abandoned. The testing for attainment of postconditions after any remedial 
action is not a service which is provided by most exception handling mechanisms. 
Continued execution after the masking of an unsuccessfully handled exception may lead to one 
of several unsavoury situations. The most insidious is the production of undetected erroneous 
results. The most devastating may be catastrophic system failure with irretrievable loss of system 
state information. Apply each of these scenarios to a safety or mission critical system and the 
possibilities for disaster are unlimited. 
If a program is fail-safe, it either completes in the normal way or signals its failure to meet its 
post-conditions. Every exception which occurs during the execution of the program must be 
detected and acted upon. No exception may be ignored, and an unsuccessful attempt at handling 
an exception cannot mask that exception's occurrence. With the increase in complexity and 
number of life, safety and mission critical applications, there is a commensurate increase in the 
need for the failure of such applications to be accomplished safely. If the principle of fail-safety 
can be developed, it will be a step towards the production of programs which are both reliable and 
safe. 
Goals: 
• 3) To investigate the impact of fail-safe exception handling upon various aspects of 
programming. 
• 4) To experiment with programming styles which may make use of fail-safe exception 
handling. 
Achievements: 
• 3) Explication of the principle of fail-safety. 
• 3.1) Identification of fail-safe exception handler responses. 
• 4) Application of fail-safety to parallel and distributed systems. 
• 4.1) Identification of concurrent guarded region and exception handling context. 
• 4.2) Synthesis of design rules for fail-safe concurrent systems 
1.8.3. Exception handling and program complexity 
The investigation of program complexity explores factors which make programs hard to read, 
write and understand. A summary of factors influencing program comprehensibility is presented 
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in chapter seven of this thesis. Information gleaned from this investigation is used to determine 
how an exception handling model for the Modula-2language might be designed to help reduce 
program complexity. 
One of the exception handling models [LANC92b] proposed by members ofWG-13 exhibited 
characteristics which might aid program comprehension. The model, called the D 177 model, was 
implemented and used as a vehicle for experimentation using student subjects. For reasons of 
insufficient discipline in the subjects and consequently, possibly, inadequate experimental design, 
results were at best inconclusive. One positive outcome is that a solid base for future 
experimental design is provided and an avenue for further research. Design and results of the 
experiment are related at the end of chapter seven. 
The exception handling model accepted for inclusion in the draft ISO Modula-2 standard did not 
enforce program fail-safety and did not include many of the features of the D 177 model which 
have been demonstrated to aid program comprehensibility. An alternative Modula-2 exception 
handling model is presented in chapter eight, which promotes both fail-safety and more 
comprehensible program construction. 
Motivation: As stated earlier, exception handling is a method developed to help reduce the effects 
of problem and hence program design complexity. An exception handling mechanism endeavours 
to improve a program's robustness by dealing with the effects of unexpected or exceptional 
conditions. It is conjectured that not only does an exception handling mechanism thus deal with 
the effects of complexity, but it may actually help to reduce program complexity itself. This is 
achieved by enforcing a programming style and by introducing an extra level of structure to the 
program text. All of this has the effect of improving a program's comprehensibility, reducing the 
rate of introduction of new programming errors into the code and improving the ability to detect 
errors in existing code. 
Modula-2 was designed as a language for building large integrated systems. As the size of a 
program increases however, so its complexity increases and its comprehensibility decreases. If 
better, large systems are to be built with Modula-2 then methods for reducing program complexity 
and dealing with results of unmastered design complexity are needed. 
Goals: 
• 5) To investigate the relationship between program comprehensibility and programming 
with a well designed exception handling mechanism. 
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• 6) To provide experimental data supporting the claim that a well designed exception 
handling mechanism will improve the comprehensibility of a Modula-2 program. 
Achievements: 
• 5) Clarification of factors influencing comprehensibility of program code. 
• 6) Application to ISO Modula-2 exception handling model of the fail-safety principle and 
features promising improvement in program comprehensibility to synthesise an alternative, 
fail-safe exception handling model. 
• 7) Results of an experiment using a Modula-2 compiler to determine any relationship 
between use of an exception handling model and program comprehensibility. 
1.9. Limitations of research 
In most instances, discussion in this thesis is limited to the design and implementation of exception 
handling models in conventional, sequential, imperative languages. Discussion of implementation 
experiences centres upon the Modula-2language. The principles involved however, apply equally 
well to any language where the main unit of abstraction is the procedure and the implementation 
of which maintains a runtime record of procedure activations. 
Although many of the issues are similar, the treatment of exception handling in object-oriented 
and functional languages is not covered in this thesis. Exception handling in real-time systems is 
also not considered, apart from some speculative discussion in chapter five which advances some 
theories on fail-safe exception handling in concurrent systems. 
The application of formal methods for the specification and verification of programs with 
exception handling has been covered by other researchers, cited in the literature review. As this 
thesis centres mostly upon principles and implementation it was considered best to limit treatment 
to a brief review of literature on those topics. In order to appeal to as wide a readership as 
possible the use of formal notation is kept to a minimum. 
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Chapter 2. 
Building a taxonomy for exception handling models 
"Fault tolerance has to be programmed using the primitives provided by exception handling. 
That is why this approach is also called 'programmed exception handling'." - Pankaj Jalote. 
from: Fault tolerance in distributed systems, PTR Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 
07632, 1994.p357. 
2.1. Features distinguishing exception handling models 
There are several areas of exception handler model design into which variation may be introduced. 
The interest here is in control oriented exception handling mechanisms. The majority of cases 
discussed in literature (chapter three) fall into this category so a taxonomy of exception handling 
models is an aid to comparison. Elsewhere, this author has presented a taxonomy [DREW94] 
which separates the important features which distinguish one exception handling model of this 
type from another. Those criteria, presented again here are: 
• 1) the representation of an exception in the model, 
• 2) the range of exception sources from which exceptions can be recognised and handled, 
• 3) features of the model design which affect the visibl~ structure or appearance of the 
model, 
• 4) the method of association of exception handlers and guarded regions, 
• 5) the scope rules for visibility of program objects from exception handler code and 
• 6) the possibilities for flow of control, known as exception handling semantics which 
are introduced through execution of an exception handler. 
• 7) fail-safety. 
Each section in this chapter poses one or more questions, the answers to which will help classify 
an exception handling model on one aspect of the taxonomy. Following each question the 
evaluation criterion is then described in detaiL A detailed discussion of fail-safety, criterion 7) is 
presented in the following chapter. 
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2.2. Representation of an exception 
Q: What type of entity is an exception in this exception handling model? 
Once an exception has occurred, an exception handling model may need to have some internal 
representation which distinguishes the particular exception. This is useful if there are particular 
actions which can be taken in the event of a specific exception occurring. The exception entity 
may be represented as a simple type such as a character, string or enumeration value. 
Q: Is exception related information transmitted via parameters or some internal record 
structure? 
Information related to the nature and circumstances of the exception occurrence may be stored 
as part of a record structure. Alternatively exception related information may be passed 
parametrically to the appropriate handler. An exception may represent a single defined condition 
such as "overflow" or represent a family of conditions such as "math_ exception" which would 
resolve into one of overflow, underflow, divzero etc. 
Within an application, a programmer may wish to represent the occurrence of a particular set of 
conditions as an exception. In order to do this effectively the exception handling model must 
allow the programmer to defme new application specific exceptions and supply a method of 
explicitly "raising" them when circumstances warrant. 
2.3. Range of exception sources 
Q: Which of the following exception sources are represented and processed by the exception 
handling model? 
a) hardware, 
b) operating system, 
c) language (runtime system), 
d) application (user) defined tests, 
e) environmental sensors. 
Exceptions may originate as signals from environmental sensors, or they may be programmer 
defined and raised explicitly in the application code. They might be detected by the language's 
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runtime support software or be detected by the operating system or hardware. Some exception 
handling models concern themselves only with those exception sources which are not part of the 
operating system or hardware [CARD89] [STR090]. Others attempt to supply a means of 
dealing with exceptions from all sources so that they appear to be treated in a uniform manner. 
2.4. Appearance 
Q: Is the exception handling model part of the language definition or an added feature? 
This section deals with features of an exception handling model which are discernible from 
inspection of program code. To start with, it is usually apparent whether the exception handling 
model is an inherent (embedded) part of the language. The embedded model will often have 
reserved words defining the syntax. Models which are an added on feature have their entire 
syntax defined by library calls. 
Q: How much code is contained in a guarded region? 
Granularity refers to the size of the guarded region that is associated with a handler. Hull, 
Cohen, Sawchuk and Wortman [HULL88] describe a language for scientific applications, called 
Numerical Turing, where handlers are associated with operators such as '+' and '-'. CLU 
[ATKI78] and Ada [ADOD9] allow handlers to be associated with statements and code blocks. 
Most structured languages allow handlers to be associated with the bodies of procedures and 
modules [CARD89] [ADOD9 ] [MEYE89]. Object-oriented languages group data structures and 
operations into objects. Some models have associated exception handlers with data structures 
while others associate handlers with the operations or methods. 
Q: Is exception handling code separated from code for nonnal execution or interspersed? 
Also affecting the code structure is the effective separation of exceptional and normal execution 
code. This aspect is discussed further in the next section on textual association. Code separation 
has an effect upon the comprehensibility of programs. Some experimental evidence regarding this 
is presented and discussed in a later section. 
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2.5. Association of guarded region and handler code 
There appear to be two ways in which guarded regions and handler code may be associated, these 
are textually and contextually. Textual association is a visual property. It is the manner in which 
the language and program format indicate a relationship between a particular guarded region and 
the handler code which is immediately executed. In many languages a particular block of code 
will contain keywords which indicate the relationship between the two pieces of code. The 
method of textual association governs the effective separation of code for normal and exceptional 
execution. Models which separate the two sections of code into separate but related blocks as 
in Eiffel [MEYE89] and Modula-3 [CARD89] have the effect of simplifying the normal execution 
code. At the same time code for exceptional execution is effectively highlighted. Models which 
tend to intersperse exception handling and normal code such as CLU [ATKI78] have the effect 
of obfuscating the purpose of the code. 
Q: How are exception handlers associated with the associated guarded region and those guarded 
regions dynamically enclosing it? Would you classify the method of association as: 
a) static, 
b) explicit dynamic, 
c) automatic dynamic. 
Contextual association includes the relationship of the guarded region to handlers in surrounding 
or enclosing exception handling contexts. In most cases this is related to static nesting and to the 
dynamic call chain through nested calls to guarded regions. An exception handling model may 
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be designed such that a handler only handles those exceptions which are raised or originate in its 
associated guarded region. This is often referred to as "static" association of handler and 
guarded region. Such models are typified by explicit propagation of exceptions, the interface to 
procedures advertising the range of different exceptional return values, and the raising of a generic 
''failure" exception for detection of an unexpected exception. ' Failure' exceptions are handled by 
a 'default' handler which is generally executed prior to returning control to the operating system. 
At the other end of the scale is "explicit dynamic" association of handler and guarded region. 
In this model a particular exception, handler and guarded region are associated through execution 
of a procedure call. Such a procedure call starts a new exception handling context. Like the 
Unix(r) signal handling facility, a handler and context is "active" until another association is made. 
A third model lies somewhere in between these two and might be thought of as an "automatic 
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dynamic'' association of handler and guarded region. In most cases such models have a textual 
appearance similar to that of a static association model. The difference is that, on entry to the 
guarded region, hidden code is executed to set up the entry to a new exception handling context. 
When the guarded region completes its execution normally, a matching set of instructions exits 
that context prior to returning to the caller and its associated exception handling context. In this 
manner, not only the code of the guarded region but also the callees of that code are likewise 
guarded. Both the automatic and explicit dynamic association models promote this nesting of 
exception handling contexts through procedure call and static enclosure. 
A code example below demonstrates the use and appearance of a typical though fictitious model 
which uses dynamic association of handlers and guarded regions. The language is some form of 
C and the function sethandler < > associates the handler code designated by the parameter 
(handlerfuncN), with the code following the call to sethandler < >. In effect, any exception 
occurring in the "normal C code" sections in the example code below, will precipitate the 
execution of the function which was the parameter to the last call to sethandler < > . 
In the example, an exception occurring in the section marked /*B -- more normal c code* 1 
will cause handlerfuncl < > to be executed. In the same manner, an exception occurring in the 
section marked /*C -- more normal c code* 1 will cause handlerfunc3 () to be executed. 
Depending upon the particulars of a model the handler might remain associated until either the 
function such as func:l. <) returns, or until ·sethandler <) is called again. 
void func:l.(void) 
{ 
} 
/*A -- normal C code*/ 
sethandler(handlerfunc:l.); 
/*B -- more normal C code*/ 
sethandler(handlerfunc3); 
/*C -- more normal c code*/ 
void func2(void) 
{ 
} 
/*D -- normal c code */ 
funcl; 
sethandler(handlerfunc2); 
/*E -- more normal c code*/ 
void handlerfuncl(void) 
{ 
/*C code for particular remedial action*/ 
} 
... etc. 
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In static and automatic dynamic exception handling models, exception handler code is often 
associated with the guarded region through a reserved word like "rescue" (Eiffel) or 
"exception" (Ada). In this way the relationship between the guarded region and handler code 
is highlighted. An example of a code block with a handler associated in that manner appears in 
the code fragment below. 
BEG :IN 
(* Code for normal execution *) 
(* The guarded region *) 
EXCEPT:ION 
(* Code for exceptional execution *) 
(* Executed when an exception is detected whilst *) 
(* executing in the guarded region above *) 
END 
As a consequence of the dynamic forms of association, the code of callees of a guarded region 
are themselves guarded. This may be 
described as association through the 
Invocation Chain 
Propagation Chain 
Figure 2 A dynamic chain. 
dynamic chain and applies to the code of 
any procedure in an invocation chain 
which is initiated within a guarded region. 
If an exception occurs whilst executing 
any procedure along the invocation chain, 
it is the handler code associated with that 
guarded region which is executed. It can 
be seen that if the body of an invoked 
procedure body contained, or was itself a 
guarded region with an associated 
handler, then this second guarded region 
(and handler) would be dynamically 
enclosed within the first. In this way 
entry to a guarded region's code marks the entry to a new exception handling "context". It is the 
handler code associated with the most recently entered (and not exited) guarded region to which 
control will pass on occurrence of an exception. Successful execution of the guarded region 
results in a normal procedure return and with it a return to the previous exception handling 
context. 
Figure 2 depicts an invocation chain with some procedures (A,C and D) being guarded by 
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handlers (Aex, Cex and Dex) and one procedure (B) which does not have its own handler code. 
If an exception occurred whilst executing any of the procedures A, C or D then control would 
pass to the handler code directly associated with it. This would be Aex, Cex or Dex respectively. 
An exception occurring during the execution of procedure B would, however, cause control to 
pass to the handler Aex. This is because execution is currently within the exception handling 
context of procedure A. 
A 
I Cex 
l 
I Aex 
Figure 3 Guarded regions. 
Figure 3 demonstrates the dynamic nesting 
of guarded regions (and exception handling 
contexts) generated by the same invocation 
chain. Consider the possibility that an 
exception might occur whilst executing the 
handler code associated with procedure D 
(Dex). If it was desirable for an attempt to 
be made to handle such an exception then 
passing control again to Dex would be 
unsuitable. Clearly a loop condition may 
arise if the same exception recurs. Under 
these conditions exception handler code 
must be executed in the surrounding 
· exception handling context. The exception occurring whilst executing Dex would thus cause 
control to pass directly to the handler associated with the immediately enclosing guarded region, 
ie. Cex. 
2.6. Visibility of program data objects to handler code 
Q: Are data objects which are visible in the guarded region also visible to the associated handler 
code? 
When considering handler response semantics and the method of association of handler and 
guarded region, it can be seen that the scope of variables whilst executing handler code is an 
important point. Where retrial is possible, for example, it might be desirable to alter the values 
of variables local to the guarded region. Under other circumstances, access to "uplevel" variables 
in a more global scope might also be useful. 
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2. 7. Semantics of exception handling 
For an exception handling mechanism to provide effective fault tolerance there are a number of 
tasks which must be performed other than the execution of the exception handler code. An error 
recovery mechanism is required to ensure that execution can continue safely and correctly, free 
of further effects of the exception occurrence. Once exception handler code has been executed 
flow of control must be directed according to the exception handler response semantics defined 
for the model. The next two sections describe the semantics of error recovery and handler 
response. 
2. 7 .1. Error recovery mechanisms 
Q: Which of the following best describes the error recovery strategy of the exception handling 
model? 
a) full backward error recovery, 
b) mixed forward and backward error recovery, 
c) full forward error recovery. 
Somewhere between detection of an exception and execution of handler code, two important 
steps are to determine the extent of 
Normal execution: 
Exceptionalexecution:--
y 
I Save state I Restore state 
1 Snapshot 
1 
1>- from snapshot 
I I ~ ~ I I 
Algorithm i I Algorithm 
#1 I I #2 ; I I 
I 
Exception: --~-
Figure 4 Full backward error recovery 
damage to the system state and to 
initiate some error recovery strategem. 
Error recovery is the process whereby 
the system state is repaired or replaced 
so that execution may continue without 
causing further damage. On inspection 
of the range of models employed to 
provide fault tolerance three main error 
recovery strategies may be discerned. 
The strategies are full backward error 
recovery, mixed backward and forward 
error recovery and full forward error 
recovery. 
Full backward error recovery (Figure 4) is exemplified by the recovery block and recursive cache 
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mechanism [HORN74]. During normal program execution a "snapshot" of the system state is 
saved on entry to a guarded region. If required the "snapshot". may be updated as key values 
change during execution. In the case of an exception being detected, execution of the current 
algorithm is terminated, the system state is restored from the saved "snapshot" and either 
execution of an alternative algorithm is initiated or failure to complete the task is signalled to the 
caller. The ''backward" part of the strategy is the reinstatement of the previously saved state. It 
is termed "full backward error recovery" as this is the only remedial action taken prior to 
continuing normal execution if this is indeed possible. 
Save state 
snapshot 
Normal execution: >-
Exceptional execution: - - - )lo-
Restore state 
.-)lo- from snapshot 
I 
I I 
! t 
Normal code I 
I 
I 
Exception 
handling code 
Exception: --' 
I y 
Mixed backward and forward error 
recovery (Figure 5) is so called as it 
relies partially upon "snapshot" 
information to restore system state 
information. The rest of the remedial 
action is effected by executing code at 
the program level, often referred to as 
exception handling code. By far the 
majority of exception handling models 
which have been implemented rely upon 
this type of error recovery mechanism. 
This in part is due to the ubiquity of C 
language compilers, making C a 
convenient intermediate language for 
Figure S Mixed backward and forward error recovery 
other language compiler front ends. In 
the C language, saving system "snapshots" and their consequent reinstallation may be 
accomplished using the non-local goto mechanism supplied by the functions setjmp() and 
longjmp(). While this system is as portable as compilers for the C language, it exacts a high 
execution overhead, is limited to the amount of system state it can accurately save, and due to 
vagaries of modern register allocation schemes, its correct operation is dependent upon the 
execution context. 
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Full forward error recovery mechanisms (Figure 6) do not rely on a previously saved system 
"snapshot" to restore the system state. A "safe" state is computed using redundant information 
stored in runtime data structures including the runtime stack and other purpose built tables. Such 
mechanisms have the advantage that they may be implemented so that little or no execution 
Normal execution: ,.. 
Exceptional execution: - - - ~ 
Compute a new 
>- 'safe' state 
Normal code I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Exception: ' Exception handling code 
I 
f 
overhead is imposed on entering a 
guarded region. Through separation of 
normal and exceptional execution code, 
in some cases normal execution code 
may be made simpler and faster than the 
equivalent code which does not use 
exception handling. The major 
disadvantage of this mechanism is the 
difficulty of porting it between systems. 
Hardware specific routines are required 
which must be implemented in the local 
assembly language on each platform. A 
Figure 6 Full forward error recovery 
second disadvantage is that in most 
implementations executable program 
size is increased slightly to accommodate static tables. Tables might hold information about the 
address ranges of modules, procedures and exception handler code. Some languages might also 
require range information for the activation of destructors or finalisation code needed to 
incrementally return system resources. Another disadvantage associated with the use of tables 
to store static state information is the increased complexity of runtime system support code 
needed to navigate the tables should they be required. 
While these three models are apparent, most written material refers to a software fault tolerant 
system as either having backward or forward error recovery. In general, any system which 
employs exception handling code is referred to as a forward error recovery mechanism. Most 
authors who favour the use of backward error recovery [HORN74] [RAND75] [MELL77] 
[ANDE85a] [LEE85], do so for reasons of safety and correctness. Several who describe 
implementations have traded the desired attribute of low execution overhead for portability and 
ease of implementation using C' s non-local goto mechanism [KOEN90b] [GEHA90] [MEYE90] 
described above. Some implementors find the imposition of execution overhead on normal code 
unacceptable and have produced models to reflect this view [LAMP74] [ATKI78] [ICHB79] 
[BAKE86] [ROVN86] [KOEN90b]. 
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Some authors have espoused benefits from the amalgamation of forward and backward error 
recovery mechanisms [CRIS82] [CAMP86] [ANID87] [BELL88]. 
2. 7 .2. Handler response semantics 
Q: Which of the following exception handler responses are supported by the exception handling 
model? 
a) resumption, 
b) transfer or strict tennination, 
c) retrial, 
d) implicit propagation, 
e) explicit propagation, 
f) return. 
Once the exception has been caught and handler code executed, there are a number of directions 
in which the flow of control might possibly proceed. The direction(s) allowed to the flow of 
control define(s) the exception handling model's handler response semantics. 
For the purposes of further discussion, the statement being executed when an exception is 
detected is the "signalling statement". The block of code (or other construct) containing the 
signalling statement may be termed the "signaller". Y emini and Berry [YEMI85] identified five 
Figure 7 Exception handler response~. 
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possible handler responses, designated as 
resume the signaller, terminate the signaller, 
retry the signaller, propagate the exception 
and transfer control. Other sources 
describe refinements to and variations of 
the above responses, often with different 
names, all however have semantics which 
might be described as subcategories of 
"termination" or "resumption". 
Figure 7 shows some possible scenarios for 
flow of control with different exception 
handler response semantics. Both "normal 
A" and "normal B" are guarded regions, 
with associated exception handlers "handler A" and "handler B". Normal mode of execution 
starts in "normal A" and moves to "normal B" when B is invoked. At some point whilst executing 
in "normal B" an exception is detected and (in most cases) flow of control passes to "handler B" 
via the arrow marked "Raise". For further discussion, the guarded region "normal B" may be 
regarded as the signaller. The possible handler responses are indicated by the arrows leaving the 
bottom of "handler B". 
2.7.2.1. Resumption 
A definition of resumption semantics is given in Roy Levin's thesis [LEVI77]. With these 
semantics, there are two possible courses of action. The first is that execution of the handler is 
deferred until the signaller has completed its execution. The exception is thus acknowledged or 
"serviced" and execution of the signaller is immediately resumed. Execution of the handler is 
postponed awaiting a more "convenient" juncture. This course might seem prudent where the 
signaller's action is by necessity atomic, as in the transaction on a shared database for example. 
The second course, and the one most commonly regarded as resumption semantics, is that 
execution of the signaller is suspended until after execution of the handler. The signaller is then 
resumed immediately after the point at which the exception was detected. This latter course has 
been descn"bed as Strict Resumption [HUAN90], and it is these semantics which will be referred 
to as resumption in any further discussion. The corresponding flow of control is indicated by the 
arrow marked "Resume" in figure 7. 
2.7.2.2. Termination 
Termination semantics require that on the detection of an exception, the execution of the signaller 
be immediately terminated and control passed to the associated exception handler. After any 
remedial action specified by the handler code a range of handler responses are possible. 
2.7.2.2.1. Retrial 
Reexecution of the signaller after execution of the handler code is called retrial. In figure 7, the 
signaller is "normal B" and the flow of control for retrial semantics is indicated by the arrow 
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marked "Retry". Retrial, in the exception handling models which support it, is usually 
accomplished by executing a statement such as RETRY< optional param) . After completing the 
handler code and executing the retry statement, execution is recommenced in normal mode at the 
beginning of "normal B". After an attempt at remedying the exception causing condition, retrial 
semantics allows another chance for the successful execution of the guarded region. An instance 
where retrial semantics might be used is in a communications program where transient "noise" 
corrupts data packets, requiring that they be resent after a short period of time. In some models 
a means of limiting the number of consecutive retries is supplied, sometimes through an optional 
parameter as above. The advantage ofthis feature is that continuous looping is avoided when for 
example, in the above scenario, a "transient" condition becomes unacceptably continuous. 
2. 7 .2.2.2. Propagation 
If an exception handling model does not support resumption and the exception handler code offers 
no means for retrial then execution must remain in the exceptional mode once entered. In a model 
where exception handling contexts are dynamically nested it may be useful for the task of handling 
an exception to be propagated to the enclosing context. Propagation is effected by signalling the 
currently raised exception or another from within the handler code, causing control to flow to the 
handler of the surrounding exception handling context. This action is indicated by the arrow 
marked "Propagate" in figure 7. 
Some exception handling models support implicit propagation. In the case when the handler code 
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is completed and the execution is still in the exceptional mode, then control automatically passes 
to the handler of the surrounding context. In this case the task of handling the currently raised 
exception is propagated. Explicit propagation is achieved by executing a signalling statement 
explicitly eg. RAISE< this_ exception) as in the case of a programmer defined exception. The 
net effect is the same as implicit propagation except that it is the exception represented by 
"this_exception" which must be handled in the surrounding context. 
Nested exception handling contexts relate to different levels of abstraction in a program. As an 
example, "normal A" might call a number of mathematical functions as part of its operation, the 
code for "normal B" might perform the addition operation. As a result it could sometimes be 
advantageous for a different exception to be propagated which has more meaning at that level of 
abstraction. For instance, if an "integer overflow" exception is signalled in "normal B", and the 
code for "handler B" has no specific code to deal with that exception, a more generic "maths 
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exception" may be signalled, for which there is specific handler code in "handler A". 
Many languages, including some without an exception handling mechanism, have a method of 
reporting the occmTence of an exception prior to relinquishing control to the operating system. 
This mechanism may print a message to the screen or create a memory image file for later 
inspection. Where exception handling is part of the language, this feature is often referred to as 
the "default handler". In a system with implicit propagation it is possible that an exception may 
propagate all the way out to the default handler. Where propagation must be explicit and a 
handler completes its code without propagating the exception, then often it is the default handler 
to which control will pass. 
2.7.2.2.3. Transfer or Strict Termination 
Some exception handling models allow control to be directed to some designated destination in 
the program after the execution of the handler code. The flow of control for these semantics is 
indicated in figure 7, by the arrow marked "Transfer or Strict Terminate". It is usually the case 
that the destination is a function from which the program cannot return and program termination 
follows. Such schemes are said to have transfer semantics. A variation on the transfer semantics 
is where control is passed directly to the default handler. These semantics are called strict 
termination. 
2. 7 .2.2.4 Return 
The semantics described by Y emini and Berry as "terminate the signaller" [YEMI85] are 
essentially what we describe as return semantics. As indicated in figure 7, after execution of the 
handler control passes to the statement following the guarded region. From this point execution 
continues in the normal mode. In the case where the guarded region is a proper procedure or 
function then it can be seen that the semantics are exactly those of executing a return statement. 
Where the guarded region is a function then some models allow an alternative return value to be 
supplied by the handler. 
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2.8. Minor conclusions 
Presented in this chapter is a taxonomy for classifying exception handling models which is 
independent of programming language and paradigm. A number of questions are posed to help 
determine the characteristics of the particular exception handling model under examination. The 
questions are listed below: 
Q: What type of entity is an exception in this exception handling model? 
a) named, 
b) typed. 
Q: Is exception related information transmitted via parameters or some internal record 
structure? 
a) parameters, 
b) structured exception record. 
Q: Which of the following exception sources are represented and processed by the exception 
handling model? 
a) hardware, 
b) operating system, 
c) language (runtime system), 
d) application (user) defined tests, 
e) environmental sensors. 
Q: Is the exception handling model part of the language definition or an added feature? 
a) part of language design, 
b) addedfeature to the language. 
Q: How much code is contained in a guarded region? 
a) operation, 
b) statement, 
c) code block, 
d) procedure body 
Q: Is exception handling code separated from code for normal execution or interspersed? 
a) good physical separation, 
b) normal and exceptional code interspersed (poor separation). 
Q: How are exception handlers associated with the associated guarded region and those guarded 
regions dynamically enclosing it? Would you classify the method of association as: 
a) static, 
b) explicit dynamic, 
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c) automatic dynamic. 
Q: Are data objects which are visible in the guarded region also visible to the associated handler 
code? 
a) only global objects visible, 
b) local objects to the guarded region visible, 
c) parameters visible. 
Q: Which of the following best describes the error recovery strategy of the exception handling 
model? 
a) full backward error recovery, 
b) mixed forward and backward error recovery, 
c) full forward error recovery. 
Q: Which of the following exception handler responses are supported by the exception handling 
model? 
a) resumption, 
b) transfer or strict termination, 
c) retrial, 
d) implicit propagation, 
e) explicit propagation, 
f) return. 
Q: Does the model promote fail-safe program construction? 
a) promotes fail-safe program construction, 
b) may be used to build fail-safe programs, 
c) does not allow fail-safe program construction. 
Discussions are presented to provide context for each question and to help elicit accurate answers. 
The characteristics of exception handling models may differ in the following categories: 
• the representation of an exception in the model, 
• the range of exception sources from which exceptions can be recognised and handled, 
• features of the model design which affect the visible structure or appearance of the 
model, 
• the method of association of exception handlers and guarded regions, 
• the scope rules for visibility of program objects from exception handler code and 
• the possibilities for flow of control, known as exception handling semantics which are 
introduced through execution of an exception handler, 
• fail-safety. 
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Fail-safety is an issue which is central to this thesis. For that reason a discussion of fail-safety and 
the aspects which render an exception handling model as 'fail-safe' are deferred to the next 
chapter. 
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Chapter 3. 
Exception handling literature review 
"Exception Handling: Expecting The Unexpected.", Journal paper title., Drew,S.J. and 
Gough,K.J., Computer Languages Journal, v32, n8, pp69-87, 1994. 
Literature on software fault tolerance, and exception handling in particular, started appearing in 
the early nineteen-seventies. To set the scene, important progress was being made into the areas 
of structured "GOTOless" programming (Pamas, Knuth, Zahn, Hoare, Dijkstra), abstract data 
types and objects (Liskov, Zilles), and procedural abstraction (Lampson, Mitchell, Satterthwaite). 
The initial confusion, due to inexperience with the manner in which structured programming 
should work, contributed greatly to the way in which exception handling methodologies 
developed. The division between the adoption of "resumption" or "termination" style handler 
response semantics in exception handling model design is a good example. 
At this stage work had been done in the areas of programming with "backtracking" (Golomb, 
Baumert: 1965) and parallel programming (Hoare), both of which were the basis for the 
development of two different fault-tolerant computing techniques, the recovery block and 
recursive cache (Homing, Lauer, Melliar-Smith, Randell: University Newcastle On Tyne, 1972), 
and N-version programming (Chen, Avizienis: UCLA, 1978). 
3.1. Introduction to fault tolerant computing 
Several papers and texts offer tutorial material on the subjects of fault tolerance and exception 
handling. Anderson and Lee [ANDE81/91] give a comprehensive coverage of software fault 
tolerance in "Fault Tolerance: Principles and Practice". Flaviu Cristian [CRIS89] relates his 
knowledge of exception handling in modem procedural languages in "Dependability of Resilient 
Computers". In a recent Scientific American publication Littlewood and Strigini discuss "The 
risks of software", in a paper of the same name. Probably the most prolific author on topics 
associated with software fault tolerance is Tom Anderson. In the first chapter of "Resilient 
Computing Systems" [ANDE85] he provides an introduction to the realm of fault tolerant 
computing. A brief summary follows. 
As systems grow there is an increasing risk that the complexity of -the system will be beyond the 
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total comprehension of a number of the people involved in its continued growth. Unmastered 
complexity is the prime cause of design faults in a system. Faults in design and componentry lead 
to the occurrence of errors in the system state. These errors if undetected and not removed may 
cause incorrect results or total or partial system failure. 
Reliability and resilience of computing systems becomes more important as they are used in more 
safety and mission critical applications. Means of dealing with faults follow two schools. The 
first school is fault prevention, which is comprised of fault avoidance and fault removal 
techniques. Fault avoidance is provided by developing and introducing rigid methodologies for 
system design and construction. The development of specification languages and techniques also 
aids in the prevention of design faults. Fault removal is achieved through application of software 
and system validation and verification techniques. While powerful, fault prevention techniques 
are not perfect. The second school strives to provide some tolerance to the remaining faults 
including those highlighted by unexpected events introduced through environmental and human 
interaction with the system. 
Fault tolerance is the last line of defence behind fault prevention against the unexpected. The two 
sets of policies involved in fault tolerance are those of error treatment and fault treatment. 
Errors are the consequence of faults in the system and in many cases dealing with the errors as 
they arise maybe sufficient to avoid system failure. Error treatment involves three phases, error 
detection, damage assessment and error recovery. Error detection is effected by checks and traps 
placed at the interfaces to the various system components. These assess the validity of operands 
and legality of the request for service by a particular component of another. Other means of error 
detection involve consistency checks against the output of alternative redundant implementations, 
comparison of data with redundant data stores, timing checks, and structural checks of data 
objects. 
Damage assessment is used to quantify the possible spread of erroneous values throughout the 
system. The system structure usually provides some means of restricting information flow 
between components. The identification of atomic actions where no communication occurs with 
the rest of the system plays a prime part in determining the limitations of damage spread. 
Error recovery is used to eliminate the errors from the system state after their detection and 
damage assessment. Two approaches to error recovery are forward and backward error recovery 
techniques. Forward error recovery involves building a new correct system state from the present 
erroneous one using redundant state information maintained by the system. This method can be 
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fast, but is dependent upon the particular system structure and accuracy of damage assessment 
to be effective. Backward error recovery involves the reinstatement of a previously saved correct 
system state overwriting the currently erroneous state information. The saved state can be a 
'snapshot' of the system state at a particular instant, called a checkpoint. The system state may 
be updated from an 'audit trail' which records all modifications made to the system state. 
Alternatively the system state may be updated from a 'recovery cache' [HORN74] which 
incrementally updates the 'snapshot' as changes to the system state occur. 
Fault location is generally associated with the type of error which is signalled to the system. With 
this information diagnostic checks of associated system components may be made to locate and 
isolate the fault. System repair is achieved by replacing the faulty component with a spare. This 
means that some redundancy is required in the system and an ability to dynamically switch 
between components and their redundant counterparts. 'Continued service' is the return of the 
system to normal operation. This may be attained by tenninating the faulty components and 
carrying on with the replacement or resuming the operation of the component in which the fault 
was detected. Another alternative to utilising any physical redundancy in the system is to "retry" 
the operation. This is called 'temporal redundancy' and is used where errors are possibly due to 
transient conditions and where there are no hard time constraints on the production of results. 
As a means of providing design fault tolerance for software componentry the two proposals, 
"recovery blocks" and "N-version programming" mentioned above, were developed. Each 
involves the provision of redundant modules of independent design and some adjudication system 
to select the correct result. N-version programming requires that redundant modules are executed 
in parallel and that the adjudicator votes on the majority result or some other predetermined 
criteria. The recovery block system requires that redundant modules are executed sequentially 
until an acceptable result is selected by the adjudicator or all alternatives have failed. To allow 
sequential execution of modules with identical starting conditions for each execution the use of 
some backward error recovery mechanism is.assumed. 
For dealing with errors in the system such as faulty code, the mechanisms for fault tolerance 
described above are most adequate. There are some types of error however, for which a more 
flexible response would be appropriate. Consider a program which encounters an item of data 
which is outside of its design domain. There is no actual fault with the program in this case, so 
an alternate algorithm will not fix the problem. What is required is a fault tolerance measure 
which will deal with "exceptional" [GOOD75] events in addition to faults. A problem such as the 
incorrect data example may be best dealt with by reporting the event and carrying on, by taking 
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some remedial action, or simply by stopping the program, depending upon the application. The 
fault tolerance mechanism needed must therefore be flexible enough to offer a range of responses 
to such an event. 
Programmed exception handling is a relatively compact and flexible way of providing the required 
type of fault tolerance. Rather than replacing an algorithm due to a generic "failure" during its 
execution, a range of remedial actions may be prescribed which target specific exception 
conditions occurring at specific locations in the program. The introduction of temporal 
redundancy allows for a program to deal with transient or temporary exceptional conditions by 
retrying a portion of the program code rather than abandoning it. 
With the above introduction to fault tolerance and its link to exception handling, a review of the 
papers contributing to the development of fault tolerant computing and exception handling can 
be made. The review is split into three parts: early exception handling models, contemporary 
exception handling models, and formal methods for exception handling models. With respect to 
the taxonomy previously developed, the characteristics of model designs are determined, and the 
information presented in table form at the section conclusion. 
3.2. Early exception handling models 
With structured programming came the notions of modularity, encapsulation and abstraction. The 
constraints these place upon data and control flow during program execution are well documented 
[SOMM89], as are their effects upon various software engineering metrics like reusability, 
replaceability, readability, writability and their like. As exception handling and other fault 
tolerance methods were developed these notions needed to be kept in view. A number of the 
earliest exception handler model designs are reviewed, and their adherence to the tenets of 
structured programming is evaluated. 
3.2.1. Parnas [PARN72] 
Parnas discusses an approach to handling runtime errors in well-structured programs. By well-
structured the author is referring to a program constructed of a hierarchy of abstractions. The 
justification for his research is that even though structured programming has been developed to 
reduce program errors it is assumed that they will not be eliminated. The reasons cited for this 
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were that even the best of "structured programmers" may err; hardware will fail, directly or 
indirectly causing program failure; and new errors appear as a consequence of modifications. 
The error handling model proposed is designed in an attempt to satisfy the following criteria: 
• 1) Error response routines should be written at the same level of abstraction (in the same 
terms) as the normal case code. No knowledge of the implementation of other levels of 
the program hierarchy should be assumed or needed. 
• 2) Code for error detection, correction and normal case execution should be lexically 
separate and independent. 
• 3) Upgrading error recovery should not modify the program structure. 
• 4) Location of an error should be able to be discovered without knowledge of the 
construction of routines called from other modules. 
In this paper the notion is introduced that in hierarchically structured systems the lower levels of 
the hierarchy have no information (apart from parameters) about the higher levels. It is also 
reasoned that while an error may be detected at a lower level, only the higher level routine has 
enough information to determine the appropriate recovery action. 
It is proposed that runtime errors, when detected, cause the signalling of the condition to the 
caller by "calling a trap" with the appropriate condition information. The trap, which is located 
· in the caller's execution context may prescribe retrial of the callee, execution of an alternative 
algorithm, "return" or propagation of the condition by calling a trap in the level of abstraction 
above. 
NOTE: There are a couple of problems with this model. Firstly, abstraction is broken by 
introduction of a two way call chain when a callee makes a call to a trap in the caller. Apart 
from parameters the callee must know about the trap handling in the caller in order to call a 
specific trap. This may be ameliorated if there exists a generic trap call. The callee may supply 
exception information as a parameter to the trap call. The second problem is that by allowing 
the trap to "return", resumption semantics are implemented. Pamas suggests that this response 
only be allowed if safe to do so. Relative "safety" is determined by parameter information with 
the trap call denoting severity of system corruption. 
This paper appears to be one of the earliest dealing with structured programming and error 
handling. As such the important points introduced for the first time were: 
• 1) non-violation of abstraction by error-handling mechanism, 
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• 2) error handling being carried out in the caller's execution context, 
• 3) lexical separation of error handling code and normal execution to allow independent 
replacement or upgrade of either, 
• 4) enforcement of multilevel propagation of error handling with program termination 
only being allowed from the highest level of abstraction, 
• 5) retrial, alternative algorithm, explicit propagation and resumption semantics, and 
• 6) the notion of exception severity or degree of system state corruption. 
3.2.2. Horning, Lauer, Melliar-Smith and Randell [HORN74] 
This paper introduces the recovery block and recursive cache mechanisms mentioned in the 
introduction to this chapter. The authors describe the recovery block concept as a means of 
structuring programs to aid in error detection and recovery. The concept also provides a means 
of separating code for normal operation, acceptance tests and code for exceptional execution. 
The recursive cache mechanism is a means of incrementally updating a copy of the system state 
which can be reinstated upon error recovery. The rationale behind using a backward error 
recovery technique is that analysis of program state for possible errors and their consequent repair 
is too complex to consider. The outcome of such actions is considered a state, further execution 
from which may produce a result which is at best legal but not necessarily correct. 
The authors consider that error recovery routines are less well tested and more error prone than 
code for normal operation. The recovery block concept is designed therefore to be structured 
such that recovery blocks may be nested dynamically with the abstraction process. Failure of a 
local set of recovery blocks may be passed on as a condition for a more global recovery block to 
handle. In this way the concepts of termination of the failed operation and propagation of 
exceptions along the dynamic chain are introduced. 
The recovery block mechanism has a primary block (main code) and any number of alternate 
blocks of code to perform a particular operation. An acceptance test is applied to the outcome 
of the primary block execution. If it fails the test then each alternate block is executed in turn 
until an acceptable outcome is registered or the recovery block fails. Failure of the recovery block 
or an error in the execution of an acceptance test is passed on as a failure to the enclosing 
recovery block. 
Execution of each alternate block in the recovery block is designed to be independent. To achieve 
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freedom from the effects of any previous failure, the execution context at the start of any alternate 
block must be the same as that prior to the execution of the primary block. To do this a complete 
context must be restored including the previous local and global variable values. The recursive 
cache mechanism tracks all variable values and provides as complete a context as is required for 
"back -tracking". 
The authors introduce the concept and mechanism of a recoverable procedure, the body of which 
is simply a recovery block. The difference from a normal recovery block is that a "save point" is 
introduced at the start of the first call to the procedure from within a recovery block. This may 
be thought of as starting a new cache. Local variables are not automatically reinstated by the 
recursive cache mechanism when an error occurs. These values may be changed during the 
program to persist through execution of later alternate blocks. If the recoverable procedure fails 
then the information from the save point is reinstated prior to procedure return. The uses for such 
a device might be for an interface to a file access mechanism which allows for rollback if the file 
access fails. Further to the recoverable procedure was the notion that a group of procedures 
might also share access to variables which were not affected by the cache mechanism. This 
suggests maybe a recoverable module or some similar concept. 
NOTE: This model requires specific hardware and software support to make the recursive cache 
mechanism suitably fast. The extent of the execution context saved at the start of each recovery 
block includes register values and runtime data structures. Local variable values may be tracked 
or not as required. 
The important features of this model are: 
• 1) error detection results in either termination semantics or execution of a different 
algorithm, 
• 2) post-conditions of the recovery block are assured by acceptance tests, 
• 3) through nested recovery blocks "failure" may be propagated, 
• 4) lexical separation of primary block, alternate blocks and acceptance tests, 
• 5) application of error recovery to code blocks, procedures and modules, 
• 6) error recovery at same lexical level as primary block, 
• 7) a backward error recovery mechanism. 
In a number of related papers the recovery block mechanism is discussed as a basis for 
describing software fault tolerance and in others as a foundation of further research. Lee and 
Anderson [LEE85] and Shrivastava [SHR/87] present tutorial papers on the principles of 
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software fault tolerance using recovery blocks as a working example. Anderson, Barrett, 
Halliwell and Moulding [ANDE85a] provide experimental results, measuring the increase in 
fault tolerance of a naval command program when using the recovery block mechanism. 
Sapiecha, Banaszek and Jarocki [SAP/85] explore the use of the recovery block concept in real-
time systems. The authors describe a dynamic block selection mechanism based upon time 
bounds, required system response, mapped execution times and other relevant sequencing and 
scheduling data. 
Mancini and Shrivastava [MANC86] explore the same mechanism in concurrent systems with 
message passing. Possible runtime errors which are introduced by this system are from failed 
processors and from out of order receipt of messages. Strategies for dealing with each of these 
possibilities are discussed. 
3.2.3. Randell [RAND75] 
Described later, Randell [RAND75] expands the recovery block concept for use in a 
multiprocessing environment. In his paper he describes boundaries on a group of communicating 
processes which describe a "conversation". The start of a conversation provides a common 
resynchronisation point after detection of an error. The conversation construct eliminates the roll-
back "domino effect" typical of backward error recovery mechanisms when applied to systems 
of several communicating processes. 
Randell describes error handling in a "multilevel" system. A multilevel system may be 
characterised by the interpretive levels of a computer program. At the highest level for example 
may be Modula-2 code, below that assembly instructions, lower still micro-instructions all the way 
down to the hardware logic level. If each of these levels represents a virtual machine, each using 
services of the level below and providing services to the level above, then between each level is 
a virtual machine interface. The author explains that fault tolerance should be concentrated at the 
interfaces of the virtual machines, ensuring clean separation of required recovery actions after a 
failure. 
NOTE: The concepts explained in this paper are an important introduction to the considerations 
required for the use of exception handling in parallel and structured systems. The use of 
recovery blocks at virtual machine interfaces is a precursor of the "interface" exception 
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described by Anderson and Lee [ANDE81] and contract programming [MEYE92]. The 
connection is clearer if inteifaces between levels of abstraction, ie. parameters and return 
values, are viewed as virtual machine inteifaces. 
3.2.4. Lampson, Mitchell and Satterthwaite [LAMP74] 
Lampson et al. describe a primitive for transferring control from one module or naming 
environment to another. These actions are called global transfers of control as opposed to local 
transfers executed by loop constructs, case statements and the like. The objects between which 
control is transferred are introduced as contexts and are represented by a record structure called 
a frame. The material covered in the paper is an introduction to the runtime organisation and 
context manipulation primitives used by most contemporary languages. The authors describe how 
the mechanism may be used to effect transfers of control between procedures and functions, 
coroutines and ports with buffered communication, and the non-local goto and handler 
association mechanism used in signal handling. 
A mechanism for handling exceptional events is introduced with named entities called signals 
representing particular events, handlers associated with each context and a mechanism for 
signalling the occurrence of any event The mechanism described has a very low or zero overhead 
for setting handlers and for entering the scope of a declared handler. This is done by the compiler, 
which generates a recognisable pattern of no-ops and distributes them to the appropriate places 
in the code body for the signal handling mechanism to find and use as needed. If the local context 
does not have an appropriate handler for the signalled event then contexts associated with the 
dynamic chain are "searched" for one. Climbing of the context stack may need to be associated 
with some housekeeping destroying any unwanted contexts. The authors describe a stack 
unwinding mechanism which performs this function. 
The language used for development of this mechanism was MPL (Modular Programming 
Language) which is (was) a strongly typed Pascal (Wirth) - Simula (Hoare,Dahl) flavoured 
language; MPL features record structures, the fields of which can be "closed" except to 
procedures declared with them (Pre-OOL). Also part of the language is the ability to extend types 
to form classes of a particular type. 
NOTE: Important points of this paper are: 
• 1) the association of frames on the runtime stack with procedure bodies, levels of 
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abstraction and separate execution contexts, 
• 2) the recognition of a need and a description of a low overhead method of associating 
handler code and guarded region, 
• 3) using the stack traversal to find error handlers and as a method for incrementally 
finalising or destroying data structures. 
The execution overhead introduced by backward error recovery mechanisms in particular is a 
point of concern for many authors. The safety and security of restoring the system state to one 
previously saved is also seen as necessary when considering unexpected errors. As a result 
several papers deal with the development of hybridised exception handling mechanisms with both 
forward and backward error recovery mechanisms [CRIS82] [CAMP86] [ANID87] [BELL88]. 
3.2.5. Goodenough [GOOD75a,b] 
J.B.Goodenough presented at the second ACM symposium on principles of programming 
languages in 1975, his much referenced paper on structured exception handling. Later the same 
year the paper, slightly modified, was published in Communications of the ACM. In this paper 
Goodenough coins some phrases still used in discussion of exception handling mechanisms. 
The paper starts by defining "exceptions" as conditions that an operation brings to the attention 
of its invoker. This is in contrast to the term "error" and infers that a condition may be unusual 
or unexpected and not incorrect. The action taken by the invpker after an exception has been 
"raised" by the callee is termed "handling" the exception. 
Goodenough maintains that exceptions should not be reserved solely for marking error conditions 
but should also be a vehicle for extra information classifying program results and monitoring 
execution progress. Used in the classification role, a program element may raise an exception 
which expresses the level of confidence in the correctness of its output. As a monitoring device 
exceptions may be used as "trips" at points in a program. Measurement of loop traversals and 
detection of race conditions are example applications. Discussion of the requirements of an 
exception handling model included such topics as methods of association of handlers with 
invocations, nested invocations and propagation of exceptions, exception hierarchies, default 
exception handling and control flow issues. 
Expanding upon Parnas' [PARN72] work, it was proposed that exceptions be classified as to the 
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appropriate semantics for handling. Three exception types and responses were determined, 
exceptions which require termination of the operation, exceptions which forbid termination of the 
operation so that it may be resumed and exceptions which permit termination at the handler's 
discretion. The forbid and permit termination types of exception were associated mostly with 
classification and monitoring exception uses. 
Hierarchies of operations and their exceptions introduces the discussion of exception 
propagation. Goodenough introduces the notion of "advertising" the exceptions which may be 
raised by an invocation. This as an aid to compile time checking of exceptions and handlers. · Also 
proposed is a method of bypassing this requirement if a particular exception is of no interest to 
an invocation between the one raising the exception and the dynamically enclosing one with an 
appropriate handler. The exception must be locally declared but given a value of "PASS" so that 
no handler is searched for in that scope. In the case of an "unexpected" exception being detected, 
an invocation may declare a "CLEANUP" or catch-all handler. Goodenough proposes a method 
of declaring default handlers for specific exceptions in the case of an invocation not having a 
specific handler. 
NOTE: Goodenough's papers demonstrate an inventiveness in the uses of exceptions and handler 
response semantics, and a thoroughness in exploring possibilities. Elsewhere in this thesis the 
principle of program fail-safety is developed. In subsequent discussion resumption semantics 
are classified as being a non-fail-safe feature as they can not guarantee that a program will 
reach its advertised postconditions. The development of resumption as a suitable handler 
response semantics appears to stem partly from the use of exceptions as "classifiers" and 
"monitors". It is apparent that an incomplete appreciation of the structured programming 
paradigm and the consequences of exception handling have also contributed to its development. 
Many of the examples given for the use of the exception handling features such as exiting loops, 
and exception types for monitoring and classification are irrelevant given current structured 
programming practices. Use of an exception as an extra return value sounds useful although 
the use of "inout" (Ada) or "VAR" (Modula-2) parameters or complex return types would be 
more suitable for the purpose. The use of exception handling to communicate to an invoker the 
progress of computation also sounds useful until one considers the cost of saving and reinstating 
context information every time a report is made and the process resumed. 
Control flow issues mentioned the use of exceptions to exit from multiply nested loops instead 
of a go to. On inspection, such a use of exception handling is just saying goto in another way. 
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The important points of this paper are: 
• 1) the definition of an exception and the relevant raising and handling operations, 
• 2) the contrast between an error and an exception, 
• 3) the introduction of advertising the exceptions which might be expected from an 
invocation with its interface 
• 4) the ability to skip exception handlers in some contexts when propagating an exception 
• 5) the innovation of a catch-all or cleanup handler for unexpected and unnamed 
exceptions, 
• 6) and the ability to declare default handlers for nominated exceptions. 
3.2.6. Levin [LEVI77] 
Roy Levin presents in his Ph.D. thesis, a verifiable, language independent exception handling 
mechanism. The embedding language for this model is 'Alphard', an experimental language 
designed for operating system programming, but incomplete during the period of research. 
The exception handling mechanism is designed such that the mechanism's constructs and style of 
usage are in keeping with the rest of the language whilst maintaining complete orthogonality in 
terms of use. The mechanism is described in terms of the 'Alphard' language as it is (was) a 
modular language which maintains the principles of data hiding and 'mutual suspicion'. While 
being basically procedural, Alphard allows object oriented programming, defining classes and 
methods for those classes. 
The exceptions ('conditions' from PLII) defined in Levin's model are either structural or control 
flow conditions depending on whether they apply to an object or an operation. A module (a 'form' 
in Alphard) exports exceptions along with the operations and structures of that particular abstract 
data type. All exceptions are synchronous, being defmed by the programmer. No language or 
hardware exceptions are allowed for unless the runtime system and hardware interfaces are 
similarly written in the same language. 
Handlers may be associated with modules, procedure bodies, statements and expressions. Levin 
explains handlers as being similar to functions, complete with parameters as needed. The client 
of a module supplies handlers which are executable program units, usually procedures, to process 
exceptions. In the author's model, handler selection is based upon the static rather than dynamic 
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hierarchy of guarded regions. In such an arrangement there may be several handlers which are 
'eligible' to handle the exception. Rules are applied to determine which handlers are eligible to 
handle the condition, then a selection policy is exercised to determine which of those handlers gets 
a chance to execute. Handlers are associated with the signaller of the condition via parameters 
to the 'raise' statement. They are also associated with the execution context, sharing access to the 
same data. 
The similarity to the function or procedure call is the main reason for the use of resumption 
semantics, a handler always returning to its 'caller'. It is a policy of this model that execution 
always continues in the signaller at the statement following the 'raise' statement with the exception 
being considered handled when the handler has 'returned'. This policy has the benefit that the 
continuing program may use any information generated by execution of the handler. 
The prime motivations for adopting resumption semantics were expressiveness, functionality and 
that they fitted the function return model exactly. There is no added overhead for maintenance 
of context or machine state information, and no hidden control paths as with non-local gotos. 
This model also maintains the verifiability of the model in terms of existing mechanical proof 
methods. A full proof is presented in terms of C.A.R.Hoare's axiomatic notation for program 
verification. 
NOTE: The most glaring omissions from this thesis are the considerations of the effects that 
exceptional conditions, (or the faults that caused them) have upon the correctness of the machine 
state. It is assumed, if it was considered, that a handler will be able to fix every consequence of 
the exception before continuing execution. It is further assumed that synchronous, programmer 
defined conditions are the only source of exceptions. The model is very self contained taking no 
account of environmental considerations. In the author's defence, maintenance of verifiability 
was of utmost importance to the model. It was also expressed that for the uniformity of the 
model it should be stretched to include interfaces to hardware and other software to be made 
complete. 
Important points are: 
• 1) style and usage of the exception handling mechanism are in keeping with the existing 
language, 
• 2) exception handling is orthogonal to rest of the language, 
• 3) exceptions are associated with either structural or control flow violations, 
• 4) granularity of guarded region ranges from module level down to the statement level. 
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3.2.7. Cocco and Dulli [COCC82] 
Cocco and Dulli present a control structure for exception handling based upon Goodenough's 
proposal. The mechanism is described formally using Hoare-like verification rules. The authors 
consider the mechanisms of Ada, CLU, Mesa and CHilL incomplete as they do not allow the 
possibility of retrial and with termination semantics being only optional. The preferred model 
described by the authors involves only termination semantics with no resumption at all. The 
granularity of the guarded region is the unit which includes functions, procedures and modules. 
A distinction is drawn between exceptions and errors. Errors may be handled locally and are 
signalled by use of the raise statement. Exceptions must be propagated to the caller through the 
exit-raise statement. A handler may not raise an exception per-se as this would cause looping 
problems. All exceptions signalled in the handler must be propagated to the caller using the 
exit-raise call. Exceptions are declared at the front of each unit including those which may be 
propagated which must be declared in the interface to the unit. In this way static checking of 
scope is enabled. Handlers are grouped at the end of the unit which aids readability of code. For 
completeness the model has an unhandled "failure" type exception and a default handler facility 
which informs the user of the unhandled exception. 
NOTE: Important points are: 
• 1) granularity of guarded region is the module or procedure body, 
• 2) termination semantics including retrial, 
• 3) exceptions in the handler are propagated to the calling context, 
• 4) exceptions which may be propagated are advertised in a "raises" type clause at the 
interface to the procedure, 
• 5) unexpected exceptions raise a general "failure" exceptions which is handled by a 
default handler mechanism, 
• 6) handlers are syntactically separate from normal execution code 
3.2.8. Knudsen [KNUD84] [KNUD87] 
J orgen Knudsen presents what is termed a static approach to exception handling. The author 
makes use of sequel, class and derived definition concepts to construct his model. The sequel is 
a construct much like a procedure. Both procedure and sequel may take parameters, including 
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those of procedure type. When a procedure terminates by returning, control is passed to the 
statement following the procedure invocation. A sequel when it "returns" however, causes the 
termination of all dynamically nested code block invocations up to and including the one in which 
the sequel was declared. In this manner a sequel invocation may be used to implement a handler 
with termination semantics. 
If an invocation of a sequel declared in an outer block is found whilst traversing the dynamic 
chain, then that invocation is resumed. In this way handling of exceptions raised in handlers may 
be implemented. It is demonstrated how the sequel construct may be used to provide multiple 
exit points from a block without the use of goto statements. 
The predefined language environment may also contain sequels, sequels in predefmed routines and 
classes with sequels. Execution of a predefined sequel leads to termination of the program, 
similar to "halt" in the Pascal language. Predefined routines may invoke sequels so that handling 
of errors may be local and predefined types may use sequels as parameters to handle errors using 
theADT. 
In [KNUD87] Knudsen builds on the "static approach" to exception handling introduced above. 
He reintroduces the sequel concept and the static approach to exception handling, comparing the 
static approach model with that of CLU. The author fmds a problem with termination and block 
structured languages in that blocks are terminated abruptly with no cleanup actions taken. 
Proposed is a finalisation mechanism for blocks whose actions are dependent upon the exception 
which has been signalled. The sequel is used again with prefixing to maintain preconditions and 
prepare data structures and to provide smooth termination with executable postconditions. The 
use of virtual sequels with prefixing offers smooth termination exception handling for inner nested 
blocks. Default sequels are suggested to provide default exception handling and to promote 
smooth termination all the way to the operating system level. 
NOTE: Knudsen states that his proposals were not implemented, but maintains that it would be 
simple to do so. As an approach to exception handling it requires that the user understand the 
sequel concept quite thoroughly. The flow of control is not as simple or as obvious to the 
uninitiated as the author would have us believe. The main problem with the system is that two 
concepts are required to be learned before we can effectively make use of one. The separation 
of code for exceptional and normal execution is excellent but no better than for other models 
with statically associated exception handlers. 
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3.2.9. Cristian [CRIS82] 
Flaviu Cristian investigates some basic concepts of fault tolerant software design and, applying 
these, develops a unified view on programmed and default exception handling using automatic 
backward error recovery. A class of design faults is characterised for which default handling 
provides effective fault tolerance. Another set of faults is characterised for which default handling 
is ineffective and fault avoidance techniques are investigated for these. The paper seeks to 
highlight the unity between the recovery block mechanism and programmed exception handling 
and, through understanding both, hopes to show how the two techniques might be integrated. 
Cristian gives a functional description of a procedure relating possible outputs to the given input. 
The starting domain for a procedure may be divided into a "standard domain" from which 
execution causes termination in the normal state satisfying the normal post-conditions; and the 
exceptional domain from which execution terminates in the exceptional state satisfying exceptional 
post-conditions. These post-conditions may be advertised as part of the procedure declaration, 
ie. 
proc A returns(int) signa~s(fault). 
The question of unanticipated exceptions remains. The exceptional domain is divided into the 
anticipated and unanticipated exceptional domains. Unanticipated exceptions stem from inability 
of a program to reach its post condition, ie. infinite loop, unanticipated propagation from a lower 
level procedure, or termination in the normal or exceptional state but not satisfying the particular 
post -conditions. The detection of an unanticipated exception is termed a F All..URE occurrence. 
Use of multilevel propagation is rejected by Cristian as a proper means of handling "failure" 
exceptions. The reasons stated are that: 
• 1) the propagation of module specific exceptions across module boundaries violates the 
data hiding principle, 
• 2) the control does not return to the caller, 
• 3) the exception is passed on, continuing execution without attempting to fix a possibly 
inconsistent state where program invariants are compromised. 
In the case of a detected and unanticipated exception, the utilisation of backward error recovery 
techniques restores all to a consistent state. It is this point which leads the author to recommend 
the use of the recovery block and recursive cache mechanisms [HORN74] [RAND75] as the 
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default handler mechanism to be employed for F AlLURE exceptions. The advantages of the 
recovery block/cache mechanism for this application are that exception occurrences can be safely 
and correctly masked, recovery is complete, and further exceptions may be signalled from within 
the recovery block. 
NOTE: All exceptions must be detected by some mechanism which operates outside of the context 
of the program, ie. signals, traps etc., in the runtime system software. An exception, 
unanticipated or otherwise, which has been detected is safe. Appropriate remedial action may 
be taken using whatever mechanism is available. The importance of using the recovery block 
mechanism is that the acceptance test is a means of eliminating the effects of what might be an 
undetected exception. 
The validity of the reasons given against the use of multilevel propagation offailure exceptions 
are rather dependent upon the implementation of the exception handling mechanism and the 
representation of exceptions in the language. Point (1) above, is only valid where exceptions are 
not objects subject to export from their module. If exceptions are exported then no violation of 
data hiding is involved. 
3.2.10. Campbell and Randell [CAMP86] 
Campbell and Randell explore the realm of structuring asynchronous systems using forward and 
backward error recovery techniques for exceptional condition handling. The asynchronous 
systems that the authors refer to include any computer system composed of discrete nodes. 
Typical systems might include networks of computers, multiple processors and any distributed 
data or service providers. An asynchronous system is one which is designed to support two or 
more separate and simultaneously active atomic operations. 
It is proposed, as with Cristian's paper [CRIS82] that forward error recovery techniques be used 
in the handling of errors which are expected, as the nature of state damage is estimable. 
Backward error recovery techniques should be used to recover from errors of unknown origin and 
propagation characteristics. The one problem found by the authors is the choice of a sufficiently 
correct previous state to restore to. To meld these complementary techniques a forward error 
recovery mechanism may support backward error recovery implementation by transforming 
unexpected errors into default error ("failure") conditions. 
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3.2.11. Anido and Kramer [ANID87] 
Anido and Kramer present a synchronised forward and backward error recovery mechanism for 
reliable distributed systems. The system is based upon processes which communicate via 
messages which are classified as either "notify" (or broadcast) or "request-reply" for synchronous 
communication. Similar to Campbell and Randell [CAMP86] units of work are encapsulated into 
(atomic) actions which of course are indivisible and recoverable by nature. A task creates a new 
atomic action each time it enters an "action-else" statement. On entry to the action the task is 
checkpointed. On completion the action is committed. Using backward error recovery, if the 
action aborts the process is rolled back to the checkpoint and the else part executed after which 
a commit is attempted. Another process may join the action by communicating and merging, at 
which time a dynamic mechanism evaluates the new limits of the atomic action. 
The forward error recovery mechanism uses termination semantics and incorporates an exception 
handling clause, "action-except_when<handler list>end-else". If the action detects an exception 
the appropriate exception handler is executed if present and a commit attempted. If there is no 
handler then the action is aborted and the else part for backward error recovery is executed. 
Exception propagation comes in two flavours. Internal propagation refers to propagation along 
the dynamic chain within an action. External propagation refers to the communication of an 
exception to all other participant processes in the action. An exception is never propagated past 
the boundary of an action. In such a case the action has failed and backward error recovery takes 
over. 
3.3. Contemporary exception handling models 
Over the period from the early nineteen-seventies to the present day several language designers 
have implemented their ideas for exception handling models. In this section a selection of those 
models are described and evaluated on the criteria set out in section 2.3. 
3.3.1. CLU: Atkinson, Liskov and Sheifler [ATKI78] 
Atkinson, Liskov and Sheifler present implementation notes on the mechanisms for structured 
exception handling, iteration over abstract objects and parameterised abstractions in the CLU 
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language. In CLU a routine may have two modes of terminating, normal by execution of a 
return statement, or exceptional by execution of a signal statement. Routine headers list the 
ways in which the routine may terminate giving the normal result type in addition to any 
exceptional result possible. For the procedure performing integer division this may appear as 
follows: 
div = proc(x,y:int) returns(int) signals(zero_divide). 
Any routine may also terminate in a special 'failure' condition if an unadvertised exception is 
signalled. All exceptions signalled must be handled by the immediate caller. A statement may 
have a handler list associated with it statically by means of the except statement: 
statement except handler list end. 
statement may be a single invocation or a block of statements. If the execution of statement 
raises an exception then handler list contains the instructions on how to proceed for each 
named exception. An others clause provides a catch-all handler for exceptions with no specific 
handler code: 
begin %start of inner block 
Sl except when zero_divide:S2 
end 
end %end of inner block 
except when zero_divide:S3 
others:S4 
end 
If zero_di vide is raised by Sl it will be handled by S2 . if zero_di vide is raised in S2 it will be 
handled by s3. Any other exceptions raised in s1 or s2 are handled by s4. The handler 
responses of this model are termination with explicit propagation and return semantics. 
Implementation details are given for two different approaches. In each case the design is made 
with consideration of the following criteria. 
• 1) Execution should not suffer for entering the scope of a handler list, 
• 2) Speed of handling exceptions should be reasonably fast but is not a priority and 
• 3) use of space should be efficient. 
Of the two possible implementations one, the 'branch table method' was discarded as being too 
space inefficient. This model associated a small table of addresses with each invocation in the 
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code. As there were far fewer handlers than invocations a method with an address table per 
routine was developed, called the 'handler table method'. With a table entry per handler, each 
entry included a list of exceptions handled by the handler, an object code address range denoting 
the scope of the handler and location of the handler code. 
3.3.2. C language: Allman and Been [ALLM85] 
Allman and Been describe an exception handling mechanism for the C language based primarily 
upon Goodenough's proposals. They propose an "add-on" exception handling model for the 
"C"/Unix environment, in which exceptions are identified by a character string. The string 
contains information about the exception including its source and severity which may determine 
how the exception is to be handled. Three levels of severity are possible, these are Abort, which 
indicates that the procedure in which the exception is raised cannot continue, Error which 
indicates that processing can continue but the results cannot be guaranteed to be correct, and 
Warning which indicates that the exceptional condition has been resolved. A special severity, 
Transient is allocated to asynchronous exceptions (some signals) to indicate that the exception 
might not occur in the same place if the program was rerun. Two functions excalock < > and 
excaunlock < > are provided to enable and disable signals (interrupts) to facilitate atomic actions 
on data structures. Code with exception handling appears as follows: 
void a() 
{ 
} 
extern handler; 
exchandle("?:Xname", handler); 
b(); 
excraise("W:Xname",NULL); 
void b() 
{ 
excraise("E:Xname",NULL) 
} 
In the above example, the function "handler<>" is declared as an externally elaborated function. 
A call to "exchandle < >" associates the aforementioned "handler ()" for the exception "xname" 
with the remainder of the execution of a< > . A call to b < > will explicitly raise the "Error" level 
exception "xname" causing ''handler(>" to be executed. The last action of a<> is to reraise the 
exception "xname" with a Warning severity, propagating it to a ( > ' s caller. 
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Exception handlers are associated with guarded regions dynamically using the explicit 
exchandle ( exstring 1 handlerproc) call, and excdhandle ( .. ) which resets the default 
handler action. The first parameter is the exception string which may contain "wildcard" pattern 
matching characters (*, ?), the second is the function name of the handler. Any parameters to the 
handler are gathered when the exception is raised, excraise ( exstring I arg1 I arg2 1 ••• 1 
NULL> ; In this model the exception handler code does not have access to variables local to the 
guarded region. Variable visibility for the handler is limited to its own local variables and those 
in a more global scope. 
The response semantics possible are termination (which is termed "backout"), automatic 
propagation, and resumption (which is termed "continue" or "ignore"). The standard default 
handler action for an Abort severity exception is program termination, all others cause the 
excraise < > to continue. The programmer determination of exception severity (rather than origin 
based) and the non-specific use of resumption semantics render the model as non-fail-safe. 
3.3.3. Algol68: Y emini and Berry [YEMI85] 
Yemini and Berry introduce the "replacement" exception handling model, with examples of the 
model embedded in the Algol68 language. Procedural abstractions or operations have a defined 
domain input from which a normal output is expected. Input from outside this domain leads to 
out -of-the-ordinary processing. The use of input assertions is one means of checking for interface 
deficiencies. The authors infer that states that violate an operation's input assertions define the 
exceptions of that operation, the detection of which leads the operation to be the signaller of the 
exception. 
Y emini and Berry state that, as the invoker of the operation knows the purpose of the application 
of the operation and therefore the significance of any exceptions signalled, it should also be the 
invoker of the operation which should execute associated exception handling code. The authors 
state that exception handling in this manner is critical for support of modularity as otherwise too 
much information is shared and intermodule coupling is raised. Either the callee needs more 
information about the invoker's purpose, or the invoker needs more implementation details of the 
callee. 
The authors describe an exception handling mechanism which is suited to an expression oriented 
language, but may be used in other statement oriented languages with similar effect. The 
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requirements of a model are: 
• 1) that it maintains modularity while still being able to communicate information to treat 
exception conditions, 
• 2) the mechanism of the model should be orthogonal to the language so that exception 
handling may be omitted without affecting the correctness of a program, 
• 3) it should also be able to be used arbitrarily with any of the language's other constructs. 
• 4) for flexibility all handler responses, resumption, termination, retrial, propagation and 
transfer control should be supported, 
• 5) exceptions should have associated parameters which can be passed to handlers. 
• 6) handlers in this case should have formal parameters. 
The authors devote a section to the ills of automatic propagation of exceptions. Explicit 
propagation is promoted as it reduces the possible transmission of implementation details across 
module boundaries. It also means that all exceptions may be made meaningful to the context 
receiving them. (cf. Exception: "array index out of bounds" being propagated to an invoker of 
a stack operation.) 
By extending type and scope rules to exception handling constructs the compiler may check that 
exception actual parameters are correct, formal parameters to handlers match possible exceptions 
raised, that only exceptions advertised by the signaller are signalled and that all exceptions raised 
are handled in that scope. 
They then describe their own model proposal as having the following features: 
• 1) orthogonal to the embedding language. 
• 2) as few primitives as possible and as much power as possible. 
• 3) strongly typed expression oriented embedding language (algol68). 
• 4) an encapsulation mechanism (Ada packages). 
• 5) one new closed construct for handler bodies on ... no. 
• 6) 'handler' type constructor. 
• 7) 'replace' handler completer. 
• 8) 'signals' and 'exc' punctuation denoting exceptional return declaration and value. 
• 9) units may return exceptions. 
The embedding language is a hierarchy of expressions, each of which may have exceptions and 
handlers associated with them. A signaller is a subexpression which could not complete its 
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operation. A handler may either replace the result of the subexpression if resumption is required 
or replace the result of the entire invocation if termination is required. 
Consider the following example: 
proc convert = ref(int code)string signals(exc(int) (char,string)badcode): 
The signals clause denotes that the operation may signal the exception badcode. Any handler 
must have the ability to accept a single integer type parameter. If the handler matching 
"exc < int >" requires resumption of the execution. then a character replacement is specified by 
the first return parameter of the handler. If the handler designates termination of the operation 
then an entire replacement string is specified by the second return parameter. 
NOTE: Part of the purpose of advertising the possible exceptions is for compile time checking 
and as an aid to verification of the program. The idea of exception handling/fault tolerance is 
partly to deal with design faults. Leaving.the programmer to think of every possible exception 
that may occur within an operation is asking for omissions and further design faults. Exceptions 
are generally the result of "unexpected" conditions. It happens that there are language, 
environment and hardware sources of exceptions which must be catered for. The model 
described is geared towards programmer defined exceptions only which is not in keeping with 
the concept of generality. The authors suggest a default handler mechanism to handle language 
and hardware exceptions. This goes against the argument for resumption which involves the 
maintenance of program state information during exception handling as opposed to 
relinquishing state information for termination semantics. If there has been a fault and 
subsequent exception what is the chance that the state information is correct or valid in any 
case? 
Yemini and Berry paraphrase the three possible exception severities described by Goodenough 
as: 'must resume', 'may resume' and 'must not resume. In general 'must resume' exceptions 
required resumption to execute finalisation actions to 'cleanup' data structures and program 
state. Yemini and Berry promote the use of a finalisation mechanism which is completely 
orthogonal to exception handling, at any normal or exceptional return point. In this manner 
'must resume' is no longer a must. Designing the program so that signal statements occur at 
logical endpoints of operations means that if such an operation were resumed by the handler 
then its immediate action would be to return to the invoker. These semantics are identical to 
what is commonly described as termination semantics. In effect there is no longer any need for 
a 'must not resume' severity either. Through argument and design Yemini and Berry have 
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reduced the number of exception severities to one, 'may resume', which is at the discretion of the 
invoker. 
Fail-safety requires that all exceptions are handled and that the appropriate handler responses 
are either immediate program termination with a message or exception propagation or retrial 
of the signaller. In this manner termination satisfies normal or exceptional postconditions. 
Default handlers supply one level of fail-safety so automatic propagation is not required. 
Explicit propagation is more in keeping with modular design principles and requires more 
careful program design and programming. Replacement may be reduced to either 'return' or 
'resumption' semantics neither of which may be classified as fail-safe. 
3.3.4. Modula-2+: P.Rovner [ROVN86] 
Paul Rovner describes extensions to Modula-2 to provide concurrency, automatic storage 
management and exception handling for the "Firefly" workstation development project. The 
extended language is called Modula-2+. The semantics of the exception handling model are not 
fail-safe. The syntax of the exception handling is tied to a TRY-EXCEPT-END block. The TRY 
clause is the code for normal execution and the EXCEPT part is a case-like statement structure 
containing the associated handler code for specified exceptions. 
The EXCEPT clause may have a catch all ELSE part to provide action for unanticipated exceptions. 
An exception may be explicitly "raised" at any point in a TRY or EXCEPT clause: If a handler for 
an exception cannot be found in the current EXCEPT clause, the EXCEPT clause of the statically 
enclosing block is executed. If no handler for that exception is detected then the handlers of the 
contexts along the dynamic chain are searched. As the dynamic chain is searched the runtime 
stack is unwound and finalisation actions taken as required. If no handler is found then the 
computation is suspended and a debugger then takes control. If a handler is executed then control 
passes to the statement following the TRY construct. 
The author references [LISK79] which covers the implementation of the CLU exception handling 
mechanism Whilst no implementation details are given here the author states that his exception 
handling and finalisation mechanisms impose no significant overhead to normal execution. 
Correspondence with Bjarne Stroustrup confmns that a low overhead exception handling model 
was discussed with Rovner's Firefly development group, for possible inclusion into an 
implementation of the C++ language. 
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3.3.5. Numerical Turing: Hull, Cohen, Sawchuk and Wortman [HULL88] 
Hull, Cohen, Sawchuk and Wortman from the University of Toronto present an exception 
handling model for a scientific computing language such as Numerical Turing. The essence of the 
model is that there are predefined and user-defined exceptions possible. Handlers are attached 
to basic operations such as :=,mod,+,-,/ and * as well as invocations of user defined operations. 
The basic model has termination semantics with single level explicit propagation and a generic and 
implicit "failure" exception as in CLU. "Failure" is raised if an operation raises an exception 
which is not part of its interface definition. A handler is defined as a sub-block in a procedure or 
function body before it is referenced. It is associated with an operator/operation using the 
@symbol, 
ie. z : = x +@h y 
where 'h' is the name of the handler. A handler specifies the exception to be handled with an "on" 
clause or an optional catch-all "otherwise" clause." Handler responses which are possible are 
"raise" another exception, "result" which returns a value from a function, "return" from a 
procedure, "exit" from a loop, "nextstatement" which resumes computation, and "substitute exp" · 
which substitutes a value for an expression and resumes computation. Exceptions are returned 
by an operation via the "raise exceptionid" statement. 
NOTE: Numerical Turing appears to be one of the few languages which attaches exception 
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handlers to operators directly. From the list of handler responses the only sensible response 
from a handler attached to an operator is "substitute exp". There is no way to retry the 
operation except to reexecute the same operation inside the handler. None of the handler 
responses are fail-safe as all direct execution to abandon the current construct (procedure, 
function, loop, statement or expression) and then to resume execution at some point after. 
3.3.6. Eiffel: B.Meyer [MEYE88] 
Bertrand Meyer in "Object-oriented software construction" introduces the use of executable 
assertions as part of a mechanism for fault tolerance and failure recovery. Executable assertions 
may be used to check preconditions, postconditions and invariants. Failure of an assertion raises 
an exception which leads to termination and a message with information to help find and remove 
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the problem. 
Eiffel also includes an exception handling mechanism. Meyer promotes the notion that exception 
handling may only safely be completed in two ways, 
• 1) by terminating the program in a proper way or 
• 2) by attempting to achieve the original goal by another means. 
Terminating in a proper way includes cleaning up the environment (ADTs, files), undoing any 
partial transactions, removing associated active processes from process tables and reporting 
failure to the caller. Automatic implicit propagation of the failure may culminate in termination 
of the program with a message to the user. "Other means" includes changing conditions 
(parameters, variables, time) and retrying the operation which failed to try to achieve the 
postconditions. Handlers and guarded regions have automatic dynamic association in keeping 
with the automatic propagation of exceptions. 
Meyer's design in this respect is the basis for fail-safe exception handling where "an operation can 
either succeed or fail; there is no middle ground." Success is gained by fulfilling its contract with 
the caller. "Contract" programming requires that the caller and callee enter into an agreement: 
that if the callee's preconditions are met by the caller then it guarantees to provide its advertised 
service (normal postconditions) or signal its failure to do so. Failure must be dealt with by the 
caller by fmding another way to gain the service required. "Failure" of an operation in Eiffel is 
defined as when an exception occurs during execution and the routine terminates by executing its 
rescue clause. A routine with exception handling may appear as follows: 
operation is 
require 
... preconditions 
do 
... normal code 
ensure 
... postconditions 
rescue 
... cleanup, notify, retry 
end -- operation 
The author spends several chapters explaining the features of the Eiffellanguage and its use for 
object oriented software construction. The final parts of the text are devoted to the features of 
Ada, including its exception handling model and use for software construction. 
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3.3.7. Ada: ISO/IEC DIS 1994 [ADAI94] 
Ada's exceptions have no parameters and are named, new exceptions may also be defined by the 
programmer: 
myex: exception; 
The exception handling model is a design feature of the language, handling language and 
programmer defined exceptions, those being the primary exception sources. A programmer may 
define interrupt handlers to deal with system signals and other asynchronous events. 
Exceptions may be explicitly raised by the programmer using the "raise" statement. A particular 
exception may be raised by name, or, the current exception may be reraised by calling raise with 
no explicit exception name: 
raise Ada.IO _Exceptions.Name_Error; 
raise; 
The range of defined language exceptions varies with the age of standard document referenced. 
In the current (1994) version of the draft ISO standard a common subset seems to be represented: 
Constraint_Error, is raised when unsuppressed constraint checks fail. Constraint checks 
include tests on ranges, tags, array sizes, division, access (pointer dereferencing), indexes 
and type overflows. 
Program_Error, is raised when unsuppressed program checks fail with regards to 
elaborations and object accessibility. 
Storage_Error, is raised when an unsuppressed storage (memory allocation) check fails. 
The non specific language exceptionAU_checks, may be raised by the failure of any other 
defined check. 
The control structure in the Ada exception handling model is a simple if .. then ... like form: 
actionl; 
if errorl then raise excl; end; 
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A handler is a special paragraph of a block or routine: 
exception 
when excl => treatmentl 
when exc2 => treatment2 
The method of association of handler and guarded region would be classified as automatic 
dynamic. Separation of code for normal and exceptional execution within a block or routine body 
is well defined. All data objects which are visible to the normal execution code is also visible and 
accessible to handler code. A routine with a guarded region might appear as follows: 
use LIBRARY_NAME; 
procedure proc( ... ) is s:SOMETYPE; ... 
begin 
Open(File, In_File, "input.txt"); 
exception 
when E : Name_Error => 
Put("Cannot open input file :"); 
Put_Line(Exception_Message(E)); 
raise; 
end proc; 
Ada supports automatic (multilevel) propagation of unhandled exceptions. An exception may be 
explicitly propagated by calling raise in the handler code. If an exception is handled, i.e. appears 
in a when clause, the treatment prescribed is carried out and control is passed back to the caller 
(return semantics), or the case of the main routine, back to the operating system, possibly 
generating an error message. If no handler is found, the program execution terminates and 
control relinquished to the operating system. If the routine is a task (process) body then an 
unhandled exception is not propagated any further. The use of return semantics and the absence 
of a method of executing retrial semantics renders the model totally non-fail-safe. 
NOTE: Various Ada standards documents [USDD83 1 [ADA/94 1 offer rules and suggestions to 
implementers as does the definitive work: 'Rationale for the design of the Ada programming 
language' by Jean Ichbiah et al. [ICHB791. An excellent programmers reference and summary 
of the language also appears in [MEY£881. Various implementations, too numerous to cite, have 
been reported elsewhere, most of these seem to have utilised a mixed forward and backward 
error recovery mechanism. A very few have implemented a full forward error recovery 
mechanism. See section 6.5.1, Baker and Riccardi, "Implementing Ada Exceptions" [BAKE86 1 
· for an analysis of one such implementation. 
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3.3.8. Modula-3: Cardelli et al. [CARD89] 
The Modula-3 exception handling mechanism is an inherent part of the language design. The 
granularity of the guarded region in this model is the code block between the reserved words 
"TRY" and "EXCEPT". The TRY-EXCEPT statement has the form: 
PROCEDURE PROC; 
BEG:tN 
•.• (*code of procedure*) 
TRY 
Body of guarded region 
(* normal execution *) 
EXCEPT 
exceptionl(optional_param) => Handlerl 
j ••• 
lexceptionn(optional_param) => Handlern 
ELSE HandlerO 
END; 
END PROC; 
As in Ada, the structure of the mechanism is such that there is effective separation of normal and 
exceptional code. The guarded region is bracketed by the reserved words "TRY" and "EXCEPT", 
while the statically associated handler (exceptionlist) falls between the words "EXCEPT" and 
"END". The same variables are accessible to both regions of code. 
Modula-3 exceptions are named entities and are declared in the following manner: EXCEPT:roN 
Ex:rd(PT) where Ex:rd is an exception with an optional parameter PT. If PT is omitted then the 
exception takes no parameter. 
Exception sources are limited to language traps and the explicit raising of application dependent 
exceptions defined by the programmer. The Modula-3 Report [CARD89] offered no means of 
dealing with signals or interrupts which might be generated by the operating system or hardware. 
This means that only synchronous exceptions are fielded by the model, suggesting that signals 
and environmental events are either ignored or cause program termination. 
The PROCEDURE TYPE declaration (below) allows for the return of a value of type "R" which is 
the only return path from the procedure. 
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TYPE T =PROCEDURE( .. } :R RA~SES {S} 
The returned value is either that generated by the "unexceptional" execution or the value 
generated by an exception handler. As in the "throw" statement of C++, the RA~SES {} clause 
merely advertises the set s of exceptions that may be raised within the procedure. This feature 
facilitates static checks for raising of unlisted exceptions within the code and runtime checks for 
exceptions occurring which were not explicitly raised. If RA~SES {S} is omitted then s defaults 
to the set of all exceptions. RA~sEs { } means that s is the empty set. 
An exception may be named only once in the EXCEPT clause and associated ELSE part and any 
parameter lists are optional. The statement executes the code block between "TRY" and "EXCEPT" 
and if no exception is raised then the handler code between "EXCEPT" and "END" is ignored. If a 
listed exception is raised then the corresponding handler code is executed. If an exception not 
listed is raised then the ELSE clause containing Handlero, if present, is executed. Where a handler 
is nominated, then the result of the TRY statement is the result of the execution of that handler. 
This action is equivalent to return semantics, and renders the exception handling model as not 
fail-safe. In the case of an unhandled exception, the result of the TRY statement is the raised 
exception. 
The responses ofthe Modula-3 exception handling mechanism come under the two categories of 
Termination and Propagation. Propagation may be explicit or implicit by design, so that either 
a single or default multi-level model may be employed. The case of an unlisted exception being 
raised and the absence of a HandlerO clause, causes the exception to be automatically re-raised 
(propagated) after the TRY EXCEPT statement has executed. In this case it is the unhandled 
exception which is propagated rather than any standard "failure" exception. 
3.3.9. Exceptional C: N.Gehani [GEHA90] 
Exceptional C is a superset of the C language designed to provide exception handling facilities 
as an inherent part of the language, which might normally be provided using a combination of 
status return values and "C" signal handling. The exception handling model uses the termination, 
(single level) explicit propagation, return and resumption semantics, depending upon the 
exception source. 
Two types of exceptions are declarable. The first of these are ordinary exceptions which indicate 
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program error. These are referred to as synchronous exceptions, which are subject to termination 
semantics. The second are SIGNAL exceptions or asynchronous exceptions caused by interrupts 
from the keyboard or other environmental source. These are handled using resumption semantics, 
as they represent an environmental event rather than a program error, and as such cannot cause 
a reraising of the exception on resumption. The Exceptional C model supports programmer 
defmed exceptions as well as those introduced through the runtime system traps and operating 
system signals. 
Exceptional C handlers are associated with code blocks (as in Ada) and if the handler is to be 
associated with a statement then the statement has to be embedded within a block. The same 
variables are accessible to the handler code and guarded region. Exceptions may have an 
argument list and are declared as follows: 
exception a, b(param-type-or-decl-list) 
or 
SIGNAL exception c, d(param-type-or-decl-list) 
An interface specification must include the possible exceptions which might be raised. A function 
declaration for afunc() for example, specifies that some statement in the function might raise the 
exception OUT_OF _LUCK ( ) : 
void *afunc(int t) raises (exception OUT_OF_LUCK(int n)); 
The occurrence of any exception other than those declared in the "raises" part of the function 
header causes an "ERROR" exception to be propagated to the caller. The corresponding function 
body would have a skeleton: 
void *afunc(int t) raises (exception OUT_OF_LUCK(int n)) 
{ 
} 
{ 
normal execution code; 
except { 
} 
} 
when excl: dostuff(); 
when others: generalstuff(); 
raise OUT_OF_LUCK(3); 
when SIGNAL others: generalsignalstuff(); 
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Exceptions may be explicitly raised using the raise statement: 
raise exception_name(optional argument list); 
as above. 
This causes the block in which the exception was raised to be searched for an appropriate handler. 
If found the control is passed to that handler. Exception handlers are specified in the except 
block. This except statement is always the last statement of the code block. A handler and the 
block containing it may terminate if the handler completes its statement sequence or if the handler 
executes an exit or a return statement. Otherwise a handler may return by executing a retry, next, 
or resume statement or through explicit propagation by executing a raise statement. The 
termination of a handler (and the block it is associated with) infers that flow of control passes to 
the statement following the block where normal execution is resumed. This being the case, the 
model is intrinsically not fail-safe. 
The retry statement is retry; or retry< int > ; if a retry count is needed. This completes the 
handler code and the block in which the exception was raised is reexecuted. The parameter to 
the retry statement is visible to the handler code only. Once the parameter has been decremented 
to zero an alternative response must be executed. 
The next; statement returns control of execution to the statement following the block in which 
the exception was raised. The resume; statement, in the case of SIGNAL exceptions, causes 
the execution to be resumed at the point of interruption. 
3.3.10. C++: Koenig and Stroustrup [KOEN90a&b] 
The authors, Andrew Koenig and Bjarne Stroustrup outline a portable method of exception 
handling using C's longjmp/ setjmp mechanism and an implementation based on that of CLU, 
which causes no context saving/stacking overhead. The only overhead introduced in the use of 
the latter exception handling mechanism is the storage of extra tables presumably for access to 
runtime stack information and for facilitation of the stack "unwinding" process. 
M.Ellis and B.Stroustrup [Ellis, M.A. Stroustrup, B. The Annotated C++ Reference Manual. 
Addison Wesley 1990. Ch.15; 353-367] describe a model which has been accepted in the 
proposed ANSI C++ standard. Exceptions are synchronous only, corresponding to programmer 
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defined exceptions as well as software runtime traps generated through things like range and array 
index checks. Operating system signals and asynchronous exceptions are not dealt with by the 
C++ exception handling model as they are seen as platform dependent and better dealt with 
through the signal handling facilities of the operating system. 
Association of handler and guarded region is static, which also has some bearing upon why 
asynchronous exceptions are not dealt with in this model. Considering that control may be at any 
part of a program when an asynchronous exception occurs, to handle such exceptions would 
require that every handler include clauses for each possible asynchronous exception. 
The model described below is based on the fundamental idea that a function that finds a problem 
that it cannot cope with, throws an exception, hoping that its caller can handle the problem. A 
function that wants to handle that kind of problem can indicate that it is willing to catch that 
exception. Exceptions in C++ are objects and these are the entities which are "thrown". An 
exception is "caught" by the handler, however by matching its parameter and the specified type. 
Throwing an exception initiates transfer of control to a handler. An object is passed and the type 
of that object determines which handlers can catch it. When an exception is thrown, control is 
transferred to the nearest handler of appropriate type; "nearest" meaning the handler whose try 
block was most recently entered by the thread of control and not yet exited. 
The granularity of the guarded region is the try-block which is equivalent to a code block in 
Modula-3. If no suitable handler is found amongst those for the immediate try-block the search 
for a handler is continued in the dynamically enclosing try-block. If a no handler for a thrown 
exception is found in any of the dynamically enclosing try-blocks then the default handler function 
terminate< > is automatically called. 
As soon as a matching handler is entered, the exception is considered handled and the runtime 
stack of activation records will have been 'unwound' to reflect this. After the execution of 
handler code control passes back to the caller where execution resumes normal flow. The model 
must be regarded as not fail-safe on the strength of the use of these return semantics. The 
exception handling model described above utilises termination with explicit propagation, 
return and limited retrial semantics. 
Both the "try" and "catch" blocks have access to the variables which are accessible to the 
enclosing function (below). Any variables local to the try block are not visible to the catch 
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statement. 
void func(void) 
( 
II code of function body 
try //a "try block" 
{ 
// ... 
throw "Catch Me!"; 
} 
catch(const char* p) 
{ 
II handle character string exceptions. 
} 
catch( ••• ) //catch all handler. 
{ 
throw; //rethrow the same exception. 
} 
} //end of function 
A throw expression with no operand rethrows the exception being handled. This implies that 
there is some runtime system repository holding the value of the "current" exception. The throw; 
without an operand may only appear in a catch statement or a function called by that handler. 
A handler declared as catch( ••• > is a "catch-all" handler and will perform an action for all 
previously unhandled exceptions of any type. The "catch-all" may only be used at the end of a 
block of handlers. 
It is possible to suffix a function declarator with an exception-specification. This is a list of the 
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set of exceptions, and exceptions derived from these types by inheritance, which may be thrown 
directly or indirectly during a function execution. This feature accentuates the model's "single 
level" explicit propagation semantics. 
void f() throw(X,Y) 
{ 
// ... 
} 
Any attempt by a function to throw an exception not in its exception list will cause a call to the 
function "unexpected()". As it turns out the default action for unexpected() is a call to 
"terminate ( > ", whose default is to call "abort () ". The functions unexpected () and 
terminate<> execute the last functions which are passed to the functions set_ unexpected<> 
and set_ terminate<> respectively. Those functions represent the default handling mechanism 
and provide a means of ensuring a "last wish" prior to program termination. An interesting 
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observation here is that the default handling mechanism is associated with the program 
dynamically, as opposed to static association used in the rest of the model. 
3.4. Exception handling, software engineering and formal methods 
Apart from the design and implementation issues of exception handling models, the impact that 
exception handling models have upon the more formal aspects of programs has been investigated. 
Several authors have written on the topics of specification [LUCK80] [GOG083] [BERN86] 
[DUP087] [V ANH88] [BID085] and verification [BEST81] [CRIS84] [TAI87] [BOL089] 
[SZCZ89] [LODA90] of programs with exception handling. 
Specification requires that both normal and exceptional exit and entry points to program units 
(modules, procedures, functions) are identifiable. In order to later verify that a program meets 
its design specifications, a detailed semantics of the particular exception handling mechanism is 
required [BERN89] [BOL090] [YEMI87]. 
3.4.1. Luckham and Polak [LUCKSO] 
Luckham and Polak propose a method of documenting exception propagation in Ada programs. 
The paper gives an axiomatic semantics for Ada exceptions based on a method for formally 
specifying exceptions. The method extends to packages, and the propagation rule may be used 
as a means of determining when exceptions go out of scope. 
3.4.2. Best and Cristian [BEST81] 
Best and Cristian explore a way of adapting semantic and correctness theories for the design of 
robust programs. The paper addresses the questions of characterising the standard and 
exceptional input domains of a program and its specification, and the design of appropriate 
runtime checks for any exceptional occurrence. The authors derive verification conditions for 
robustness checks, and heuristics for determining the appropriate place for such tests. 
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3.4.3. Gogolla, Drosten, Lipeck and Ehrich [GOG083] [GOG084] 
Gogolla, Drosten, Lipeck and Ehrich explore the specification of abstract data types with error 
handling, including error introduction, error propagation and error recovery. The examples given 
relate to the specification of the simple ADT natural numbers and their operations. The tools used 
to develop the algebra and semantics are the partition of carrier sets into a normal and error part, 
syntactical classification of functions into those which may introduce errors (pred(O)) and those 
which preserve "ok" states, and the use of two variable types, one for non-error situations only 
and one for "ok" and "exceptional" states. 
3.4.4. Cristian [CRIS84] 
Cristian, investigating program design for both robustness and correctness, explores the notion 
of an exception. Syntax and semantics of a language with procedures and exception handling are 
presented, and a deductive system developed to help prove total correctness and robustness of 
·programs written in that language. The language is similar to both Ada and CLU, so the 
verification process may easily be applied to other similar languages. Programs and procedures 
with exception handling are viewed as structures having a single entry and multiple exit points. 
Dijkstra's predicate transformer notation is used to define the weakest preconditions of programs 
with single entry and multiple exits. 
It was found that the entry (input) domain to a program may be divided into a normal and 
exceptional part, the latter also being able to be divided into subsections. It was found that the 
behaviour of each subdomain can be analysed, specified and verified separately. Total 
specifications and verifications can then be built disjunctively. 
The author develops a deductive system with a set of proof rules for total correctness and 
robustness. This is provided with the belief that multiexit programming is only safe if used in 
conjunction with a set of robustness proofs. 
NOTE.·The paper is sound and covers almost everything. Almost, in that there was no mention 
of unexpected exceptions and the possible FA/LURE of a program element. There were no 
provisions made in the arguments or proofs for the unspecified exception and any default 
handling. This is only a small oversight as exceptional specification could very easily include 
an "others" exit point for either single (FAILURE) or automatic exception propagation. 
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3.4.5. Bidoit, Biebow, Gaudel, Gresse and Guiho [BID085] 
Bidoit, Biebow, Gaudel, Gresse and Guiho present an algebraic specification language (PLUSS) 
and a program construction method in which exceptional conditions may be expressed. Examples 
of ADTs and their operations are given such that operators which may produce error results can 
be expressed with two or more codomains. 
ie. pop Stack .... StackuStack-err, 
may be declared in PLUSS as 
{Stack-err} pop(empty) 
or may be implied in an axiom: 
functions 
axioms 
pop: Stack-StackuStack-err; 
underflow-Stack -err; 
{Stack -err} pop( empty )=underflow; 
The authors show through examples, how a specification can be translated into a program through 
a series of decomposition schemes and offer some strategies for program construction. One rule 
is that the decomposition schemes must at each stage list exhaustively the set of exceptions which 
can be raised. Indeed the authors suggest the use of some proof scheme to ensure that no 
undeclared exceptions can arise. 
3.4.6. Bernot, Bidoit and Choppy [BERN86] [BERN89] 
Bernot, Bidoit and Choppy present a new semantics for exception handling in algebraic 
specifications. The exception handling policy includes an implicit exception and error propagation 
rule. The implicit propagation is encoded in the exception algebras and definition of validation. 
(previously not validatable) Recovery actions for errors are specified by generalised axioms. 
Through exception labelling several different error messages may be specified. The authors base 
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their formalism on "ok-forms" and a distinction between erroneous values and exceptional cases. 
3.5. Minor Conclusions 
The literature reviewed for this chapter was reported in three sections. The first two sections, 3 .2. 
and 3.3., present a review of literature on early and contemporary exception handling models. 
The last section deals only briefly with literature presenting formal aspects of programs with 
exception handling. Using the taxonomy developed earlier in this thesis, two tables were 
constructed to facilitate comparison of the different models in the 'early' and 'contemporary' 
sections. Where the document reviewed did not give explicit detail on an aspect of the model, 
or where it was not appropriate to include a particular taxonomy criterion, the table cell was 
annotated with a question mark '?'. In each other case a letter or group of letters was used to 
represent the values of those criteria. 
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Features\Reference Or Language PARN72 HORN74 LAMP74 GOOD75 LEVI77 COCC82 KNUD87 CRIS82 
Exception- (Named, Typed) N N N T N T T ? 
Extra.lnfo- (Parameters, Record) p R p p p p p ? 
Sources- (HIW, 0/S, RTS, App, Env) H,R,A H,O,R,A,E H,O,R,A,E ? A ? ? ? 
Feature- (Embedded, Added) A A E ? A ? A ? 
Granularity- (Op, Statemt, Block, Proc) p B,P p ? S,B,P S,B,P p p 
Separation- (Clear, Poor) c c c ? c c c ? 
Association- (Static, Expi.Dyn, A A A ? s s s s 
Auto.Dyn) 
Visibility- (Giobals, Locals, Params) p G,P G,L,P G,L,P G,P G,L,P G,L,P G,P 
Error Rec.- (FB, Mixed, FF) M B F ? M ? M B,M 
return- (Yes, No) y N y y N N y y 
resumption- (Yes, No) y N y y y N y N 
termination- (Yes, No) y y y y N y y y 
retrial- (Yes, No) y N y N N y N N 
imp.propagation- (Yes, No) N y y N N N N N 
exp.propagation- (Yes, No) y y y y N y N y 
Fail-safety- (Yes, Possible, No) p p p N N p N N 
·Table l.a. Exception handler feature summary. 
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Features\Reference Or Language CLU C(A&B) YEMI85 MOD-2+ Ada-'94 Eiffel MOD-3 Exc.C C++ I 
Exception- (Named, Typed) T N T T N N N N T 
. 
Extra.lnfo- (Parameters, Record) p R p p R R p p p I 
Sources- (H/W, 0/S, RTS, App, Env) O,R,A H,O,R,A,E H,O,R,A,E H,O,R,A R,A H,O,R,A,E R,A H,O,R,A,E R,A 
Feature- (Embedded, Added) E A A A E E E E E I 
Granularity- (Op, Statemt, Block, Proc) S,B,P S,B,P S,P B,P S,B,P B,P B,P B,P B,P 
Separation- (Clear, Poor) p p ? c c c c c c I 
Association- (Static, Expi.Dyn, s E S? A A A A A A 
Auto.Dyn) 
i 
I 
Visibility- (Globals, Locals, Params) G,P G G,P G,L,P G,L,P G,L,P G,L,P G,L,P G,P 
Error Rec.- (FB, Mixed, FF) F M M F M,F M M M M 
i 
return- (Yes, No) y y y y y y ? y y I 
resumption- (Yes, No) N y y N N N N y N 
I 
termination- (Yes, No) y y y y y y y y y I 
retrial- (Yes, No) N N y N N y N y N 
' 
imp.propagation- (Yes, No) N y N y y y y y y I 
exp.propagation- (Yes, No) y N y y y y y y y ! 
Fail-safety- (Yes, Possible, No) N N N N N y N N N i 
Table l.b. Exception handler feature summary (cont.). 
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Chapter4. 
Reasoning about fail-safety 
" ... Considering the levels of complexity that software has made possible, we believe being 
sceptical is the safest course of action." Safety and complexity. --From Littlewood,B. and 
Strigini,L., 'The risks of software', Scientific American- The Computer In The 21st Century., 
Special Issue Vol.6, N1,1995, pp180-185. 
4.1. Introduction 
In the quest for more robust and reliable programs, a carefully designed exception handling model 
is an important advance. Fail-safety is a system attribute which ensures that a program either 
completes its execution satisfying its post-conditions in the normal manner or signals its failure 
to do so to its operating environment. Such an attribute is desirable of any system as it also 
ensures the correctness of the results which are produced. 
The ability to build fail-safe programs may be shared by any structured language which possesses 
the required exception handling tools and encourages a complementary programming style. Only 
a very few modem sequential programming languages however, offer the means to provide 
program fail-safety. Eiffel, a sequential object-oriented language is the only commercially 
available language having an exception handling mechanism which may be used to build fail-safe 
systems. The design of a fail-safe exception handling model for the Modula-2language has been 
investigated and is reported in a later chapter of this thesis. 
In this section the concept of fail-safety and its relationship to a number of other program 
characteristics such as correctness, robustness and atomicity are explored. The techniques 
employed to provide fail-safe exception handling in both the Eiffel and Modula-2languages are 
consequently examined. 
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4.2. Program specifications and correctness 
A program on its own is not inherently correct or incorrect but may only be correct relative to that 
separate entity, the program specification. A program might be viewed as a system 
transformation which performs a series of system state changes commencing from an initial state 
and progressing to a final state. In that case a complete specification is one for which a final state 
is defined for every possible initial state. Conversely, an incomplete specification may be defmed 
as one which does not define a final state for every possible initial state. 
A partial specification is one which deals only with the values of those system elements which 
make up a subset of the system state. The definition of a program's initial and final state is often 
expressed as the preconditions and postconditions of execution. According to Meyer[MEYE90], 
a program or program fragment is said to be correct with respect to a certain precondition P and 
a certain postcondition Q if and only if, when executed in a state in which P is satisfied, it yields 
a state in which Q is satisfied. 
Invariably preconditions and postconditions only defme the values of a certain subset of state 
elements which are deemed relevant to the particular state change being undertaken. It is often 
assumed that other state elements not specifically addressed will either remain unchanged or are 
not relevant or are orthogonal to the purpose of the state change. Meyer goes on to state that the 
precondition should be as broad as possible and that the specification of any realistic program can 
only predict the complete behaviour of a program for a subset of all possible cases. This raises 
some interesting questions: Is it possible to completely specify a program? If not, is there a way 
of programming which deals with an incomplete specification? 
As an answer to the second question first, Meyer's "programming by contract" takes advantage 
of the rule that the environment of the program or program element must provide conditions 
which satisfy the required preconditions prior to its invocation. Only in that case then is the 
program (element) bound by the postcondition. In this way a "contract" is set up between the 
invoker and invokee. This is a useful model for most programming languages. However, the 
question of where the responsibility lies for ensuring that the program (element) actually 
terminates is left open. 
The following definitions for total and partial correctness open some possible avenues for 
investigation. If we follow Meyer's description of a program then the definition of total 
correctness may only be applied to a subset of any program invocations. Partial correctness states 
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that a program would be correct so long as it terminates, and in the prescribed state. All partial 
correctness serves to do is direct the investigator to prove termination can occur before proving 
any type of correctness. It would be more useful if a program element might be completely 
specified or alternatively that its termination could be guaranteed always to occur. 
DEFlNITION: (Total Correctness). A program 
fragment a is totally correct with regard for 
precondition P and postcondition Q, if and only 
if the following is true: Whenever a is executed 
in any state in which P is satisfied, the execution 
terminates and the resulting state satisfies Q. 
DEFINITION: (Partial Correctness). A 
program fragment a is partially correct for 
precondition P and postcondition Q if and only 
if the following holds: Whenever a is executed 
in any state in which P is satisfied and this 
execution terminates, the resulting state satisfies 
Q. 
Flaviu Cristian[CRIS82][CRIS84][CRIS89] introduces the notion of exceptions into program 
specification in an effort to completely specify all possible preconditions and hence corresponding 
postconditions. In [CRIS82] fault avoidance, using weakest preconditions and invariants, is used 
as a basis for the design of fault tolerant software. The roles of default and programmed 
exception handling are investigated as means of preserving the invariant properties of modules 
even in the face of exceptions, both anticipated and unexpected. 
In [CRIS84] the design of programs which are both robust and correct is investigated. The syntax 
and semantics of a language is presented along with deductive system for proving program 
robustness and total correctness of programs written in that language. Aspects of the language 
closely resemble features of CLU, Modula-3, C++ and Ada. In particular the listing of exceptions 
which might be raised at the interface to the procedure and the raising of a generic 'failure' 
exception for occurrence of unlisted exceptions are similar. It is expected that the deductive 
system developed for the language can be transferred to similar languages as necessary. 
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Cristian, in [CRIS89] builds on previous work and treats a program element like a mathematical 
function, dividing the input domain into a number of sub-domains (Figure 8). The standard 
domain (SD), failure domain (FD), anticipated exceptional domain (AED) and unanticipated input 
(UI) make up pairwise disjoint sets describing the set of all possible input states to a program 
element. It is assumed that there exist tools for the detection of events as a consequence of input 
from any of the exceptional or failure domains. 
The language described in [CRIS89] is sequential and advertises the exceptions which might be 
signalled as a consequence of inputs in the anticipated exceptional domain as in CLU, Modula-3 
and C++. In this manner a procedure can be seen to have a single entry point and multiple exits. 
One exit (or continuation) is for termination satisfying the normal postconditions, and zero or 
more "exceptional" exit points (exceptional continuations) correspond to each anticipated 
exception. Through lack of tools and failings in programmer intuition there remain a number of 
inputs for which the program behaviour is still unspecified; these are described as unanticipated 
exceptional inputs. 
Confined 
Standard Failure 
Domain Domain 
Unconfined 
Failure 
Domain 
Anticipated Unanticipated 
Exceptional Exceptional 
Domain Input 
Figure 8 The set of all input states 
With a way of completely specifying 
the actions of a program element, a 
number of interesting definitions may 
now be introduced. If every input 
state has a specified output then the 
specification is complete. If a 
program's actual semantics match 
those described in its specification 
then it may be described as totally 
correct with respect to that 
specification. A program which is 
totally correct with respect to a 
complete specification is robust as its 
behaviour is predictable for every 
input. 
DEFINITION: A specification is complete if it 
prescribes the behaviour of a program fragment 
P for all possible input states. 
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If a program is not totally correct with respect to a specification then there exists anticipated 
inputs for which the program's behaviour contradicts the specification. These input states are the 
failure domain of the program, and program failure occurs whenever it is invoked in its failure 
domain. The failure domain of a program is entered through design faults in the program. Failure 
DEFINITION: A program P is termed totally 
correct with respect to a specification if its 
actual semantics is consistent with the intended 
semantics of that specification. 
DEFINITION: A program that is totally correct 
with respect to a complete specification is 
robust, in that its behaviour is predictable for all 
possible inputs. 
may be descn"bed as confined if it results in improper program termination. The kinds of events 
which might be descn"bed as confined failure are an infinite loop, or the detection of an exception 
which was not declared for that program element (CLU). 
DEFINITION: A program is partially correct 
if it terminates properly in a state satisfying the 
normal specification or if it suffers a confmed 
failure. 
Unconfined failures are harder to detect and have greater potential for causing disruption. An 
unconfined failure occurs when either the program terminates normally in a state which does not 
satisfy the standard specification, or if it terminates by signalling an exception in a state which 
does not satisfy the exceptional specification. From this discussion, assuming a constantly true 
precondition and a complete specification, it is possible to restate the definition of partial 
correctness. Programs which are partially correct are considered safe as they can never output 
erroneous results to their user. Wherever runtime mechanisms exist which can detect improper 
program termination and provide an alternative safe value, partially correct programs may be used 
to build programs which are fail-safe. 
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DEFINITION: A program is fail-safe if it 
delivers the correct output in a timely manner, 
or otheiWise delivers a predefined output 
considered safe for that application. 
A fail-safe program or program element may not always produce the correct result but should 
never produce an incorrect result. From this comment on fail-safety and with respect to exception 
handling, Cristian's definition may be amended slightly. 
DEFINITION: A program is said to be fail-safe 
if in a timely manner, it delivers a correct result 
or signals some predefined exception to the user 
of that particular application. 
4.3. On atomicity and exception handling 
In [CRIS82], Cristian provides methods for proving the correctness of data abstractions with 
atomic operations. In this case 'atomicity' refers to the ability of an operation to withstand the 
effects of an interpreter crash during its execution. An atomic operation either causes the 
specified stable state transition in the data structure in the normal manner, or no state transition 
. 
takes place and an exception is raised. 
Is it possible to make the same assumptions of atomicity with respect to a computer system's state 
as a whole? In this case system state refers to the contents of machine registers, runtime system 
data structures, application data and even the effects of recent interaction on the environment. 
The answer, decidedly, is no. In the case of an unconfined failure, for example, it is impossible 
to guarantee that divergence from specified behaviour is detected immediately. There must 
always be an indefinite time between the occurrence and the detection of an exception. In that 
time there will be an indeterminate amount of unspecified machine state affected to some degree 
by continued execution. 
Cristian favours the use of backward error recovery techniques to replace state information with 
that saved at a previous 'checkpoint' juncture. It is possible to reason that the checkpoint was 
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reached prior to detection of the exception. There is of course no guarantee that the system 
snapshot taken occurred before the event causing the exception. 
With most forward error recovery mechanisms, state information is recovered from runtime data 
structures such as the runtime stack and signal handling data, and information hardwired into 
tables at compilation and link editing times. As for backward error recovery, these data structures 
are susceptible to corruption. In both cases reliable exception handling depends upon fast 
detection of exception conditions with minimal spread of damage to system state through 
continued execution. Many mechanisms for exception detection and reporting reside within the 
runtime system itself, so a certain immunity to corruption of runtime data is relied upon. 
4.4. The semantics of fail-safe exception handling 
For the purposes of this discussion, fail-safety is a property of a system such that if no exception 
occurs, it produces a correct result, thus meeting its postconditions. Any exceptions which might 
cause system failure must be caught and signalled immediately, and measures must be taken to 
confine the spread of consequent system state damage. 
At this juncture it is useful to consider again the notions of normal and exceptional execution 
modes which were introduced in chapter two. Depending upon the implementation of an 
exception handling model, these notional modes of execution may have an explicit representation 
through some variable or data structure. 
If the model has no explicit representation of the execution mode, then the exceptional mode of 
execution may be defmed as that execution existing between the start and finish of exception 
handler code. This extends to the execution of any dynamic chain initiated within the handler 
code. In the case of explicit representation, the execution mode is defmed by the value of that 
variable or data structure. A possible advantage of some explicit representation of the execution 
mode is that if execution is terminated whilst in the exceptional execution mode, this occurrence 
may be conveyed to the user. Efficient and reliable delivery of such messages is an integral part 
of program fail-safety. 
To minimise system damage, normal execution should be terminated immediately on detection of 
an exception, and the exceptional execution mode entered. The only ways for normal execution 
to be rejoined, thus 'cancelling' the exception condition, are for the passage of code suffering the 
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exception to be reexecuted successfully, or for a replacement algorithm to be employed. In either 
case an attempt is made to successfully achieve the originally intended postconditions. An 
exception condition which is not cancelled must not be masked or ignored. If no further remedial 
action is taken then, at the very least, prior to program termination, appropriate relevant 
information must be made available to the system's users. 
4.4.1. Exception handling contexts 
The exception handling models of the Eiffellanguage and that later designed for the Modula-2 
language, are based upon the notions of nested exception handling contexts and automatic 
propagation of unhandled exceptions. In both models the association of an exception handler with 
a guarded region of code is advertised through a textual construction such as the 
BEGJ:N •• EXCEPT •• END block below. 
PROCEDURE TryJ:t; 
BEGJ:N (* The 'normal' code or 'guarded region' *) 
DoSomething(); 
TrySomethingElse() 
EXCEPT {* The exception handler code *) 
exceptionA: 
ELSE 
END; 
RemedialActionA(); 
exceptionB,exceptionC: 
OtherAction(); 
CatchAll(); 
Whenever a guarded region is entered, so too is a new exception handling context. If an 
exception is detected while executing that guarded region, then it is the code of the associated 
handler which is subsequently executed. 
Any dynamic chain which is initiated within that guarded region through a procedure or function 
call, is also executing within that same exception handling context. To avoid looping within a 
handler, any exception detected during the execution of exception handler code is handled in the 
enclosing exception handling context. In the above example, an exception detected while 
executing the handler code of "nosomething < >" would itself be handled by the handler code of 
"TryJ:t ( ) ". 
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With an exception handling model which allows multi-level propagation, an exception may be 
propagated to an enclosing exception handling context. In that enclosing handling context, 
cancellation of the exception may again be attempted. When enclosing contexts have been 
exhausted, the system signals failure to its environment and terminates its execution with as much 
information for post mortem use as possible. 
4.4.2. Fail-safe exception handler responses 
As discussed in chapter two, after execution of remedial actions specified by exception handler 
code, it is the handler's response semantics which determine how execution proceeds. The 
handler's response may be explicit, through execution of a specific directive in the code, or 
implicit, being the handler's default response at the completion of handler code. 
With return and retrial semantics there is an assumption that the handler code is sufficient to 
correctly "handle" the effects of the exception. As many exceptions are the consequence of 
design and coding errors, such absolute trust in the efficacy of the handler code is certainly 
unwise. Consider also the fact that no exception handling model supporting these semantics 
enforces testing of the guarded region's post-conditions prior to returning or resuming execution, 
and a recipe for disaster is obvious. It is for these reasons that return and resumption semantics 
must be considered non-fail-safe. 
Strict termination ensures that after execution of handler code, no further execution of the 
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program is possible thus preventing erroneous results. Providing that sufficient information is 
returned to the operating environment at program termination, these semantics may be considered 
fail-safe. In some circumstances strict termination of a program must be the only safe recourse 
to avoid disaster. At the same moment, the semantics preclude further attempts at exception 
handling and instil no confidence in program robustness. 
Retrial semantics allows for the guarded region to be reexecuted after remedial actions to remove 
the cause of the exception. If reexecution of the guarded region is successful, then the post-
conditions of the guarded region code have been met in the normal way. If retrial is not 
successful the only cost is the time taken to reenter exception handler code for another attempt 
at handling the exception. As the postconditions of the guarded region should be verified before 
executing return semantics, it can be argued that the preconditions should be asserted before 
retrial. This topic is discussed in detail in a later section. 
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In some circumstances there may be a particular level of abstraction in the program which is most 
suitable for handling a specific exception. Propagation of the exception or an appropriately 
abstracted version of it, to the enclosing exception handling context ensures that an exception 
condition is not masked. With repeated propagation, either a suitable handler is found amongst 
the "stack" of nested exception handling contexts or the program is terminated with the 
appropriate information being sent to the environment. 
The default semantics of an exception handler are the actions taken when the end of an exception 
handler's code is reached and no explicit instructions have been issued to direct the handler 
response. The most popular default action, derived from the original 'termination' exception 
handling model, appears to be return semantics. This, as explained above, is not a fail-safe 
response. Propagation as a default response however, ensures that an exception condition cannot 
be accidentally masked by omission of a specific handler response directive. Default propagation 
is the semantics employed by the exception -handling model of the Eiffellanguage. 
Several languages (CLU, Modula-3, C++) allow only those exceptions defmed or "advertised" 
within the immediate exception handling context to be processed by the associated handler. In 
those cases a procedure or function header may have a "signals" or "raises" clause enumerating 
the expected exceptions which might cause it to fail and which thus might be propagated, eg. 
Procedure A returns(ReturnType) signals(ExceptionList); 
Unexpected exception conditions, which are not advertised are handled by propagating a generic 
"FAlLURE" exception, effectively causing program termination in a fail-safe manner. 
4.5. On fail-safe exception handling and formality 
For the most part, treatment of the semantics of exception handling in this thesis has been kept 
at an informal level. This approach was adopted in order to make the ideas presented here more 
accessible, and to as wide a readership as possible. Several formal treatments of exception 
handling [LUCK80][YEMI87] have been presented elsewhere, some of the most readable being 
Cristian's works [CRIS82] [CRIS84] [CRIS89]. 
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In order to better describe the actions of return and retrial handler responses a small measure of 
formality might be introduced using some Hoare-like notation. Consider the question of why 
retrial semantics are a more fail-safe exception handler response compared to return semantics. 
{P} 
try 
s 
except 
H 
end 
{Q} 
return model {P} 
try 
/ s {Q} except H {Q}; return end 
{Q} 
retry model { P} 
try 
s {Q} 
except 
H {P}; retry 
end 
{Q} 
The two response models may be 
represented as in figure 9. 
The try-except-end block contains a 
guarded region, with a statement 
sequence S, and an associated exception 
handler with handler code H. The try-
except-end block has a set of 
preconditions P, which must be met 
prior to execution and a corresponding 
set of postconditions Q, which must be 
satisfied at the completion of execution. 
If the block executes without the 
detection of an exception, then the 
execution path may be described by 
Figure 9 Fail-safe responses with Hoare-like notation {P}S{Q}. 
Inspecting the return model first, either execution follows the path { P} S { Q} as above or 
{ P} H { Q} ; return, in the case of a detected exception. For this model to be fail-safe then the 
postconditions { Q} must be asserted before return semantics can be executed. Similarly, with the 
retry model, if an exception is detected then it is the preconditions { P} of the block which must 
be asserted before the path {P}H{P}; retry, can be completed. 
It is important at this stage to draw the distinction between the preconditions, postconditions and 
the machine state prior to or after execution of the try-except-end block. Clearly machine state 
requires a level of detail not easily accessible to an application program. Preconditions are most 
commonly associated with the values and types of incoming variables, parameters and application 
level data structures. Similarly the full effect of execution upon machine state is far beyond the 
power of a postcondition assertion to encompass. 
Let us assume for now that by whatever means, a machine state is recovered which is at least 
correct or stable enough to allow continued program execution. It must be remembered that this 
must be done before either exception handling or normal code can be executed. What remains 
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is the question as to which may be more accurately expressed and tested, the preconditions or 
postconditions of a block of code which has started but not completed its execution. Not only 
may the block of code not have completed its execution but there may be no easy way to 
determine from the exception information, the exact point during execution that the exception 
was detected. For example: 
PROCEDURE P(VAR x,y:vartype); 
{P} 
BEGJ:N 
a := (a/x)+(c/y); 
b := (c/x)*d+a; 
EXCEPT 
divzero: 
(*where was the exception?*) 
RangeException: 
(*which value is wrong?*) 
END P; 
{Q =>a= (a'/x)+{c/y), b = {c/x)*d+a} 
Preconditions express a starting point for values prior to commencement of execution. They 
may be simply tested against program specification for correctness of any attribute. They may be 
replaced by any number of other data which share the same attributes with similar confidence of 
filling the preconditions. To successfully assert the postcondition prior to completion of a block 
of code however, is somewhat harder. 
Generally, all that is known of the postcondition is what was intended, and this may not be correct 
or complete in design or coding. Consequently, the only way to completely test the 
postconditions may be to reexecute the same code, or that of an alternative algorithm with the 
same goal. If the postcondition assertion itself is incomplete or too weak this may lead to results 
which are incorrect. Consider the example above. To actually ensure postconditions it may be 
necessary to recalculate expression values. The value of variable 'a' has been changed from its 
original value 'a •' during expression evaluation. Without tracking of variable values it is difficult 
to assert the postcondition. 
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Asynchronous exceptions by their very nature, may occur at any point during the execution of a 
program Guarded regions in many models may encompass a procedure body or code block with 
a statement sequence of indeterminate length. A synchronous exception may have associated 
information linking it to a particular statement in the sequence. Consider an asynchronous 
exception which may have no information relevant to the passage of code being executed. How 
can postconditions be guaranteed when there is no way of telling how much of the guarded region 
remained to be executed? Preconditions may be equally hard to attain under these circumstances 
as there may be no way of telling the effects of how much of the guarded region needs to be 
unwound. 
The problem above, may be alleviated somewhat by adhering to good software engineering 
principles in construction of procedures, functions and modules. Routines should have a well 
defined purpose which allows, ideally, for no side effects. A guarded region may be constructed 
for such routines such that they may safely suffer and recover from an asynchronous exception. 
The requirements of such a guarded region are that all assignments are made either to local 
variables or parameters; that every operation on a global data structure has an idempotent reversal 
of that operation in the handler code; and that every routine called which operates on a data 
structure contains its operation within another guarded region. Under these conditions exception 
handler code must undo any global effect before retrying the guarded region. 
Even under these circumstances a routines postconditions can not be guaranteed by the exception 
handler because there is no way to determine the external effects of the exception occurrence and 
no way to determine where to recommence execution. Under circumstance where an 
asynchronous exception is known to be "harmless", like a timer or a window resize signal, the 
Exceptional C language [GEHA90] handles the exception using resumption semantics. In this 
manner the point of recommencement of execution is supplied. 
Often asynchronous exceptions are ignored, but it may not always be safe to do so. Consider a 
procedure which performs a write operation on a shared database and to maintain database 
integrity the operation must be atomic with respect to other database clients. How can atomicity 
be maintained and asynchronous exceptions be fielded at the same time? Consider the following 
code: 
PROCEDURE SafeWrite(val:elType); 
{P = correct(db}, hold db lock} 
BEGJ:N 
dbrec.val := val; 
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commit (db, dbrec • val) ; 
EXCEPT 
(*handle asynch exception and .•• *) 
rollback(db); 
RETRY; 
END SafeWrite; 
{Q = correct(db+val), hold db lock} 
The preconditions for this operation are that the database is internally consistent and that the 
caller holds the semaphore locking write operations to the database. Normal operation of the 
code inserts the value into a record and 'atomically' commits the record to the database. 
Postconditions for this operation are that the database is still internally consistent and that it holds 
the new value written to it and still holds the lock on the database. 
In the example the exception handler fields the exception then causes the write operation to be 
rolled back. This effectively reinstates the database at the precondition before retrying the 
operation. Repeated exception occurrences are handled identically and safely. An exception 
occurring during exception handling would be propagated to the caller, which holds the database 
semaphore. Similarly, all that handler need do is perform the 'rollback(>' operation again and 
retry the write operation. Similar handler operation using return handler semantics might appear 
as: 
EXCEPT 
(*handle asynch exception and ••• *) 
rollback(db); 
dbrec.val := val; 
commit (db, dbrec .val); 
RETURN; 
END SafeWrite; 
The difference here is that if another asynchronous exception occurs, then the operation is no 
longer guarded in the same manner as control will pass directly to the callers handling context. 
For the return semantics to be effective it must actually reexecute the entire operation in the 
handler. This is safest as there may be no way of telling exactly where in the guarded region that 
the exception happened. 
The reasoning presented here is true for most cases though not all. There exist some pathological 
cases where the postcondition is trivial, and so return semantics may similarly be trivially correct. 
Consider for example, the following floating point function, its postconditions are to either return 
the result of the normally completed calculation or to return a not-a-number-symbol in the case 
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of a floating point exception. 
{P} 
try 
returnf(x) 
except 
returnNaNS 
end 
{Q = correctfp value or NaNS} 
In short then, and in a majority of circumstances, the only point in an execution which is simply 
tested and thus confidently asserted is the start, therefore of return and retrial semantics, the only 
reliably fail-safe handler response is retrial. 
4.6. Programming style, tools and fail-safety 
Any language which is structured, supports functional decomposition of tasks and has a: runtime 
system which maintains a list of activation records for each active process may benefit from a f<iil-
safe exception handling model. The programming paradigm used has little bearing upon the fail-
safety aspect of the exception handling model. The major requirements are a clear representation 
of the call and return chains so as to maintain paths for normal and exceptional results. 
As exception handlers are often associated with invocations or blocks of code, a clear 
representation of the nesting of exception handling contexts is also maintained by default. The 
nesting of contexts defmes the propagation chain for persistent or unhandled exceptions. The 
dependence upon the pattern of caller and callee leads to some defmite requirements for 
programming style. 
A program in execution may be viewed as a system. Melliar-Smith and Randell [MELL77] 
recursively define a "system" as a set of components together with their interrelationships, which 
has been designed to provide a specified service. The components of the system are themselves 
systems, and their interrelationships define the "algorithm" of the system. The "internal state" of 
the system is the aggregation of the external state of its components. The "external state" of a 
system is the result of a conceptual abstraction function applied to its internal state. The transition 
from one external state to another may require that the system experiences a number of internal 
states for which the abstraction function and external state are not defined. 
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Borrowing from the recursive description of a system above, and that of a fail-safe program: if 
a program is fail-safe then the components of the program should also be fail-safe. Regarding 
a program as a set of separate fail-safe entities simplifies program design and leads towards a style 
of programming. Each fail-safe entity is self contained and responsible for the quality of the 
information passing its borders in either direction. It is important that execution of the entity does 
not alter any element of its environment other than through its normal output channels. 
The most important style issue is an emphasis on structured, modular programming techniques. 
Each fail-safe entity should be as cohesive as practicable but with a low coupling to other entities. 
Every fail-safe entity must be regarded as having an associated exception handler which may be 
explicit or implicit. 
Explicit handler code is written by the programmer to deal with the failure of tests on 
preconditions, invariants and postconditions as well as those exceptions signalled through nested 
calls and environmental changes. Implicit handlers are empty of program code, but contain hidden 
instructions to automatically propagate any exception to the caller's exception handling context 
or to that of the system. To avoid doing unnecessary extra damage to the program state, an 
exception should be handled at the closest point practicable to its detection. 
Programming style depends heavily upon the range of tools available to the programmer. 
Executable assertion statements aid in the testing of preconditions, invariants and postconditions. 
In strongly typed languages, there are usually software traps which ensure correct variable and 
parameter usage. In many language implementations the runtime support software is responsible 
for detecting exceptions from exception sources, including the operating system, environment, 
hardware and language constraints. 
Fail-safety allows a "head-on" approach to programming. The guarded region of code can 
express the required sequence of operations with no regard for possible exceptional conditions. 
The programmer may be confident that if the code and input data are correct then the 
postconditions will be met, if not then an error will be detected and appropriate remedial action 
will be taken by the exception handling code. This style of programming makes the most of 
exception handling models with good separation of normal and exception handler code. 
The exception handling model for the Eiffellanguage is supported by a style of programming 
called "contract programming", mentioned earlier. Contract programming [MEYE92a] 
[MEYE92b] requires that the caller and callee enter into an agreement (contract): that if the 
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callee's preconditions are met by the caller then it guarantees to provide its advertised service 
(normal postconditions) or signal its failure to do so. Failure must be dealt with by the caller by 
finding another way to gain the service required. 
Eiffel's [MEYE89] exception handling strategy is based on the fact that a routine may only 
succeed or fail. Success of the callee is gained by fulfilling its contract with the caller. The failed 
routine may try again (retrial) or give up (terminate) and should never conceal a failure from its 
caller (propagation). This philosophy is the basis of fail-safe system design and a guide for the 
provision of fail-safe exception handling. 
The Eifi'ellanguage supplies executable assertion statements which may be used to test the normal 
or exceptional parts of a routine's preconditions, postconditions and invariants. The failure of any 
assertion statement of one or more boolean conditions automatically raises an exception. By 
providing executable assertions, the 'programming by contract' paradigm and an appropriate 
exception handling model, Meyer has ensured that Eiffel is the first modern day language with 
which fail-safe systems may be developed. 
4. 7. Minor conclusions 
Fail-safety is a system attribute which ensures that a program either completes its execution 
satisfying its post-conditions in the normal manner, or signals its failure to do so to its operating 
environment. The Eiffellanguage, and to a lesser extent, the ISO Modula-2 programming 
language both offer program fail-safety through judicious use of a well designed exception 
handling mechanism. 
In this chapter the definitions and properties for various program characteristics relating to 
program fail-safety were explored. The notion of a program which is partially correct with 
respect to a complete specification is identified as the basis for fail-safety. Fail-safety may be 
assured if the partially correct program is capable of detecting unconfmed failures. If each 
unconfined failure is detected and reported as an exception then a program is considered fail-safe. 
To maintain a fail-safe system every exception from every source must be caught. The only 
exception handler responses which ensure fail-safety are retrial, propagation and termination. 
This combination of responses also ensures the maximum chance of terminating execution in a 
correct and normal state; giving the most chance of successfully handling any exception. A semi-
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formal treatment of retrial and return handler semantics was given to clarify the selection of 
'retrial' and not 'return' as the most fail-safe handler response. If a program cannot continue to 
a normal conclusion, the exception handling mechanism ensures that the calling context is 
appraised and that the program is terminated with an appropriate error message. 
The programming style which should be encouraged to produce a fail-safe system is one which 
constructs a system as a set of separate fail-safe components. Non-fail-safe components may be 
contained dynamically within a fail-safe component to render them fail-safe. Communication 
between components should only occur through parameters to avoid side-effects. 
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Chapter 5. 
Extending the principle of fail-safety to concurrent systems 
" . .in these situations it may be wise first to implement a simple algorithm, to determine the actual 
benefit to be had by writing a more complicated program." The running time of a program. 
--From Aho,A.V., Hopcroft,J.E. and Ullman,J.D., 'Data Structures And Algorithms.', Addison-
Wesley, 1983. 
5.1. Introduction 
Determination of the value of fail-safety in sequential, procedure based programs leads naturally 
to the investigation of the same property for multiprocess systems. As grounds for future work, 
the following sections investigate concurrent system operation, and propose a set of rules for fail-
safe concurrent system design. 
Concurrent systems, through multiplicity of processors, offer the potential for creating systems 
which are more robust and more reliably fail-safe than monoprocessor systems. In such a system 
however, more processors generally mean a wider and more complex system state. More 
processes also mean more opportunity for corruption to spread via interprocess communication 
channels. 
In multiprocessor systems, damage to the system state can be contained by immediate isolation 
of an affected process or processor. Consequently processes may be reallocated, rescheduled and 
remedial actions may be carried out by other unaffected processors. Some protocols exist where 
messages may be cancelled prior to them being acted upon ( c.f. "virtual time"). In general 
however, remedial actions cannot "unsend" messages already communicated between processes. 
With this premise, fail-safe exception handling must be based upon the actions of bounded groups 
of communicating processes rather than any single process or processor. 
This chapter investigates the ways in which processes interact in a concurrent system and 
develops some basic rules for their fail-safe interaction. The 'conversation' [RAND75] or 'atomic 
action' [BURN89] is identified as a way of defining a concurrent guarded region and as a way of 
nesting concurrent exception handling contexts. By combining atomic actions and the fail-safety 
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principle, a model for designing fail-safe concurrent systems is developed. 
5.2. Multiple processes, exceptions and fail-safety 
Concurrent systems may be developed using a number of concurrency models. Variables include 
physical system topology, process weights and process granularity. The factors which help 
classify concurrency models are briefly investigated. 
5.2.1. Concurrency models 
There are several ways in which a concurrent system can be categorised [COUL88]. Bums and 
Wellings [BURN89] suggest variation based upon structure, level, granularity, initialisation, 
termination and representation. Concurrent structure may be static, with a fixed number of 
processes determined at compile time, or dynamic where processes can be created at any time 
during program execution. Level of parallelism may be described as flat, where processes may 
only be defined at the outermost level of program text, or nested such that processes may be 
defined at any level of program text. Coarse granularity refers to the program tendency towards 
relatively few, long lived processes, or a multitude of shorter lived, simple processes in the fme 
grained case. 
Process initialisation may be accomplished by passing execution startup information in the form 
of parameters as in the case of a procedure call. Alternatively a process may await 
communication of its initialisation information once it has started its execution. Process 
termination may occur in a number of ways: by completion of the process body, by suicide (self-
termination}, abortion through action of another process, detection of an exception, or if its 
usefulness goes out of date. 
Where levels are nested, hierarchies of processes and quite complex interdependencies may be 
formed. A parent-child relationship is formed when one process stops to create and initialise 
another. A guardian-dependent relationship is determined by how one process' execution is 
affected by the termination of another. In general, a guardian process may not be able to 
terminate until each of its dependents has also terminated. With statically structured concurrency 
models it is probable that the parent and guardian will be the same process; in dynamically 
structured systems this is not usually the case. 
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Concurrency may be expressed in a number of ways. Coroutines in Modula-2 offer pseudo-
concurrency by sharing control between a number of processes on one processor. Each coroutine 
represents a process which, at predetermined points, voluntarily relinquishes control to one of the 
other named processes. Fork and join semantics in Mesa and fork and wait in Unix allow for 
a second process to start executing concurrently with the invoker of a 'fork' command. The 'join' 
or 'wait' allows for the parent to resynchronise with the termination of the child process. 
Cobegin-coend constructs as used in Occam2 denote that a number of statements should be 
executed in parallel. The construct cannot complete until each of the contained statements has 
itself completed. 
cobegin 
Sl; 
S2; 
S3; 
coend; 
In the Modula-1 and Ada languages, processes (tasks) may be explicitly declared. Modula-1 has 
formal parameters to convey initialisation information, whereas Ada's tasks are created and 
initialised implicitly upon entry to their declaration scope. 
5.2.2. Process weights 
A measure of independence or containment of a process is its ~weight'. Three levels of process 
weight may be discerned, and are typified by threads or lightweight processes, 'heavier' Unix® 
style processes, and fully separate processes running on discrete machines in a distributed system. 
The relative weight of each type of process actually refers to the amount of address space it shares 
with other processes. Weight is also an indication of the overhead which is required to create a 
new process or to change the currently active process in that environment. 
Lightweight processes or threads share the address space of their parent and often siblings. 
Where threads share memory space for data and communication, separate threads may be 
executed on different processors in parallel. Where only one processor is available threads may 
be suspended and resumed with minimum cost. 
The Unix® operating system kernel supports concurrent processes running in disjoint virtual 
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address spaces. Extra overhead is incurred with this model as the virtual address map must be 
reloaded each time a process is swapped. In a distributed system runtime network support is 
required for interprocess communication and process initiation. 
Regardless of structure or expression of a systems concurrency model, the interactions between 
any two processes may be described as either parent-child or peer-to-peer. Parent-child 
interaction includes the operations involved in process initiation and termination. Peer-to-peer 
interaction covers interprocess communication and process synchronization. 
As descnbed earlier there may be a distinction between the parent process and a guardian, whose 
completion is contingent upon completion of its dependent processes. To simplify discussion we 
shall assume the view that the two cases are one. With either mode of interaction, exceptions may 
be communicated or propagated from one process to any number of others. 
In the procedure-oriented model a procedure either returns normally or raises an exception in its 
caller's exception handling context. Communication of values and exceptions can only occur 
along the dynamic chain between those procedures with activation records upon the system's 
control stack. In a multiprocess system, where communication effectively occurs between 
dynamic chains, the scope of the "system state" which may need to be recovered is widened 
considerably. 
Once a message has been sent, it is virtually impossible to withdraw it or cancel its effects with 
any certainty of success. The notion of an "atomic action" [BURN89] is investigated as a method 
of isolating the effects of a group of communicating processes. Building upon this model, 
guidelines for the action of exception handling within and between atomic actions are suggested 
to promote concurrent system fail-safety. 
5.2.3. Exception handling and parent-child process interaction 
It is usually the case that the parent process spawns one or a number of children and defmes 
actions contingent to their completion. We might view a single process as a single dynamic chain 
of procedure calls and returns. Further, we might imbue the process with an exception handling 
model guaranteed to be fail-safe as in the sequential programming model sense. In the eventuality 
of an exception causing the process to terminate in an "exceptional" execution mode, there must 
be provision for the exception to be communicated to the parent or guardian process. By 
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implementing an interface allowing exceptional tennination, the propagation chain can be 
effectively extended into the parent's exception handling context. 
Logical semantics for fail-safe exception handling at this interface are analogous to those for a 
procedure call which has associated exception handler code. The logical structure in fact is 
equivalent to a remote procedure call which conveys exceptional return information from the 
server process to the client. 
On exceptional termination of a process the parent may perform some remedial actions and then 
opt to propagate the exception to the enclosing exception handling context, signal tennination in 
turn to its parent process, reinitialize the same process (retrial) or initiate another process in order 
to reach the same post-conditions by other means. 
5.2.4. Exception handling and peer-to-peer process interaction 
'ln a multiprocess system peer processes may be described as either independent, cooperating or 
competing. An independent process exists from initiation to tennination without communicating 
with any of its peers. Intuitively, fail-safe exception handling for such a process is as per the 
sequential prograrrnning case and may be limited to propagating any detected exception condition 
to its parent on tennination. 
Competing processes may never communicate directly, but vie for system resources in order to 
successfully complete their execution. Exception conditions which are interesting in this scenario 
arise while actually accumulating access to resources. Acquisition of resources is generally 
mediated by a resource management process which ensures that resource allocation is an atomic 
action. Atomicity in this case ensures transaction fail-safety, as allocation of the resource is either 
completed successfully or not at all, with no "partial" interaction evident. 
Failure to acquire a resource may itself be an exception condition. In any case, if a process in 
possession of resources detects an exception, part of its exception handling operation must be to 
incrementally return those accumulated resources to the "free" pool so that they may be 
reallocated. Such actions are often the province of a process finalisation mechanism, the 
consideration of which will be discussed later. 
Cooperating processes synchronize, send messages and share data by some sort of inter-process 
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communication mechanism. In many cases the success of one process is very much dependent 
upon the success of the others. Exception handling with such closely interacting processes must 
inevitably involve all of the participating processes. The isolation of process groups and 
application of fail-safe exception handling actions to those groups is the subject of the next 
section. 
5.2.4.1. Conversations, dialogues and atomic actions 
One means of recovering from possible system state damage is to overwrite the system state 
values with a set which were previously saved and known to be correct. This is the essence of 
backward error recovery and is used in most exception handling models for sequential system 
languages. Applying backward error recovery techniques to concurrent programs, Brian Randell 
[RAND75] identified the need for defined recovery points in an action of several communicating 
processes. It was shown that if every process which directly or indirectly communicated with a 
failed process had to be "rolled back" to its start, then through a "domino effect" the entire 
program might be "rolled back" to the start of its execution. 
Using the "recovery block" mechanism as a basis, Randell defined the "conversation", on the entry 
to which the state of each participating process is saved, forming in effect, a recovery line. The 
conversation defines a strict set of upper, lower and side boundaries. Within these boundaries 
communication may only take place between the participant processes, the only outside 
communication being with general resource managers. 
If all processes in the conversation pass a set of acceptance tests, then that conversation has 
completed successfully. If one process fails then all processes in the conversation have their entry 
state restored and alternative algorithms employed by each process. By implementing this form 
of process enclosure, the "rollback domino effect" is confined to the boundaries of the 
conversation. The execution of a conversation is effectively atomic and so inherently fail-safe. 
Gregory and Knight [GREG85] build upon the above concept with "dialogs" and "colloquys", 
further defining rules for the participating processes. Burns and Wellings [BURN89] describe a 
similar scenario where a number of processes might participate in some bounded "action" as an 
"atomic action". The properties of an atomic action are defined as follows: 
• 1) Atomic actions have well defined start, finish and side boundaries. 
• 2) Atomic actions are indivisible, with no sharing of information between processes inside 
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and outside of the action. 
• 3) Entry into the action is not synchronised (however no process may leave the action 
until all are ready to do so). 
• 4) Atomic actions may be strictly nested, one action completely enclosed within the other. 
• 5) The effect of executing atomic actions concurrently should be identical to executing 
them sequentially. 
• 6) Atomic actions as the basis for damage confinement have the ability to define recovery 
actions. 
5.2.4.2. Exceptions between nested atomic actions 
The damage confinement aspect of the atomic action suggests a concurrent program unit much 
like a procedure in a sequential program. Similarly, with such a unit, it is possible to defme a 
means of effecting fail-safe exception handling. If the procedure analogy is extended then a new 
exception handling context must be associated with entry to the atomic action. Appropriate fail-
safe semantics for an exception handler associated with an atomic action might then be chosen 
from retrial, termination, propagation and initiation of an alternative algorithm. 
As atomic actions are able to be strictly nested, propagation of exceptions is possible from nested 
action to the enclosing one. The outermost action, which encompasses the program, deals with 
eventual program termination as a result of repeated propagation or strict termination semantics. 
Similar to the dynamic chain of nested guarded regions in sequential programs, a hierarchy of 
guarded regions and exception handling contexts can be also be identified here. 
5.2.4.3. Exceptions within an atomic action 
If each process in an action is constructed of fail-safe components, it is possible for an individual 
process to suffer an exception and, through the retrial semantics of an appropriate handler, 
complete its execution and reach its normal post-conditions. Burns and Wellings assert that 
normal post-conditions may only be reached if all processes in an action have a handler, and if any 
exception is subsequently handled without raising a further exception. 
Failure of one process in an atomic action means that the entire action fails. In order to account 
for the consequences of their individual executions, each participating process must take part in 
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exception handling. Rather than leaving processes waiting for communications, and so as to 
minimise any further effect on the program state or environment, as soon as irrevocable failure 
of one process is evident then all should receive notice to commence finalization and termination. 
The most obvious means of accomplishing this is to define an "atomic-action-failure" exception 
which can be delivered asynchronously to each participating process. At termination of the 
action, one process, the one which originally failed, will return an exception value other than the 
"atomic-action1ailure" exception. It is this value which will likewise be "returned" by the failed 
action. 
5.2.5. On distributed concurrent systems and exception handling 
A distributed system can be thought of as a collection of physical nodes. In most cases nodes are 
of dissimilar construction and configuration, and may be running different operating systems. In 
order for such a collection of nodes to work efficiently together, some enveloping software must 
be used to homogenise and harness the collective power of the system. 
Distributed runtime system software maintains current copies of the system state definition on one 
or more physical nodes. The software is responsible for distribution of processes, including its 
own, to physical nodes, forming virtual nodes as processes are shared over a number processors 
and locations. The runtime system coordinates remote procedure calls and other functions with 
the communications subsystem. 
Error free end-to-end communication is the responsibility of the communications subsystem. Its 
operation is as defmed by the ISO Open Systems Interconnection model or some other 
lightweight protocoL Such a protocol transparently deals with the combined effects of poor 
transmission medium, message rerouting and propagation delays and endeavours to provide 
timely, complete and correctly sequenced messages. Communications errors however, still 
provide the most generous source of exceptions in any distributed system. 
One of the performance requirements of a distributed system is that services which are provided 
by remote servers must appear to the user to be supplied locally. This need for transparency has 
consequences for system design with respect to exception handling. One such consequence is the 
need for system wide exception identification so that exceptions may be propagated not only 
across activation boundaries but machine boundaries as well. The implication here is that remote 
procedure calls should be capable of exceptional return values in order to propagate exceptions 
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with the same level of transparency. 
In a multiprocessor system it is possible to arrange for exceptions detected in a process on one 
processor to be handled by a specialised process on another. In such cases, to minimise further 
damage to the state of the afflicted processor and its operating environment, the safest option is 
for the process/processor to signal the exceptional condition to the rest of the system and to 
voluntarily cease execution. This behaviour is asynchronous with respect to the other nodes in 
the system, and is termed "fail-stop" execution [CRIS89]. 
Fail-stop execution prevents further damage being done by the compromised node. However, the 
consequences of prior interprocess and inter-node communication have not been considered. 
Provision of fail-safety under such circumstances requires atomic actions which can span nodes, 
and a coherent exception handling model over the entire system. 
Within a distributed atomic action and where one or more processes run on one node, exception 
handling may include operations controlling the nodes themselves. Possible fail-safe handler 
responses still include analogues of retrial, propagation and termination semantics. In this case, 
''fail-stop" execution is the natural extension of "strict-termination" handler response semantics. 
Retrial may be effected by either rebooting the failed node and rerunning the errant process or by 
transferring the process to another unaffected node. In circumstances where the process may 
have been part of the operation of a virtual node, then the runtime system must coordinate the 
virtual node's reconstruction. 
Propagation of node failure requires that the virtual node( s) within which the failed node operated 
be collapsed, and the appropriate atomic actions finalised. No system has unlimited processors, 
so part of exception handling must include a means of reallocating processes to processors and 
reconfiguring virtual nodes whenever necessary. 
5.2.6. Guidelines for production of fail-safe concurrent programs 
Using "atomic actions" [BURN89] as a basis, analogues of sequential program exception handling 
contexts in concurrent programs have been identified. The following points summarise the 
requirements for ensuring fail-safety in a concurrent system: 
• 1) Each participating process should employ fail-safe exception handling semantics as per 
the sequential program model. 
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• 2) Exceptional termination of a process should result in the exceptional condition being 
propagated through process initiation/termination point to the parent/guardian process. 
This is analogous to automatic propagation of exceptions from a callee to caller procedure 
within a guarded region of code. 
• 3) Atomic actions should provide the basic unit of containment of concurrent execution. 
As such they are styled as a concurrent guarded region with which an exception handling 
context may be associated. This is analogous to the module, procedure or code block in 
a sequential program. 
• 4) If one process in an atomic action fails then all fail. To communicate failure to each 
process in an action, a standard exception such as "atomic-action-failure" should be 
defined, which will be delivered asynchronously to each participating process. 
• 5) Reaction to receipt of a failure exception should be immediate and preempt further 
normal execution. 
• 6) Fail-safe exception handler responses from a handler associated with an atomic action 
include strict termination of the atomic action, execution of an alternative atomic action, 
propagation of an exception to the context of the enclosing action and retrial of the atomic 
action to attempt successful reexecution. 
• 7) Where atomic actions span several distributed nodes, cooperative exception handling 
encompassing the receipt and subsequent broadcast of failure exceptions must be 
organised by the distributed runtime system. "Fail-stop" execution of nodes may be 
supported by exception handling which includes reinitialization of the same or an 
alternative node. 
• 8) At the highest level of program abstraction, "terminal" exceptions may be handled by 
signalling failure of the node to the program runtime and configuration software. Possible 
handler responses at this level might include program failure, migration of processes to 
alternative virtual nodes, reconfiguration of virtual nodes and reinitialisation of the 
program. 
5.3. Discussion 
The essence of fail-safety is never to allow an exception condition to be masked or ignored either 
directly or indirectly. As a principle this is fine, but when implementing it some issues should be 
considered on a per system basis. The following discussion covers the subjects of program 
fmalisation, error recovery methods, system damage confmement and non-fail-safe exception 
handler responses in concurrent systems. 
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5.3.1. Finalisation, error recovery and fail-safety in concurrent programs 
As the number of processors in a system increases so too does the system's capacity to cause 
change. Any executing process may secure access to files, memory, communications channels and 
abstract data objects, to produce results and reactions within the program space and its 
environment. 
Error recovery techniques were described in section 3.3. Several authors [MELL77] [CRIS82] 
[BURN89] concur that backward error recovery techniques are generally sufficient for repairing 
processor state, however on their own they are inadequate for the task of repairing or undoing 
any effects the program may have had on its environment. Two tools which may be used to 
redress this shortfall are program finalisation and forward error recovery techniques. 
Many programming languages support a program fmalisation mechanism [CARD89] [ELLI90] 
[ROVN85] [MEYE92] [ANDR92]. In most cases extra code is appended to a module or other 
program unit to perform "housekeeping" activities after the main code body has finished but prior 
to executing any return. The above languages, which also have exception handling mechanisms, 
execute these activities after completing exception handler code and prior to executing the handler 
response. 
When considering fail-safe exception handling with propagation and strict termination, fmalisation 
offers a modularised, incremental means of returning system resources and executing any remedial 
actions. In the concurrent program model described, atomic actions are ideal program entities 
on which to attach finalisation procedures. Accumulated resources from all processes 
participating in the action may thus be relinquished prior to any further execution. 
Most computer systems contain enough redundant state information to compute or reconstruct 
a safe program state from which to execute in the event of an exception being detected. This is 
the basis of forward error recovery techniques. Recovery of a safe state from which to continue 
execution is only the first part of forward error recovery however. The execution of remedial 
actions as part of exception handler code is a means of recovering or reconstructing the program's 
environmental state. 
The time overhead involved with saving system state prior to entering a guarded region is the 
major problem with backward error recovery techniques. In sequential languages the degradation 
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to normal execution of a program can be considerable even when no exceptions are detected. A 
concurrent system, especially when distnbuted, needs to store much more information to describe 
the system state. The overhead for backward error recovery in that case might be shared by 
several processes/processors. An alternative may be to have specialised exception handling and 
error recovery processes associated with the runtime system. 
A fail-safe exception handling model using forward error recovery has been developed for the 
Modula-2 language and is presented in chapter six. Execution speeds of Modula-2 programs 
using the "zero overhead exception handling" (ZOEH) model were no slower, and in ·some 
applications faster than equivalent programs without the exception handling facility included. The 
consequences of coordinated forward error recovery on fail-safety in a concurrent system would 
be an interesting avenue for further investigation. 
5.3.2. Damage confmement 
Exceptions must be detected by some mechanism which operates outside of the context of the 
program, ie. signal handlers, language traps etc., in the runtime system software. An exception 
detected, unanticipated or otherwise, is safe, as it may be represented and its effects may be 
contained. Continued execution with an undetected exception or one whose occurrence has been 
masked is dangerous as it promotes corruption of the program state. 
Cristian describes a program as a set of states defmed by the values of variables and data 
structures. Procedures and functions may thus be seen to perform state transitions. In the 
process of changing states some data may have transitional values which violate program 
invariants. An exception occurrence, particularly an unanticipated one, may find a program in an 
unstable state, the continued execution from which will have unpredicatable results. 
Continued execution from a compromised state may have a range of effects dependent upon the 
nature and severity of the compromises. In the absolute worst case scenario, execution of the 
next instruction may cause the program to abort, returning control and resources to a higher level 
such as the process scheduler or operating system. In the majority of cases it is expected that 
enough machine state is intact, and that there is enough redundant state information to allow the 
runtime support software to execute correctly enough to initiate error recovery procedures. 
Indeed, if such were not the case there would be little use for tools such as language traps and 
signal handlers. 
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Damage to system state caused by some exceptional condition may be confined through a number 
of mechanisms. Associating exception handlers with those containment mechanisms ensures that 
the scope of damage is defined and that remedial measures may be complete thus ensuring fail-
safety. An atomic action limits damage to program state by containing communication between 
groups of processes. Single processes and procedures have well defmed start and end boundaries 
to execution. In all cases exception handling ensures communication of incorrect values across 
boundaries between and along lines of execution is limited. 
At the most basic level on a monoprocessor system, fail-safety is ensured if execution is 
terminated immediately accompanied by suitable diagnostic information. It can be argued that this 
is the only way for any system to be truly fail-safe. While safe, this response is not particularly 
practical, as it provides no way to attain the alternate goal of exception handling which is the 
reaching of normal postconditions. 
Even in the process of replacing or repairing the system state information, execution must proceed 
with a potentially damaged system state. On single processor systems especially, some confidence 
is required that any system state damage is confmed to the application and its environment. In 
reality an exception may also compromise the values of some easily identified hardware registers 
used by procedure call and process state operations. 
By placing the responsibility for exception detection with the runtime system, damage assessment 
may be readily made and remedial actions at the hardware and application levels suitably directed. 
If program state is so damaged that even runtime system software cannot operate, then the 
application will be terminated in any case. 
In general, the more hardware which is shared between processes, the harder system damage is 
to isolate and confme. Damage confinement must be especially considered for lightweight 
processes that share processor time as well as memory space. It is probable that any bundle of 
threads which share data space in registers for communication and working would be part of the 
same atomic action. In that case exception detection and communication as outlined for atomic 
actions could still ensure fail-safe execution. 
5.3.3. Non-fail-safe handler responses revisited 
Asynchronous exceptions [LEE83] often reflect events detected in the program's environment, 
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rather than those being a consequence of program execution. Typical asynchronous exception 
conditions might include signals indicating a window resize, delivery of an interrupt from the 
keyboard or signals from external sensors. As such, asynchronous exceptions may not indicate 
a program error and potential damage to system state and therefore might safely (if not correctly) 
be handled using return or resumption semantics. Division of handler semantics based upon 
exception source and nature was the approach taken by Narain Gehani with the experimental 
language Exceptional C [GEHA90]. 
In a sequential language the only fail-safe way to reenter normal execution after exception 
handling is to reexecute the passage of code which suffered the exception. If the code is 
reexecuted successfully then the normal postconditions are guaranteed. In sequential languages 
which allow backtracking, another suitable fail-safe response is to execute an alternative algorithm 
to try and meet the same postconditions by another means. 
The major argument against return and resumption semantics is that the postconditions of the 
passage of code suffering the exception are assumed or neglected. Some languages support the 
notion of executable assertions. If an assertion of the postconditions of a guarded region could 
be tested and guaranteed prior to rejoining normal execution then the objections on the grounds 
of non-fail-safety would be removed. 
Potential trouble with an executable assertion statement stems from the requirement for the 
programmer to provide a boolean expression of the conditions being asserted. Such a mechanism 
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is subverted by the potential for inaccurate expression of guarded region postconditions through 
error, complexity and the tendency to short-circuit the mechanism with the boolean value 
''TRUE". Considering the above, it remains that the safest way to ensure the postconditions of 
a passage of code is still to complete execution of that code satisfactorily. 
5.4. Minor conclusions 
By analysing the techniques used fail-safe exception handling in the previous chapter, and through 
investigating the different levels of concurrent process interaction, an outline for the development 
of fail-safe concurrent systems has been synthesised. Using "atomic actions" as a basis, analogues 
of sequential program exception handling contexts and handler responses have been identified for 
concurrent programs. A set of guidelines for creating fail-safe concurrent programs has been 
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presented along with a discussion of related topics such as process fmalisation, error recovery 
techniques, system damage confmement and safe handling of asynchronous exceptions. 
This section was intended to provide a basis for future investigation into the application of the 
fail-safety principle to real concurrent programs. There are a number of implications which must 
be investigated and determined experimentally such as effects on program structure, complexity, 
efficiency, memory usage, other concurrent programming constructs and paradigms. 
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Chapter 6. 
Implementation of exception handling 
"Never cut what you can untie."- Joseph Joubert. 
During the course of this research, members of the ISO WG-13 sub-group on exception handling 
and termination proposed a number of different exception handling models. Three of the 
proposed models were implemented by this author and tested on a number of platforms. The TU-
13 model was implemented for two different RISC architectures, the DECStation 3100 and the 
Hewlett Packard series 9000/700. As a vehicle for experimentation with students, the D177 
model (J.Lancaster et al.) was developed first on the DECStation 3100 and then implemented for 
the Hewlett Packard series 9000/700 and the SUN SparcStation 10 series 612. The final and 
most challenging implementation was of the 1994 Draft International Standard version of 
exception handling and :finalisation model. This was a "zero overhead" implementation developed 
for the Unix SVR4.2 operating system running on a PC with Intel386 architecture. 
6.1. The faces of GPM 
As the ISO working group streamlined the look of the "standard" Modula-2, so the GPM 
development team were updating their compiler technology. Each exception handling model was 
implemented to take advantage of the most stable GPM compiler technology available for the 
particular target platform GPM comes in two main flavours, what are known locally as the "Via-
C" technology and the newer "D-Code" technology. 
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The "Via-C" compilers have a front end which parses Modula-2 code and translates it into C 
language. As C compilers are available for most platforms this provides a simple way of 
producing executable files. The front 
Program.mod * .syx files for 
and imported modules 
Program.def / 
·~ ~ ~ '~ Program.dcf Program.syx 
or and 
Program.c Program.rfx 
t 
~ 
' 
Program.o 
Figure 10 GPM Compiler 
end produces auxiliary reference files 
for use by the builder utility and symbol 
files. Symbol files of separately 
compiled modules are used by the front 
end for lexical analysis of the program. 
The builder program creates two 
auxiliary files. The first one is a C 
program which sets global program 
constants and variables. The same C 
program has a link into the runtime 
system and contains calls to the 
initialisation and finalisation parts of all 
the separately compiled modules 
including the program code of the main 
module. The other is a linker script which the linker executes to chain object files of the main 
module, libraries and other separately compiled modules. Execution of the linker script creates 
an executable image of the program. 
"D-Code" is a language developed by John Gough [GOUG95] which describes the actions of an 
abstract stack machine. Code of any programming language may be translated directly into D-
.. 
Code instructions by a compiler front end providing a machine independent, intermediate language 
representation of the program. The Programming Languages And Systems (PLAS) group at 
QUT have developed "D-Code" compiler front ends for several programming languages including 
Modula-2, C, Oberon-2 and Sather. The development of language independent compiler back 
ends for popular platforms complements the "D-Code" front ends to provide modular compiler 
componentry. 
The "D-Code" front end translates, in this case, Modula-2 to D-Code and produces auxiliary 
reference and symbol files as per the "Via-C" version. The "D-Code" back end is used to produce 
an appropriate assembler version of the program. The builder utility takes separately compiled 
object files, assembler, reference, symbol and D-Code files to produce two auxiliary files. As with 
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6.2. Common ground between implementations 
the "Via-C" version, one D-Code file 
contains program constants, calls to the 
initialisation and fmalisation parts, and 
a link into the runtime system. The 
other is a linker script to produce an 
executable image of the program. The 
general structures of the GPM 
compilers and builder are depicted in 
figures 10 & 11. 
Each of the exception handling models implemented have some features in common. In each 
model the syntax for defining exception handlers and fmalisation sections is identical. The 
semantics for initialisation and finalisation of static modules is identical, as are the possible 
exception handler responses. 
6.2.1. Syntax for exception handling and finalisation 
In all models, procedure, module initialisation and module finalisation bodies may have an 
exception handler associated with them. This is accomplished by use of the EXCEPT statement 
which separates the guarded region from the exception handling code. Static and dynamic 
modules may have a :finalisation section which may be executed at the appropriate time to return 
resources to the system. Finalisation sections are code which appears after the FJ:NALLY 
statement. Both initialisation and finalisation sections are optional and an initialisation or 
fmalisation section may be declared on its own. The EXCEPT clause is an optional addition to 
either or both initialisation and finalisation sections. 
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MODULE ModA; 
••• local decls; 
BEGJ:N 
..• optional module initialisation section 
EXCEPT 
••• optional exception handler for initialisation section 
FJ:NALLY 
.•• optional module finalisation section 
EXCEPT 
••• optional exception handler for finalisation section 
END ModA. 
Procedure bodies have a similar construction without the finalisation section. As with modules 
the EXCEPT clause is optional. 
PROCEDURE ProcB(locals:locType); 
.•• local decls; 
BEGJ:N 
••• procedure body 
EXCEPT 
••• optional handler code for procedure body 
END ProcB; 
6.2.2. Semantics of initialisation and imalisation of modules 
A module may import procedures from other separately compiled modules as defmed in their 
definition or interface part. A module may also use procedures exported from modules nested 
within itself. Each module may have initialisation and finalisation parts, so some ordering of 
initialisation and finalisation is organised based upon the program's "imports graph". Any cycles 
in the graph are eliminated and a depth first walk of the graph is done to determine the 
initialisation order. Finalisation order is the reverse of that for initialisation. Figure 12 illustrates 
the initialisation and finalisation sequences. 
A module's initialisation and finalisation sections may be viewed as two separate, and possibly 
empty, procedures. Both sections of a module may have an associated exception handler as 
outlined in the previous section. In effect the exception handling context of the initialisation or 
finalisation section dynamically encloses that of any dynamic chain initiated in that section. As 
such it is the exception handler associated with the module initialisation or finalisation which 
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executes last. 
In figure 12, the module "main" imports from modules "B" and "C". In the normal course of 
events the initialisation sections are executed, following the initialisation chain to "Init_Main", 
which is the body of the main program. When "Init_Main" has completed, the finalisation chain 
is followed back, executing finalisation sections and the program terminates normally. 
Initialisation Chain 
Finalisation Chain 
Figure 12 Module initialisation and fmalisation 
Finalisation is only executed for those 
modules which have completed their 
initialisation. If for example, an 
exception occurred during "Init_B" 
causing it to abort, then:furtherinitialisations 
would be abandoned and finalisation 
executed. In this case "Fin_B" would 
not be executed as "Init_B" had not 
successfully completed its execution. 
Finalisation would commence at 
"Fin_ C". The lighter arrows indicate 
the start of the fmalisation chain should 
an initialisation part not complete. If an 
exception is detected during the 
execution of a finalisation part, then that finalisation part terminates prematurely and the next 
element of the finalisation chain is executed. 
A Modula-2 procedure may also declare an enclosed (nested) module known as a dynamic 
module. All the same syntax rules apply as for static modules with exception handlers 
initialisation and finalisation. In the normal case, the semantics of dynamic modules is such that 
on entry to a procedure the initialisation parts of dynamic modules are immediately executed. On 
completion of the procedure code, and prior to returning to the caller, any finalisation parts are 
executed. The interaction of exception handling at the enclosing procedure level and initialisation 
and finalisation at the dynamic module level will be explored later in this chapter. 
6.2.3. Handler responses 
In each of the models implemented, the handler responses have been identical. Each model 
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supports retrial, return and explicit and implicit propagation semantics. The default handler 
mechanism for each model is identical, with the message corresponding to the last raised 
exception being displayed prior to control being relinquished to the operating system. 
Any exception handler may contain the reserved words RE'l'RY and RE'l'UR.N. Execution of RE'l'RY 
will cause the current exception handling context to be exited, a new one to be entered and for 
the execution to recommence at the start of the associated guarded region. A RE'l'UR.N statement 
executed in the handler of a procedure will cause the current exception handling context to be 
exited and for the procedure to execute a normal return to the caller. 
Executing a RE'l'UR.N in the handler of a module initialisation section will cause the current 
exception handling context to be exited and for the initialisation of that module to cease and for 
flow of control to pass to the next module initialisation section to be executed. RE'l'UR.N execution 
whilst executing the handler of a finalisation section will cause the current exception handling 
context to be exited and for control to pass to the next finalisation to be completed. 
If during static module initialisation an exception occurs which is not handled by either a RE'l'RY 
or RE'l'UR.N statement, or if an exception is raised in the associated handler, then, if present, the 
:finalisation sections of any modules which have previously completed their initialisations will be 
executed. 
If during :finalisation of static modules an exception occurs which is not handled by either a RE'l'RY 
or RE'l'URN statement, or if an exception is raised in the associated handler, then execution of that 
finalisation section is abandoned, the current exception handling context exited and the next 
module :finalisation initiated. The message associated with the last raised exception is displayed 
prior to relinquishing control to the operating system. 
As stated above, retrial semantics are provided by executing the RE'l'RY statement and return 
semantics are delivered by executing the RE'l'UR.N statement within a handler. If the last statement 
of the handler is executed with no RE'l'RY or RE'l'URN then the current exception is automatically 
reraised in the caller's exception handling context. This response is termed implicit or automatic 
propagation semantics. Execution of a RAJ:SE statement in the handler code causes explicit 
propagation of whatever exception is parameter to the RAJ:SE statement, to the caller's exception 
handling context. Executing handler code in the caller's exception handling context avoids 
looping within the current handler. 
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It is possible that a guarded procedure is called from within the handler code of another 
procedure. The current exception handling context includes information about the execution state 
and if in the exceptional state, information about the exception currently being handled. All of 
this information is saved on entry to the guarded procedure. In this manner the caller's execution 
can continue in the same state after successful return of the guarded procedure, regardless of 
whether or not an exception was caught and handled in that procedure. If the called procedure 
returns exceptionally to the calling handler code then the newly raised exception replaces that 
being handled prior to the call to the guarded procedure. The exception propagation has the same 
effect as making a call to RAJ:SE in the handler of that procedure. This causes the execution to 
continue by further propagating the exception to the caller's exception handling context. 
6.2.4. The GPM runtime system 
Various versions of the GPM compiler require support for different runtime operations. There 
are two C runtime files. The first is "m2rtsF.c" which contains code for set operations, and 
support for exception handling, initialisation and finalisation, coroutines, runtime error checking, 
error message management and a stack for open array parameter management. The error 
checking facility includes language checks and traps. To interface with the Unix environment, a 
signal handling facility has also been added to catch and deal with operating system and hardware 
exceptions. The runtime system file includes the second runtime file, "m2struct.inc" which 
contains the definition of the basic data structures for exception handling. The runtime system 
file is compiled to "rn2rtsF.o" and is linked into the executable image of every Modula-2 program. 
6.3. Implementing the TU-13 exception handling model 
The following is a summary of the code which comprises the TU-13 exception handling model. 
Included are the descriptions of the C code produced by the front end of the compiler when 
exception handling and finalisation code is included in a program. For simplicity the following 
descriptions are given in terms of programs of one coroutine. In multi-coroutine programs 
various "global" data structures such as _exPtr, are maintained on a per coroutine basis ie., 
_currentco->_exPtr. 
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6.3.1. The basic form. 
A Modula-2 procedure or module with an except clause: 
PROCEDURE ProcB(locals:locType); 
••• local decls; 
BEGJ:N 
••• procedure body 
EXCEPT 
••• optional handler code for procedure body 
END ProcB; 
when parsed by the GPM front end with exception handling, translates to C as follows: 
return_type ModN~e_ProcB() 
{ 
L06666:; /* label for retry */ 
_pushbuff () ; 
if (setjmp(_exPtr->env)==O){ 
_exPtr->inhandler = 0; 
} 
else 
{ 
} 
/* normal code */ 
_popbuff (); 
_exPtr->inhandler = 1; 
/* exceptional code */ 
_popbuff(); /*clear exception for retrial*/ 
goto L06666; /*RETRY*/ 
goto LOl; /*RETURN*/ 
_catch(_exPtr->currexinfo.src, 
_exPtr->currexinfo.exno, 
_exPtr->currexinfo.mess); 
LOl:; /*label for resumption*/ 
} 
if (_exPtr != 0}{ 
_exPtr->currexinfo.raised = 0; 
} 
else_currex.raised=O; /*clear exception for resumption*/ 
return; 
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There are three basic data structures used to implement the exception handling model. These are 
depicted in figure 13. The pointer "_exPtr", indicates the top of a linked list implemented stack 
of "exception handling contexts" or "continuations" for the current coroutine. As a guarded 
region is entered, a new record is 
created, the appropriate state 
exPtr 
-t 
D-D---0 
• I + 
Current context I 
Previous context 
Information D 
~for default __ .,. 
_L-m-e-ss __ _, handler _currex 
Figure 13 Data structures for exception handling 
information is recorded in it and the 
record is inserted at the head of the 
list. 
A global exception state record, 
"_currex" holds the information 
about the last exception detected prior 
to termination. A global message 
repository, "_mess" contains either a 
null message or the text string 
associated with the last exception 
raised prior to termination. Code 
reentry is accomplished using the C 
library function longjmp < > and setjmp < > and the continuation information stored in the 
"_exPtr" stack records. 
On entry to a guarded region a new context record is pushed onto the stack with "_pushbu££ ( >" 
and initialised to the current machine state using a call to setjmp c > • Whenever saved context 
information is needed to restore a previous machine state, the function "_catch c > " is executed 
which contains a call to longjmp c >. 
6.3.2. Parts of the model residing in the runtime system. 
As described earlier, much of the exception handling mechanism resides in the runtime system 
files. All of the tools for storing, restoring and manipulating exception handling contexts are 
described here. The various functions and structures are imported into the C program code that 
is created by the compiler front end and is referenced by the EXCEPT:tONS library . 
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6.3.2.1. Context information. 
The exception pointer _exPtr points to the head of a list of exception handling context records. 
Each record of type buff has the following C structure: 
· typedef struct _xb_ { 
jmp_buf env; 
char *soapSav; 
staterec currexinfo; 
char inhandler; 
struct _xb_ *old; 
} buff; 
The env; is the partial continuation information of type jmp_buf as defined inC's <<setjmp.h>> 
library header file. setjmp < > saves the current machine state into env and longjmp < > takes env 
as a parameter to restore the saved context. 
char *soapsav; is a pointer to the memory allocated to save open array parameter (soap) 
information. The GPM compiler allows procedures to be declared having array parameters of 
indeterminate size. By preallocating sufficient memory at program initialisation time, array 
parameters need not be saved on the runtime stack, allowing size of the array parameters to be 
resolved at runtime. 
char inhandler; is a boolean indicating whether or not the exceptional (handler) code or the 
normal code is currently being executed. struct _xb_ *old is a pointer to the next context 
block in the stack. As the current context is at the head of the stack, old is the information of the 
dynamically enclosing context. The record currexinfo; is as below: 
typedef struct _xinfo { 
char raised; 
unsigned int src; 
unsigned int exno; 
unsigned char mess[Sl]; 
} staterec; 
Here raised is a boolean indicating whether an exception has been raised in the current context. 
The variable src is the currently raised exception source, exno is the currently raised exception 
number and mess is the text associated with the currently raised exception. 
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6.3.2.2. The function_pushbuff() 
This function resides in m2rtsF .c and creates a new context record. The soap information is 
updated and the record is inserted into the head of the list _exptr. The call to setjmp (_exptr-
>env) completes the context information filling in the machine state information. Setjmp() returns 
a 0 on the first entry to the function causing the flow of control to pass down to the normal 
execution code. 
void _pushbuff(void) 
/* Initialise context block and pushes it onto the stack (_exPtr) */ 
/* Called when entering a guarded region. */ 
{ 
} 
buff *tc; 
tc = (buff *)malloc(sizeof(buff)); 
tc->soapSav = _soapTop; 
tc->currexinfo.raised = 0; 
tc->currexinfo.src = 0; 
tc->currexinfo.exno = 0; 
_blankstr(tc->currexinfo.mess); 
tc->inhandler = 0; 
tc->old = _exPtr; 
_exPtr = tc; 
6.3.2.3. The function _popbuff() 
This function also resides in m2rtsF.c and simply unlinks the context record from the front of the 
list updating the list head and frees the block of memory for return to the heap. 
void _popbuff(void) 
/* Called when a procedure returns normally or prior to a RETRY */ 
/* Returns memory to heap */ 
{ 
} 
buff *tc; 
tc = _exPtr; 
_exPtr = tc->old; 
free(tc) 
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6.3.2.4. The function _catch() 
The function "_catch<>" is effectively the body of the RAJ:SE procedure from the EXCEPTJ:ONS 
library and resides in m2rtsF.c. It is 
_exPtr t I BEGIN f ... normal code 
... **Ex** 
also called by traps and signal 
Xinfo .. (- Save info~ _catch(Ex) 
handlers so that those events may be 
treated in the same manner. Its 
action, illustrated in figure 14, is such 
Env 
"" .. 
(longjmp) :. EXCEPT that if execution is in the normal 
~~ state, control passes to the associated 
1 ••• handler code 
IInhandler ~ ( == 1) or dynamically enclosing exception 
' 
END; 
- ->- Apparent flow of control 
handler. If execution is already in the 
exceptional state, it causes the current 
exception to be reraised in the 
surrounding exception handling 
context. In the case where there are 
Figure 14 Catching an exception during normal code no means of returning the execution 
.execution 
to the normal state via retrial or 
return semantics, then the function _catch<> is executed at the end of the exceptional code to 
"implicitly" propagate the exception. 
void _catch(unsigned int num, unsigned char text[81]) 
/* The essence of raising an exception */ 
{ 
while ((_exPtr != O)&&(_exPtr->inhandler -- 1)) 
{ 
_popbuff(); 
} 
/* Assert that exPtr is nil or inhandler is FALSE (0) */ 
if (_exPtr I= 0) 
{ 
} 
else 
{ 
_soapTop = _exPtr->soapSav; 
_exPtr->currexinfo.raised = 1; 
_exPtr->currexinfo.exno = num; 
strcpy(_exPtr->currexinfo.mess, text); 
longjmp(_exPtr->env,1); 
/*get the hell out */ 
_currex.raised = 1; 
_currex.exno = num; 
strcpy(_mess, text); 
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longjmp(sigenv); 
} 
} 
The semantics of _catch<> (Figure 15), is to strip any contexts marked as executing in the 
_exPtr 
1 BEGIN (b) 
I ••• 
1 EXCEPT 
y ... ***Ex2""" 
_catch(Ex2) 
END (b) 
.Pop contexts until inhandler--0; 
.Copy Ex info; 
.longjmp() to enclosing context; 
.Execute handler, set inhandler to 1; 
BEGIN (a) 
I 
y ... call to (b) 
EXCEPT 
~ 
1 END (a) 
~ 
- - -~Apparent flow of control 
exceptional state (inhand.ler = 1) from 
the stack of contexts and to update the 
appropriate exception information area. 
The "appropriate area" is either the 
global repository _currex if the context 
stack is empty, or the currexinfo area 
of the current context block otherwise . 
A longjmp < > to the context saved in the 
record at the head of the context list is 
performed. If the stack of contexts is 
empty then the exception information is 
saved in _currex and the default 
handler automatically invoked. 
Execution resumes at the setjmp() of the 
Figure 15 Catching an exception in exception handler caller which returns a non-zero value as 
code it is a second return from the setjmp 
code. The execution proceeds to the exceptional part of the caller's code(} else <). 
6.3.2.5. Initialisation and finalisation of modules 
The program builder creates the file "modbase.c" as mentioned in section 6.1. From analysis of 
the program "imports" graph, a sequence for module initialisation and fmalisation is constructed. 
In the intermediate language representation of the program, initialisation and fmalisation sections 
for each module become procedure bodies. Reference (.rfx) files contain identifiers for each 
initialisation and finalisation section in their associated module. As the builder analyses the 
program it builds a table of initialisation and matching finalisation pairs and keeps a tally of the 
number of such pairs. For any module except the main module, initialisation and finalisation are 
optional so some entries in the table, initialisation, finalisation or both, may be empty. 
The runtime system calls the initialisation procedures explicitly by walking the table and executing 
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each entry in tum. As each initialisation is completed a "high tide" variable "finalcount" is 
updated indicating the last completed initialisation section and also indicating the first to be 
executed finalisation. After the main module initialisation (the main program code) has completed 
its execution, then the table is traversed in the reverse direction calling flnalisation procedures. 
If an unrecoverable exception is detected during the execution of an initialisation section then 
further initialisation is abandoned and flnalisation sections are executed from the high tide mark 
back. The relevant code fragment from the runtime system follows: 
int initCount = 0; 
int finalCount = 0; 
if (setjmp(sigenv)==O){ 
initsignals {); 
} 
/*initialisation procedures have to be called explicitly.*/ 
while{{initCount < entryCount)&&(_currex.raised == 0)) { 
finalCount = initcount; 
table[initCount].init{); 
initcount++; 
} 
while{finalCount >= 0) 
{ 
} 
finalCount--; 
table[finalCount+l].final{); 
if {_currex.raised == 1) /* if there has been an exception.*/ 
{ 
} 
fputs{m2rts, stderr); 
fputs{_mess, stderr); 
fputs{m2end, stderr); 
else /* return from a signal handler */ 
{ 
} 
initsignals {); 
while{finalCount >= 0){ 
finalCount--; 
table[finalCount+l].final{); 
} 
fputs{m2rts, stderr); 
fputs{_mess, stderr); 
fputs{m2end, stderr); 
If a signal is detected by the runtime system during initialisation or flnalisation, the system's signal 
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handling facility causes that call to be aborted and for the next fmalisation section to be executed. 
6.3.3. New syntax and semantics 
A new statement appearing in exception handler code only, is RETRY which indicates the use of 
retrial handler response semantics. Return semantics are specified through the altered semantics 
of the RETURN statement when executed in handler code. The following describes the C code 
emitted by the compiler front end when each of these statements is encountered. 
6.3.3.1. The statement RETRY 
This translates in C to a call to __popbuf f < > ,. and execution of a go to to a label at the entry point 
of the function (goto L06666 :; from the example code at the start of this section). 
6.3.3.2. The statement RETURN 
The RETURN statement may appear in either normal or exceptional execution code. 
BEGJ:N 
RETURN 
EXCEPT 
RETURN 
END; 
When execution is in a guarded region or a procedure without a handler section then the 
semantics of RETURN are to return control to the caller. In the case of a function procedure return, 
a function value of the specified return type is also returned to the caller. When executed in a 
handler, a RETURN statement has essentially the same semantics except that the execution is 
transferred from the exceptional back to the normal state 
In the code example, a RETURN in the exception handler code translates into a goto to a point at 
the end of the code past any function trap label. At this point the local or global execution state 
is returned to normal and a return (with or without a return value) executed. As the handler is 
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being executed in the dynamically enclosing exception handling context, a call to _popbuff < > 
is not required, just an updating of the current record. 
goto LOl; /*RETURN*/ 
LOl:; /*label for return semantics*/ 
if (_exPtr l= 0){ 
_exPtr->currexinfo.raised = 0; 
} 
else_currex.raised=O; /*clear exception for resumption*/ 
return; 
6.3.4. Part" of the model residing in the TU-13 EXCEPTIONS Library 
The EXCEPTIONS and M2EXCEPT:IONS libraries are implemented inC language with a Modula-2 
interface definition. The runtime system contains the data structures and primitives for exception 
·handling. To implement the various enquiry routines from the libraries all that is required is to 
reference the runtime data structures for the required information or functions to perform the 
appropriate actions. 
The first part of the C file declares local structures and external types and variables. The external 
declarations are mainly from the runtime system. The local declarations include the types for 
EXCEPT:ION, ExceptionSource and ExceptionNumber. 
6.3.4.1. The types 
The enumerated type EXCEPT:ION has the first value reserved for "no exception", the second for 
"not from the language exceptions" and the rest are language exceptions. 
typedef enum {noException, 
/* for separate modules and user allocated exceptions :*/ 
notLanguageException, 
/*for aggregated language exceptions :*/ 
indexException, rangeException, caseSelectException, 
invalidLocation, functionException, 
wholeValueException, wholeDivException, 
realValueException, realDivException, 
protException, 
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/*for system module exceptions :*/ 
sysException, coException, exException, termException, 
/*for general program exceptions or internal library exceptions :*/ 
generalException 
} EXCEPTJ:ON; 
typedef unsigned int Exceptionsource; 
/* 
values of this type are used within library modules 
to identify the source of raised exceptions 
*I 
typedef unsigned int ExceptionNUmber; 
6.3.4.2. The function AllocateSourceO 
As an exception may be detected at any point during the execution of a program, some method 
of identifying its source is required. As far as a Modula-2 program is concerned, a source is either 
a library, the runtime system or one of the modules making up the program code. One 
identification method is to construct a unique string for each exception based upon its origin. 
GPM compilers have a method of internal name disambiguation which constructs a name string 
based upon the context of the declaration of the particular object. For example an identifier for 
an object in the runtime system may be prefixed with one or two underscores Lid.Name). An 
identifier in a library or other level 0 module will be prefixed with the module name and an 
underscore (Mod.Name_id.Name). A level1 or nested module will have a name built similarly 
(ModName_NestedMod_id.Name ). This method of name "mangling" is a common tool but its 
use is limited when modules may be nested to arbitrary depths and where a maximum name length 
may be imposed by program tools such as the linker. 
An alternative identification method is to give each exception source a unique value. An 
exception may then be identified by its name and source. This is the method favoured by the WG-
13 and adopted by the ISO for the draft Modula-2 standard. For this implementation exercise, 
two methods for generating unique source numbers were devised. The first method was to have 
a number server which returned the next unique unsigned integer to the source being registered. 
The second method takes advantage of the fact that each variable occupies a unique address in 
the system. Whenever a new source is registered it simply initialises a variable local to the 
particular module to the value of its own address. 
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Using the name "mangling" technique described above, the source allocation procedure is 
addressed as EXCEP'l'J:ONS_Allocatesource ( &:src) where src is of type ExceptionSource, 
ie. unsigned int. This first version with the number server, was not used in the implementation 
of the TU-13 model. 
unsigned int newnum = 0; 
void EXCEP'l'J:ONS_AllocateSource(newsrc) 
ExceptionSource *newsrc; 
{ 
} 
*I 
*newsrc = ++newnum; 
void EXCEP'l'J:ONS_Allocatesource(newsrc) 
ExceptionSource *newsrc; 
I* initialises parameter to the value of its address*/ 
{ 
*newsrc = (Exceptionsource)newsrc; 
} 
6.3.4.3. The function Exception Value() 
The hbrary function EXCEP'l'J:ONS_Exceptionvalue <) returns a value of type EXCEP'l'J:ON. If in 
the normal execution state, it returns the value noException, if it is in the exceptional execution 
state because of the raising of a non-language exception, it returns the value 
notLanguageException; if it is in the exceptional execution state because of the raising of a 
language exception, it returns the corresponding value. 
unsigned int _getno(src) 
unsigned int src; 
{ 
if (_exPtr ! = 0) 
/* get info from local block */ 
{ 
} 
if (_exPtr->currexinfo.raised != 0) 
{ 
} 
if (_exPtr->currexinfo.src -- src) 
return(_exPtr->currexinfo.exno); 
else return(l); 
else return(O); 
else return(O); 
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EXCEPT~ON EXCEPT~ONS_ExceptionValue(void) 
/*Current source of exceptions library is 0*/ 
{ 
return (EXCEPT~ON) _getno(O); 
} 
6.3.4.4. The function Number() 
This function works much the same as Exceptionvalue < > except that it is meant to be used by 
other exception sources. If execution is not in exceptional state the value '0' is returned denoting 
no exception. If in the exceptional execution state and if the value of src does not match the 
raised exception source then the value '1' is returned, meaning "not my exception". If the value 
of src matches that of the raised exception source then the value associated with that exception 
is returned. 
unsigned int EXCEPT~ONS_Number(src) 
ExceptionSource src; 
{ 
return _getno(src) 
} 
6.3.4.5. The procedure RAISE() 
RAISE() has semantics as follows: any nested exception handling context already in the state of 
exceptional execution is removed. The given values of source, number and message are 
associated with the current context and the state of exceptional execution entered. In the absence 
of an exception handling context set by the coroutine, the program is terminated exceptionally as 
per the semantics of _catch<>. Otherwise, again as per the function _catch<>, execution reverts 
to the point at which the current context was entered. In the case where an exception number out 
of the range defmed by the type ExceptionNUmber is detected, the language exception 
exException is raised. 
void EXCEPT~ONS_RA~SE(exsrc,exnum,text,hi) 
ExceptionSource exsrc; 
ExceptionNumber exnum; 
un_chr *text; 
unsigned hi; 
{ 
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} 
if((exnum>=O)&&(exnum<=Oxffffffff)) 
_catch(exsrc,exnum,text); 
else 
/* how did we get here if ExceptionNumber is an unsigned int?*/ 
{ 
} 
text = (un_chr *)"Invalid Exception Number."; 
_catch(O, (unsigned int)eXException, text); 
6.3.4.6. The procedure RAISEGENERALEXCEPTION() 
It is possible for the programmer to raise a general exception with an associated message. In 
general, use of this facility is meant to provide a termination message on the detection of a 
particular condition. RAISEGENERALEXCEP'l'ION(message, hi) associates the given value of 
message with the current context and raises an exception such that the corresponding value 
returned by ExceptionValue () is generalException. 
void EXCEP'l'IONS_RAISEGENERALEXCEP'l'ION(message,hi) 
un_chr *message; 
unsigned hi; 
{ 
_catch(O, (unsigned int)generalException, message); 
} 
6.3.4. 7. The procedure GetMessage() 
The TU-13 exception handling model provides a means of extracting the message associated with 
the currently raised exception. EXCEP'l'IONS_GetMessage <text, hi>, if execution is in the 
exceptional state, returns the possibly truncated string associated with the current context. 
Otherwise, in normal execution state, the function returns the null string. This needs to be 
addressed ie: EXCEP'l'IONS_GetMessage(&text); where text is a local variable of type unsigned 
char * 
void EXCEP'l'IONS_GetMessage(text,hi) 
un_chr text[]; 
unsigned hi; 
{ 
unsigned I=O; 
un_chr *nullstr = (un_chr *)"\0"; 
un_chr *strptr; 
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strptr = nullstr; 
if (_exPtr != 0) strptr = _exPtr->currexinfo.mess; 
while(*strptr 1= (un_chr) '\0'){ 
} 
} 
text[i] = *strptr; 
:I++; strptr++; 
6.3.5. Initialisation and finalisation in the TU-13 proposal 
This is the one area where major changes were needed to the GPM compiler to accommodate the 
new model. The module level exception handling model with finalisation appeared as follows, 
with the exception handler guarding both initialisation and finalisation sections: 
MODULE ••• ; 
BEG :IN 
FJ:NALLY 
EXCEP'l' 
END ••• ; 
At this stage of the ISO standardisation process the interaction of exception handling and the 
initialisation and finalisation of dynamic modules was not specified and therefore not implemented. 
6.3.6. Changes to the GPM compiler 
To update the GPM compiler firstly the new reserved words and statements had to be made 
recognisable to the parser. Once the syntactic rules were accepted structural changes had to be 
made to the internal representations of modules and procedures. The abstract syntax for a 
program and its components is a system of data structures. The representation of a module body 
needed to be changed from one possibly empty sequence of statements for the initialisation 
section, to three possibly empty statement sequences for each of the initialisation, finalisation and 
exception handler clauses. Similarly the representation of a procedure needed to be changed to 
hold a possibly empty statement sequence for the handler code. 
A change to the semantics of programs with exception handling and finalisation was achieved by 
changing the C code emitted for modules and procedures. If a module had both an initialisation 
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and :finalisation section then each was represented as a separate C function with an appropriately 
synthesised name. Two such function names in the module "ModA" might be I:nit_ModA( > and 
Final_ModA < >. Moreover, if the module or procedure has an exception handler associated with 
it, the structure and code for the appropriate calls to the runtime system exception handling 
functions and to setjmp < > is inserted. An example of the emitted code is shown at the start of 
this section. 
To make sure that initialisation and finalisation sections in separately compiled modules are visible 
to the main program the format of the auxiliary reference file was altered. Normally the reference 
file holds global export information. The format was changed to include the identifiers of any 
initialisation or fmalisation functions within that module. 
The program builder utility, while building the program imports graph, builds a table of pairs of 
function names. One column of the table holds initialisation function names, the second column 
the matching finalisation function name. If one of the initialisation or finalisation sections is empty 
then a null function name is inserted into that position in the table. 
6.4. Implementing the D177 exception handling model 
The D 177 proposal introduces new syntax for declaring exception identifiers and associating 
exception conditions with their allotted handlers. The semantics of exception handling are 
identical to those proposed in the TU-13 model. This proposal completes the move started with 
the TU-13 proposal, from the dynamic, module-based scheme of the TU-1 model, to a static and 
totally language based model. The library module EXCEPTI:ONS no longer exists and a new 
definition module M2EXCEPTI:ONS advertises the Modula-2language exceptions. The procedure 
EXCEPTI:ONS_RAI:SE < > is made into a standard procedure in keeping with making exception 
handling a language based feature. 
6.4.1. Parts of the model residing in the runtime system 
All of the functions in the D 177 version of the runtime system are basically the same as for the 
TU-13 model. The main difference is that there are no parameters identifying the exception 
source for any of these functions. The data structures containing context information, _currex 
and currexinfo, are also minus the source information field. 
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6.4.2. Exception declaration 
The proposed definition of an exception entity or object ensures that exceptions may be 
represented and declared in a uniform way. The TU-13 proposal provided guidelines and 
examples but the model allowed for several methods of declaring an exception, not all of which 
were compatible. In this proposal exceptions are identified by a new reserved word 'EXCEP'l'J:ON', 
appearing in the declaration sections of a program. Exception objects may be declared as follows: 
EXCEP'l'J:ON thisException, thatException, myException; 
Exception identifiers obey all the same rules as other program identifiers including scope rules, 
importing, exporting and qualification. 
A new system module M2EXCEP'l'J:ONS contains the identifiers for the standard language 
exceptions. Exceptions related to coroutines, SYS'l'EM and standard library modules are defined 
in the corresponding definition modules. The module EXCEP'l'J:ONS is deleted. The types and 
functions previously in that module are either deleted, absorbed into the standard types and 
procedures like EXCEP'l'J:ONS_RAJ:SE < > , or into the runtime system such as the exception message 
management routines. 
6.4.3. Exception reporting 
Exceptions are reported through the procedure RAJ:SE < > as in the TU-13 model. In this case as 
previously mentioned, the procedure RAJ:SE < > has been moved from the system module 
EXCEP'l'J:ONS to be a standard procedure. Instead of an exception being identified by 
Exceptionsource, ExceptionNumber and Message as in the TU-13 model, RAJ:SE () now only 
requires the two parameters, ExceptionNumber and Message to identify an exception: 
RAJ:SE(thisException, "Message string for thisException"); 
With exception identification being structured by source and value in the TU -13 proposal, 
handling required that the exceptions first be resolved using query functions like 
Exceptionvalue < >, exported by each source. A program wide, flat exception address space 
allows for exceptions to be resolved by the system without the need for external query functions. 
The information hiding principle is maintained as exception information is only visible to the 
system. All of the query functions such as EXCEP'l'J:ONS_GetMessage < > , and 
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EXCEPT:IONS_Exceptionval.ue < > have been removed from this model further restricting 
unnecessary access to exception information. 
6.4.4. Exception handling 
Resolution of exceptions by the system means that the EXCEPT clause can be structured into a 
handler for multiple exceptions. John Lancaster et al., settled on a CASE statement like structure 
with separate handlers having labels matching the identifier of the exception(s) being handled. 
The CASE structure allows for one unlabelled handler in the form of an ELSE clause. The ELSE 
clause may be empty or may be used as a "catch-all" handler, possibly injecting an appropriate 
message for debugging. The D 177 EXCEPT clause appears as follows: 
EXCEPT 
ELSE 
thisException: 
••• handl.er code for thisException; 
lthatException: 
••• handl.er code for thatException; 
lmyException, yourException: 
••• handl.er for both of the named exceptions; 
IM2EXCEPT:ION.rangeException: 
••• handl.er for system rangeException; 
••• optional. handl.er code for "other" exceptions 
END ModorProc:Id; 
6.4.5. Initialisation and finalisation 
The TU-13 model employed one handler to guard both the initialisation and finalisation sections 
of a module. The authors of the D 177 proposal pointed out that many initialisations and 
fmalisations would need separate and distinct recovery strategies. To accommodate this 
observation the authors proposed separate exception handlers for both sections. The module level 
exception handling model with finalisation now appears as follows: 
MODULE ••• ; 
BEG :IN 
EXCEPT 
F:INALLY 
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EXCEPT 
END ••• ; 
As for the TU-13 model, the semantics of initialisation and finalisation of dynamic modules had 
not been specified by the time of implementation. 
6.4.6. Changes to the GPM compiler 
The D 177 proposal introduces a new exception identity and a new format for an exception 
handler. In the abstract syntax representing the program a new "node" has to be defined which 
represents the EXCEPTJ:ON object and its properties. The representations of module and procedure 
bodies had to be modified to accommodate the possibility of an exception declaration. Visibility 
rules for exceptions and variables are identical so the C code emitted when an exception is 
referenced has to reflect the addressing mode such as local, uplevel or other. The C code emitted 
for the semantics of referencing variables in a program was duplicated for exception entities. 
Exceptions are given a unique value in the system by giving them a value equal to their memory 
address. To resolve two exceptions of the same name from different modules or procedures, the 
compiler applies a naming convention. The internal representation of the EXCEPTJ:ON identifier 
is prepended with enclosing procedure names and the names of any enclosing modules. There 
exists a linker name length limit on some systems. In such cases the internal representation of the 
EXCEPTJ:ON identifier is truncated to suit. 
Exception handler sections in procedure and module bodies now have a CASE statement like 
structure rather than a simple statement sequence. The data structures representing each of these 
entities needed to be changed so that an exception(s) label and handler was represented by a list 
of exception identifier(s) and statement sequence pairs. The semantics of a handler section is 
identical to that of a CASE statement except that an exception value is being tested rather than a 
variable value. Since the EXCEPTJ:ON values are not compile time constants, the C code emitted 
for the handler section is a sequence of if<> {} statements. The list of exception identifiers is 
searched at runtime and if a match is found with the currently raised exception then the 
appropriate statement sequence is executed. 
The abstract syntax for a module had to be modified to reflect the now separate exception 
handlers for initialisation and finalisation sections. The structure used for the TU-13 model was 
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expanded to four possibly empty statement sequences representing the initialisation section, 
fmalisation section, initialisation section exception handler and fmalisation section exception 
handler. The function naming convention and C code emitted for initialisation and finalisation 
sections is as per the TU-13 model. It differs in that the statement sequence emitted for the 
handler sections of the initialisation and finalisation are separate and different. 
6.5. Implementing zero overhead exception handling (ZOEH) 
We have made a very brief and general overview of the exception handling methodology. There 
are however, some quite intricate machinations going on which are usually hidden away in the 
runtime system. Once an exception occurs the machine state (register values, signal state, stack 
state) may be compromised to a point where further execution is not possible or able to produce 
meaningful results. For exception handling to be possible there must be some safe state to return 
to before further execution. 
"Safe" state information may be calculated from existing redundant state information using a 
forward error recovery mechanism. Alternatively, safe state information may have been saved 
previously at a "checkpoint" during execution. Backward error recovery mechanisms reinstate 
the saved state information. In either case machine context information must be copied into the 
appropriate places, registers etc., before execution can be restarted. It is the time taken in saving 
and reinstating context information which is the major cost involved in "checkpoint" based 
exception handling. 
A popular method of implementing checkpoint based exception handling, outlined earlier, uses 
a non-local go to mechanism such as that provided by longjmp < > and setjmp < > in the C 
language. Using this method, a "snapshot" of the machine state is taken with the setjmp < > part 
of the mechanism prior to executing the first statement of a guarded region. This snapshot is 
often referred to as a "partial context" or "approximate continuation". This operation can be quite 
expensive as it usually requires the saving of all register values in any processors present, 
including a copy of any memory locations containing references to the runtime stack(s) state(s) 
and associated data structures as well as the signal state or other data structures associated with 
the operating system. 
The limitations of C's non-local goto mechanism are well documented [PLAU91], however the 
main disadvantage of this method to is that every time a guarded region is entered, the cost of the 
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context save must be paid. Once an exception is detected the saved context information is 
reinstated using the longjmp < > operation and execution of the handler code may safely proceed. 
As the C language has compilers for most types of platform, its portability has led to its use as an 
intermediate language for other language compilers. Whilst costly, the C non-local goto 
mechanism is attractive through its availability in the standard C libraries. Provided that the 
limitations of the setjmp < > /longjmp < > mechanism itself are respected, the C non-local goto 
mechanism can provide the necessary vehicle for program robustness. 
When discussing the design criteria for their exception handling models many authors have 
espoused the principle that exception handling should impose no overhead on the normal 
execution of code. A few have even produced implementations of these models, all of which 
require intimate knowledge of the runtime stack structure and imply the use of a moderate amount 
of native assembler code. The use of native assembler code reduces the portability of each model 
markedly but this cost is offset by an increase in program performance. 
"Zero" or "low" overhead exception handling relies upon the use of a forward error recovery 
mechanism Instead of saving context information at the beginning of each guarded region, safe 
state information is reconstructed from the runtime stack and other purpose built data structures 
if and when an exception occurs. To provide "cost free" exception handling support to code that 
does not suffer an exception, the costs are displaced. Most of the cost in extra execution time is 
paid during execution of exception handling code, and some is paid setting up data structures at 
compile time and build time prior to program execution. 
6.5.1. ZOEH - Previous work 
Many of the papers referenced which cover designs of exception handling mechanisms, state the 
desirability that the exception handling mechanism place no overhead on the execution of normal 
(non-exception handling) code. Very few however, manage to implement a workable model. 
Lampson et. al. [LAMP74] describe a low or zero overhead exception handling mechanism for 
a Pascal/Simula like language called Modular Programming Language (MPL). Jean Ichbiah 
[ICHB79] hinted at the possibility of low overhead exception handling implementations for the 
ADA language. More recently Koenig and Stroustrup [KOEN90] outlined a similar design for 
the C++ language. The following sections briefly explain a few of the working implementations 
of zero overhead exception handling. 
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6.5.1.1. [BAKE86] Baker and Riccardi, "Implementing Ada Exceptions" 
Baker and Riccardi implemented the 1983 standard Ada compiler for a Z8002 architecture with 
64k memory. The intent was to develop a system with exception handling which was small in 
memory requirements and runtime overhead and suitable for small embedded systems such as 
those used for aircraft guidance. 
The Ada exception handling mechanism supports termination semantics and automatic 
propagation of unhandled exceptions. Once execution reaches the end of handler code, the 
default handler response is an automatic normal return, thus rendering the model non-fail-safe. 
The Ada exception handling mechanism is interwoven with the tasking, and memory allocation 
mechanisms. This requires special requests for terminating tasks, rendezvous, runtime stack 
manipulation and memory deallocation as part of finalisation actions before execution can 
continue. 
In the author's model, exceptions are assigned globally unique values. Generic units which have 
local exceptions have to have new exception values allocated for each instantiation of the unit. 
Exceptions may be raised through an explicit raise statement or through embedded runtime system 
checks. Exception handlers are sequences of statements, which when initiated must have a 
suitable execution environment (runtime context) supplied by the error recovery mechanism. 
A handler may execute an anonymous raise statement to reraise the current exception. The 
current exception needs to be saved locally to the handler to enable this. Handlers appear as a 
case like structure at the end of a frame. The information in the structure may be either translated 
directly into code or into a table which may be later interpreted. The table representation offers 
more potential for compaction, whereas the code representation offers faster execution of 
exception handling code and requires no extra runtime system support. 
Context information to be restored by error recovery may be either stored and updated 
dynamically using a checkpointing mechanism or stored statically using tables constructed at 
compile, link and runtime. "Dynamic tracking" may be implemented through a stack of contexts 
which are saved on entry to a new "guarded region" (a checkpoint) and pushed onto the stack, 
and popped after exit from the guarded region through either normal termination or completion 
of a handler. The authors utilise a form of dynamic tracking where current and previous handler 
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addresses are saved at known locations in the activation record stack. These addresses are the 
only infonnation which needs to be tracked as the rest of the recovery information is stored in the 
current activation record and with the recovery code. 
The authors describe an alternative method of recovering context information which they have 
called "static mapping". This method imposes no overhead on normal execution as tables of 
addresses are generated at compile and link times which require minimal extra storage. The static 
map indicates frame boundaries (code blocks) and the boundaries of guarded regions (accept 
statements) and statement sequences within the frame. 
Searching the map for the location where the exception was raised reveals the identities of each 
surrounding contextual unit to the closest surrounding subprogram (procedure) call. An example 
gives a table of tuples, each containing the low address of the segment and the address of the 
associated recovery code. The table is sorted in ascending address value on the first item of the 
tuple. If the table were not sorted then triples with a high address for the segment would be 
needed and a longer search time required. 
The authors supply the following rules for avoiding exception handling overhead during normal 
code execution: 
• 1) Separate check for exception raised but not handled within an accept statement from 
the processing for end-of-rendezvous. 
• 2) Use static mapping for context recovery. 
• 3) Use separate exit code or interpreted tables for propagating exceptions. 
• 4) Place all code for exception propagation so as not to add unnecessary transfers to 
procedures without handlers in the dynamic chain. 
NOTE: Presumably exit and propagation code, or the interpreted tables, must include a means 
of restoring the callee and caller saved register sets for those procedures without handlers. The 
argument for automatic propagation in this context is that it is faster if contexts without handlers 
can be stripped from the stack from inspection of a table entry. There is execution overhead 
placed on exceptional execution in transferring back and forth to every procedure. 
6.5.1.2. [ATKI78] Atkinson, Liskov and Shiefler, "Aspects of Implementing CLU" 
In the CLU language a routine can have either a normal or exceptional return. A routine 
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invocation looks like: 
p = proc(params) returns(type) signals(exceptions): 
Handlers are statically associated with guarded regions of code (read 'statements') through the 
"except" construct: 
statement except handler list end 
If the text of the call raises an exception then the closest handler for that exception is executed. 
The "closest" handler is either the handler list attached to the statement or that of the calling or 
otherwise enclosing scope: 
begin 
s1 except when z~ro: s2 
end 
end 
except when zero: s3 
others: s4 
end 
An uncaught exception automatically turns into a failure exception which returns the string result: 
"unhandled exception: exception name" 
The default handler semantics of the model are return semantics. When a handler has been 
executed then the exceptional condition is released and execution resumes in the normal state at 
the statement following that which signalled the exception. Demonstrably this model is inherently 
non-fail-safe. 
The goals for the implementation of the exception handling feature were that efficiency should not 
be impaired for normal case execution, exceptions should be handled quickly but not necessarily 
as fast as possible and use of space should be reasonably efficient. It turns out, as with the 
implementation of many features in a language there is a trade-off between code space and 
execution efficiency. Barbara Liskov et al. came up with two implementation schemes of their 
exception handling model for efficient execution of normal case (guarded region) code. These 
were termed the branch table method and the handler table method. 
Both methods were based upon the following actions for the signalling of an exception: 
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• 1) discard activation record of signalling activation (stack frame of the routine within 
which an exception is raised). 
• 2) locate the appropriate handler in the calling routine. 
• 3) adjust the caller's activation record to reflect any tenninations of expressions and 
statements containing the invocation. 
• 4) copy the result objects into the callers activation record. 
• 5) transfer control to the handler. 
Actions (3) and (5) are identified as being equivalent to a goto from invocation to handler. 
Actions (1) and (4) are similar to those of the normal termination of a routine. As the association 
of routine and handler is static, the compiler can supply the information needed for either method 
above (branch table or handler table). 
The branch table method includes a table of handler addresses in the generated assembler 
immediately after the invocation of a routine. If the signals clause has n exceptions then the table 
has n+ 1 addresses, one for the handler for each exception signalled and one for the generic failure 
exception (unhandled exception). 
Invoking p = proc () returns () signals ( e1, e2) : produces code thus: 
call p 
e1_addr 
e2_addr 
failure_addr 
e1_addr: 
;branch table 
;normal return to here 
;handler code for exception e1 etc. 
The consensus of the designers was that the signalling of exceptions was efficient in this model 
but added extra volume to the code. It might be that even an invocation with no handlers needs 
a table for the failure address although this could probably be designed away. 
The method which is currently used for the CLU language is the handler table method. As 
limited experience seems to indicate in any program there are far fewer handlers than routines. 
Assuming that to be the case, a per routine table would require less space although possibly 
suffering some performance loss. The method requires that a table be built for each routine rather 
than for each invocation. Each table entry contains the following: 
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• 1) List of exceptions handled by the handler 
• 2) Pair of values indicating the scope of the handler (guarded region) 
• 3) Address of handler code 
• 4) Adjusted activation record size 
• 5) Indication of whether result objects are used in the handler. 
The exception scope and handler list allow candidate handlers to be located. Only an invocation 
within the scope and raising an exception named in the signals list can possibly be handled. If an 
others clause is attached to the handler then only the scope is important. The table is searched 
for the correct combination of scope and exception list, if several candidates exist then the one 
with the smallest scope is executed. The table is organised so that entries are in the same linear 
order that handlers appear in the code. This ensures that the first candidate found is the correct 
handler to use. 
NOTE: Association of handler and guarded region is static in CLU. A handler only handles 
those exceptions which are detected during the execution of the associated guarded region. 
Propagation of exceptions is explicit and thus "single-level" in nature. If a procedure does not 
have a handler for a particular exception then the program fails. This "single-level" nature 
avoids the need to unwind multiple activation records from the runtime stack as in Ada. 
6.5.1.3. [ROVN86] Rovner, "Extending Modula-2 to Build Large Integrated Systems" 
Development of software for DEC's Firefly multiprocessor workstation required a language with 
specific attributes, the closest of which was Modula-2. Extensions to Modula-2 were designed 
and implemented to provide robust support for a multiprocessor environment. The resulting 
language, Modula-2+ was Modula-2 extended to provide exception handling, storage 
management and concurrency for a true multiprocessor platform. It was desirable that the 
extensions impacted as little as possible on the core language and to maintain the "spirit" of 
Modula-2 as described by Niklaus Wirth. 
The advantages sought of exception handling were those of separation of normal and exceptional 
parts both physically and for execution, predictability, robustness and reliability. An overriding 
requirement was that the feature added negligible cost to the execution of well behaved normal 
code. No details of the implementation of the exception handling feature were provided in the 
IEEE Software publication. The finished product was reported to encompass a low overhead, 
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finalisation and debugger support for unhandled exceptions. This required that the machine 
context was intact after the exception, enough to provide an image for a debugger to unravel. 
The Modula-2+ exception handling model encloses code for normal execution within a TRY-
EXCEPT block. The corresponding handler code is enclosed within an EXCEPT-END block so that 
code and handler are associated as follows: 
TRY 
Guarded region statement sequence ; 
EXCEPT 
END. 
Exception handlers: case selection of exception value and 
corresponding remedial code ; 
On detection of an exception, any enclosed dynamic contexts are finalised, the stack is unwound, 
register values restored and explicit fmalisation invoked all before the handler is executed. On 
completion of handler code the execution is returned to the normal state at the statement 
following the TRY-EXCEPT-END construct. As for the previously described models, this model is 
not fail-safe. 
6.5.2. Common ground 
In each of the above models there is no added execution overhead for exception handling while 
executing in the normal state. This means that all cost is borne prior to program execution and/or 
at the time an exception is raised and handled. All methods require at least a small increase in 
code size to accommodate table structures and additions to the runtime software to manipulate 
them. None of the models are particularly portable. Each model requires, in order to perform 
manipulation of the runtime stack, that the stack frames (activation records) are of uniform 
construction. Such uniformity facilitates obtaining return addresses, parameters, register values 
and any other stack information required to rebuild context information. 
Like the Ada implementation [BAKE86], ISO Modula-2 supports automatic propagation of 
unhandled exceptions to dynamically surrounding contexts. Handlers similarly, have automatic 
dynamic association with guarded regions of code rather than the static association of CLU. 
Details of language implementation govern exactly what information is required in table entries 
and ancillary code. The special requirements of a Modula-2 model is that during exception 
handling the runtime stack must remain intact to provide postmortem information for the use or 
debugger. 
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The common ground between ADA, CLU and Modula-2 implementations is that enough static 
information can be gathered at compile and link times to eliminate the need for dynamic 
checkpointing. The Modula-2 exception handling model described below utilises static tables of 
relevant code addresses and extensive runtime support for traversal of tables and retrieval of 
exception information. 
6.5.3. A zero overhead exception handling model for Modula-2 
This section describes the design and implementation of a zero overhead exception handling 
mechanism for GPM running under USL Unix SvR4.2 on an Intel 80386 architecture. All 
consequent references to labels, assembler code and machine registers are made in that same 
context. 
A basic requirement of this zero overhead exception handling model is the ability to reconstruct 
context or program state information at the instant of detection of an exception. Such state 
information is gathered from the runtime stack and signal handling data structures. All of the 
software devices for storing and gathering context information, detecting exceptions and 
manipulating flow of control reside in files which comprise the runtime system. 
Exception handler semantics for this model are similar to the TU -13 and D 177 implementations 
already described. Granularity of the guarded region is the body of the module and procedure. 
Basic handler responses are retrial, return and propagation. Exceptions which are not handled 
by retrial, return or explicit propagation are implicitly propagated to the surrounding context once 
the end of handler code has been reached. 
All variables, parameters and structures which are visible to the guarded region are similarly 
visible to exception handling code. This provision has consequences on the level of optimisation 
which may be applied to code with an associated exception handler. In particular, allocation of 
variable values to registers must be considered carefully if the variable may be accessed by both 
the guarded region and handler code. 
The ability to manipulate any parameter values passed as input to the procedure is crucial to 
effective retrial semantics. During retrial of guarded region code, local variable values are 
reinitialised to their original starting values. Parameters represent the only avenue to directly 
introduce change other than the execution environment. Repeated execution with identical 
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variable and parameter values is only useful in overcoming unfavourable environmental conditions 
of a transient nature. 
Justification for the design decision might tenuously be found in the fact that evaluation of 
parameter values happens prior to making the procedure call. Reinitialization of parameters 
cannot therefore be included as part of the retrial semantics happening within the procedure body. 
The ISO draft standard document offers no ruling on the exact semantics of retrial. 
The following section describes the structure and execution of procedures in GPM and the 
changes necessary for the implementation of exception handling with forward error recovery. 
Consequent sections describe the data structures needed to enable zero overhead exception 
handling and the runtime routines required for their navigation. Consideration of implementation 
of register variable optimisation in the proposed exception handling model is also discussed 
6.5.3.1. GPM procedure construction and execution 
Contemporary procedure calling conventions divide the responsibility for saving of register values 
between the caller and the callee during the execution of a procedure call. The register values are 
saved in the activation record for the executing procedure on the runtime stack. The caller saves 
any registers containing "live" values that it needs for its continued execution after the return of 
the procedure call. The callee saves only the values in registers that it intends to write to during 
the execution of the procedure body. The callee restores the callee-saves registers prior to 
" 
.control path for 
possible re!Iy PROCEDURE CALL \ ,------~ 
Re!Iy label: 
· · · · ·: Sneaky control path 
. / to handler code 
r .procedure epilogue 
~ PROCEDURE RETURN I ~ .control path for 
exceptional return : ..... Sneaky control path 
,---------, ~--···· from nested handler 
.exception handler code 
Sneaky control path 
'--------' ······ ...... Jil... to enclosing handler 
Figure 16 Control paths and procedure structure 
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procedure return and the caller restores 
the caller-saves registers prior to 
continuing its execution. 
The saving and restoring of callee-saves 
registers is accomplished by enclosing 
the assembler code of the procedure 
statement sequence within a prologue 
and epilogue section (Figure 16). The 
prologue contains the assembler 
instructions for saving the appropriate 
register values as well as performing a 
check that the stack size has not 
exceeded its limit. As expected the epilogue section contains instructions to restore callee-saves 
register values as well as some out of line language traps. 
Adding exception handling to the above scheme required a label to be written after the epilogue 
to mark the start of exception handler code. The instructions representing the exception handler 
code followed the label and this was followed by another, alternative, epilogue section which 
ensured the implicit propagation of unhandled exceptions. The alternative epilogue is called the 
unwind section; the reason for this name will be explained presently. 
The outline of the assembler produced for a procedure with an exception handler is as follows: 
ProcName: /procedure label 
..• procedure prologue code 
label1: /label for start of procedure body 
..• procedure body code 
.•• procedure epilogue code 
labelOL: /label for start of out of line trap calls 
••• out of line traps 
label2: /label for start of exception handler code 
•.. exception handler code 
labelU: /label for start of unwind.code 
••• jump to unwind code in the runtime system 
/end of procedure 
ProcName: is the label denoting the start of the so named procedure. Immediately following this 
label is the prologue code which saves any callee saves registers, updates the instruction pointer 
into the code segment and sets aside room for local variables in the callee's runtime stack frame. 
Labell : denotes the start of the code of the procedure body itself. It is also to this label that a 
jump is executed when a retrial is specified by the handler code. Code representing the statement 
sequence of the procedure body is followed by epilogue code which starts dismantling the callee's 
stack frame. 
Code generators for the GPM compilers implement a number of epilogue optimisations depending 
upon the nature of the procedure. A procedure which saves no callee saves registers will have 
an epilogue which simply cuts the stack back by the number of words set aside for local variables, 
ie. 
add esp, n /cut top of stack by n words 
ret 
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A procedure which performs no calculations and simply encloses a number of other procedure 
calls, will save no callee saves register and needs no local space. As such a procedure needs no 
stack frame and, unless debugging information is enabled, the epilogue may be optimised to a 
simple ret instruction. 
Most debugging support for the intel® architecture requires that the address of the stack mark 
of the current stack frame is held in the ebp register and that the top of stack is held in esp. With 
debugging support enabled both of the above epilogues are transformed to the equivalent of a 
leave instruction followed by a ret instruction. 
mov esp, ebp 
pop ebp 
ret 
/frame pointer held in ebp, adjust top of stack 
/and pop ebp to emulate a leave instruction 
In general, for a procedure with callee saves registers, local variable space and possibly a display 
vector, all of these must be restored to their previous state prior to executing the leave and ret 
instructions above. 
LabelOL: indicates the start of out-of-line calls to traps in the runtime system. A situation which 
would cause a jump to this section of code is if a function procedure ended without executing a 
return statement. 
Label2 : denotes the start of exception handling code. This is followed by instructions 
representing the statement sequences of instructions for handling any exceptions. 
Labelo: indicates the start of the "dummy" epilogue or "unwind" code and the end of exception 
handler code. In fact, the code here restores callee saves registers and the display vector and 
executes a jump into a part of the runtime system written in the native assembler. The function 
of the code at the end of the jump is to emulate a procedure return but to leave the runtime stack 
intact. The stack is "unwound" using "dummy" esp and ebp registers, and return information 
from each stack frame until either a frame representing a procedure with a handler is encountered 
or until no further stack frames can be found. 
The construction of a procedure not having an associated exception handler appears as above but 
missing the Label2 : and exception handling instructions. Labelu: is still present to enable the 
stack "unwinding" process. 
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6.5.3.2. Data structures for ZOEH 
Before describing in detail how this exception handling mechanism works, a description of the 
data structures being used is necessary. There are four main data structures central to the 
operation of this zero overhead exception handling model. They are called a per compilation unit 
procedure descriptor table, a global procedure descriptor table, an initList and an infoList. 
Per compilation unit procedure descriptor table 
The assembler code representation of each separately compiled module has been appended with 
a table of sets of four address values, called quads (Figure 17). The table, called a procedure 
Assem bier file -- hello W orld.s /Code for PROCEDURE PROCA 
.me "heDoworld.mod'' ~ PROCA: 
,.PROCA: 
,.PROCB: 
,.PROCC: 
/prolog 
.label3:/end of prolog 
/code 
.labe14: /start of handler 
~ ... 
descriptor table, starts at the last label 
value in the assembler file. The very 
first element of the table is not part of 
the first quad but is a copy of the last 
label value of the last quad in the table. 
This value represents the maximum 
PC value of Modula-2 code in that 
compilation unit. The second value in 
the table is the value of the first label 
in the separately compiled module, 
which represents the minimum PC 
" 
value. Such an arrangement provides 
a fast means of determining whether 
Figure 17 Procedure descriptor table in assembler file code in that module was executing 
when an exception was detected. From that point on there is a quad written for each procedure 
and module initialisation and finalisation in the file. 
Referring to the previous code example, the first value of the quad is the address of the start of 
the procedure body, eg. l.abel.:L : . The second value is dependent upon the structure of the 
procedure itself. If the procedure has an associated handler then the second value is the address 
of the start of the handler code, eg. l.abel.2 :. Two other possibilities are that there is no 
associated handler with the procedure or that there is no handler and there is no unwind section. 
For each of these cases there is an appropriately coded value written to the table. Later 
interpretation of the code value leads to the execution of appropriate epilogue code in the runtime 
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system. The third quad value is the address of the end of the exception handler code if it is 
present, eg. labelu. The fourth quad value is the procedure name of the procedure in which the 
exception was detected. The table of quads is built by the compiler back end, as most addresses 
are available as label values. The procedure name value is only filled in on the detection of an 
exception and is useful for post-mortem information. 
Global procedure descriptor table and 'initList' 
Similar to the via-C versions of the GPM compiler, one of the files produced by the builder 
program is a D-code file which contains global constants representing build time, open array 
parameter space and stack space. It is also this me, "modbase.dcf', which contains the "main" 
procedure for the start of program execution. In effect the main procedure passes control to the 
runtime system which in turn initiates execution of the actual program code. For the 
implementation of this model, the me format was modified to contain two tables. 
The first is a global table listing the start addresses of per compilation unit procedure descriptor 
tables. In effect this table links the per compilation unit procedure descriptor tables described 
above into an easily traversable structure. 
gp_procDesc 
.ADRS filel.procDesc 
.ADRS file2.procDesc 
.ADRS helloWorld.procDesc 
.WORD 0 /end of table. 
When this D-code file is processed by the compiler back end, the assembler file produced also has 
a procedure descriptor table appended to the end. The address of this table need not appear in 
the global table listing as the addresses contained therein lie outside of the address space of the 
Modula-2 program. 
The second table, called an II ini tList II, is a list of module initialisation and fmalisation pairs, in 
initialisation order as determined by walking the program's imports graph. The first element of 
the table holds the number of initialisationlfmalisation pairs. Each initialisation and fmalisation 
is actually a pointer to a procedure. Initialisation and finalisation sections are each optional for 
a module so if both sections are missing from a module no record is written to the table. If one 
of the pair is missing then a nil value is written to the appropriate table position. The runtime 
system executes the program by traversing the sequence of initialisation sections and then 
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executing the fmalisations in the reverse order. 
The 'infoList' 
Much of the work for both exception handling and initialisation and finalisation is accomplished 
in the runtime system. It is here that some structures for saving reconstructed context and 
exception handling state information are required. 
An exception handling information record comprises: 
• the exception source number, 
• the ordinal value of the exception, 
• any associated message text (up to 80 characters), 
• line number of the code raising the exception, 
• the name of the module in which the exception was detected, 
• ordinal value of the exception type (based upon language specification); 
In the event of a range or bounds type exception the next three values are: 
• actual value assigned to the bound variable, 
• the high end of the bound range, 
• the low end of the bound range; 
Remembering this is Intel architecture, when a hardware or operating system signal occurs the 
following registers values are saved: 
• edi, 
• esi, 
• ebp (current activation record marker), 
• esp (current top of runtime stack marker), 
• ebx, 
• eip (position of instruction pointer in the code segment (ie. PC value)). 
The edi, esi and ebx registers are usually designated callee saves registers. The reason for 
saving them is explained below. After the jump to a retry label, any variable values which were 
written during execution of the handler code must remain intact. To ensure this it is important 
that variables used in both the handler and the guarded region do not have their values saved to 
registers. It is important that all such values are written to memory to avoid being overwritten 
with an obsolete value during context reconstruction. 
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A handler may call other procedures in the course of its execution, which may have associated 
exception handlers of their own. If such a procedure were to suffer an exception then the 
exception information is saved in a record as above. If the handler successfully executes a RETURN 
or the procedure body succeeds after a RETRY is executed then control returns to the previously 
executing exception handler. To nest such exception handling, an array of exception information 
records is kept, this is called an 11 infoList 11 • 
6.5.3.3. Recovering from an exception and navigating the data structures 
Execution could be at any point in the program when an exception occurs. The key to the 
successful operation of the ZOEH model is the ability to recover the program counter (PC) value 
at the time the exception is detected. Once the PC value is determined a search is made of the 
procedure descriptor tables to find the procedure with a PC range including the above value. 
If the procedure has an associated exception handler then execution of that procedure is 
terminated and control passed to the handler code. If the PC value is determined to be within an 
exception handler or a procedure with no associated exception handler, then the responsibility for 
handling the exception must be propagated to the caller's context. 
· Propagation is achieved by employing a "stack unwinding" algorithm which finds the activation 
record of the procedure's caller. The procedure descriptor tables are then searched again using 
the return address as the PC value. The stack unwinding operation leaves the runtime stack intact 
(SP is not destroyed) so that in the event of program termination an accurate core image may be 
produced for post mortem debugging. 
Whenever a procedure back along the call chain is found to have a handler, the runtime stack is 
cut, updating the stack pointer and pointer to the current frame or activation record, before 
execution of the handler. On the detection of an exception, the callee-saves registers are saved 
in the runtime exception information record described above. This is done so that the "stack 
unwinder" is able to restore the callee-saves register values at each activation record encountered 
as the stack is unwound. 
If execution of a handler concludes without either a RETRY or RETURN statement being executed 
then propagation to the caller's context is automatic. The semantics are thus equivalent to an 
exception being raised within the handler code. When code is generated for a procedure with a 
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handler which has a RETRY statement, a retry label is written to a position just past the pro log of 
the guarded region. Execution of a RETRY statement places the execution back into the normal 
state, starting from the retry label. 
Code generation for a procedure with a handler containing a RETURN statement writes the standard 
"l.ea.ve ret" in place of the RETURN and places another "return epilogue" with out_of_line traps 
at the end of the procedure code; Execution of a RETURN statement places execution in the 
normal state, and a normal procedure return is executed. If the procedure was a function 
procedure then an alternative return value is also required. 
6.5.3.4. Finding the PC value 
With this exception handling model for Unix SVR4.2 there are three ways in which an exception 
may be detected. The first is through the execution of a Raise<> statement with user defmed 
exception. The second, is through execution of a language trap embedded in the code. The third 
is through the execution of a hardware or operating system signal handler. 
In the first case the PC value of the code suffering the exception is the return address of the 
Raise<> procedure. Similarly, in the second case the approximate PC value of the code suffering 
the exception is the return address of the language trap procedure. Trap code resides in the 
runtime system which is written in C. The activation record construction of the C language is 
known and is consistent so retrieving the return address is a trivial exercise. For the third case, 
the SVR4.2 signal handling facilities save considerable machine context information on the receipt 
of a signal. One of the register values saved as part of the context is the PC value, so on 
execution of a signal handler the required information including the PC value may be copied to 
the current exception information record. 
6.5.3.5. Looking for a handler 
Once the PC value of the instruction suffering the exception is determined, the search for a 
handler may be started. Within the runtime system is a table search routine which uses the global 
"gp_procDesc" table and per compilation unit "fil.ename.procDesc" tables to find an 
appropriate handler. 
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The gp_procDesc table is a list of addresses of the per compilation unit tables. By traversing the 
table and using suitable pointer arithmetic the first and second values of each per compilation unit 
table are accessed. These values in the table represent the highest and lowest PC values of that 
compilation unit. A simple test determines whether the code raising the exception was contained 
in that particular compilation unit. Once a compilation unit with a PC range which includes that 
PC value is found then that file's procedure descriptor table is searched. If no suitable procedure 
descriptor table is found then the program is terminated and the message associated with that 
exception is output. 
Once a matching procedure descriptor table is located, the PC value is tested against the various 
PC ranges in each quad of the chosen procedure descriptor table. This exercise determines 
whether execution was in a procedure with an associated handler, an exception handler or a 
procedure without an associated handler when the exception was detected. If a handler is 
associated with the procedure the execution is restarted from the address in the second field of 
the quad. If the procedure has no associated handler or execution was within a handler when the 
exception was detected then the caller's context is searched for a handler. 
To search the caller's context for an associated handler, the current PC value is replaced with the 
return address value from the current activation record, and the whole table search procedure is 
repeated. If the list of activation records on the stack is exhausted through repeated propagation 
then the default action, terminate execution and print a message., is taken. 
It is possible that no quad is found with a PC range which encloses the PC value. A possible 
reason for this is that an asynchronous exception occurred whilst executing a prologue or epilogue 
section. Should this be the case then the default action above is taken. 
6.5.4. Zero overhead exception handling, optimisation and register allocation 
The considerations for program optimisations, particularly the allocation of variables to registers, 
applies equally well to any exception handling model. Hennessy [HENN81] summarises the 
common problems with exception handling and optimisation and proposes some restrictions on 
exception handling model design to facilitate optimisation. In most cases, barring some real-time 
applications, it would be reasonable to assume that correctness was more important than speed. 
Both would be good especially in a system implementing a "zero overhead" exception handling 
model. 
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The back -end of the GPM compiler 
constructs a control flow graph for the 
program code, a number of nodes of 
which reside in each procedure body. 
A procedure subsection of the program 
control flow graph may logically be 
separated from the program graph. A 
procedure body normally has only one 
entry and one exit point, and register 
usage must be reevaluated over a 
procedure call. 
Figure 18 Procedures, handlers and control flow A graph colouring algorithm applied to 
the control flow graph determines 
register allocation and the management of register "spilling" where there are insufficient registers 
to complete a computation. A common execution speed optimisation, when there are registers 
to spare, is to place local variable values in registers, thus improving access time. A register is 
loaded with the variable value from its memory location during execution of the procedure 
prologue. After execution of the procedure code and prior to executing a return the memory 
location is updated with the register value. 
In the ZOEH model, local variables in the guarded region are accessible to the exception handler 
code. As the control flow paths into and out of exception handler code can not be defmed at 
compile time, the control flow graph of the procedure code cannot include that of the handler 
code. For this reason a completely separate control flow graph and register allocation must be 
completed for the handler code. A problem arises when an exception occurs if a variable is 
stored in a register. As the control flow graphs are constructed separately there is no 
communication of which variables are stored in registers between the two sections. Consequently, 
graph colouring may reallocate the register, destroying the latest value of the variable stored there 
and/or access may be made to a previous value stored in the variable's memory location. 
A scheme to eliminate this problem is to make sure that all local variable values stored in registers 
are spilled back to memory on detection of an exception and prior to execution of exception 
handler code. Communication of register allocation between guarded region and handler would 
streamline the register spilling process. Execution time may be added to exception handling but 
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would ensure access to correct variable values in exception handler code, and allow the speed 
optimisation that register variables afford. 
6.5.5. Exception handling, finalisation and dynamic modules 
In Modula-2 it is legal to nest modules within modules. It is also legal to nest modules within 
procedure bodies. These are called dynamic modules as described above. The initialisation and 
fmalisation order of nested and dynamic modules are determined at build time as is the case for 
separately compiled modules. Should a programmer require, it is possible to nest procedures 
within modules within procedures up to some implementation defined limit. In the case of GPM 
procedures may be nested up to a maximum depth of eighteen. 
The execution of initialisation and :finalisation sections of dynamic modules is as for static modules 
with one difference. Dynamic modules are only initialised when the procedure is called and prior 
to execution of the procedure body. Finalisation of dynamic modules must be completed after the 
procedure body has executed and prior to the procedure's return. In effect this means that each 
procedure which has dynamic modules must have its own "initList" structure. 
To implement initialisation and fmalisation of dynamic modules, a data structure with a stack of 
"initLists" was required. The runtime system traverses the "initList" which is on the top 
of the stack. If during execution, a call is made to a procedure with dynamic modules then the 
new "initList" associated with that procedure is pushed onto the stack, execution of the 
previous "initList" is suspended and execution of the new top of stack commenced. When the 
procedure has completed and any dynamic module fmalisations have been completed then the 
stack of initLists is popped and execution of the previous "initList" resumed. 
The interaction of exception handling and static level initialisation and finalisation was described 
in section 6.2.2. If an exception is detected in an dynamic initialisation section then the dynamic 
fmalisations corresponding to any completed dynamic initialisations are executed in reverse 
initialisation order. The exception is then propagated to the context of the caller of the procedure. 
Similarly if an exception occurs during dynamic fmalisation then execution of that fmalisation 
section is terminated and execution of the next dynamic finalisation commenced. Again, any 
exception is propagated to the context of the caller of the procedure. An exception occurring 
during execution of the procedure body may be handled by an associated handler if present. If 
there is no associated handler or if the exception is to be propagated from the handler, then 
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dynamic finalisation must take place before the exception is propagated to the caller of the 
procedure. 
At completion of dynamic finalisation the "ini tList" on the top of the stack is popped off a,nd 
execution of the previous "ini tList" resumed. If the previous "ini tList" finished execution 
with an exception to be propagated then execution is resumed in the exceptional state. 
It is unclear how a programmer can make use of the detailed behaviour specified b these 
semantics. It is entirely possible that the complexity of implementation might outweigh the 
usefulness of the feature in the language. Prior to the addition of module fmalisation, 
initialisations of both static and dynamic modules were accomplished by placing the initialisation 
code in-line at the start of the appropriate module or procedure code. It was found that the 
specified behaviour of initialisation and finalisation for both static and dynamic modules was too 
complex for the simple in-line call semantics. 
6.6. Minor conclusions 
Three different exception handling models proposed for the draft ISO Modula-2 standard were 
implemented by this author and tested on a number of platforms. The first two models utilised 
mixed forward and backward error recovery. The 'backward' component supplied by using the 
non-local-goto mechanism of the C programming language. TU-13 model was implemented for 
two different RISC architectures, the DECStation 3100 and the Hewlett Packard series 9000/700. 
As a vehicle for experimentation with students, the D 177 model (J .Lancaster et al.) was 
developed first on the DECStation 3100 and then implemented for the Hewlett Packard series 
90001700 and the SUN SparcStation 10 series 612. 
Using tools from the C language, the TU-13 and D177 models, above, had the advantage of being 
rather portable. The disadvantages however, were that apart from the execution overhead 
imposed by the non-local goto mechanism, it had adverse effects upon program correctness and 
limited register usage optimisation. The fmal and most challenging implementation was of the 
1994 ISO DIS Modula-2 version of exception handling and finalisation model. This was a "zero 
overhead" implementation developed for the Unix SVR4.2 operating system running on a PC with 
Intel386 architecture. 
Approximately two hundred lines of native assembly code needed to implement the full forward 
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error recovery mechanism, made the system not easily portable. The majority of the associated 
runtime system code was implemented in C with assembly being used as a fast and accurate way 
of accessing machine register values. The timed execution of some simple code examples 
provides an indication of the relative overheads on execution of normal case and exception 
handler code. 
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Chapter7. 
Making programs more comprehensible 
" ... Sooner or later a new simplifying conception is discovered which cuts at the root idea behind 
the old system and replaces it .... And so growing complexity is often followed by renewed 
simplicity in a slow back-and1orth dance, with complication usually gaining a net edge over 
time." Simplifying complexity. --From Arthur,W.B., 'Why do things become more complex?', 
Essay, Scientific American, May 1993, p92. 
7 .1. Introduction 
The apparent complexity of a program, also known as program comprehensibility is discussed in 
this chapter. To answer the question, "How can programs be made less complex?", one should 
look at the reasons that exceptions occur in programs. Computer programs are designed to 
provide a solution to a particular problem. Increasingly difficult problems invariably require 
programs of more intricate design to provide total solutions. Here we have introduced the 
notions of complexity, firstly in the definition of the problem, and secondly in the design of the 
solution to the problem. We have also introduced the notion of totality or completeness. 
In order to design a program to completely model the problem domain, one must understand 
every nuance of the problem and every factor influencing its existence. The inability of a system 
designer or programmer to fully grasp the details of a problem will lead to design faults in the 
solution. Program design faults generally cause errors in program state which, when detected, 
appear as exceptions. If not detected and dealt with correctly and in a timely manner, these may 
cause program failure. 
Design faults can either be prevented or compensated for. From above, prevention techniques 
might include employing system designers who are better able to solve complex problems. More 
practically, the introduction of tools like top-down design and functional decomposition break the 
problem into smaller, less complex components. Rigid testing regimes ensure the program's 
compliance to design specifications, but cannot test for cases not in the specification. 
Compensation for design faults, or fault tolerance, can be implemented with the introduction of 
a facility such as an exception handling mechanism. 
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As mentioned above, part of a system's complexity stems from the design and implementation of 
a solution to a particular problem. One of the implementation tools is the programming language 
and occasionally an exception handling mechanism is a feature of that language. So here we have 
a tool which is used to help compensate for design faults, but at the same time is a part of one of 
the sources of complexity, the programming language. 
In this chapter a summary of factors which have been found to affect program comprehensibility 
is presented. The D 177 exception handling model is evaluated to assess its probable effect upon 
the comprehensibility of programs which use it. In order to validate the "on-paper" evaluation 
some experimental data was collected. The discussion section summarises the results of the 
experimentation, which, for reasons later detailed, were inconclusive. The chapter concludes with 
a design outline for an experiment which would provide more information and better resolution. 
7.2. Aspects of program complexity 
Program complexity is a complex subject area itself as its measurement involves not only the 
application of software metrics to code but also an evaluation of how individual programmers 
react to the code. Much of the early research into program complexity sought to find a metric 
which was a function of the text, something objectively measurable. As a result many of the 
measures for complexity are combinations of factors such as lines of code, number of loop or 
conditional statements, number of identifier names or assignment statements. 
With structured programming, factors relating to data flow between program elements were also 
introduced into complexity metrics. As measures of complexity, all are quite arbitrary, and 
through judicious use of weighting coefficients may be fine tuned for a particular programming 
style, language, application, and, indeed, programmer. It has been suggested [KITC90] that the 
results of such measures might at best be used as an indication of problem areas, areas of code 
with a higher probability of a design error. 
Intuitively, complexity should be inversely related to the ability of a human to understand or 
comprehend. Every human's ability is different and through experimentation aspects of human 
understanding may be measured. Appendix B contains a literature review of works relating to 
program complexity and comprehensibility. The introductory section of that appendix also 
discusses early development of software complexity metrics. 
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7 .3. A summary of factors affecting program comprehension 
This section presents a summary from reviewed literature (Appendix B.) of the factors related to 
program code and programmers, which affect program comprehension. Ben Shneiderman 
[SHNE77] defmed the term psychological complexity, otherwise called comprehensibility, as 
referring to the characteristics which make software hard to understand. It is important to note 
that the characteristics of the software, are relevant, but also the human characteristics which are 
involved. 
Program composition entails translating knowledge represented in a problem domain to an 
intermediate mental representation or cognitive model, and using syntax and presentation rules 
to produce program code. The logical reverse of this process is comprehension whereby, using 
syntax rules and an information gathering process, an intermediate mental representation of the 
program is built. From this cognitive model we can infer knowledge of the original problem 
domain. The only common ground between the composition and comprehension processes is the 
code. It follows that any standardisation ( eg. by imposing presentation rules) of the composition 
phase will ease the process of comprehension. It also follows that any method of ensuring 
equivalent mental representations between the program composition and comprehension phases 
will help ensure accurate reconstruction and understanding of the original problem domain. 
7.3.1. Code Factors 
The following is a summary of the factors in the appearance and structure of the code which affect 
the program comprehension process. 
• Uniformity: The rules of use for constructs or commands should be uniform over the 
entire program space. That is, there should be as few exceptions to the general rule of use 
as possible. [WEIN71] 
• Compactness: Expression of the problem or solution should be in as small a volume of 
text as possible. This compactness facilitates the "chunking" or information grouping 
process. [WEIN71] 
• Locality: Locality relates to the mind's synaesthetic memory, which allows us to 
remember scenes and faces or an overview. If information is grouped in one area then 
locality is increased. [WEIN71] 
• Linearity: Linearity relates to the sequential aspect of memory. It has been proven that 
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sequences of information are much easier to understand and follow than that which 
includes branches and loops. [WEIN71] 
• Tradition: This could be read as familiarity. Similar constructs in different languages 
often have the same semantics, structure and/or syntax. This allows the programmer to 
rely on existing knowledge rather than learning anew. [WEIN71] 
• Innovation: So as not to confuse one construct with another between and within 
languages, there should be significant differences introduced so as to keep the two 
constructs distinct. This is a balance with tradition, sameness and difference. [WEIN71] 
• Purpose of language: It can be argued that a language should be designed for a special 
purpose rather than as a general purpose programming language. The development of 
constructs which favour the intended use of the language (statistics, engineering, report 
generation), help to match the expression of the problem with the information needed for 
the task and so the mental model generated. This might not be so important with 
procedural style languages as the. programmer builds specialised tools as needed. 
[WEIN71] 
• Syntactic knowledge: This is the knowledge of language which allows succinct and 
accurate expression of the problem and its solution. [SHNE80] 
• Language structure: The imposition of modules, procedures, functions etc., the use of 
a particular programming paradigm, the elimination of such constructs as GOTO and 
arithmetic IF statements (FORTRAN), all add structure to the language and facilitate the 
use of abstraction. [SHNE80] 
• Structural complexity: This is the dependency and informational relationship between 
program units and modules. Such software engineering terms as coupling, cohesiveness 
and informational fan-in/fan-out determine structural complexity and may be expressed 
using tools such as "calls" graphs and data flow diagrams. [SHNE80] 
• Logical complexity: This is expressed as a function of the number of conditional 
branches in a program. Intuitively, it is related to linearity or the number of linear paths 
through a program, and is expressed graphically in a control-flow graph. Logical 
complexity is also a measure of difficulty for developing proofs of correctness. [SHNE80] 
• Program text appearance: The presentation of the code or textual information has been 
found to play a large part in program comprehensibility. Presentation covers such aspects 
as page layout, judicious use of indenting and commenting, and the use of mnemonic 
identifier names. [ARAB92] 
• Beacons: Experimental evidence has shown that for experienced programmers at least, 
the contribution of lines of code to comprehension is not linear. In other words there are 
lines of code which are indicative of certain actions or functions within a program. These 
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are known as beacons. The popular example is the recognition of a "swap" routine 
especially within two loops, which indicates that a sort is being performed. [BR0083] 
[WEID86] 
• Discourse rules: Discourse rules are a set of rules which govern how and where a 
programmer should use a particular language construct. If every programmer followed 
the same discourse rules then, it is argued, the job of comprehension for another 
programmer should be much easier. [SOL084] [LEVE87] 
• Separation of information: The entire comprehension process is based on the ability of 
the reader to extract the salient or pertinent information from the presented code. The 
two aspects which affect the information gathering process are the complexity of the task 
affecting the determination of just what information is pertinent, and the confusion of the 
information with other program "surface features". [BOEH92b] 
7.3.2. Human factors 
The following factors are functions of the human mind. The qualities in humans are many and 
vary based upon congenital differences, different experiences, intellectual, ethical and physical 
environment and training. 
• Richness of non-programming experience: An inquiring mind gathers a wealth of 
knowledge about how things work, sequences of events required to reach particular goals 
or to complete simple or more abstract daily tasks. This can be described as semantic 
knowledge and aids in the modelling process and perception of patterns and procedures. 
[WEIN71] [CORRI91] 
• Plans: Plans are proposed to be a cognitive structure, sequences of which are used to 
represent a problem or solution in the programmer's memory. The plans themselves might 
represent a sequence of tasks, procedures, loops or decisions which model a particular 
problem domain. Experimental results have shown that arrangement of program text in 
a plan-based manner aids the reconstruction of the model in the reader's memory, thus 
promoting comprehension. [ROBE90a] 
• Purpose of comprehension: Level of comprehension or comprehension strategy may be 
dependent upon the perceived importance or difficulty of the task that requires it. ie. 
modification, debugging, teaching or relating. [WEIN71] [SHNE80] [GILM84] 
• Programmer's cognitive ability/complexity: As expressed above, cognitive ability or 
cognitive complexity is an indication of a person's ability to cope with complexity. This 
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factor affects the programmer's ability to model in memory the problem or function of a 
program The higher a person's cognitive ability, the more complex the problem that can 
be easily internally represented in the person's memory. Cognitive ability is a product of 
experience in both programming and non-programming areas, extent of education and 
innate or congenital ability. [MILL56] [BR0083] [KHAL89] [CORRI91] 
• Strategy: The reasons for understanding and size of the program both affect the 
comprehension strategy which might be adopted. For small programs the "systematic" 
strategy, where the relationships among all parts of the program are determined, leads to 
best results in debugging and modification tasks. The alternative strategy is the "as-
needed" approach where the comprehension task is focused only onto the parts which are 
needed to be understood, often with no regard for consequences or "ripples" in or from 
related parts of the code. As the program size becomes larger, and the memory 
requirements more demanding, so the systematic strategy becomes harder to adopt and 
so the as-needed approach is used. [LITT86] 
7.4. How does exception handling affect Modula-2 program comprehensibility? 
A number of programs were written, using each of the Modula-2 exception handling models 
descnred in chapter six. With respect to the code factors which affect program comprehensibility, 
the D 177 model appeared to impart more structure and clarity to program code than either the 
TU-13 or ISO Draft models. 
As an example the set of code fragments, at the end of this section, were extracted from three 
versions of a program which execute the same robot navigation algorithm. Using an X windows 
graphics interface the original programs graphically simulated the movement of a "blind" robot 
about a room full of obstacles. Whereas the fragments perform the same operations there are 
marked differences in number of lines of code, number of supporting procedure calls needed, and 
general code clarity. 
The D177 model supplies the most compact and easily read fragment of code. No supporting 
procedures need to be written to determine the exception source and value as this is determined 
by the compiler. No exception handling related types or procedures need to be imported as they 
are either system procedures or reserved words in the language. An exception handler is 
implemented as a single CASE-like statement making handler structure exceedingly simple. 
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The TU-13 model code fragment is the next smallest with respect to lines of program code. The 
necessity for importing functions from a library and declaring EXCEPTJ:ON types is shared by the 
ISO model which appears only slightly more "bulky". The difference in code size seems to be 
attributable to the structures of the handler code which are combined CASE and J:F-TBEN-ELSE 
structures. It would appear that any reduction in logical complexity gained by separating normal 
and exception handling code has been lost through excessively complex handler structure. 
These particular code fragments were chosen as they need to catch exceptions from the full range 
of exception sources. Only code which is identical between the three programs has been replaced 
by ellipses for demonstration. 
The most important aspect of the D 177 exception handling model is the physical separation of 
normal and exceptional execution code. The consequences of separation are threefold. The first 
is that it adds another degree of structure to the code. The second is that through concentration 
of the code for normal execution the expression of intent of the unexceptional parts of the 
program or procedure is enhanced. The last is a reduction of the control flow or logical 
complexity of normal execution code. 
7.4.1. Structure 
Program code is physically divided into normal execution code and exceptional execution code 
parts. The normal execution code is placed between the reserved words BEGJ:N and EXCEPT and 
can contain any valid Modula-2 constructs. The exceptional execution code is placed between 
the EXCEPT and END reserved words and must conform to some simple CASE statement like rules. 
After the EXCEPT is a sequence of CASE like clauses. Each clause commences with one or more 
exception identifiers separated by commas, followed by a colon, then a statement sequence and 
then a bar symbol. The sequence of CASE clauses is terminated by an ELSE clause which may or 
may not be empty. 
PROCEDURE EhTest; 
EXCEPTJ:ON 
testException, anotherException; 
VAR 
.... , 
BEGJ:N 
No:rmal_StatSeq; 
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{* could raise either of the above *) 
{* or more global exceptions. Use *) 
{* scope rules as for variables. *) 
EXCEPT 
testException: 
StatSeqA; 
RETURN; 
anotherException: 
StatSeqB; 
RETRY; 
someOtherException: 
StatSeqC; 
ELSE 
StatSeqD; 
END EhTest; 
7 .4.2. Expressiveness 
A piece of code which is relatively devoid of conditional statements governing contingency 
actions, must obviously be simpler and clearer. That is, the intent of the normal execution code 
may be made very much more obvious. The gain in expressiveness does not reside only in the 
normal code however. The associated handler code expresses what exceptional conditions are 
possible and what should be done should such circumstances arise. Exceptions are handled at the 
level of abstraction where they make the most sense and where the most effective remedy can be 
made. The position of the handler and the associated message which might be generated are 
indicative of the nature of the exception. 
7.4.3. Logical complexity 
Most hardware and operating system signals, language and some library exceptions are caught 
implicitly by the part of the exception handling mechanism which resides in the runtime system. 
The remaining exception related condition tests and explicit raise() statements are associated with 
user-defmed exceptions. In this manner there is a reduction in the number of conditional 
statements required in the program code and hence a corresponding reduction in complexity. 
Once an exception has been raised, some remedial action may be prescribed within the local 
handler. Alternatively, responsibility for handling the exception may be propagated to procedures 
back along the call chain. In this case a handler associated with a procedure at a higher level of 
abstraction may be able to handle the exception more effectively. To transmit exception 
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infonnation where there is no exception handling mechanism, either special return values must be 
utilised or global condition flags set and later tested. With exception handling and propagation 
semantics no further testing of conditions is necessary, and if an appropriate handler clause exists 
anywhere along the call chain it is executed. 
Two consequences of the reduction in control flow complexity are a reduction in code volume 
and a decrease in execution time. The code volume reduction is as a direct result of fewer 
explicitly testable conditions and reduced need for exceptional return values and their subsequent 
testing. Decrease in execution time is a consequence of fewer conditional statements. Depending 
upon implementation details of the exception handling model, this may be balanced against some 
time overhead saving context information when entering a guarded region of code. 
7.5. How do the above aspects impact upon comprehension factors? 
The separation of code into normal and exceptional execution parts has the obvious effect of 
adding another degree of structure to the program, clarifying the text appearance. The code 
separation creates a smaller block of code which expresses the normal execution, and a CASE-like 
construct called the EXCEPT clause, which separately expresses remedial execution for any one 
of a number of possible exceptions which might arise. 
The aspect of unifonnity is maintained throughout the program as the same exception handling 
structure is used in any module or procedure. Compactness is enhanced as the code for normal 
execution no longer contains as many or as complex conditional statements, and is uncluttered 
by remedial code. 
Weinberg [WEIN71] made an observation ofPIJI in reference to the ON-unit. He observed that 
the aspect of locality is reduced, in a sense, as the exceptional code is removed from the main 
body to another location. In another sense however, locality is increased as the normal execution 
code becomes concentrated through the same code removal. This latter effect (especially in more 
modern exception handling models) is seen to be the most important. 
Linearity is enhanced, and hence logical complexity reduced through the reduction in the number 
of conditional branches and testable conditions in the main body of code. It can be argued that 
the EXCEPT clause itself is a conditional statement, though it is never or rarely executed in a well 
behaved program in a stable environment. Where system signals and exceptions are concerned 
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there is no need to explicitly mention these in the main code and they are only dealt with in the 
exceptional case. 
The aspect of tradition is upheld as the semantics and much of the syntax and appearance of the 
EXCEP'l' clause is similar to that of the CASE statement. Importantly there is no need to know about 
or use exception handling to use the basic Modula-2language features, these are not affected. 
The innovation is provided by the use of the keyword "EXCEPT" rather than "CASE (id I 
expression) oF". Where the CASE statement has an optional ELSE part, this is compulsory in 
the EXCEPT clause even if left empty. 
Syntactic knowledge is easily gained as the additions to the base language are minimal. Even to 
the Modula-2 programmer untrained in the use of the exception handling language features, the 
use of clear structure and mnemonic naming renders learning the paradigm a trivial exercise. 
The structural complexity of a program with exception handling might only increase in the case 
of exceptional execution, and is reduced in the case of normal execution. In the case of 
propagation of exceptions along the call chain, the data flow between procedures and modules 
is increased, this is more than balanced by the reduction in the need for special function return 
values or the setting of global booleans to signal conditions along the call chain. Such features 
as are expressed by a "calls" graph remains basically unchanged. 
As the code for normal execution has been extracted away from many of the other surface 
features of the program, the effect of beacons in the code should be enhanced, increasing the 
linearity of the comprehension process. The same advantages are apparent when considering 
differentiation or separation of information from the code. At the same time there is conjecture 
that the concentration of beacons in the code might be obstructive and reduce their effectiveness. 
The design of the D 177 exception handling model allows very little room for differences in usage 
and as such it enforces a discourse rule. The factor in any exception handling model which begs 
for some paradigmatic approach is the definition of an exception. At present any condition may 
be defmed as an exception whether or not it is truly exceptional. The application of some 
discourse rule as to user definition of exceptions might save the purpose of the code from possible 
obfuscation through overuse of the mechanism. 
It is suggested that the introduction of any means of clarifying or improving expression of the 
intent of code will complement whatever cognitive structures and processes (ie plans [SOL085], 
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syntactic/semantic model [SHNE80], "chunking" [WEIN71]) are actually used by programmers 
involved with composition and comprehension. It is also intuitive that any benefits gained will 
be felt universally, regardless of the purpose for comprehension, strategy or the cognitive 
complexity or ability of the programmer. 
Research indicates that the composition process can be guided by the structure imposed by the 
exception handling model. The separation of code into normal and exceptional execution parts 
tends to separate the design process in the same manner. The structure of the design process 
appears to be based upon the following three questions: What does the program do under normal 
circumstances? What can go wrong? What remedial action should be taken when (not if) 
something does go wrong? 
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a) TU-13 robot program fragment: 
MODULE Robot; 
FROM EXCEPTIONS IMPORT RAISEGENERALEXCEPTION, RAISE, AllocateSource, 
NUmber, GetMessage, ExceptionValue, ExceptionSource, EXCEPTION; 
TYPE 
{*local exceptions*) 
robotEXCEPTION={notanyException, notrobotException, blockedException, 
deadEndException, wallException, openEdgeException, 
lastOpenEdgeException, trappedException, 
lockedOUtException); 
VAR 
thissrc:Exceptionsource; 
PROCEDURE RobotExceptionValue():robotEXCEPTION; 
(* local exception query function *) 
BEGIN 
RETURN VAL(robotEXCEPTION,Number(thissrc)); 
END RobotExceptionValue; 
PROCEDURE DodgeObstacles(dir:Direction;blocked:Direction); 
BEGIN 
OpenEdge: =FALSE; 
WHILE NOT ( OpenEdge) DO 
IF FollowWall{dir,blocked)=O THEN OpenEdge:=TRUE; END; 
END; 
EXCEPT 
CASE ExceptionValue{) OF 
jwholeDivException: 
jrangeException: 
ELSE 
END; (* case *) 
CASE RobotExceptionValue{) OF 
jdeadEndException: 
RETRY; 
jopenEdgeException: 
RETURN; 
ELSE 
END; 
END DodgeObstacles; 
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BEGIN (*main* ) 
AllocateSource(thissrc);{* exception source for this module*) 
END Robot. 
b) D177 robot program fragment 
MODULE Dl.77bot; 
EXCEPTION 
blockedException, deadEndException, wallException, 
openEdgeException, lastOpenEdgeException, trappedException, 
lockedOUtException, genex; 
PROCEDURE DodgeObstacles{dir:Direction;blocked:Direction); 
BEGIN 
OpenEdge:=FALSE; 
WHILE NOT(OpenEdge) DO 
IF FollowWall{dir,blocked)=O THEN OpenEdge:=TRUE; END; 
END; 
EXCEPT 
wholeDivException: 
ELSE 
lrangeException: 
ldeadEndException: 
RETRY; 
lopenEdgeException: 
RETURN; 
END DodgeObstacles; 
BEGIN 
END Dl.77bot. 
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c) ISO robotprogramfragment 
MODULE ISORobot; 
FROM EXCEPTIONS IMPORT IsExceptionalExecution, AllocateSource, 
IsCurrentSource, CurrentNumber, Exceptionsource, ExceptionNumber, 
GetMessage; 
FROM M2EXCEPTION IMPORT IsM2Exception, M2Exception; 
TYPE 
{*local exceptions*) 
robotEXCEPTION={blockedException, deadEndException, wallException, 
openEdgeException, lastOpenEdgeException, 
trappedException, lockedOutException); 
VAR 
thissrc:ExceptionSource; 
PROCEDURE IsRobotException{):BOOLEAN; 
{* local source query function *) 
BEGIN 
RETURN IsCurrentSource{thissrc); 
END IsRobotException; 
PROCEDURE RobotException{):robotEXCEPTION; 
(* local exception query function *) 
BEGIN 
RETURN VAL{robotEXCEPTION,CurrentNumber{thissrc)); 
END RobotException; 
PROCEDURE DodgeObstacles{dir:Direction;blocked:Direction); 
" 
BEGIN 
OpenEdge:=FALSE; 
WHILE NOT{OpenEdge) DO 
EXCEPT 
IF FollowWall(dir,blocked)=O THEN OpenEdge:=TRUE; END; 
END; 
IF IsM2Exception() THEN 
CASE M2Exception{) OF 
jwholeDivException: 
lrangeException: 
ELSE 
END; {* case *) 
ELSIF IsRobotException() THEN 
CASE RobotException() OF 
ldeadEndException: 
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RETRY; 
jopenEdgeException: 
RETURN; 
ELSE 
END; 
ELSE 
••• (*some message and/or exception) 
END; (*J:F*) 
END DodgeObstacles; 
BEGJ:N (*main* ) 
AllocateSource(thissrc);(* exception source for this module*) 
END J:SORobot. 
7 .6. Designing a comprehensibility experiment 
In general each of the aspects of comprehensibility which are outlined above would appear to be 
affected positively by the introduction of the D177 exception handling model for Modula-2. To 
confirm appearances however, any correlation between improved program comprehensibility and 
the addition of exception handling must be detennined experimentally. The following section 
relates the design and outcome of such an experiment. 
7 .6.1. Testing comprehensibility 
Most of the authors who contributed to the list of factors affecting program comprehension 
backed their statements with experimental evidence [GILM84] [SOL084] [WIED86] [LITT86] 
[LEVE87] [KHAL89] [ROBE90a] [CORRI91] [ARAB92] [BOEH92b]. 
One common gauge for program comprehension is to allow a subject to read the program 
exhibiting the characteristics of interest, and then to elicit answers to pertinent questions. 
Whenever a new paradigm is introduced for testing there is an introduction or acquaintance period 
before the comprehension test proper. Questions are based upon the types of information, the 
retention and understanding of which is of most importance. General understanding or 
comprehension is affected by allowing a short but indetenninate length of perusal time before 
getting a written explanation of the purpose and action of the code or a rewriting of the code from 
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memory. In the case where there is comparative information needed, then equivalent code written 
in each paradigm must be subject to the same testing. There are considerations such as length of 
code and structure and complexity which must be standardised to allow meaningful comparison. 
Another common method of determining program comprehensibility is by getting subjects to 
perform small code modification tasks. In order to be able to do this successfully the subject must 
first build a clear mental representation of the program as it is, and how it must be after 
modification. Several of the papers referenced in the previous chapter explain methodology and 
results of program comprehension tests. Each test concentrates on a particular aspect of a 
program which affects programmer comprehension. Several of the papers detail experiment 
structure and execution. 
Deborah Boehm-Davis [BOEH92] summarises the effects of each of the aspects of program 
structure upon comprehension. The major players in program structure are documentation, 
presentation, logical complexity and programmer experience. 
Documentation covers the effects of judicious commenting, supplementary documentation and 
identifier naming. It has been found that indented comments explaining each program segment 
were the most effective form of documentation. Barbee Mynatt [MYNA90] confmned that the 
use of mnemonic identifier names helped in the determination of program function. 
Presentation in this document refers to the visual and logical grouping of code lines and segments, 
this is sometimes termed as formatting [ARAB92] or style [OMAN91]. Some examples are 
mono-bloc in-line code where no abstraction is used, grouping by object and grouping by 
function. The most easily comprehended form of presentation according to [BOEH92] was the 
functional grouping which utilises functions and procedures, no GOTO statements and generally 
follows the rules of structured programming. 
As previously described, complexity can be separated into three parts, structural, logical and 
psychological [SCHN77]. Experimentation by Sheppard [SHEP79] has shown that 
comprehensibility is affected by factors such as the cognitive complexity of the comprehender, 
program structure (no gotos), variable names, type of program, ie. mathematical, engineering, 
database etc. as well as structural and logical complexity. 
Programmer experience from both programming and nonprogramming backgrounds plays a large 
part in the ability to comprehend programs [BR0083]. Programs are often built using abstract 
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models taken from day-to-day tasks. The richer the background of the comprehender the more 
likely he or she is to be able to build an accurate mental representation of the program [LITT86] 
[WEID86] [KHAL89] [WEID91]. 
Several experiments follow a split-plot format so that professional and novice programmers may 
be compared on their performances [HOLT87] [BOEH92]. The major findings of interest in every 
case are that the experienced programmers use a more functional or abstract view of the code 
rather than attempting line-by-line comprehension. The surface effects of the code were less 
important to the experienced programmer who tended to use beacons and variable names to great 
effect. [WEID86] In some experiments the only difference in performance between novice and 
professional programmers has been the speed with which the task has been completed. 
[MYNA90] 
Comprehension tests have been constructed upon several models. It has been suggested that an 
important purpose of comprehension is to be able to better maintain software. Boehm-Davis has 
constructed several experiments with the ability to modify a given program as the metric of 
comprehensibility. Ben Schneiderman used the techriique of memorisation and reconstruction of 
a program segment after a short perusal time. Other authors have mentioned more subjective 
tests such as the responses to questions like, "Which piece of code is easier to read?". 
7.6.2. A Modula-2 program comprehensibility experiment design 
Building on the experiences of the various authors above, an experiment was designed to test a 
hypothesis. It was of interest to determine how program comprehensibility is affected by 
introducing an exception handling model to Modula-2. It is hypothesised that addition of the 
exception handling model in appropriate application programs improves comprehensibility by 
reducing the apparent logical complexity, enforcing a style which separates normal and 
exceptional execution code and enforces a clear structural presentation style enhancing the 
expressiveness of the code. It is also suggested that the model would be of help to programmers 
of any level of experience and in programs of any size. 
Hypl: Use of the D177 Modula-2 exception handling mechanism improves 
program comprehensibility. 
The method chosen to test this hypothesis was to measure the relative difficulty programmers had 
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in modifying a series of short programs to comply with set specifications. One set of subjects 
were given programs with exception handling to modify, another set, the same programs without 
exception handling. Difficulty was measured by timing and counting the number of editor sessions 
taken to complete the task. The subjects used for this experiment were fourth semester students 
in a software engineering component run by the School of Computer Science at Queensland 
University of Technology. As an incentive for students to participate in the experiment it was 
made an assessment item and examinable part of the curriculum. 
7.6.2.1. Experimental method 
The structure of the experiment was based upon three stages, education, familiarisation and 
examination. For the education section a document was produced introducing the notions of 
exceptions and exception handling in general and the D 177 exception handling model in 
particular. A lecture and two question and answer sessions were organised to deliver this material 
and to field any queries. At conclusion of the lecture delivery, the details of the experiment were 
explained. 
Familiarisation with programming with an exception handling mechanism was ensured by setting 
a number of simple programming exercises. The exercises involved solving problems with and 
without exception handling and researching the signal handling facilities on the student computer 
system. After this stage each student participating in the experiment had brushed up on their 
Modula-2 programming and problem solving techniques. In addition, each subject had used the 
exception handling mechanism at a level equal to that required to successfully perform the 
modification exercises. 
The subjects were divided into two groups of roughly the same size. One group was designated 
as the control for the experiment. Each subject was allocated a set of Modula-2 programs using 
exception handling or a set of programs using no exception handling in case of the control group. 
Both sets of programs had identical outputs given the same inputs and each program was less than 
one hundred lines in length. The programs were chosen from three separate application areas, 
communications, graphics and mathematics. This was done to cancel out any effects of a 
subject's familiarity with a particular programming area. Each subject was also supplied with a 
set of modification specifications explaining each program and detailing how its execution should 
be changed after modification. 
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Copies of the programs and modification specifications may be found in appendix C. It should 
be noted that a unifonn, if limited program style and fairly restricted usage of exception handling 
was provided in an attempt to keep those aspects uniform during the experiment. The subjects 
required to modify code with exception handling were instructed to use exception handling to 
complete the modification exercises. Those subjects allotted modification exercises without 
exception handling code were instructed not to use it in their modifications. 
The examination stage required that the subject first execute a special limited instruction 
command shell. The command shell was designed to accumulate accounting information each 
time the subject used the editor or the compiler. The information gathered included the number 
of editor sessions, the amount of time in the editor and the number of compiler sessions each time 
the subject entered the shell. On exit from the command shell the accounting information was 
appended to a file maintained for that subject. 
On entry, the command shell prompted the subject for their student identification number and 
program set being modified. Once identified, the subject's permissions were altered such that they 
had access to electronic copies of the program code. The text of each program was stored in 
encrypted form. On entry to the editor (vi) the text was decrypted to allow modification. On exit 
from the editor the modified file was reencrypted. Encryption was required to ensure that the 
subject could only perform the exercises on the target computer system and within the command 
shell. The text files were also decrypted to allow compilation and printing when hard-copy was 
required. 
To allow for variable workloads the subjects were given six weeks to complete the familiarisation 
and modification exercises. At the end of that time the modification exercises were examined to 
determine how closely the modification matched the specification. Marks were allotted 
accordingly. 
To guarantee a reasonably even level of familiarity with Modula-2 and exception handling, only 
those subjects which had completed the familiarisation exercises were considered. Further, to 
maintain a constant level of experiment variability only data from those subjects who had 
completed all of the modification exercises was used. 
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7.6.3. Observations and experiment conclusions 
The major challenge of this exercise was to design an experiment with enough inherent rigidity 
to compensate for the vagaries and availabilities of students, resources and adequate supervision. 
The experiment described here was the culmination of four design revisions and executions. At 
each revision, new measures were introduced to reduce the subjects ability to stray from the 
guidelines of the experiment. 
Three areas of difficulty were identified, pertaining to the use of students as experiment subjects. 
The first difficulty actually was to get subjects to take part in the experiment. This was addressed, 
but due to varying subject workloads, participation in the experiment was encouraged but made 
optional. Encouragement and incentive was given by making the experiment worth of up to five 
percent of the total unit assessment. 
Once an initial commitment to taking part in the experiment was obtained, the two other identified 
difficulties were encountered. The first was in getting subjects to complete the experiment once 
having started it. The second was in coercing the subjects to follow the experimental guidelines 
accurately. These concerns would be familiar to any experienced educator. 
As stated, four iterations of the experiment design and execution were required before any reliable 
results could be obtained. At the last iteration, in a class population of one hundred and eight, 
fifty-five subjects chose to participate in the experiment, six of whom chose not to complete the 
preliminary exercises. The subject population ended up with forty using exception handling and 
nine subjects who did not. I believe that this distribution is indicative of interest in a new topic 
only. 
A comprehensive analysis of experimental results may be found in appendix C of this thesis. 
Analyses of variances of data indicating the relative comprehensibility of programs with and 
without exception handling does not support the hypothesis that use of the D177 Modula-2 
exception handling mechanism improves program comprehensibility. Calculation of the observed 
F statistics indicate that there is no significant difference in any of the comprehensibility indicators 
between subjects using the D 177 exception handling model and those who did not use exception 
handling at all. 
Probable reasons for this lack of resolution lie with the apparent lack of programming experience 
of the subjects. With subjects at this level of exposure to Modula-2 it is suggested that perhaps 
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analysis of code is still on a per line basis rather than by code constructs such as loops and 
conditionals. In this manner any effects due to synaesthetic memory function appear to be 
compromised, leaving comprehensibility as a function of lines of code rather than structure. 
It is possible that any measurable improvement in comprehensibility afforded by use of the 
exception handling mechanism is masked by the time needed to assimilate a new concept. 
Exception handling in Modula-2 introduces a need for greater understanding of procedural flow 
of control. A full appreciation of the call/return mechanism would seem to be a prerequisite to 
understanding the flow of control introduced through exception propagation. 
Examination of the low end of the range of values for time and number of editor sessions indicates 
that some subjects spent time preparing modifications prior to editing and compiling them. As 
all students had hard copies of the exercises to study, this would seem a reasonable thing for the 
more organised ones to do. 
7.6.4. Design for an improved experiment 
There are several changes which might be made to improve the resolution of experimental results. 
The experience factor might be addressed by either using more experienced subjects or giving the 
subjects more experience prior to testing. More experienced programmers may find the 
modification exercises used for this experiment too simple, which would lead to problems 
resolving uniformly small experimental values. As exception handling is basically introduced to 
help reduce the effects of complexity in larger programs, some larger and more challenging 
modification examples might be devised. 
To help familiarise subjects with Modula-2 and the exception handling model, introductory 
exercises were prescribed. It appears that such exercises may not have been enough to gain the 
required level of experience. If students are to be used as subjects it is suggested that those 
completing an advanced Modula-2 programming unit might be more suitable. Reliance on 
programming for a comprehensibility test when subjects are relatively inexperienced programmers 
suggests a need for something more subjective. In that case analysis of tests such as 
comprehension of purpose of code by verbal description or relative tests such as "which program 
is easier to read, A or B ?" may be fruitful. 
With this experiment, subjects were given the opportunity to complete the tests in their own time. 
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As students have varying outside commitments and computing resources are contested for keenly, · 
this seemed the most appropriate course of action. Variations in the subjects' approach to the 
task would be reduced if the subjects and resources could both be committed to the purpose of 
the experiment for a fixed duration of time. Higher levels of supervision and control such as in 
an examination situation would reduce time wastage and the number of aborted sessions. 
A revised experiment outline, which is more rigidly structured but less flexible with regards to 
resources, might appear as below: 
Education 
• Two hour lecture on exceptions and exception handling with program examples. 
• If student subjects are used, try to choose a group who are more committed to learning 
and have a wider range of experiences. Part-time or mature age students may be the most 
suitable. If possible there should be a group of professional level subjects, either 
programmers or computer science staff. 
Familiarisation 
• Get subjects used to seeing and reading code with and without exception handling. A 
number of practical exercises to build familiarity, programming skills and confidence in 
language. Exercises should be completed off-line and at the subjects own pace, with 
access to tutorial assistance. 
• Perform some subjective tests eliciting opinions about pairs and groups of program 
fragments. Of a pair of programs one using exception handling and one not, subjects 
might be asked: "Do these programs do the same thing?". Program purposes may be 
identical or differ minutely. 
• Of another set of programs, subjects may be asked: "Which of these is easiest to read or 
understand?" or, "In which of these is the purpose of the code clearest?" 
• Another small test might involve six program fragments. Subjects should be given maybe 
two minutes to read, and then three minutes to describe, in point form, the algorithm and 
purpose for each one. 
Examination 
• Use small groups of subjects, say groups of twenty to aid supervision. 
• Use a closed computer laboratory with sole access to computer(s). 
• Conduct modification exercises. Programs similar to the examples in the appendix might 
be completed in under two hours. 
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• To eliminate talking and cheating, and to increase subject concentration, the experiment 
should be supervised and conducted under examination conditions. 
• Allowing a fixed time for completion of each of the exercises will provide information 
about suitability of exception handling for a particular application area. 
• Experiment should be carried out under a limited command, secure shell for the collection 
of accounting information. 
• As subjects are •captive• for the duration of the experiment, the use of encrypted flies is 
not necessary. 
• There is a need for more incentive to attract subjects and to maintain their interest and 
commitment. If student subjects are utilised, more than five percent of their total subject 
assessment would have to be allocated. Monetary incentive might be a more alluring still. 
7.7. Minor conclusions 
A summary of factors which have been shown to affect program comprehensibility was presented 
in this chapter. Knowledge of these factors, pertaining to program code and to the human 
programmers who try to understand that code, may be used to aid to both language and program 
design. On inspection, the D 177 exception handling model was found to exhibit characteristics 
which ought to positively affect the comprehensibility of Modula-2 program code. In order to 
test such a hypothesis, an experiment was designed and executed. The trials of experimentation 
with student subjects were related in the discussion section (7.6.4.). Results of the experiment 
did not conclusively support the hypothesis posed. A full analysis of the experimental data is 
presented in appendix C. In order to provide better results the design outline of an alternative, 
more rigidly structured experiment was presented. 
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Chapter 8. 
Designing a more comprehensible and fail-safe Modula-2 
" ... If it was possible to guarantee that this was the only use that was made of the go to statement, 
then its inclusion in modem languages might almost be acceptable. Given that this is not the 
case, the raising of a nonfatal exception by the user is an attractive alternative. " Raising and 
catching exceptions. --From Gough,K.J and Mohay,G.M., Modula-2: A second course in 
programming., Prentice Hall, 1988, pp221. 
Recently a draft standard for the Modula-2language was released by the ISO. The design details 
for the exception handling model to be included in the standardised language are discussed in 
appendix A. Early discussions on the design of the model resulted in an agreement that fail-safety 
should be an important feature. Influences, possibly from parallel ISO standardisation efforts for 
the Ada and Modula-3 languages impacted on development of the Modula-2 modeL The extent 
of the influence rendered fail-safety no longer a prominent feature of the model design. 
Of the three exception handling models implemented, the D 177 [LANC92b] model exhibited the 
most characteristics likely to improve program comprehensibility. The model chosen for the draft 
ISO Modula-2 standard, by comparison, was less strictly structured and produced programs 
which were longer and harder to read. 
In this chapter an alternative design for the ISO Modula-2 exception handling model is presented. 
The design presented in this chapter promotes the production of programs with enhanced program 
structure, minimal logical complexity of code and most importantly, fail-safety. By implementing 
and evaluating many of the WG-13's design ideas it has been possible to identify those which best 
suit our design goals and amalgamate them into a new exception handling modeL 
8.1. ISO design overview 
The final model for exception handling and termination appearing in the DIS document is based 
primarily upon the TU -13 model of 1991. Of the original design criteria specified at the start of 
the standardisation process few were adopted. As understanding of exception handling improved, 
time marched on and agreement was reached, so the sufficiency criteria (see Appendix A.) were 
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relaxed. This section provides an overview of the design criteria used by the ISO WG 13 
members. 
The first criterion, that the model should be simple in design was partially met. Adoption of new 
syntax and static association of handler and guarded region helped considerably toward this goal. 
When compared to the simple termination exception handling model of ADA which is totally 
supported by the language, the DIS model appears relatively complex. Compared to the Eiffel 
exception handling model the complexity is of the same order with support for the model 
distributed between the language and system libraries. 
Criterion number two was that the syntax of Modula-2 was not to be extended in the provision 
of exception handling. After much deh"beration it was found that there was no way to get a model 
which cleanly separated code for normal and exceptional execution without extending the syntax. 
Added to the "Programming In Modula-2" (PIM) [WIRT85] version of the Modula-2language 
was the keyword EXCEPT, to textually associate exception handler code with guarded regions. 
The new keyword FJ:NALLY was introduced to provide separation of code for initialisation and 
:finalisation of modules. Retrial semantics is signalled by the new RETRY statement and the RETURN 
statement has extended semantics to execute a normal return from the handler part of a guarded 
procedure. Resolution of exceptions is attained through query functions related to exception 
enumerations which are also exported from system and library modules. 
The third criterion was that all exceptions should be treated in the same manner regardless of 
source. By careful design of runtime system routines it is possible to meet criterion three exactly 
for most platforms. At the language level, exceptions from any source are represented by one of 
the aggregated language exceptions. By using runtime system procedures to catch language traps, 
operating system signals and programmer defmed exception occurrences it is possible to catch 
exceptions from any system level and source and to "funnel" them into the same exception 
handling mechanism. 
Criterion number four, the exhibition of fail-safe characteristics, was compromised from the outset 
by the introduction of "return" handler semantics. Each of the models proposed for the draft 
standard specified these semantics through variations of CLEARANDRETURN, ACKNOWLEDGE or 
RETURN. Bertrand Meyer [MEYE92] argued that there were some system signals the occurrence 
of which had no outcome on the correctness of a computation. Such events as window resizing 
and timer alarm signals are identifiable and made maskable in the Eiffellanguage. In the DIS 
model no means of identifying "harmless" or maskable exceptions is provided. Fail-safety of the 
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model is thus entirely in the hands of the programmer rather than being forced as a function of the 
design. 
The criteria that the model supply an opaque exception type and source identifiers were met by 
design. Others such as dynamic nesting of guarded regions and handlers and the execution of 
handlers in the exception handling context of the procedure's caller, were meetable through 
appropriate implementation. 
From the time of the first report to WG-13 by John Lancaster after the initial model proposals 
were submitted and discussed, the acceptance criteria had changed somewhat. Fail-safety was 
originally top of the "most desirable features" list, followed by a statement that the exception 
handling model should be useable by the standard module storage. The most likely way for such 
an arrangement to succeed was for the storage module to keep aside a block of memory for its 
own use. Any scheme which relied on backward error recovery and the allocation of memory for 
saving of context information prior to executing the guarded region would undoubtedly find 
conflict with memory allocation. hnagine storage.ALLOCATE to be protected by a handler to 
field such exceptions as "out of memory". Employment of a zero-overhead exception handling 
model, which did not require allocation of extra memory, would be the only way to make this 
criterion possible. 
Further desirable features of an exception handling model were: 
• 1) that parameters and local variables to a guarded procedure were accessible to the 
recovery code of the handler, 
• 2) that value parameters should be reevaluated prior to retrial of the guarded region, 
• 3) that either the caller or callee should be able to direct recovery, and 
• 4) that the handler should be able to exercise return semantics. 
The first criterion is met in the DIS model as the visibility of variables and parameters to the 
handler is the same as to the guarded region. The second criterion may be met by the 
implementor by appropriate positioning of a "retry label" for execution to jump to in the preamble 
of the guarded procedure. As guarded regions may be dynamically nested, and as unhandled 
exceptions are automatically propagated, exception handling may be carried out by the callee or 
any caller with a handler along the dynamic chain. In essence this satisfies the third criterion but 
must be addressed by the programmer. Return semantics as specified by criterion four are 
supplied by use of the statement RETURN from within a handler. 
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Changes to TU-13 in the draft standard include the use of separate exception handlers for module 
initialisation and finalisation sections (0173 Kees Pronk, D179 John Lancaster et al.), the 
inclusion of the module M2EXCEP'l'J:ONs for language exceptions (D 177 John Lancaster et al. ), the 
removal of superfluous exception values and the procedure RAJ:SEGENERALEXCEP'l'J:ON < > (Delft-
5) from the model. 
8.2. Design criteria 
The major purpose of this exercise is to produce an exception handling model for the Modula-2 
language which can be used to build more comprehensible and fail-safe programs. While 
promotion of fail-safety and comprehensibility are prime directives, there are several design 
criteria to be considered. Here is a wish list: 
• 1) The exception handling model should promote fail-safety, even in programs which do 
not include exception handling code. 
• 2) The syntax of the language should be extended as little as possible to provide exception 
handling. 
• 3) When exception handling syntax is not being used, the language should appear 
unchanged from Wirth's original language description. 
• 4) The exception handling model should offer enhancement to the language and not 
compromise or detract from any other language feature. In particular it is important that 
use of the exception handling model does not violate the principle of data hiding or 
jeopardize the modularity of the language. 
• 5) The semantics of the exception handling model should be orthogonal to the rest of the 
language. Apart from the fail-safety aspect, the semantics of a program should remain 
unchanged when exception handling is not employed. 
• 
• 
6) The exception handling model should enhance the readability of programs . 
7) Program purpose and essential algorithms should be easily discemable. This should be 
provided by improving program structure using clear separation of code meant for normal 
and that designed for exceptional execution. At the same moment, it should be equally 
clear that a handler is associated with a well defined guarded region of code. 
• 8) Addition of new syntax for exception handling should allow the production of smaller 
programs with fewer explicit conditional statements thus improving code clarity and 
comprehensibility. 
• 9) Implementation of the exception handling model should be such that no execution 
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overhead is incurred for entering a guarded region of code. Execution of a program 
which does not suffer an exception should be as fast as, if not faster than, the equivalent 
program written without the benefit of exception handling. 
• 10) Modula-2 supports a form of pseudo-parallel execution which is provided by 
coroutines. The exception handling model should extend naturally to use with the 
language's multiprocess execution capability. 
8.3. Fitting in with Modula-2 
The Modula-2 language is strongly typed, modular and supports information hiding. Major 
program units are the module and the procedure. A module embodies procedures which serve 
a similar purpose, such as the implementation of operations on, and definitions of an abstract data 
type. A module may contain the main program text or be a separately compiled unit such as a 
library. Modula-2 does not define a code block other than that part of the body of a module or 
procedure occurring between the reserved words BEGJ:N and END. 
Assuming that it is decided that exception handling is indeed a desirable feature to be added to 
the language, the next step is to decide how this should be accomplished effectively with as little 
violence to the language as possible. The rule of thumb used by the ISO was to implement as 
much of the model as possible in a library and to avoid adding new syntax wherever possible. The 
same approach will be adopted here. 
The following design decisions affect the appearance and operation of the exception handling 
models. These are based on the design criteria presented in chapter two and represent issues 
specific to a Modula-2 implementation. 
• 1) What kinds of events should be represented as exceptions? 
• 2) How should an exception be represented in the language? 
• 3) How should exception information be transmitted? 
• 4) What level of granularity should be used for a guarded region? 
• 5) Should association of handlers with regions of code be static or dynamic? 
• 6) What exception handler responses should be allowed? 
• 7) How should an exception handler be structured? 
Each of the design decisions are addressed below and the factors involved in reaching an outcome 
are discussed. 
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8.3.1. What system eventS should be represented as exceptions? 
Any event which may impair the continued correct execution of a program may be considered 
an exception. To ensure fail-safety, every exception detected, regardless of source, should be 
subject to the same exception handling mechanism. Events occurring during the execution of a 
program may be either synchronous, happening as a consequence of that execution, or 
asynchronous, being due to some action in the system's environment. 
Synchronous exceptions usually reflect an algorithmic design error and should be dealt with 
accordingly. The sources of synchronous exceptions are often traps and checks in the hardware 
or runtime software which fail as a consequence of execution. Such checks and traps may raise 
exceptions indicating errors detected in operation of the hardware, operating system or runtime 
language support software. The application programmer may also wish to define certain events 
as being exceptional should they occur during the execution ofthe program. To enable this, either 
new syntax or a library based procedure call should be defmed to allow an exception to be 
explicitly raised. 
Asynchronous events are caused by actions outside of the influence of the program. Many, such 
as a signal indicating a window resize, may have no effect upon the continued correct execution 
of a program, and as such may be ignored. Some asynchronous events, depending upon the 
circumstances, may need to be handled to ensure continued service. Events representing extreme 
environmental changes or impaired communications in safety critical situations are exceptions 
" 
which should prompt some sort of remedial action. Systems are usually designed with the 
particulars of the operating environment in mind. Sensors and transducers monitoring the 
environment should also be treated as exception sources. 
8.3.2. How should an exception be represented? 
In different models an exception occurrence is represented by a string, a tag, an enumerated type 
or an exception entity. In C++ [KOEN90] an exception can be of any type. Handlers for a 
particular type of exception take parameters of that required exception type. 
To promote information hiding, the ISO declared that an exception in Modula-2 should ideally 
appear to be an enumeration of a type particular to the source of the exceptions. For example 
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"stackoverflowEx" may be one of a number of elements of type "stackException" in the 
module "sTACKS". The type which might be exported by the STACKS module would be: 
TYPE 
StackException = (stackEmptyEx, stackOVerflowEx, ••. etc.); 
Through the process of signalling an exception more information may be associated with this 
enumeration. To aid information hiding and exception identification, each module may have a 
unique exception source number allocated to it. Such things as a text message, source 
identification and other relevant information as may help in error recovery, may be made part of 
a record structure which might be stored privately as part of the runtime system. An exception 
representation system descnbed above may be considered to be structured, or having a structured 
address space. Each exception is identified as a particular enumerated type from a particular 
module with a unique source identification. 
Another method of identifying exceptions may be to declare them as one would a variable, and 
to allow the language's scope rules to determine the visibility of each exception: 
EXCEPTl:ON 
UnderflowEx, OVerflowEx; 
To do this a special entity called an EXCEPTJ:ON may be created in the language. Internal to the 
system each EXCEPTJ:ON entity may be assigned a globally unique value and name dependent upon 
the address of the entity, the exception name and module in which the EXCEPTJ:ON was declared. 
As with the above model, the exception may also have an internal record structure representation 
holding extra information regarding the exception or program state. Such an exception 
representation system might be described as implicitly structured or having a flat address space. 
Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages. The enumerated type is a construct 
already contained in the language, so no new syntax is required. In order to hide the information 
relevant to a current exception, access to the exception details is subject to knowing the relevant 
exception source identification. To identify an exception source and exception it is required that 
each module (source) export a set of enquiry functions. 
The second method requires creation of an EXCEPTJ:ON entity in the language and uses some 
internal scheme for working out each exception's globally unique name. No extra enquiry 
functions need to be declared or exported, as knowledge of the exception source is not required. 
The relief of this need makes exception handling code much simpler and easier to follow. If the 
programmer can name the exception that is expected then that should be sufficient information 
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to be able to handle it. 
Experience with implementations of both designs shows that the extra work required to actually 
implement the EXCEPTION entity is favourably offset by gains in code appearance and simplicity 
of use. For those reasons the EXCEPTION entity is the favoured design choice. 
8.3.3. How should exception information be transmitted? 
When an exception is detected, it is desirable to have as much information about the exception 
as possible to allow accurate remedial action to take place. An exception may be defined to have 
parameters in order to convey extra information about the exception being handled. 
In some models exceptions are structured into groups. In the Ada 9x draft standard [ADOD94] 
documentation (now the Ada 95 standard), the exception handling model uses four system defmed 
exceptions which correspond to a number of language defmed checks. Failure of a check will 
raise a corresponding exception. For example checks like: Range....:.Check, Overflow_ check and 
J:ndex_Check all raise the exception constraint_Error when they fail. Similarly the checks: 
Return_Check, Elaboration_Check and Accessibility_check all raise the exception 
Program_Error. The Ada system stores particulars about how the exception was raised 
internally in some sort of exception record structure. It is conceivable however that a different 
language may convey this information via parameters to the handler, eg., 
Program_Error(Return_Check). 
The exception handling model of CLU [LISK79] allows exceptions to have optional parameters 
which may include a message string and any other information needed by the handler. If an 
exception is signalled as: 
signal(e2("this is the message",S)), 
then the appropriate handler will appear: 
when 
el, e2(s:string,rl:int): ••• 
The CLU model also allows return results to be posted as parameters to exceptions which are 
propagated or signalled from a procedure. As there may be a variable amount of information 
associated with an exception in this model there is extra functionality to deal with exceptions with 
unknown numbers and types of parameters. 
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Exceptions with or without parameters would both fit in with the Modula-2 language as 
procedure forms in the language may also have optional parameters. The language defmed 
parameterless procedure type is called a I PROC I. To minimise both the visibility of exception 
information and the extra implementation work involved, it is proposed that exceptions in this 
exception handling model for Modula-2 have no parameters. 
Exception information will be transmitted via the runtime software, from wherever the exception 
was detected to an internal record structure and from there to whatever exception handler 
requires the information. The types and amount of information will be hidden within the runtime 
system If a programmer wishes to signal an application specific exception, then the only visible 
information will be the exception name and message string parameters to the "Raise" statement. 
Like the Ada model above there will be system defmed exceptions. It is proposed that the 
exception names have a one to one correspondence with the particular exception sources. 
8.3.4. What level of granularity should be used for a guarded region? 
In Modula-2, regions of code are defmed by the bodies of procedures and module initialisation 
sections. The layers of abstraction within the program are also defined by the code contained 
within the boundaries of procedures and modules. As these ar~ the units of structure and action 
· within the programming language it is natural that exception handling also be associated at this 
level. 
If exception handlers were to be associated at the level of statements or operators then the code 
for normal and exceptional execution would be freely interspersed. The combination of static 
association and procedure and module based granularity assures a clear separation of code 
expressing the purpose of that abstraction and the remedial measures that might be taken in the 
case of an exception. 
Entry into a procedure or module body in Modula-2 is accompanied by construction of a new 
activation record on the runtime stack. With this scheme a handler can be seen to be associated 
with a particular activation record. Thus the dynamic enclosure of exception handling contexts 
is simply determined, as is the propagation chain for exceptions. 
Some structured languages support a defined sequence of statements similar to Ada's code block. 
Those which also support an exception handling model allow handlers to be associated with code 
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blocks as an added level of granularity. As far as semantics are concerned, enclosure of contexts 
is static as well as dynamic and requires a little extra overhead to determine the propagation chain. 
One proposal for the exception handling model for ISO Modula-2 [PRON92b], favoured the 
inclusion of code blocks into the language specifically to reduce the granularity of the guarded 
regions. As here, Pronk's proposal was rejected as it made a major change to the appearance of 
the language with no real benefit. A parameterless Modula-2 procedure, a PROC, may be defined 
to enclose the statements that would be used to make a code block. A handler may easily be 
defined for either method. However the parameterless procedure is already a standard part of the 
language, requiring no new semantics except those for exception handling. 
8.3.5. Static or dynamic association of handlers with regions of code? 
Dynamic association of handlers is accomplished by having a procedure call which marks the 
position in the code where the new handler becomes "current". Such a procedure call may appear 
as: 
NewHandler{HandlerName, [paraml, param2]); 
HandlerName may be the name of a procedure which optionally may have parameters and 
embodies the exception handling code for exceptions which occur after the point where 
NewHandler < > was called. Rules have to be established for the subsequent dissociation of 
handlers. In models which use this scheme, the current handler is dissociated either when a new 
call to NewHandler < > is made or when the current activation (procedure or module) returns. At 
this time the previously current handler, if there was one, is reinstated. 
As can be seen, a working scheme can be easily constructed but it suffers from several downfalls. 
The first is that it is hard for anyone reading the code to get a clear picture of the active 
boundaries of handlers and hence guarded regions. This means that the flow of control is not 
clear once exceptional execution is entered. Secondly, handler code is not local to the guarded 
region (separate procedure or entity) so there is no clear textual association of current handler and 
guarded region. Thirdly, there is no clear separation of code for normal and exceptional 
execution, the one being freely interspersed with the other with no obvious distinction of purpose. 
Static and automatic dynamic methods of association of handlers with guarded regions allow a 
reader to determine the extent of the guarded region immediately, and clearly present exception 
handler code. Code for normal an4 exceptional execution is effectively separated, clarifying the 
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purpose of the code for normal execution through removal of conditional guards. A Modula-2 
procedure with a statically associated handler might appear as: 
PROCEDURE X { ) ; 
VAR 
variable:VarType; 
BEGIN 
{* code sequence for normal execution *) 
{* is separated by the new reserved word *) 
EXCEPT 
{* from the code sequence *) 
{* for exceptional execution *) 
END X; 
In this circumstance the new syntax (EXCEPT) is justified by the improvement in code clarity 
through code separation. 
The choice between static or automatic dynamic association depends greatly upon the required 
response semantics of the exception handling mechanism. Static association of handler and 
guarded region suits a "single level" mechanism with explicit propagation [ATKI79]. Such 
mechanisms are characterised by advertisement of the exceptions which might be raised by a call 
to a routine and the use of a generic "failure" exception for detection of an unadvertised 
exception. 
An exception handling model using a static association method may be used to build a fail-safe 
system. All exceptions are caught, with "failure" exceptions generally being dealt with by a 
default handling mechanism. It was mentioned earlier that a desirable feature for an exception 
handling mechanism is the ability to deal with asynchronous exceptions. Single level mechanisms 
such as those ofCLU or Modula-3 must deal with asynchronous exceptions by raising "failure". 
The only option otherwise is to defme handler code for every asynchronous exception at every 
exception handler. 
Automatic dynamic association of handlers and guarded regions allows· for automatic propagation 
of exceptions unable to be handled locally, to the enclosing exception handling context. Such 
fleXIbility allows handler code for a particular exception, regardless of source, to be declared once 
and at the level of abstraction where it might be most effective. The model is more compact as 
there is no need to advertise exceptions at procedure interfaces, or to multiply declare handler 
code for explicit propagation. 
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It has been argued [BLAC83] [COTT85] that single level mechanisms with static association 
ensure that exceptions cannot cross module boundaries, improving the level of information hiding. 
It is countered here that the level of information hiding also depends upon whether possible 
exceptions are advertised, whether exceptions and handlers have parameters and in general, how 
much of the exception information is privy only to the runtime system. 
Based upon the above discussion, the preferred association method for a fail-safe Modula-2 would 
be automatic dynamic. Code clarity with such a system is far greater than for dynamic 
association. FleXIbility and compactness make the model more attractive than static association. 
8.3.6. Exception handler responses 
If an exception is detected while executing within a guarded region, further execution of that 
guarded region should cease and exception handling be initiated. Prompt termination of execution 
reduces the chance of furthering any system state damage caused by the exception. Before 
execution of exception handler code the runtime system should attempt to restore the system state 
to something correct and stable. This may be accomplished through either forward or backward 
error recovery techniques. Subsequent execution of exception handler code should then cause 
remedial action to be taken upon visible program and environment objects. 
Exception handler responses govern how execution proceeds after execution of handler code. 
Fail-safe responses include retrial of the guarded region code, program termination with a 
message or propagation of an exception to the dynamically enclosing context. In the case of 
retrial the guarded region has a chance to complete its postconditions in the normal manner. 
Strict termination ensures that no further erroneous execution can ensue. The program execution 
is terminated in the exceptional state and an appropriate message is conveyed to the user or error 
log so that the exception occurrence is not masked. Propagation of an exception means that 
either the same or another exception is raised in the dynamically enclosing exception handling 
context. The exception handler of the surrounding context again has a choice of the same 
responses. 
Popular interpretation of termination semantics [ATKI78] [ICHB79] [YEMI85] [CARD89] 
[KOEN90] allow for execution of the handler to 'replace' the execution of the guarded region. 
The problem with this, as stated before, is that there is no guarantee that the exception handler 
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has fixed the error, has satisfied the original postconditions and has not created any errors of its 
own. Normal execution is simply reentered as a consequence of execution of the handler. 
The ISO standard Modula-2 exception handling model allows a similar response through use of 
the procedure RETURN statement used within a handler. The RETURN[ (val) l statement simply 
causes control to return to the caller and may preface a return value where the guarded region is 
the body of a function procedure. In some situations executing a RETURN may be a valid and 
useful response, but this is open to abuse. A way to make this a fail-safe response is to qualify 
the return statement with an executable assertion of the postconditions and invariants of the 
guarded region. 
Considering the list of fail-safe responses, a handler which does not execute a retrial or strict 
termination response must by default propagate an exception. An exception of the programmer's 
choice may be raised explicitly within the handler to be propagated. As propagation is a default 
action, and as programmers are notoriously forgetful, every non-fail-safe exit point from 
exception handling code should be covered by an implicit or automatic propagation response of 
the current .exception. 
To implement fail-safe responses some new syntax needs to be introduced. Retrial semantics can 
be signalled using the word RETRY which is favoured by the ISO. Its semantics should be to 
return to normal execution at a point just prior to the BEGJ:N statement at the start of the 
associated guarded region. As a way of providing a means for the handler to effect some small 
changes in execution environment, any parameters to a guarded procedure should not be 
reevaluated. 
Strict termination may be implemented in a number of different ways. Its semantics, however, 
must appear as a halt statement. The semantics of this type of halt should be to execute any 
earlier finalisation procedures and to terminate the program with the text message associated with 
the exception. This is faster than allowing the detected exception to automatically propagate, as 
there is a possibility that a handler may have been set somewhere along the propagation chain 
which tries to deal with the exception. 
A new word TERMJ:NATE may be used to signal the use of strict termination semantics or the 
semantics of the existing HALT statement should be clarified. In either case the runtime system 
should circumvent the normal propagation mechanism and exit with the appropriate message. 
Alternatively TERMJ:NATE might be implemented as a library procedure in which case the semantics 
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of TERMJ:NATE should be to silently propagate an uncatchable, system defined exception with the 
message component of the original exception. 
To explicitly raise or signal an exception a library procedure such as: 
RAJ:SE(excname, "message text"); 
might be used. The exception 'excname' should be in the scope of the current guarded region. 
In case of exceptional program termination, "message text" is the message which will be displayed 
to the user. 
Fail-safe 'return' semantics may be implemented by introducing new syntax such as: 
ASSERTRETURN(assertion conditions[, return value]); 
The semantics of the operation would be literally an assertion of the postconditions of the normal 
code followed by a procedure return. If the assertion fails then an exception is raised in the 
surrounding context, else the procedure return is executed and normal execution is resumed. A 
new reserved word like 'ASSERTRETURN' forces the programmer to consider the postconditions 
before issuing a return command. 
Some provisions have to be made for the safe use of the fail-safe return. Postconditions and 
invariants for the normal code must have been posted at the end of the normal code. These must 
match the assertion conditions and should be verified rigorously. With no easy way to 
automatically check the validity of assertion conditions, much responsibility is placed upon the 
programmer. It is all too easy to assert a postcondition of TRUE, for example, and short circuit 
the fail-safety of the mechanism. 
The lure of return semantics is the speed with which "normal" execution mode may be resumed. 
For real-time applications such a feature may indeed be desirable. To guarantee fail-safe 
operation however, the heavy reliance upon the programmer in using the semantics correctly is 
enough reason not to include it in the model 
8.3. 7. Structure of a handler 
The structure and appearance of an exception handler depends highly upon the address space of 
the exception entity. In the ISO model, Exceptions with a structured address space may be 
exported from a library Lib' as say an enumerated type: libException. Along with this must be 
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exported an enquiry function such as J:sLibException < > : which returns a BOOLEAN value. Some 
function which returns the value of the currently raised exception from lib must also be available 
say: LibException < > : which returns a value of type libException. A handler may appear as: 
EXCEPT 
:IF J:sLibException() THEN 
CASE LibException() OF 
libexl: .•• 
llibex2,libex3: 
ELSE 
••• other libException handler 
END; (*CASE*) 
ELSJ:F J:sOtherException() THEN 
CASE OtherException OF 
END; (*CASE*) 
END;(*J:F*) 
END procName; 
In general, if a hbrary operation raises an exception there is not much the caller can do to remedy 
the problem. Apart from any other consideration, a library exception might not be exported and 
thus its details will be hidden from any handler outside the library. Limitations of the data hiding 
principle may be safely overcome by the simple expedient of exporting a procedure 
'FixLibException < > '. The procedure, when called attempts to do what it advertises, or raises 
a system exception if it cannot. The caller's handler would simplify to: 
EXCEPT 
:IF J:sLibException() THEN 
FixLibException(); 
RETRY; 
ELSJ:F J:sOtherException() THEN 
FixOtherException(); 
ASSERTRETURN(x=3,3); 
END;(*J:F*) 
END procName; 
If exceptions have a flat address space then each module must export the separate exceptions 
which might be signalled by its operations. This is no less revealing than the export of enumerated 
types as far as data hiding goes. A flat address space allows for some refinement of the handler 
appearance however. 
In the above examples, the EXCEPT clause is filled with conditional statements and even under 
simple cases appears cluttered. John Lancaster et al. [LANC92b] proposed the D177 model for 
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adoption by the ISO. In this model exceptions have a flat address space and the EXCEPT clause 
is structured along the lines of a CASE statement. A handler may appear as follows: 
EXCEPT 
libExl, libEx2: 
Do_some_stuff; 
{*FixLibExceptions()*) 
llibEx3: 
More_stuff; 
lotherEx: 
ELSE 
Other_stuff; 
catch_all_handler_code; 
IF IsLibException() THEN 
FixLibException(); 
RETRY; 
END;(*IF*) 
END procName; 
The resulting handler code is well structured, extremely readable and exception names may be 
grouped for common handling code. Libraries wishing to conceal details of their exceptions may 
export a query function and a ':fixit' procedure. These may be utilised within the catch-all or ELSE 
clause of the handler. In Lancaster's model the ELSE clause was made compulsory in every 
handler, probably due to some implementation decision regarding automatic propagation. With 
automatic propagation taken care of, and to remain in keeping with the general CASE-like 
structure, the ELSE clause should be optional. In either case it is a useful place to output 
execution relevant message text. 
8.3.8. Model appearance 
Taking into account the previous design discussion, and to produce guarded regions within both 
procedures and modules, it is considered that the model should take on the following appearance: 
PROCEDURE X(); {or MODULE X;} 
VAR 
variable decls •••• ; 
EXCEPTION 
thisEx, thatEx, ••• exception decls ••• ; 
These are local EXCEPTION declarations as for VARiables above. This means that they 
are visible and raisable in this procedure as well as any procedure nested within this 
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BEGJ:N 
one. In this model exceptions obey the same scope rules as other variables in Modula-2. 
Exceptions which are visible and thus handlable from within this procedure's EXCEPT 
clause, are those declared locally above, and any which are declared more globally. 
This is the guarded region and normal execution code. The statement sequence 
in this section, between the BEGIN and the EXCEPT expresses the code for 
normal execution. If the situation warrants then a user defined exception may be 
explicitly raised in this section. 
RAJ:SE(thisEx,"This exception has been raised"); 
It may be that an exception is raised in a called procedure such as: exTest (param) ; 
In which case if there is no handler associated with exT est() then the handler associated 
within this calling procedure will attempt to deal with the exception. The same situation 
arises if the called procedure is guarded and an exception is raised within its EXCEPT 
clause or handler code. 
EXCEPT 
thisEx: 
Code for exceptional execution in the event that "thisEx" is raised 
within the associated guarded region. 
RETRY; 
thatEx, otherEx: 
Code for exceptional execution in the event that "thatEx" or 
"otherEx" is raised. 
RAJ:SE(anotherEx,"Another exception"); 
An exception raised here will either be serviced by a handler in 
an enclosing context or by the default handler. 
globEx: 
ELSE 
Code for exceptional execution in the event that the globally defined exception 
"globEx" is raised and can be handled here. 
[ ASSERTRETURN(condition, retval); (*if desirable*) l 
Code for exceptional execution in case an exception is raised and 
it is none of the above. 
TERMJ:NATE; (* or HALT *) 
END X; {or .} 
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8.4. Exception handling and coroutines 
Modula-2 supports a form of pseudo-parallel execution called coroutines. Coroutines share 
processor time in an interleaved fashion, by voluntarily suspending their own execution in favour 
of another. A coroutine has its own stack space and process description information which is 
used to store the execution context to be restored the next time it is activated. 
As with true parallelism, coroutines may be totally independent or cooperative to various degrees. 
If exception handling is introduced, each coroutine in a program implementing independent 
noncommunicating tasks will need to keep track of its own exception handling information. It 
is conceivable that one coroutine may suffer an exception and handle it without any impact upon 
the rest of the program or its results. Handling may entail success after retrial in which case the 
coroutine reaches its postconditions, or failure with propagation of the exception. It is the 
responsibility of the coroutine 'spawning' the failed coroutine to determine whether failure should 
be propagated further. 
For programs with communicating processes the process descriptor for each coroutine will have 
to hold information to mark the entry points of "conversations" [RAND75] or atomic actions 
[BURN89]. To be able to signal to other processes in a conversation that execution cannot 
continue, a process must be able to influence the execution state of the other processes in that 
conversation. In a truly parallel system this ability would amount to delivery of an exception 
asynchronously. Fail-safety in multiprocess programs is explored in the previous chapter 
... 
8.5. Exception handling and finalisation 
In ISO Modula-2, implementation modules may have an optional initialisation part. The code 
contained therein is used to initialise variables and gather any resources needed prior to any calls 
being made to that module's procedures. Every Modula-2 program has a base or program 
module; the initialisation section of this module comprises the main code of the program. 
Program fmalisation is a structured technique developed for returning resources and altering 
program and environment values prior to termination of execution. 
After compilation of the modules to be used in a program, some sort of program building utility 
is used to determine module interdependencies and a module initialisation order. As modules 
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import operations and objects from other modules, initialisation order is determined by a depth-
first walk of the programs "imports" graph. Generally the root or main module is the last module 
in the initialisation sequence, as this is the code of the main program. 
The correct order for fmalisation, as recommended to the ISO for the standardised Modula-2 
language, is the direct reverse of that for initialisation. Where a program completes its execution 
normally, any finalisation instructions for the main module are carried out first and so on for each 
module back along the initialisation sequence. As with initialisation sections, flnalisation sections 
are optional, so a module may have either, neither or both. 
Should a program suffer an exception and be required to terminate, flnalisation procedures should 
still be executed. In this case all flnalisation sections of modules having successfully completed 
initialisation sections are executed. If a fmalisation section suffers an exception and fails then 
execution proceeds to the next flnalisation section in sequence. 
It is proposed that dynamic modules, declared within procedures, undergo a similar initialisation 
and finalisation sequence. The semantics of finalisation of dynamic modules is detailed in the ISO 
Draft Modula-2 standard. 
8.6. Minor conclusions 
Program fail-safety was discussed in chapter four and found to be a key property for improving 
program correctness and robustness. The ISO' s initial interest in including fail-safety as a feature 
of the new standardised Modula-2 programming language waned in favour of more traditional, 
non-fail-safe exception handling model design features. The resultant exception handling model 
may be used to build fail-safe programs but the model's design does not direct the programmer 
to do so. 
A carefully designed exception handling offers a two means of dealing with program complexity. 
One is to deal effectively with the results of design flaws by safely dealing with exceptions. The 
other is to provide a means for reducing program complexity itself by enhancing the simplicity and 
structure of code. Due to competing design requirements, the exception handling model accepted 
for the draft ISO standard failed to include a number of the complexity reducing features of the 
D177 model. 
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With the tendency towards the construction of larger and more complex systems, fail-safety has 
become too important a feature to omit. Similarly, if systems are becoming larger then any tool 
for reducing program complexity is an important asset. An exception handling model design is 
presented in this chapter, intended as an alternative to that included in the current ISO Draft 
Modula-2 Standard. The design presented here ensures that fail-safety is a property of every 
program developed with that language whether exception handling is used in the program or not. 
It also provides a means of improving program comprehensibility through added structure and 
simpler code. 
Various design points were discussed, and where choice existed, decisions were made with 
attention to promoting the development of program fail-safety, enhancement of program 
comprehensibility and suitability to the existing language features. 
The design decisions made were: 
• 1) To enable exceptions from any source to be handled in a similar manner by the same 
mechanism. 
• 2) To represent an exception as an "EXCEPTION" entity rather than as the enumerated 
type used in the ISO model. 
• 3) That exceptions should convey information through data structures hidden in the 
runtime system rather than through exception parameters. 
• 4) That handler code should have automatic dynamic association with guarded regions to 
promote multilevel automatic propagation of exceptions and clear separation of handler 
and guarded region code. 
• 5) That the granularity of the guarded region should be the procedure and module body. 
• 6) That to ensure production of fail-safe programs, the only permissible handler response 
semantics would be retrial, propagation and strict termination. 
• 7) That the structure of exception handler code should be as per the D 177 exception 
handling model (John Lancaster et al.). 
A discussion is presented covering intended semantics for the interaction of exception handling 
with coroutines and module finalisation procedures during exceptional execution. 
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Chapter 9. 
Discussion and Conclusions 
"People seem to build expectations based on the majority rather than the totality of cases 
involved in a decision and thus ignore special situations if they represent a small percentage of 
cases ... yes, birds fly; but no, ostriches don't". The premature generalisation trap. -- From 
Flint, R.S. 'An approach to modelling database activity', Ph.D. thesis, Tech. Rep. 239. University 
California, Irvine (1984)) 
Exceptions were defined as extraordinary or unusual events detected during the execution of a 
program. It was stressed that exceptions were not necessarily due to erroneous conditions. Many 
progrannning examples use exception handling to deal with correct events occurring in the normal 
program execution envelope. Most commonly an exception is defmed as an extraordinary or 
unusual event detected during the execution of a program which prevents the program from 
terminating in its normal manner. Such events are usually due to undetected program design or 
construction faults, and their occurrence for the most part, is unanticipated. It is for dealing with 
this type of erroneous event, providing program robustness and reliability, that exception handling 
is a most important tool. 
9.1. Why do we need exception handling? 
The follow-up question is: "Why not just write correct code?". By following rules of program 
design and construction it is possible to build programs which are efficient and also provably 
correct. In a closed system where every piece of code is your own it may be possible to guarantee 
the correct output from a program. In such cases exception handling may be of little use. 
Exception handling for synchronous exceptions in a closed program may be rationalised by 
rewriting non-local goto semantics in terms of conditional statements. For example, the try-
except-end block: 
try 
s 
except 
H 
end 
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may be rewritten for single retrial semantics as: 
if -g -+H fi· S 
s ' 
Similarly for multiple retrial semantics: 
or return semantics: 
In more open systems, situations can arise where exception handling may be considered 
mandatory. Two instances are in extensible systems such as operating systems and programs that 
must deal with asynchronous exceptions. 
In the 'real world' there are few completely closed systems. Invariably programs must interact 
with standard library tools and separately compiled modules built by other programmers. Systems 
are often built with the express purpose of process interaction as is the case with network servers 
and operating systems. These programs must deal with client requests and run programs 
developed by other people which have no guarantees of correctness at all. Further, if they intend 
to provide a reliable, robust service they must be equipped to deal with exceptions generated by 
their client's execution. 
A program may be composed of provably correct code but if it interacts with the environment in 
some manner it becomes susceptible to asynchronous exception sources. Random or transient 
conditions may be detected by external sensors and other software sensitive to environmental 
change and signal an exception at any point during program execution. An exception handling 
model employing dynamic nesting of exception handling contexts with automatic propagation of 
unhandled exceptions, can field an asynchronous exception and pass it on as necessary. A model 
which employs handlers attached to static scopes (CLU) must either be able to handle possible 
asynchronous exceptions at each guarded region or rely upon the default handling mechanism to 
deal with the subsequent 'failure' exception. 
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9.2. Evaluating an exception handling model 
With the application of any new tool there should be some sort of cost-benefit analysis. With 
exception handling the expected benefits are increased program generality, dealing with a range 
of unexpected as well as expected program inputs thus improving correctness, robustness and 
reliability. There are a number of variables in exception handling model designs. In chapter two, 
a taxonomy for exception handling models was developed to aid in evaluation and model design. 
The consequences and costs of each of the criteria of the taxonomy were explained in detail. 
The more overt costs of employing an exception handling mechanism are related mainly to the 
error recovery mechanism which is employed. A system which employs a non-local goto 
mechanism to save "snapshots" of the system state places an execution overhead on code whether 
it suffers an exception or not. On detection of an exception the subsequent state restoration 
makes exceptional execution rather expensive as well. A system which employs a full-forward 
error recovery mechanism does not suffer the same execution costs. This saving is offset 
however, by increased memory usage, more complex runtime support software, and greatly 
reduced system portability. 
By its very nature, exception handling introduces new possible paths of control flow. When 
normal execution and handler code require access to the same data objects this places restrictions 
on register variable usage. The C language requires that any register or automatic variables be 
also defined as volatile, their values being undefined over execution of the lo:ngj:mp < > part of the 
non-local goto mechanism. With many register allocation schemes regardless of error recovery 
mechanism there can be no confidence in the values held in registers when changing from normal 
to exceptional control flow or back. For correctness and so as not to compromise execution 
optimisations language compilers and exception handling mechanisms must work in concert. Not 
only do register allocation schemes need to be more intelligent, but levels of optimisation may be 
reduced to pay for the correctness of exception handling. 
Computers are used in more life-critical applications every day, but does exception handling make 
these systems safer? The design of many exception handling mechanisms is such that their use 
may lead to a system which is not safe at all! Complexity in design and complexity in usage are 
the major factors causing exception occurrence. Chapters seven and eight investigated factors 
which affect program complexity. By designing an exception handling model to reduce the 
factors contributing to program complexity, there should be less actual exception handling to do. 
Exceptions are a human artifact, so a "fail-safe" exception handling mechanism should be designed 
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with human frailties in mind. The essence of fail-safety is explained in chapter three and in chapter 
four the principle was extended for possible application to concurrent multiprocess systems. 
The following is a checklist of characteristics of a "safe" exception handling mechanism: 
• Programmer error must not pervert the safety of the system so an exception occurrence 
should not be able to be masked through error or inaction. 
• Should encourage a style of program construction which highlights the main purpose of 
the code and highlights the expected possible problems. 
• Should detect all exceptions from all possible sources. 
• Unexpected exceptions should be caught and reported if not handled. 
• Extent of the guarded region should be easily discernable. 
• Should cost nothing to protect a region of code. 
• Exceptional control flow should be at least as easy as normal program control flow to 
follow. 
• Should give a program every possible chance to terminate correctly in the specified normal 
manner. 
• System should always terminate in a correct and safe state regardless of inputs and 
subsequent execution, ie., it should be fail-safe. 
The hidden costs of exception handling are the ones which are paid for through poor or dangerous 
model design. Exception handling is too often an obscure tool, instruction in which is reserved 
for advanced programmers. If something is too hard to understand and use then inevitably it will 
not be used and any potential benefits will be lost. The same argument applies if exception 
handling code makes a program harder to read or understand. For these reasons an exception 
handling model should be easy to understand and use, and if possible make programs easier to 
understand. 
Exception handling models which pennit return or resumption semantics, effectively offer a means 
for exception occurrences to be masked. An exception can be caught and handled incorrectly or 
incompletely. A programming error is just as likely to occur in exception handling code as any 
other place! By executing a return or resume statement under these circumstances, the conditions 
leading to the exception may still exist and any record of the exception occurrence may have 
effectively been removed. Subsequent execution may lead to undetected incorrect results. Of 
particular concern are those mechanisms which perform an automatic return at the end of 
exception handler code [ADAI94] [CARD89]. 
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Many exception handling models do not field exceptions from all exception sources [ATKI78] 
[CARD89] [KOEN90a] [ADAI94]. It most cases there needs to be some link between the 
language and the platform on which it is installed. The environment and platform are rich sources 
of exceptions which will happen whether or not there is a mechanism for dealing with them. 
"Expecting the unexpected" should be the catch cry of the exception handling model designer. 
Many exception handling models do not allow for the fact that the unexpected will happen, and 
frequently. It seems that there are two popular ways of dealing with unexpected exceptions. The 
first method is to cause the program to terminate signalling 'failure' [ATKI78] [KOEN90a] 
[CARD89]. This is implicit propagation of sorts, but it is 'single level' in operation and amounts 
to "giving up". The other method is to propagate the exception incrementally in the hope of 
fmding a suitable handler in the dynamically enclosing contexts [ADAI94] [MEYE90]. The 
advantage of this 'multilevel' propagation is the ability to give the program every possible chance 
of dealing with the problem and reaching the intended goal by terminating in the normal manner. 
"Fail-safe" systems ensure that execution either terminates correctly meeting its specified 
postconditions in the normal manner or signals an exception and delivers a message to the user. 
The costs of not being fail-safe are that programs may suffer an exception and terminate silently 
and precipitously. Far harder to detect and potentially more dangerous may be an undetected or 
masked exception leading to continued execution with incorrect results. 
9.3. Attainment of goals of this research 
The goals of this research effort are reiterated below. Conclusions reached as consequence of 
each research direction are outlined with each goal. 
• 1) To investigate the impact of fail-safe exception handling upon various aspects of 
programming and its paradigms. 
It was reasoned that fail-safety is an aspect of the system as a whole rather than a function 
of system construction or programming paradigm. The features of an exception handling 
mechanism which provide fail-safety in a sequential language were investigated to 
determine their applicability to mechanisms for other paradigms. Research into exception 
handling in parallel and distributed programs provided insight into how fail-safety might 
be provided for such systems. 
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• 2) To implement a number of fail-safe exception handling mechanisms in a production 
compiler environment. 
Using Gardens Point Modula-2 (GPM) as a development base, several exception handling 
models were implemented and evaluated. Model designs were based upon the documents 
produced by the ISO SC22 WG 13 members investigating incorporating exception 
handling into the Modula-2language. Limited by the ISO design parameters, none of the 
exception handling models implemented ensured fail-safe program construction. The 
model designs were such, however that with care, fail-safe programs could easily be 
produced. 
The three models reported upon in this thesis are referred to as the D 144 (TU -13), D 177 
and ISO draft standard models. The TU-13 and D177 models were implemented on 
DEC, Hewlett Packard and SUN architectures. These implementations used a mixed 
forward and backward error recovery mechanisms supplied through the non-local goto 
mechanismofthe C library <setjmp.h>. The ISO draft standard model was implemented 
for the Intel i386 architecture and used a zero overhead exception handling mechanism 
with full forward error recovery. 
• 3) To measure the runtime efficiency of Modula-2 programs which utilise different 
exception handling mechanisms. 
Part of exception handling is error recovery, which ensures that the system is in a 
consistent state prior to continued execution. Backward error recovery techniques impose 
execution overhead by taking "snapshots" of the system state prior to entering a guarded 
region. On exception occurrence the system state is restored from the snapshot prior to 
continued execution. To reduce the execution overhead incomplete or partial state 
information may be taken. Forward error recovery is accomplished by rebuilding the 
system state from redundant information stored in system data structures. No, or very 
little overhead is placed on the execution of normal code as state reconstruction is only 
carried out prior to exception handling. 
Measurement was made of normal code execution overhead in Modula-2 exception 
handling models which utilise the two different error recovery mechanisms. Use of a non-
local go to mechanism such as C' s setjmp < > to save partial system state "snapshots" 
imposed similar overhead on entry to each guarded region as a context switch for 
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coroutine transfer. By comparison, a "zero-overhead", forward error recovery mechanism 
imposed no overhead on normal code execution and infinitesimally extended the 
compilation and program building phases prior to program execution. Appendices show 
the details of all measurements. 
• 4) To experiment with programming styles which may make use of fail-safe exception 
handling. 
Development of a fail-safe system is aided if all of the entities which make up the system 
are themselves of fail-safe construction. In that way each of the parts either reaches its 
advertised post-conditions through normal execution or registers failure to its caller. If 
all program parts can be relied upon to perform in this manner then an exception handling 
strategy may be devised to maximise the chances of program success, to eliminate the 
masking of exception occurrences and maximise the post-mortem information for the 
system user. 
The use of executable assertion statements to test program invariants, pre- and post-
conditions is a technique favoured by Bertrand Meyer, using the "contract programming 
paradigm". In theory this is an excellent method of ensuring that each program element 
acts within its design parameters by eschewing bad input data and by being prevented 
from producing erroneous output. Also reduced is the possibility of a condition arising 
which will compromise system state information. In practice, this method requires that 
the programmer is able to accurately determine and formulate post-condition expressions 
and refrain from short-circuiting the mechanism to speed development. 
By separating code for exception handling and normal execution, a number of benefits 
may be claimed. Code expressing the normal execution of the program may be made 
shorter and faster by removal of conditional statements which would normally test for 
error conditions. The reduced code size and logical complexity indicates that program 
purpose should be easier to determine and hence modify if necessary. 
Fail-safety reduces the number of possible responses to an exception to local retrial, 
explicit or implicit propagation of the exception or strict termination with output of an 
appropriate message. To maintain fail-safety, unhandled exceptions must either be 
implicitly propagated to a surrounding context or should signal program termination. 
Implicit multi-level propagation allows a flexible way of dealing with exceptions at the 
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level of abstraction best suited to dealing with them. Exception handling code can then 
be limited to dealing only with the relevant exceptions making exception handling code 
clearer and easier to modify. 
• 5)To investigate the relationship between program comprehensibility and programming 
with a well designed exception handling mechanism. 
Program comprehensibility is a measure of how hard the written code of a program is to 
understand. Several factors influence this measurement including those pertaining to the 
code itself and those pertaining to programmers. A well designed exception handling 
model may improve code characteristics such as structure and logical complexity. The 
clarity of code for both normal and exceptional execution is enhanced by their separation 
as, in some cases, is the execution speed. Flow of control and the abstraction process 
need to be fully grasped before considering the effects of exception handling. The notions 
of nested exception handling contexts and multilevel propagation semantics require a solid 
understanding of program dynamics. Chapter seven contains a summary of the factors 
which make programs hard to understand. 
In chapter eight a design for an exception handling mechanism for the Modula-2 language 
was developed. The major criteria for the design were fail-safety, increased program 
comprehensibility and that its semantics did not interfere with the data hiding and 
modularity of the language. Many of the same design criteria used by the ISO WG13 to 
develop the ISO draft standard were applied here. 
• 6) To provide experimental data supporting the claim that a well designed exception 
handling mechanism will improve the comprehensibility of a Modula-2 program. 
Chapter seven describes an experiment with second year undergraduate software 
engineering student subjects. The experiment was devised to test the above hypothesis. 
Using program modification performance as a gauge of comprehensibility, it was found 
that the subjects found programs written with the D 177 exception handling model no 
easier (or harder) to comprehend than equivalent programs without exception handling. 
Lack of resolution of experimental results was partly due to limitations of time and 
resources placed upon the experimental design. It was suggested that the subjects' lack 
of programming experience and lack of familiarity with program dynamics may have 
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affected experimental results also. It is possible that any gains through added program 
structure and code clarity were negated by trying to understand the complexity of 
exceptional execution control flow. An outline for an improved experiment design was 
developed as an aid to further research. Further experimentation with experienced 
programmers and stricter experiment control should provide more conclusive results. 
9.4. Contribution of this work 
At the completion of research it was considered that the following contributions had been made 
to the pool of new knowledge: 
• 1) Construction of a taxonomy of exception handling models. [DREW94] 
• 1.1) Clarification of possible exception handler responses possible in a sequential program. 
• 2) Explication of the principle of fail-safety. 
• 2.1) Identification of fail-safe exception handler responses. 
• 3) Application of fail-safety to parallel and distributed systems [DREW96]. 
• 3.1) Identification of possible concurrent guarded region and exception handling context. 
• 3.2) Synthesis of design rules for fail-safe concurrent systems • 
• 4) Implementation of a number of experimental Modula-2 exception handling mechanisms 
in a production compiler environment. 
• 4.1) Provision of feedback to the ISO SC22 WG13 on performance of those models 
implemented during the standardisation process. 
• 4.2) Implementation of an ISO Modula-2 compiler with an exception handling mechanism 
which introduces no performance overhead for setting up a region of code with an 
exception handler. The exception handling model implements multi-level propagation of 
exceptions originating from any exception source. The default action of any handler is 
implicit propagation rather than the return semantics employed by most other multi-level 
models. While explicit return semantics may be specified, in general the exception 
handling model may be used to build fail-safe systems. 
• 5) Clarification of factors influencing comprehensibility of program code. 
• 6) Application to ISO Modula-2 exception handling model of the fail-safety principle and 
features promising improvement in program comprehensibility to synthesise an alternative, 
fail-safe exception handling model. 
• 7) Results of an experiment using a Modula-2 compiler to determine any relationship 
between use of an exception handling model and program comprehensibility. 
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Appendix A. 
Exception handling and ISO Modula-2 
"We often name issues or situations which are too difficult to understand, and then feel at ease 
when these names are repeated . ... In this case, we call those geometrically complex objects that 
appear by iteration strange attractors. The word strange is used simply because they were 
unexpected! ... ", Dealing with complexity. --From Field,M. and Golubitsky,M., 'Symmetry in 
chaos', Oxford University Press, 1992. 
A.l. Introduction 
The ISO Sub-Committee 22, Working Group 13 was formed to investigate, discuss and 
recommend proposals for changes to the Modula-2language for inclusion in the first international 
Modula-2 standard. Some of the areas of interest to some of the participants were code 
protection, exception handling and initialisation and finalisation mechanisms. Code protection 
mechanisms were investigated to try to afford some levels of uninterruptability or atomicity with 
respect to asynchronous events. Exception handling was seen as a way to provide the program 
robustness and reliability afforded by some of the newer languages such as Eiffel, C++ and 
Modula-3 and also some of the older "tried and true" languages such as CLU, Mesa, PLII and 
Ada. Program initialisation and fmalisation sections were proposed as a structured way for 
modules to initialise resources and to return those resources in a disciplined fashion. All of the 
above could be implemented as new standard features for the language or as implementor 
provided add-ons. The WG-13 was chartered to find some consensus on which features were to 
become standard, if any, what syntax and specific semantics were appropriate and how these 
features would interact with the other new and existing features of the language. 
The WG-13 members are Modula-2 users, providers and teachers corning from both academic and 
commercial backgrounds. Such diversity of interests provided an ample variety of suggestions 
and set the stage for healthy argument as well as a hefty dose of politics. A catch cry of the effort 
was to make sure any proposed changes were "in the spirit of Modula-2". On that point, a 
notable exception from the standardisation effort was Niklaus Wirth, the designer of the Modula-2 
language. In his view the language had been completely specified and he would enter into no 
further discussion on the matter. 
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It was soon realised that the development of exception handling and finalisation mechanisms were 
closely entwined. Both of these areas were also found to be affected by the semantics ofdynamic 
modules and coroutines. Using a time-line approach, the remainder of this section is devoted to 
describing the development of the draft Modula-2 standard. A description is given of each of the 
models proposed, and a commentary on their reception and subsequent suggestions by the rest 
of the working group. Finally the agreed draft international standard (DIS) model is described. 
A.2. Exploring possibilities 
This author commenced monitoring the discussion on exception handling in June 1989. At this 
stage members of a sub-group ofWG-13 (John Lancaster, Roger Henry, Brian Shearing, Martin 
Whitaker and Don Ward from BSI IST/5113) were inviting proposals for exception handling 
models and discussing the deficiencies and strengths of each. 
Four general design criteria had emerged at this stage and these were: 
• 1) that the preferred model would be simple in design, 
• 2) would not extend the syntax of Modula-2 as specified by Niklaus Wirth [WIRT85], 
• 3) would treat all exceptions in the same manner regardless of source and 
• 4) would exhibit fail-safe characteristics. 
More specific criteria included: 
• 1) an opaque Exception type with certain values being supplied by the implementation to 
signal language defined errors such as indexError and rangeError. 
• 2) all exceptions to be caught by a single handler and treated the same whether raised by 
the hardware, runtime system or explicitly by the programmer. 
• 3) exception handlers are automatically nested dynamically whenever a procedure with a 
guarded region is called from within the guarded region of another. 
• 4) exception handlers execute in the exception handling context of the caller of the 
guarded procedure. This ensures that an exception occurring inside the handler 
propagates to the dynamically enclosing handler, thus avoiding looping. 
In June 1989, the most recent proposal had been made by John Gough (AUS) and was dubbed 
the "Call" model. The model was included in the first and second working draft of the Modula-2 
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standard but was still undergoing some growing pains and had not settled to its fmal state. All 
of the proposals made by John Gough were backed by implementation experience on ~-version 
GPM compilers. Several other contributors to discussion were presenting "paper models" only. 
The "Call" model is hbrary based and as with all implementations, requires runtime system support 
for maintenance of context information. Exception handling context includes a snapshot of the 
current machine (registers, signals and stack) state and variable information regarding execution 
state. The Exceptions library exports a procedure type and the actual "Call" procedure. The 
relevant fragment of definition is as follows: 
TYPE RecoveryProc = PROCEDURE(Exception, VAR BOOLEAN}; 
(* Procedures of this type are called when exceptions are raised. The 
boolean parameter signals to the processor whether or not the parameterless 
procedure guarded by the exception handler should be re-invoked. A return 
value of true signals "re-invoke". *} 
PROCEDURE Call(codeBody : PROC; onError : RecoveryProc}; 
(* pre: 
post: 
true 
all postconditions of codeBody apply 
errors: exceptions raised in codeBody or onError may propagate to the 
exception handler which was active prior to the call *} 
The procedure call, when invoked, creates a new exception handling context for the execution 
of the parameterless procedure codeBody. If an exception occurs during the execution of 
codeBody then the associated RecoveryProc is invoked with the raised exception value as first 
parameter. 
NOTE: The library-based "call" model was proposed as it required no language changes to be 
made. An extended version of this model was developed which relieved it of some of its . 
shortcomings. By making the procedure "Call()" known to the compiler its code was able to be 
expanded inline. This meant that parametric information could be passed to the 'recoveryProc' 
handler code and a previous restriction that handlers could only be "level zero" procedures 
could be likewise relaxed. The extended call model was implemented and distributed with user 
releases of the GPM compiler up until the release of the ISO Modula-2 draft standard. 
A.2.1. Brian Shearing, ll/6/1989:[SHEA89] 
Brian Shearing (UK) discusses an early version of John Gough's proposal of the "Call" model. 
Presumably too much of the success of the model was left to the competency of the programmer 
to properly construct the recoveryProc. Through improper use it was possible for unexpected 
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and therefore uncatered for exceptions to be ignored and for execution to continue. 1bis 
possibility in Shearing's view, rendered the model as potentially "fail-dangerous". A second 
shortcoming was the inability of the model to guard the execution of procedures and functions 
having parameters. Parametric information to the handler is required to reduce the reliance on 
global variables. By doing this the principle of information hiding is more closely adhered to and 
the model made more amenable to use in multiprocessor environments. 
Shearing introduces an alternative proposal which repackaged the exception handling mechanism 
of the Eiffellanguage [MEYE88] [MEYE92]. Eiffel has the only commercially implemented 
exception handling model to this day which promotes the principle of fail-safety. Shearing's 
proposal appeared as follows: 
PROCEDURE p; 
BEGIN 
END p; 
PROCEDURE Exception; 
BEGJ:N 
(* Retry; *) 
END Exception; 
Main code of procedure 'p'; 
Any exception caught during the exeeution of the main body of procedure p caused control to be 
passed to the first executable statement of the nested procedure Exception. Presumably 
Exception could call one of the Exceptions library query functions to find out the details of the 
particular exception. If the Exception procedure executed to the end and returned then 
procedure p terminates returning in the exceptional state thus implicitly propagating the same 
exception. The optional statement retry causes the exception state to be cleared and for the main 
body of p to be re-executed. 
NOTE: In hindsight, this model is neat and solves many of the problems of new syntax, fail-
safety and information hiding, as communication with the handler is through local variables. 
For implementation, the compiler would have to know about a reserved procedure name 
'Exception' and the semantics required to manipulate exception handling contexts for retrial and 
propagation semantics. In effect this is a guarded region with a statically bound exception 
handler. New syntax is introduced through the Exceptions library and the language is not 
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extended. 
A.2.2. Martin Whitaker, 31/8/1989:[WIDT89a] 
Martin Whitaker (UK) offers a model which like John Gough's, dynamically associated a handler 
using a procedure invocation. A procedure type: 
ErrorHandler = PROCEDURE{CARDXNAL; ARRAY OF CHAR); 
and a procedure: 
PROCEDURE SetErrorHandler{p:ErrorHandler); 
are exported. Along with the above are the procedures Retry, for specifying the retrial of the 
routine associated with the handler, and Cancel, specifying return semantics. The procedure: 
PROCEDURE Error{ErrorNumber:CARDXNAL; ErrorMessage:ARRAY OF CHAR); 
is also exported as a means for the programmer to explicitly raise an exception. 
setErrorHandler < > associates the handler with the current procedure invocation. If the 
procedure returns normally then the handler is automatically dissociated. Any exception detected 
causes the execution of the handler indicated by the parameter to setErrorHandler < > • The use 
of the cancel procedure to effect return semantics is a non-fail-safe feature, it remains however 
(as RETURN), in the latest draft of the standard. 
A.2.3. John Gough and John Holford, 10/9/1989:[GOUG89] 
John Gough and John Holford (AUST) issue a paper covering exception handling models with 
fail-safe semantics for the Modula-2language. The paper covers an updated fail-safe version of 
the "Call" model and a version of the "Call" model which allows proper procedures with 
parameters to be guarded regions. This was dubbed the "CALL" model. Experimentation with 
both models showed the "CALL" model to be most useful and convenient. The authors proposed 
an Eiffellook -alike exception handling model as the next model to be developed. 
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The biggest difference between the proposed model and the previous "Call" models was that the 
handler and guarded region had automatic dynamic association rather than dynamic association 
by procedure call. The model also required the addition of some new exception specific syntax 
to the language to effect the association and separation of exception handling code and retrial 
semantics. The proposal appeared as follows: 
PROCEDURE Thing{ •.• }; 
--local decls; 
RESCUE 
--recovery code, maybe including 
--~F .•• THEN RETRY ELSE ..• END; 
BEG~N 
--normal code of Thing{}; 
END Thing; 
The authors make the point that the exception handling model should not compromise the data 
hiding principle provided by the module abstraction process. A procedure calling an ADT routine 
should have control over what recovery actions should be taken in the event of an exception. To 
do this effectively the client would either need to know the implementation details of the ADT or 
alternatively have access to helper functions exported by the ADT to aid in error recovery. 
A.2.4. Roger Henry, 20/9/1989:[HENR89] 
Roger Henry (UK) makes a proposal which he calls the "Blackpool Model". The model adapts 
the existing module based mutual exclusion or "protection" mechanism provided by Modula-2. 
With this mechanism a module is assigned a cardinal value priority level. To interrupt execution 
of code from a protected module an interrupting device must have a higher priority level. 
Program and implementation modules are assigned a priority as follows: 
MODULE Protected [priorityLevel]; 
END Protected. 
Procedures called from a protected module are automatically enclosed in a matching pair of ENTER 
and LEAVE operations which are parameterised by a protection expression. The proposal points 
out that the same mechanism may be extended to provide association and dissociation of 
exception handlers. In this case the parameter to the ENTER and LEAVE operations would be a 
handler procedure identifier of the RecoveryProc type discussed earlier. The model would 
appear as follows: 
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MODULE Protect[priorityLevel, onError]; 
FROM Exceptions ~MPORT ENTER, LEAVE, ..• ; 
EXPORT Operation; 
PROCEDURE Operation( •.• ); 
BEG~N ••. END Operation; 
END Protect. 
Calls to Operation() are automatically enclosed in the operations ENTER(priorityLevel, 
onError) and LEAVE. The ENTER(> and LEAVE operations may also be called explicitly so that 
a section of code may be guarded thus: 
PROCEDURE Thing(); 
--local decls; 
BEG~N 
--code; 
ENTER(priorityLevel, onError); 
--code of guarded region; 
LEAVE; 
--more code; 
END Thing; 
The advantages of this proposal are that no extensions to the language are required, other than 
the already proposed extension of permitting the use of user supplied ENTER and LEAVE 
procedures for protected modules. It also need not be a system library implementation and the 
guarded region can have any granularity from module, procedure or function, code block or 
statement. The disadvantages of this model are threefold. The first two problems refer to the 
protected module case. The first problem is that it is the provider of the service which determines 
"' the recovery action rather than the client. Secondly, communication between handler and guarded 
regions may only take place via module level variables. In the case where ENTER<> and LEAVE 
are called explicitly, the handler procedure may be declared as a local procedure to Thing() 
above. This alleviates the communication problem, however the third problem with this model 
is that the programmer must carefully match ENTER and LEAVE operations manually. Where 
guarded regions may be nested and appear sequentially within a passage of code this may be 
complex enough to lead to errors. 
NOTE: Using static dynamic association of handlers and guarded regions, hidden operations 
similar to EN'l'ER and LEAVE are automatically inserted into prologue and epilogue code of 
guarded regions. 
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A.2.5. Martin Whitaker, 24/9/1989:[WIDT89b] 
Martin Whitaker (UK) responds to comments that language extensions may be the best way to 
provide an exception handling mechanism rather than by provision of a system module for 
exception handling. Whitaker provides an Eiffellook-alike scheme similar to that proposed by 
John Gough. The model also has the reserved word RESCUE which delimits normal and exception 
handling code. Also provided are the operations RETRY and CLEARANDRETURN to provide retrial 
and return semantics. The model appears as follows: 
PROCEDURE Example(); 
--local decls; 
BEGJ:N 
--guarded region 
RESCUE 
--statically associated handler which may contain the 
--operations: 
J:F conditionl THEN 
RETRY 
ELSE 
END; 
END Example; 
CLEARANDRETURN 
Except for the use of CLEARANDRETURN the model is fail-safe. Whitaker argues that 
CLEARANDRETURN is no more fail-dangerous than the use of RETRY. The point here is that the 
tools are provided which may, possibly erroneously, allow the ignoring or cancellation of an 
exception. In some applications this may signal disaster. Continuation should only be allowed 
under provably safe circumstances. 
The advantages of this model are that the static association of handler and guarded region 
provides increased readability by separating exception handling and normal code. The protected 
procedure may have parameters and may even be a value returning function procedure. The 
association of handler and guarded region is explicit and obvious as opposed to the use of 
separate handler procedures. 
A.2.6. John Lancaster, 26/9/1989:[LANC89] 
In the first progress report to the WG-13 and IST/5/13, John Lancaster reports that the four 
models covered above were evaluated according to stated criteria and no satisfactory model was 
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found for acceptance into the Modula-2 standard. The new acceptance criteria used were: 
• 1) Fail-safety; 
• 2) Useable by the standard module storage; 
• 3) A protected (guarded) procedure may have parameters; 
• 4) All exceptions should be treated in the same way; 
A model satisfying only these first four essential criteria were considered sufficient for a model 
to be accepted. 
• 5) Parameters and local variables to the guarded region should be accessible to the 
recovery code; 
• 6) Value parameters should be reevaluated at retrial of guarded region. 
• 7) Either the callee or caller should be able to direct recovery. 
• 8) The recovery procedure should be have the ability to exercise return semantics. 
These fmal four criteria were considered desirable by the majority but not essential in an 
acceptable exception handling modeL 
After evaluation of the presented models three options were indicated to the WG-13. 
• 1) The overwhelming consensus within the sub-group was that the only way to provide 
a "sufficient" model was to extend the language. It was pointed out that due to lack of 
consensus (read: lack of understanding of exception handling and its uses) in the Modula-
2 community, such a proposal would never be accepted. 
• 2) The next most preferred option was to implement the exception handling facility as a 
non-replaceable system module. This appears to achieve the same effect as changing the 
language, although with less clarity and security. It also appears that programming style 
would make an impact upon the success of the modeL 
• 3) The last option, and the one preferred by the WG-13 was to implement the exception 
handling mechanism as a separate module. It was found that none of the sufficiency 
criteria were met with this scheme. 
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A.2.7. A late entry: G. Padiou, 5/10/1989:[PADI89] 
G. Padiou (FRANCE) proposes a novel use for coroutines to implement an exception handling 
model. The model involves a concept called nested coroutines and a primitive for transferring 
control between nested coroutines. The nested coroutines have nested execution stacks and 
separate code segments. The new primitive: 
TranExec(VAR aCor : Coroutine; aCode : PROC); 
stops execution of the present coroutine, and creates the new coroutine which is indicated by the 
procedure argument. The nested coroutine mechanism and the standard Transfer< > routine 
between them may be used to perform the context saving and restoration. As contexts are nested, 
there is only one (the main) coroutine which is instantiated. Padiou emulates an early version of 
John Gough's call model. Instead of having a stack data structure in the runtime system which 
saves exception handling contexts as jmpbufs as per C's longjmp < > and setjmp < > routines, it 
stacks nested coroutines. 
On entry into a new exception handling context (a "call<>") a new context frame is pushed onto 
the stack, and TranExec is called to create and suspend a new nested coroutine (the handler of 
type PRoc). When a trap or Raise statement is executed, then the current coroutine is suspended 
and the handler coroutine is transferred to. The author makes an addendum for multicoroutine 
program application. 
A.2.8. The TU-1 exception handling model. 18/4/1991:[ANDR91] 
Early in 1991 the WG-13 met at Tuebingen (GERMANY) to summarise the latest proposals for 
exception handling and termination (with finalisation). The document produced was the interim 
version ofthe fourth working draft Modula-2 standard (document D144/N410). The exception 
handling model includes a matched pair of procedures PUSHHANDLER and POPHANDLER to delimit 
the guarded region and to dynamically associate handler code. These are included in the 
EXCEPTJ:ONS library module along With procedures RETRY and ACKNOWLEDGE USed to facilitate 
retrial and return semantics respectively. The interface to EXCEPTJ:ONS behaved as if the following 
were its definition module: 
DEFJ:NJ:TJ:ON MODULE EXCEPTJ:ONS; 
TYPE 
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EXCEPT:ION = 
{noException, 
{* for separate modules and user allocated exceptions :*} 
notLanguageException, 
{*for aggregated language exceptions :*} 
indexException, rangeException, caseSelectException, 
invalidLocation, functionException, 
wholeValueException, wholeDivException, 
realValueException, realDivException, 
protException, 
{*for system module exceptions :*} 
sysException, coException, exException, termException, 
{*for general program exceptions or internal library exceptions :*} 
generalException 
} i 
PROCEDURE ExceptionValue {} : EXCEPT:I.ON; 
{*For the current coroutine, 
if it is in the normal execution state, returns the value 
noException, 
if it is in the exceptional execution state because of the 
raising of a non-language exception, returns the value 
notLanguageException; 
if it is in the exceptional execution state because of the raising 
of a language exception, returns the corresponding value 
*} 
PROCEDURE RA:ISEGENERALEXCEPT:ION{message: ARRAY OF CHAR}; 
{*Associates the given value of message with the current context 
and raises an exception such that the corresponding value 
returned by ExceptionValue is generalException 
*} 
PROCEDURE GetMessage{VAR text: ARRAY OF CHAR}; 
{*For the current coroutine, 
if it is in the exceptional state, returns the. 
possibly truncated string associated with the current context, 
otherwise, in normal execution state, returns the null string. 
*} 
PROCEDURE PUSHHANDLER; 
{*Sets a nested exception handling context for the current coroutine 
as the current exception handling context, and returns 
in the state of normal execution. 
Execution reverts to the statement following the call if an 
exception is raised in the state of normal execution 
or if the procedure RETRY is called in the state of 
exceptional execution. 
*} 
PROCEDURE RETRY; 
{*:If an exception handling context is set and the calling 
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coroutine is in the state of exceptional execution, execution 
reverts to the statement following the corresponding call of 
the procedure PUSBHANDLER, in the state of normal execution. 
Otherwise, an exception is raised. 
*} 
PROCEDURE ACKNOWLEDGE; 
(*If an exception handling context is set and the calling 
coroutine is in the state of exceptional execution, 
it is placed in the state of normal execution. 
Otherwise an exception is raised. 
*} 
PROCEDURE POPHANDLER; 
(*Removes the nested handling context of the current coroutine, 
reverting to any context that may have been current before the 
corresponding call of the procedure PUSHHANDLER. 
If the procedure is called in the state of exceptional execution, 
the exception is then raised again. 
*} 
(* Facilities used in the implementation of library modules *} 
TYPE 
Exceptionsource; 
(* values of this type are used within library modules 
to identify the source of raised exceptions 
*} 
ExceptionNumber = [2 •• MAX(CARDINAL}]; 
PROCEDURE AllocateSource(VAR newSource: ExceptionSource}; 
(*Allocates a unique value of type ExceptionSource 
or raises an exception if a unique value cannot be allocated. 
*) 
PROCEDURE RAISE( 
} ; 
source: ExceptionSource; 
number: ExceptionNumber; 
message: ARRAY OF CHAR 
(*Any nested exception handling context already in the state of 
exceptional 
execution is removed. 
Associates the given values of source, number and message with the 
current context and enters the state of exceptional execution. 
In the absence of an exception handling context set by the coroutine, 
the program is terminated exceptionally. 
Otherwise, execution reverts to the point at which the current 
context 
was entered. 
*} 
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PROCEDURE Number(source: ExceptionSource}: CARDXNAL; 
(*For the current coroutine, 
if it is in normal execution state, returns the value zero. 
Otherwise, in the exceptional execution state, 
if the given source is not the source of the raised exception, 
returns the value one, 
and if the given source is the source of the exception, 
returns the value associated with the exception at the time 
it was raised. 
*} 
END EXCEPTXONS. 
A.3. Extending Modula-2 
After a hiatus to let the WG-13 mull over the results of John Lancaster's report, it was decided 
that an exception handling model with automatic dynamic association of handler and guarded 
region was required. In addition it was finally decided to extend Modula-2 syntax to include 
reserved words for exception handling and module initialisation and finalisation. The discussion 
now ranged from syntax for defining a guarded region and exception handler to syntax for module 
fmalisation and semantics for the interaction of fmalisation, exception handling, coroutines, 
dynamic modules with finalisation and termination. 
A.3.1. The TU-13 exception handling model 
~9/511991:[HOPP91b] Keith Hopper (NZ) in a proposal for changes to the draft standard (D163) 
introduced the notion of static association of handlers and guarded regions "ala Eiffel" and 
offered VDM-SL descriptions of the semantics. Many of the suggestions made were accepted 
and incorporated in the next draft standard (TU-13). 
The procedures PUSHHANDLER, POPHANDLER, RETRY and ACKNOWLEDGE were removed from the 
EXCEPTXONS module of TU-1. Instead a new statement RETRY was introduced with two new 
keywords EXCEPT and FXNALLY. The semantics of the standard RETURN statement were extended 
to perform "return" semantics when used within handler code. 
As before, the EXCEPTXONS module exported the enumerated type EXCEPTXON, the types 
Exceptionsource and ExceptionNumber and the procedures RAXSEGENERALEXCEPTXON, RAXSE 
and Allocatesource. Also retained from the TU-1 model were the query functions 
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GetMessage, Number and Exceptionvalue. Any module exporting operations which might 
signal catchable exceptions also had to export a similar inquiry function and local enumeration 
type for exceptions. An example module appears as follows: 
FROM EXCEPT~ONS ~MPORT 
ExceptionValue, EXCEPT~ON, RA~SEGENERALEXCEPT~ON; 
FROM LibModule ~MPORT 
LibExceptionValue, LibException, Fly, ReplaceRubberBand; 
PROCEDURE ~nverse(x: REAL):REAL; 
BEG~N 
RETURN 1/x; 
EXCEPT 
~F Exceptionvalue() = RealDivException THEN 
RETURN 0; 
END; 
END ~nverse; 
PROCEDURE KeepFlying(); 
PROCEDURE TryFlying(); 
BEG~N 
BEG~N 
Fly; 
EXCEPT 
~F LibExceptionValue() = BrokenRubberBand THEN 
ReplaceRubberBand; 
RETRY; 
END; 
ELSE 
(* Reraise exception *) 
END TryFlying; 
(* normal execution code *) 
TryFlying; 
EXCEPT 
CASE ExceptionValue() OF 
I NotLanguageException: 
RA~SEGENERALEXCEPT~ON("Unknown exception"); 
~ndexException: 
(* take recovery action if possible *) 
RETRY 
--(* other cases *) 
ELSE 
(*catch all *) 
END; 
END KeepFlying; 
A module with finalisation and exception handling appears as follows: 
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MODULE Example; 
BEGIN 
--initialisation code 
FINALLY 
--finalisation code 
EXCEP'l' 
--handler code associated with both initialisation and finalisation 
sections. 
END Example; 
It was agreed that for a system of modules including compilation units and nested modules, 
fmalisation sections, if present were executed in the reverse order to module initialisations. 
Initialisation order is determined statically at program build time. Only modules that have 
completed their initialisation sections can execute a finalisation section. 
A.3.2. John Lancaster, 15/10/1991:[LANC91a] 
John Lancaster proposes a CASE statement like format for the handler section of a guarded 
procedure or module. Lancaster also proposes a new exception declaration section, making 
exceptions a separate object. The syntax is as follows: 
PROCEDURE 'l'hing( ••• ); 
--local decls; 
EXCEPTIONS exl, ex2; (* exception declarations *) 
BEGIN 
--guarded region; 
EXCEP'l' 
exl:---code for dealing with exl; 
ex2:---code for dealing with ex2; 
ELSE 
---code for handling any other exceptions not mentioned above; 
END 'l'hing; 
A.4. Initialising, finalising and terminating 
At this stage (mid-October 1991) some confusion is apparent as to the correct semantics for 
fmalisation of dynamic modules at termination. In TU-13, John Gough amended the semantic 
description to read: 
When a HALT occurs, the finalisation actions of any local (read: dynamic) modules within 
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active procedures are performed before the finalisation of compilation units. 
Albert Wiedemann (GERMANY), Keith Hopper (NZ) and John Gough (AUST) discussed how 
fmalisation of dynamic modules should proceed at termination of a multi-coroutine program. 
Keith Hopper argued that finalisation of dynamic modules should be executed at termination time. 
The potential for high overheads in saving context information including finalisation state for 
dynamic modules in each coroutine was indicated by John Gough. On those grounds, the 
members of the BSI panel, mentioned above, and John Gough determined that it was 
inappropriate to finalise dynamic modules at termination. The BSI panel stated that this was 
consistent with the decision to not call protection domain EX:IT statements at termination. In truth 
this situation bears little similarity to fmalisation, however the decision was presented for 
comment by the rest ofWG-13. 
A.4.1. Kees Pronk, 22/10/1991:[PRON91] 
At this stage it seemed that the exception handling model proposal was fairly well accepted and 
that discussion could settle the issues of termination and fmalisation. Kees Pronk 
(NETHERLANDS) however, offered yet another alternative proposal, ignoring many of the 
tenets agreed upon over previous years. After the ensuing discussion it seemed that there was 
little agreement in the WG-13 community on the fundamental issues of what an exception was, 
what exception handling was for, what was appropriate exception handler syntax and what 
termination should do. John Lancaster initiated "damage control" taking votes on acceptance of 
the TU -13 model to assess the level of agreement. 
A.4.2. John Gough, 22/10/1991: [GOUG91b] 
In apparent exasperation John Gough [GOUG9lb] withdrew his support for exception handling 
and termination with finalisation as part of the new standard Modula-2. After further discussion 
with BSI members a probable implementation of a statically determined initialisation and 
finalisation sequence was explained. With this in mind it was also explained how initialisation and 
finalisation of dynamic modules compounded the context overhead. Every time a procedure with 
dynamic modules is entered, the current initialisation and finalisation state must be saved as well 
as any exception related context information. Dynamic initialisation then proceeds, the procedure 
body executed and finalisation of dynamic modules completed and the previous 
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initialisation/fmalisation process reinstated. It was explained to the BSI that the described 
overhead was incurred even in the complete absence of any exception handling in the program. 
John Gough's recommendations were either to: (1) ban HALT (a half joke!), (2) ban finalisation 
of dynamic modules, (3) ban dynamic modules, (4) ban finalisation of dynamic modules in 
termination state or (5) make HALT a "silent" exception. This last suggestion makes use of the 
mechanism and semantics which must be emplaced for finalisation and exception handling to work 
together correctly in any case. 
A.4.3. Roger Whitaker, 25/10/1991: [WIDT91a] 
Roger Whitaker expressed the BSI's agreement with the operational semantics of finalisation of 
dynamic modules, as expressed above. Confusion was expressed as to how the finalisation of 
dynamic modules in coroutines which are "swapped out" might be achieved correctly. The BSI 
stance was to ban finalisation in modules other than those at level 0, whether dynamic or not. 
A.4.4. John Gough, 29/10/1991: [GOUG91c] 
John Gough agreed that the model was "broken" in the respect that finalisation could not be 
guaranteed under all circumstances when considering coroutines. John expressed a preference 
for keeping fmalisation of dynamic modules but not during abnormal termination. In order for 
fmalisation of dynamic modules to work correctly with coroutines it was suggested that the 
finalisation chain(s) ought to be a state variable of the program rather than each coroutine. In this 
manner only one entry/reentry point for the finalisation chain need be kept and finalisation may 
be guaranteed for every module dynamic (if agreed to) and static prior to the program's demise. 
A.4.5. John Gough, 4/11/1991:[GOUG91e] 
BSI expressed agreement that dynamic finalisation should be ignored in the event of abnormal 
program termination, ie. HALT or exception. In this case it was pointed out by John Gough that 
as coroutines were basically procedures any modules they might contain and initiate are thus 
dynamic. That being the case coroutines cannot add to the finalisation chain. In the case of a 
number of asynchronous coroutines each should have a pointer into the fmalisation chain to 
indicate their individual finalisation states. This will ensure that only resources which have been 
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successfully allocated are reclaimed and that modules fmalised cannot be refmalised. This is an 
expression of the idempotency rule. It was moved that the time to bind the pointer to the 
finalisation chain was at termination time. 
A.4.6. John Lancaster, 5/11/1991:[LANC91b/c/dle] 
John Lancaster expressed agreement with the above and provided revised code of a module called 
RTS, the procedures and objects of which may be accessed by the runtime system. The code of 
the RTS module implemented the initialisation/finalisation chain and coroutine state objects. The 
procedures for program initialisation, finalisation and NEWCOROUTINE were also expressed 
here. 
241111199l:[LANC91d] In response to John Lancaster's implementation notes, John Gough and 
several BSI members collaborated to produce a comprehensive runtime system module 
incorporating the features needed for coroutines, initialisation and fmalisation, termination and 
exception handling. It had been agreed at a WG-13 meeting that dynamic finalisation should not 
be executed in the case of abnormal program termination. Situations were identified where 
ensuring finalisation of dynamic modules was needed even under exceptional termination. The 
method of ensuring the above was expressed in terms of using an exception handler to regain 
control and to execute a normal return so that fmalisation was executed in the normal way. 
28/ll/199l:[LANC91e] John Lancaster defended retaining finalisation of dynamic modules as 
necessary under exceptional termination. A pseudocode example of his preferred semantics for 
exception handling showed that retrial cleared the current exception and transferred control to the 
first statement of the guarded region. Return semantics popped the exception handling context, 
fmalised dynamic modules, leaves the domain of protection and executes a normal return. 
Execution of the last statement of the handler is substituted with finalisation of dynamic modules, 
leaving the domain of protection and reraising the same exception in the surrounding exception 
handling context. Executing a Raise statement would also involve finalisation of dynamic modules 
and leaving the local domain of protection before execution of any handler. 
A.4.7. John Gough, 12/2/1992:[GOUG92a] 
John Gough produced a document describing the implementation by Steve Drew of the current 
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proposal (TU-13) for exception handling and finalisation in standardised Modula-2. The concepts 
of module initialisation and finalisation are introduced and the semantics settled on by the ISO-
WG 13 for the above under normal and exceptional circumstances were described. Termination 
was implemented using reference file information generated by the compiler and imports digraph 
information from the program builder. A static dual list of initialisations and fmalisations was 
generated and the index initialised at program start time. Only after an initialisation was 
completed was the index incremented. After program completion in the normal manner, 
finalisations were completed in the reverse order to initialisation and only for those modules for 
which initialisation was completed. The use of C's setj:mp < > /longj:mp < > pair to save and restore 
partial contexts (machine state information) was described. The deficiencies in the method 
included the model's inability to preserve register values over calls to longjmp < > and setjmp < >. 
The problem was extended to cover the use of library procedures such as PUSHHANDLER and 
POPHANDLER where the callee saves register values are unsafe in the event of an exception. The 
problems of using non-system routines for context saving and restoring are exacerbated in the face 
of higher register usage due to some compiler optimisations. Gough describes syntax and 
semantics of the current ISO exception handling model. The various options open for saving and 
restoring the context state are given with notes ori the relative efficiency in terms of memory 
usage and speed of each. Finally notes on the actual implementation are given. 
A.5. Kees Pronk's proposal, the D173 model. 23/3/1992:[PRON92b] 
Kees Pronk (NETHERLANDS) stimulated discussion on the current state of the WG-13 proposal 
~ 
for exception handling and termination. This was effected firstly by noting the increasing use of 
dynamic semantics to provide protection and exception handling context manipulation rather than 
introducing new syntax. Pronk pointed out some parts of the current proposal which did not fit 
into the current description of module behaviour and added some new concepts to programming 
language theory. 
• 1) A module 'A' with initialisation and finalisation sections may be considered as two 
separate procedures 'init_A' and 'final_A', each having the same handler code associated 
with them. 
• 2) With the idea of a local block go two intuitive understandings, 
i) the outer context returned to is precisely that on entry, and 
ii) all elements in a block are handled on an equal basis. 
In TU-13, according to Pronk, the first understanding was violated when returning from an 
exception in an exceptional state and 'LEAVE' was not executed. The second was violated when 
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initialisation sections of dynamic modules were not guarded by the procedure's exception handler. 
• 3) A distinction was made between termination and :finalisation. Finalisation is the inverse 
of initialisation where side effects are undone and resources reclaimed. A module at any 
lexical level can have a finalisation section. Termination, through execution of a HALT 
statement, is similar to finalisation though only level 0 modules get their fmalisation 
sections executed according to the latest draft standard. 
• 4) This mechanism can be seen to introduce a kind of longjmp < > operation leaving the 
current execution to start finalisation of the last level 0 module that completed 
initialisation. In this case different syntax is proposed for finalisation and termination as 
their effects are quite different (according to Pronk). 
• 5) For 'completion', Pronk desired that procedures and local blocks, also have a 
fmalisationltermination section like modules. 
Pronk proposes the introduction of local blocks to the language to 'regularise' the new concepts 
which have been introduced into the language. Local blocks, procedures and modules all should 
have protection indications ie., BLOCK [MyLevel l ••• END; and; a PROCEDURE x < > [MyLevel l and 
MODULE Y[MyLevell ;. Local blocks with protection then replace the ENTER/LEAVE pair (which 
is sensible) and removes the need for the statement LI:STEN as protection can be lowered by 
nesting a block or procedure with a lower protection level. In Pronk's proposal local blocks, 
procedures and modules all have initialisation and finalisation sections, with initialisation and 
fmalisation sections having separate exception handling. 
BLOCK [OptProt]; 
decls 
BEGI:N 
initcode 
EXCEPT_CASE_OF 
initexceptcode 
FI:NALLY 
finale ode 
EXCEPT_CASE_OF 
finalexceptcode 
END; 
From this proposal separate exception handlers for initialisation and finalisation sections was 
incorporated into the standard. The incorporation of local blocks and protection indicators for 
anything other than modules was not accepted. 
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A.5.1. Albert Wiedemann, 28/8/1992:[WIED92a] 
Albert Wiedemann (GERMANY) states that he finds the TU-13 exception handling model to be 
a correct, useful and implementable model which exhibits characteristics used in many professional 
handmade exception handling mechanisms. Wiedemann posts his vote to standardise it. 
A.5.2. Elmar Henne, 31/8/1992:[HENN92] 
Elmar Henne (GERMANY) presents a short summary and comparison of exception handling 
mechanisms of the languages C++, Eiffel, ADA, TU-13 and Kees Pronk's D173 proposal. The 
paper is intended to be instructional to those who are following discussions but are not sure of 
the import of the issues. Elmar concludes that Kees' D173 proposal with static blocks is very 
much like the ADA 9x exception handling proposal. The TU-13 proposal is more like Eiffel, 
which successfully uses procedure (routine) bodies as the granularity of guarded region rather 
than local blocks. Elmar agrees with the retrial and automatic propagation semantics of the 
exception handling models of Eiffel and TU-13 seeing them as an advance on the traditional 
termination semantics which has a default return to normal execution after completion of handler 
code. Further Elmar cites them as sound for good software engineering. 
A.5.3. John Lancaster, 2/9/1992:[LANC92a] 
John Lancaster issues a report to the WG-13 from the ad-hoc group on exceptions and 
termination, on the progress and decisions made. On the TU-13 proposal the decision to 
eliminate the execution of fmalisation of dynamic modules during program termination was 
reported. The ad-hoc group agreed that the semantics of TU-13 termination and exceptions was 
correct. A clarification was made to the semantics for termination such that: "Once program 
termination starts, no non-dynamic module may start initialisation.". This has significance in 
multiple coroutine programs. It was also reported that two papers, one by Wolfgang 
Redtenbacher on protection, and the other the proposal by Kees Pronk above, were circulated but 
had not received any serious discussion. 
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A.5.4. Kees Pronk, 8/9/1992:[PRON92c] 
Kees Pronk answers some ofElmar Henne's comments and defends his position on the D173 
proposal. Pronk adds some extra information to Henne's survey of exception handling 
mechanisms supporting the D 173 design. This includes a look at the model developed for 
Modula-3. Both ADA and Modula-3 support guarded region granularities of local block, module 
(package) and procedure as is proposed in D 173. Pronk states that in his opinion, the TU -13 
model introduces an excessive number of new concepts to be taught compared to other models. 
In defence of his proposal to introduce local blocks to the language, a design idea which Wirth 
left alone in Pascal, Modula and Oberon, he gave two reasons. These were for exception handling 
to be able to guard statement sequences, (nice but not necessary) and to clean up the 
ENTER/LEAVE business with protection (a good idea). 
Both Pronk and Henne agree that a simple EXCEPTJ:ON type would be an improvement to any 
model proposed thus far. As a reaction to Henne's support of retrial and automatic exception 
propagation and the use of both retrial and termination semantics for handler response, Pronk 
clarifies his own view. He points out that the TU._ 13 model does not support one exception 
handling paradigm and so does not direct the programmer toward a solution. Eiffel supports 
retria1/propagation which fits with the programming by contract paradigm and supports fail safety. 
The other models support the traditional termination paradigm with return semantics being the 
default response of a handler. TU-13 seems to support retrial and termination, making both 
possible and leaving the decisions up to the programmer. 
In truth, the Eiffel model also allows for an exception to be ignored or for execution to continue 
through calls to ignore( code) and continue( code). In this way Eiffel also offers a way of avoiding 
the contract paradigm at the discretion of the programmer. 
A.6. The D177 proposal. 9/9/1992:[LANC92b] 
John Lancaster, Martin Whitaker and Brian Shearing propose changes to the current exception 
handling model (TU-13) which introduce static declaration and association of exceptions. This 
model is an expansion of John Lancaster's proposal of 15110/1991. The document, numbered 
D 177, proposed a move from the dynamic, module based scheme to a static, language based one. 
The key changes to the TU-13 model are the introduction of the EXCEPTJ:ON key word, used to 
declare exception objects, the moving of the EXCEPTJ:ONS. RAJ:SE procedure to the standard 
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procedures, the making of the EXCEPT clause into a CASE like structure and the introduction of 
separate handler bodies for initialisation and finalisation sections. The last suggestion is as per 
Kees Pronk's model. A program body might appear as follows: 
MODULE X; 
TYPE 
••• global type decls; 
VAR 
••• global variable decls; 
EXCEPTJ:ON 
Exl, Ex2; 
PROCEDURE Y ( ••• ) 
VAR 
••• variable decls 
EXCEPTJ:ON 
LExl, LEx2; 
BEGJ:N 
••• normal code {guarded region) of procedure Y; 
RAJ:SE(LEx2,"Message string for LEx2"); 
EXCEPT 
Exl: 
••• code to handle Exl; 
ILExl: 
••• code to handle LExl; 
ILEx2,Ex2: 
••• code to handle LEx2, Ex2; 
ELSE 
••• compulsory but maybe empty catch-all part to handle any 
other exceptions; 
END Y; 
BEGJ:N (* main code *) 
••• code for initX; 
Y( • • •); 
EXCEPT 
••• handler for initX; 
RETRY 
ELSE 
FJ:NALLY 
••• code for finalX 
EXCEPT 
••• handler for finalX 
ELSE 
RETURN 
END X • 
. The module EXCEPTJ:ONS is simplified and made into a SYSTEM module named M2EXCEPTJ:ONS. 
The module now declares the language exceptions only. The addition of exception declarations 
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to the standard libraries is prescribed and detailed. 
A.7. Support for the TU-13 model 
11/9/1992:[SUTC92] Rick Sutcliffe (US) casts a vote to retain the TU-13 model for the Modula-
2 standard. He suggests that the model is sufficient, maybe elegant but not simple and would 
support something simpler and more elegant if it came along. Sutcliffe indicated a mandate from 
his national committee to support inclusion of exception handling into Modula-2 and under no 
conditions would a decision to ignore exception handling be supported. 
11/9/1992:[TERR92] Pat Terry (RSA) concurs that the TU-13 proposal is an "odd man out" in 
the world of exception handling models and prefers the proposals of Kees Pronk and John 
Lancaster et al. In addition a look at Borland's never released Turbo Modula-2 shows that a 
special keyword EXCEPTJ:ONS is used to declare exception objects and to denote the start of 
exception handler code. Exception handlers are structured much like John Lancaster's proposal 
(D177) as is the RAJ:SE statement which takes two parameters, one an EXCEPTJ:ON and the other 
a string. Pat Terry concludes that exception handling is by far the most preferred method of 
handling program errors. The reasons being for simplicity and fitting in with the programming 
structure and framework of the language. 
21/9/1992:[WIED92a] Albert Wiedemann (GERMANY) responds to the D177 proposal 
positively, with one or two reservations. Much of Wiedemann's code is written with the TU-13 
model. In an example he states a number of inconveniences in porting the code to the D 177 
model: 
• 1) Some code written once for the TU-13 handler would have to be repeated for each case 
in the D 177 handler, 
• 2) GetMessage() is an important interactive debugging tool which appears to be removed 
from the D 177 proposal, 
• 3) In TU-13 one can make a comparison, (DebuggerEx() > notDebException) and 
separate all exceptions from that source. In D 177 with global static exception 
identification this group separation becomes quite difficult. 
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A.8. Agreement and progress 
29/911992:[WOOD92] Mark Woodman (UK) issues a short report on the 7th WG-13 meeting 
at Delft, Netherlands. It was reported that much progress was made toward agreement on the 
issues of protection and exception handling and termination. The report Delft-4 outlined the 
changes to the current (TU-13) protection proposal: 
• 1) the pervasive identifiers ENTER and LEAVE were removed from the language, 
• 2) a call to RAISE or the completion of execution of a handler with an implicit RAJ:SE also 
implies a call to LEAVE when in a protected module and 
• 3) dynamic modules are fmalised if RAJ:SE is called implicitly or explicitly during 
exceptional execution. 
The report Delft-5 supported from D177 and D173 only the suggestion that initialisation and 
fmalisation have separate· exception handlers. The remainder of the report outlined a leaner 
version of the TU-13 model. In general the model is typified by the following features: 
• 1) Exceptions are identified by the pair indicating exception source and the CARDJ:NAL 
exception value. 
• 2) Library modules (separate or system) export the enumeration exception type of that 
module, an enquiry function <ModuleName>Exception <) which returns the current 
exception raised by that source, and J:s<ModuleName>Exception <) which returns a 
BOOLEAN value which is TRUE if the current exception is from that exception source and 
FALSE if not. 
• 3) The new system module M2EXCEPTJ:ON is introduced for language and system 
exceptions and it exports: the enumeration M2Exceptions, the query function 
J:sM2Exception {) :BOOLEAN and the query function M2Exception {) :M2Exceptions. 
• 4) The procedure EXCEPTJ:ONS.RAJ:SE takes three parameters: exceptionsource, value 
(ordinal value of the exception enumeration) and message which is a text string. 
• 5) EXCEPTJ:ONS.CUrrentNumber{source:ExceptionSource) : ExceptionNumber; 
returns the value of the current exception if the parameter is the source number of the 
currently raised exception. 
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• 6) EXCEPTIONS.IsCurrentSource(source:ExceptionSource) : BOOLEAN; returns 
TRUE if the parameter value matches the source of the currently raised exception. 
• 7) IsExceptionalExecution() 
in the exceptional state. 
BOOLEAN; returns TRUE if the current execution is 
The paper provides examples for use of the model including the full definition modules for 
EXCEPTIONS and M2EXCEPTION and for production of library modules which are sources of 
exceptions. 
A.9. Nearly Standard 
11111995: Between the date of the above report and the present time, the basic contents and 
semantics of the exception handling, termination, and initialisation and fmalisation models have 
not changed apart from minor points and clarifications. The interactions of all of the above areas 
are well defined in the draft standard [ANDR94] ISOIIEC DIS 10514: 1994. A summary of the 
features and semantics of the proposed ISO Modula-2 exception handling, termination and 
fmalisation follows. 
A.9.1. The EXCEPTIONS Module 
The system module EXCEPTIONS behaves as if the following were its defmition module: 
DEFINITION MODULE EXCEPTIONS; 
(*Provide facilities for raising user exceptions and for making enquiries 
concerning the current execution state. 
*) 
TYPE 
Exceptionsource; (* Values of this type are used within libra~ 
modules to identify the source of raised 
exceptions. *) 
ExceptionNumber = CARDINAL; 
PROCEDURE AllocateSource(VAR Newsource : ExceptionSource): 
(* Allocates a unique value of type ExceptionSource. *) 
PROCEDURE RAISE(source : Exceptionsource; 
number : ExceptionNumber; 
message : ARRAY OF CHAR;); 
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(* Associates the given values of source, number and message with the 
current context and raises an exception. 
*) 
PROCEDURE CurrentNumber(source : Exceptionsource) : ExceptionNumber; 
(* Xf the current coroutine is in the exceptional execution state because 
of the raising of an exception from source, then the current exception 
number is returned otherwise an exception is raised. 
*) 
PROCEDURE GetMessage(VAR text : ARRAY OF CHAR); 
(* Zf the current coroutine is in the exceptional execution state then 
returns the possible truncated string associated with the current context. 
Otherwise, in normal execution returns the empty string. 
*) 
PROCEDURE ZsCurrentSource(source : ExceptionSource) : BOOLEAN; 
(* Zf the current coroutine is in the exceptional execution state because 
of the raising of an exception from source, returns TRUE, otherwise returns 
FALSE. 
*) 
PROCEDURE ZsExceptionalExecution() : BOOLEAN; 
(* Zf the current coroutine is in the exceptional execution state because 
of the raising of an exception, returns TRUE and otherwise returns FALSE. 
*) 
END EXCEPTZONS. 
The DIS document provides static and dynamic semantics along with formal specification in 
VDM-SL. The example given for use of the EXCEPTZONS module is as follows. 
EXAMPLE: 
DEFZNXTZON MODULE GeneralUserExceptions; 
(* Provides facilities for general user defined exceptions *) 
TYPE 
GeneralExceptions = (problem, disaster); 
PROCEDURE RaiseGeneralException(exception : GeneralExceptions; 
text : ARRAY OF CHAR); 
(* Raises exception using text as associated message *) 
PROCEDURE ZsGeneralException() : BOOLEAN; 
(* Xf the current coroutine is in the exceptional execution state because 
of the raising of an exception from GeneralExceptions, returns TRUE and 
otherwise returns FALSE. 
*) 
PROCEDURE GeneralException() GeneralExceptions; 
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{* If the current coroutine is in the exceptional execution state because 
of the raising of an exception from GeneralExceptions, then the 
corresponding enumeration value is returned otherwise an exception is 
raised. 
*) 
END GeneralUserExceptions. 
IMPLEMENTATION MODULE GeneralUserExceptions; 
IMPORT EXCEPTIONS; 
VAR 
generalSource : EXCEPTIONS.Exceptionsource; 
PROCEDURE RaiseGeneralException{exception: GeneralExceptions; 
text: ARRAY OF CHAR); 
BEGIN 
EXCEPTIONS.RAISE{generalSource, ORD{exception), text) 
END RaiseGeneralException; 
PROCEDURE IsGeneralException{): BOOLEAN; 
BEGIN 
RETURN EXCEPTIONS.IsCurrentSource{generalSource) 
END IsGeneralException; 
PROCEDURE GeneralException{): GeneralExceptions; 
BEGIN 
RETURN VAL{GeneralExceptions, EXCEPTIONS.CurrentNumber{generalSource)) 
END GeneralException; 
BEGIN 
EXCEPTIONS.AllocateSource(generalSource) 
END GeneralUserExceptions. 
A.9.2. The TERMINATION Module 
The system module TERMINATION provides facilities for a program to enquire whether a 
termination event has occurred. The interface to TERMINATION behaves as if the following were 
its definition module. 
DEFINITION MODULE TERMINATION; 
(* Provides facilities for enquiries concerning the occurrence of 
termination events. *) 
PROCEDURE IsTerminating(): BOOLEAN; 
(* Returns TRUE if any coroutine has started program termination and FALSE 
otherwise.*) 
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PROCEDURE HasHalted(}: BOOLEAN; 
(* Returns TRUE if a call to HALT has been made and FALSE otherwise. *} 
END TERMI:NATI:ON. 
A.9.3. The Module M2EXCEPTION 
The system module M2EXCEPTI:ON provides facilities for identifying language exceptions that have 
been raised. The interface to M2EXCEPTI:ON behaves as if the following were the definition 
module. 
DEFI:NI:TI:ON MODULE M2EXCEPTI:ON; 
(* Provide facilities for identifying language exceptions *} 
TYPE 
rangeException, 
functionException, 
realValueException, 
caseSelectException, 
wholeValueException, 
realDivException, 
M2Exceptions = 
(indexException, 
invalidLocation, 
wholeDivException, 
complexValueException, complexDivException, protException, 
sysException, 
} ; 
coException, exException 
PROCEDURE M2Exception(}: M2Exceptions; 
(*I:f the current coroutine is in the exceptional execution state because of 
the raising of a language exception, returns the corresponding enumeration 
value, and otherwise raises an exception. 
*} 
PROCEDURE I:sM2Exception(}: BOOLEAN; 
(* I:f the current coroutine is in the exceptional execution state because of 
the raising of a language exception, TRUE, and otherwise returns FALSE. 
*} 
END M2EXCEPTI:ON. 
There are far more language exceptions than the fifteen values above. The DIS specifies the 
aggregation of exceptions so that each M2Exceptions value represents one or more separate 
language exceptions, i.e. exceptions described in the formal semantics. The following are the 
language exceptions, their description and how they are aggregated. 
indexException: 
INDEX-RANGE -array indexed out of range 
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rangeException: 
ASSIGN-RANGE 
CONSTRUCTOR-RANGE 
CONVERSIONERROR 
EXCLNOTBASE 
INCLNOTBASE 
RETURN-RANGE 
SET-RANGE 
TAG-RANGE 
caseSelectException: 
CASE-RANGE 
invalidLocation: 
ADDRESS-ARITHMETIC 
INACTIVE-VARIANT 
NIL-DEREFERENCE 
NONEXISTENT 
STORAGE-NOT-OWNED 
UNDEFINED-VALUE 
WRONG-TYPE 
functionException: 
NO RETURN 
wholeValueException: 
WHOLE-OVERFLOW 
wholeDivException: 
WHOLE-NONPOS-DIV 
WHOLE-NONPOS-MOD 
WHOLE-ZERO-DIVISION 
WHOLE-ZERO-REMAINDER 
realValueException: 
-assignment value out of range of target 
-structure component value is out of range 
-expression cannot be converted to the new type 
-value to be excluded is not of the base type 
-value to be included is not of the base type 
-return value out of range 
-set value out of range 
-tag value out of range 
-case selector out of range 
-invalid USe of DJ:FADR, SUBADR or ADDADR 
-access to non-active variant 
-attempt to dereference NJ:L 
-attempt to access a non-existent variable 
-attempt to access storage of another coroutine 
-undefined value 
-a pointer points to the wrong type of variable 
-no return statement before the end of a function 
-overflow in the evaluation of a whole number expression 
-2nd operand of DJ:V is negative or zero 
-2nd operand of MoD is negative or zero 
-divide by zero in the evaluation of a whole number 
expression 
-2nd operand of REM is zero 
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LOWLONGEXCEPTION 
LOWREALEXCEPTION 
REAL-OVERFLOW 
REAL-ZERO-DIVISION 
complexValueException: 
COMPLEX-OVERFLOW 
complexDivException: 
COMPLEX-ZERO-DIVISION 
prot Exception: 
LESSPROTECTION 
PROTECTIONERROR 
sysException: 
-evaluation of a LONG expression too small to represent 
-evaluation of a REAL expression is too small to represent 
-overflow in the evaluation of a REAL expression 
-divide by zero in the evaluation of a REAL expression 
-overflow in the evaluation of a coMPLEX expression 
-divide by zero in a COMPLEX expression 
-given protection less restrictive than current protection 
-invalid protection level 
ADDRESS-ARITHMETIC-ON-NIL -call of ADDADR, SUBADR, or D:tFADR on N:tL 
ADDRESS-CONSTRUCTION -result of MAKEADR out of address range 
INVALID-ALIGNMENT -alignment problem with CAST . 
INVALID-VALUE -result of CAST not valid representation of target type 
coException: 
COROUTINE-EXCEPTION 
NOT-ATTACHED 
SMALL-WORKSPACE 
WORKSPACE-OVERFLOW 
exException: 
NO-CURRENT -EXCEPTION 
NO-EXCEPTION-SOURCE 
NOT-CURRENT-SOURCE 
-coroutine ends without a TRANSFER statement 
-the caller is not attached to a source of interrupts 
-size of supplied workspace smaller than minimum 
required 
-coroutine workspace overflow 
-exception identity enquiry in normal execution 
-no further exception source values can be allocated 
-exception identity enquiry to wrong source 
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A.9.4. Semantics of module initialisation, finalisation and termination 
This section is a general description of the module initialisation and finalisation process. A 
detailed description of the process is available in the DIS document including interaction with 
module protection, and exception handling. 
A.9.4.1. Static Modules 
Nested and imported modules are initialised in textual order of appearance. In programs where 
several modules are imported and circular imports may exist, an imports digraph must be 
constructed and analysed to ascertain the correct initialisation order. Finalisation takes place in 
the reverse order of initialisation and only those modules which have completed their initialisation 
sections can execute their finalisation. 
The finalisation process is initiated on the occurrence of a termination event. Termination events 
include the execution of a RE'l'U'RN statement from the main module initialisation section, implicit 
or explicit execution of a RA:ISE statement whilst executing in the code of an exception handler 
attached to a static module initialisation section, and the execution of a HALT statement. 
Raising an exception, either implicitly or explicitly, in the handler attached to a finalisation section · 
causes abandonment of the finalisation of the current module and for execution to recommence 
at the finalisation section of the next module to be finalised. During termination, no new static 
module initialisations may be executed. The details or the last raised exception a reported at 
program termination. 
A.9.4.2. Dynamic Modules 
Dynamic modules are modules which are declared locally to a procedure. In general, a similar 
initialisation and fmalisation process is executed as per static modules. Initialisation of dynamic 
modules commences prior to executing the first statement of the enclosing procedure body. 
Initialisation order is determined by textual order of appearance. Finalisation order is the reverse 
of initialisation and is initiated by successful completion of the procedure body, implicitly or 
explicitly raising an exception in the exception handler part of either the procedure body or a 
dynamic module initialisation section. Raising an exception, either implicitly or explicitly, in the 
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handler attached to a finalisation section causes abandonment of the finalisation of the current 
dynamic module and for execution to recommence at the finalisation section of the next dynamic 
module to be finalised. The last raised exception at the completion of finalisation is propagated 
to be handled in the caller's exception handling context. At the occurrence of a termination event, 
dynamic module fmalisations are skipped or abandoned and finalisation of static modules 
commenced. During termination, dynamic modules are the only modules which may have their 
initialisation sections executed. 
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Appendix B. 
A review of software complexity 
"A complicated but efficient algorithm may not be desirable because a person other than the 
writer may have to maintain the program later. It is hoped that by making the principal 
techniques of efficient algorithm design widely known, more complex algorithms may be used 
freely, but we must consider the possibility of an entire program becoming useless because no 
one can understand the subtle but efficient algorithms." A grain of salt --From Aho,A.V., 
Hopcroft,J.E. and Ullman,J.D., 'Data Structures And Algorithms.', Addison-Wesley, 1983. 
B.l. On software complexity 
Complexity is an aspect which can supposedly be measured by a number of different software 
metrics and quantitative models. From the various models examined it is apparent that software 
complexity measurement is a subjective area with fast rules but no hard results. Complexity 
metrics are believed by some to be indicators of the areas of code most likely to contain errors. 
It is unfortunate however, that limited experimental results show most models to be no more 
accurate in their predictions of errors in a given piece of code, than the simple metric of lines of 
code. Most complexity measurement models are text based and are tuned to a particular 
programming language. Complexity metrics generally do not consider differences in programmer, 
programming style or application, all of which might affect the accuracy of any model. 
The term "complexity" is viewed differently by various authors. A summary of researchers and 
their works is presented below. Most software complexity metrics are usually reduced to a 
measure of "code clarity" or one of the software engineering metrics such as readability, 
maintainability, testability or understandability. As these areas are rather subjective, any attempt 
to ascribe some predictive reliability to a particular metric must be viewed with some skepticism. 
Experimentation has shown that many formulae devised to measure program complexity at best 
produce a relative indicator under controlled circumstances of application type, programming 
language, programming style etc. 
Code clarity is purely a visual function. For a person used to reading code of a particular 
language, the aspects of programming style and program design are the variables which affect 
clarity. Barbara Kitchenham evaluates a number of software metrics in appendix C of the 
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"Software Reliability Handbook" [KITC90]. A brief summary of some of the code metrics 
follows. 
B.2. Code complexity metrics 
Complexity often includes some reference to the control flow graph and/or data flow graph for 
the program or program element. McCabe's cyclomatic complexity number [MCCA76] is the 
number of edges on the control flow graph minus one. This equates to the number of if 
statements and loop tests in the code. 
Yin and Winchester [YIN78] measure complexity as a function of the number of modules in a 
program and the connections between them. The program structure is compared with the "ideal 
structure" of a tree. In fact the entire model is based on the questionable assertion that the tree 
structure is the ideal program "shape". 
Oviedo's [OVIE80] complexity measure combines the ideas of control flow complexity and data 
flow complexity. The control flow is as for McCabe's model, whereas the data flow complexity 
is a sum of data flow complexity for each program block. A block's data flow complexity is 
defined as the number of variables referenced but not defined in that block. 
It can be seen that these complexity metrics are derived empirically from the program text. It can 
also be seen that these metrics indicate a small (and measurable) part of the fabric of code clarity. 
Other structural considerations which affect clarity that can be seen at any level of modular 
decomposition are module strength or cohesion and fan in/fan out. These metrics are closely 
linked with control and data flow complexity. 
Some metrics which attempt to tie in programming style and readability of code are De Young 
and Kampen's readability measure and the Gunning Fog Index. De Young and Kampen 
[DEY079] take into account variable name length, number of lines of program statements in the 
code and the control flow complexity (McCabe). The three variables are weighted by constants 
which are experimentally determined using block structured languages (PL/I, ALGOL, PASCAL) 
and programs of medium size. 
The Gunning Fog [GUNN62] index is purely text based and is formulated by combining the 
variables of number of sentences, number of words and number of syllables. Whilst this metric 
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could be used on program code it is most commonly applied to program documentation. 
It is apparent that any aspect of programming which affects code appearance is a likely candidate 
for inclusion in a complexity metric. Most interesting are those models which attempt to combine 
subjective measurements such as mental effort with the more empirical evidence of number of 
lines of code or control flow complexity. Unfortunately, such models as introduced by Halstead's 
Software Science [HALS77], due to their lack of sound theory and experimental support, have 
only served to cast doubt upon all complexity measures based upon the Software Science theory. 
B.3. The human side of program complexity 
The subject headings in this area include software psychology, cognitive psychology and program 
comprehension. This section reviews the research that has been made into program 
comprehension and its related areas. The initial works of George Miller [MILL56] into cognition 
theory gave a starting point for the separate works of G.Weinberg, B.Shneiderman, R.Mayer and 
L.Constantine which explored the psychology of various aspects of what is today known as 
software engineering. These works have been later revised and new theories developed to explain 
the cognitive processes and structures used in program comprehension, and the various code and 
programmer aspects which affect the comprehension process. 
B.3.1. Background - Early work 
i) G.Miller-1956 
The initial research into cognitive processes and structures was based on the paper "The Magic 
Number Seven Plus Or Minus Two: Some Limits On Our Capacity For Processing Information." 
by George Miller [MILL56]. As a consequence "chunking" was proposed as the cognitive 
process used to assemble a mental model of a program. This development of a mental semantic 
model, when used with the knowledge of the problem domain and programming language, may 
be used to facilitate exercises such as program modification, explanation, translation or 
debugging. "Chunking" is a bottom-up process where small, simply understood chunks of code 
are collected into larger chunks and so on, until the entire program is comprehended in its various 
levels of detail (instructions, lines, functions, modules, program). Experiments with 
comprehension and problem decomposition show this to be a valid factor in the composition of 
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a mental semantic model. 
ii) G.Weinberg-1970, 1971 
In 1971 Gerald Weinberg [WEIN71] published the book, "The Psychology Of Computer 
Programming.". At the stage of development of programming and computers when the book was 
written, there was debate as to the advantages of interactive data entry and computation as 
opposed to batch jobbing. The development of mainframes was progressing and the use of 
programming teams as opposed to individual programmers on large software development jobs 
was becoming more prevalent. The popular languages of the day were FORTRAN, APL, PLII 
and COBOL, and there was growing uncertainty about the use of the GOTO statement in many 
languages [KNUT71] [KNUT74 ]. 
The main thrust of the book was a plea to managers of software development firms to consider 
the psychological aspects of software design with respect to structural and logical complexity. 
The author urged for a shift away from the view that programming is just symbol manipulation 
towards the view that it was more a special form of communication. The book also addressed the 
special psychological issues which affect programmers and their increasing importance when 
considering programming teams. The concept of ego less programming was raised as an important 
constructive issue when carrying out software walkthroughs and maintainance by peers and 
outsiders. 
In chapter 12, Weinberg explained some principles of programming language design. The aspects 
addressed were those of uniformity, compactness, locality and linearity, tradition and innovation 
and purpose. Uniformity is a principle which proposes a minimum of exceptions to rules 
regarding the use of a particular symbol in any valid context. Examples given were those of valid 
subscripting in FORTRAN (of the day) which required seven rules to be observed, each a special 
case of a normal arithmetic expression; and the rules regarding redundant parentheses in different 
parts of the PIJI language. Uniformity provides a pattern in the usage of a language's features. 
This in tum promotes confidence that code will compile correctly and perform the actions 
intended. It also gives the programmer confidence to fully explore the language and to make full 
use of its features. 
The limitations of the capacity of the human mind are explored in Miller's paper regarding the 
magical number seven plus or minus two. The mind tends to group "chunks" of information to 
make a more compact and easily handled representation. The ability to "chunk" information is 
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dependent upon experience of particular groupings and their meaning. As an example an 
experienced programmer would see "DO 1=1 TON" as one chunk, whereas the inexperienced 
novice might just see the line as words or characters. A formal representation of this type of 
compacting or chunking is the automatic conversion of a binary number to that of octal or 
hexadecimal, ie. 110010111100 becomes 6274 in octal or CBC in hex. for those programmers 
experienced with those number representations. 
Rules or semantics help with both the aspects of compactness and uniformity. For example, the 
eight binary numbers 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111 are easier to remember than say 000 010 
011 100 110 111. The second set numbers only six however, instead of just knowing the rule for 
generating the first eight binary numbers, we need to know either the six separate numbers or the 
rule for generating the first eight binary numbers and the two numbers which were not present. 
The concepts of locality and linearity relate to two of the mind's different memory abilities. 
These are synaesthetic memory which enables us to memorise things as a whole such as a scene 
or face, and sequential memory which enables memory of sequences of events such as notes in 
a tune or other unidirectional chains such as speech, poems, sequence of directions and other 
patterns. In programming, locality corresponds to synesthetic memory, and linearity to sequential 
memory. A program with good locality has relevant pieces of code grouped in one area or on one 
page for example. The structuring of languages using abstraction and the use of meaningful 
function and variable names greatly increases the locality of a program. The ability to see the 
whole easily is often the key to the first stage of comprehension. Linearity is the representation 
of the solution or program as a properly ordered sequence of instructions. Linearity is often 
obscured by the use of nested conditionals and the backward jumps of GOTO type statements. 
In another of Weinberg's publications concerning the PLII programming language [WEIN70], an 
interesting trade-off occurs when considering the ON statement from the language's exception 
handling model: 
"The ON-unit of PL/1 represents a particularly interesting case of non-
locality, because the basic function of ON-units is to permit us to obtain 
linearity. In fact, in the sense that the ON-unit is ordinarily used to handle 
an exceptional case--one that may never arise in some programs--it can be 
thought of as a way of achieving additional locality. In the first place, by not 
forcing us to mention the condition by name, PL/1 permits us to achieve 
greater compression in the main body of code. Secondly, a statistical 
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compression occurs because the exceptional case is taken out of our sight 
when we are considering ordinary cases. Thus, the ON-unit permits us to 
forget about exceptional cases, which simplifies coding--but, which exacts a 
price when we need to remember the ON-unit. 
But the ON-unit helps us to achieve linearity, which aids our sequential 
memory. Experiments with problem solving in programming-like situations 
indicate that a series of decisions arranged in a strictly linear sequence is 
typically easier to handle than a branching or looping sequence. Experience 
with programming languages seems to bear this out, for programs with 
numerous GO TO statements or other branches are notoriously difficult to 
understand or debug. Part of this difficulty comes because of simple non-
locality, for the branch address may be on a different page--and in a 50-page 
program, this type of branching can cause a lot of page turning." 
The aspects of tradition and innovation are interesting when applied to the design of a new 
language. The tradition refers to the use of similar constructs and rules in the new language to 
those used in a familiar previously learned language. This fosters some confidence and eases the 
learning process. Too many similarities to another language can severely hamper the learning 
process as the ability to distinguish features or rules belonging to one language or the other 
becomes harder. Innovation is the key here so that enough new features are introduced to 
maintain the distinction and familiarity. 
The purpose of a language is an important consideration and its correct matching to a problem 
area. The rewards of a specialised language which is geared towards say statistics, machine tool 
handling, string processing or simulation is that the universe of discourse is reduced. The 
specialisation means that design effort can be pushed towards the functions and data structures 
pertinent to the application area. 
iii) B.Shneidernan-1980 
In the nineteen-seventies, Ben Shneiderman wrote on the human aspects of computer science and 
coined the phrase "Software Psychology". From his book of the same name [SHNE80] is his 
definition of the term: 
"Software psychology is a focus on the issues of ease of use, simplicity in 
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learning, improved reliability, reduced error frequency and enhanced user 
satisfaction. At the same time an awareness must be maintained for issues 
of machine efficiency, storage capacity and other hardware constraints." 
The areas in the book of particular interest are chapters 3 and 5. Chapter 3 lists the programming 
tasks and what cognitive skills are ·involved with each. A cognitive model called the 
"syntactidsemantic model" is developed and some of the programming tasks explained in terms 
of the cognitive structures and processes of that model. Chapter 5 introduces some software 
quality metrics and discusses the areas of reliability, maintainability and 
complexity/comprehensibility. Comprehensibility is identified as an important factor for the 
successful completion of modification and debugging exercises. 
It is proposed that the programmer has developed a complex multi-level body of knowledge in 
long term memory, about programming concepts and techniques. It is posed that part of this 
knowledge is semantic knowledge, which covers general, non-language specific concepts. The 
complexity of the knowledge covers low-level concepts such as what an assignment statement 
does, what a data structure is and what an array subscript is, to the intermediate levels of 
swapping, largest value and summing algorithms to the more complex ADT manipulation, 
recursion, merging and binary searching etc. At possibly the highest level is the semantic 
knowledge for how to develop general strategies for statistical analysis of numeric data or stylistic 
analysis of textual data etc. 
The second type of knowledge in long term memory, syntactic knowledge is more precise, 
detailed and hence more easily forgotten than semantic knowledge. Syntactic memory contains 
the specifics for things like the iteration structure for a particular language, the format for 
assignment, the valid character set and the names of hbrary functions. It seems that it is easier for 
the human mind to learn a new syntax for an existing semantic structure. Semantics are learned 
through problem solving and discovery through pattern which encourages the knowledge to be 
anchored or assimilated within the existing semantic knowledge. Syntax is generally learned 
through rote and is not assimilated within the semantic structure. New syntactic knowledge may 
interfere with existing knowledge as it seems to be added to rather than integrated with the 
existing knowledge. 
In the problem solving process it appears that perceived information regarding the nature of the 
problem and the required goal is stored in a short term memory. This information is then 
integrated with the appropriate long term knowledge in an intermediate area called working 
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memory. Working memory is also of intermediate permanence and is an area which allows for 
the development of new data structures and manipulation strategies and eventually a solution to 
the problem. 
In terms of the model, various programming tasks may be described. The most important to the 
current area of study and the basis for the other tasks of learning, debugging and modification is 
comprehension. It is suggested that when a programmer is asked to study a program for the first 
time, with the aid of syntactic knowledge, a multi-level semantic representation of the program 
is developed. At the highest level the purpose of the program might be determined, at the next 
level various groups of instructions or functions might be recognised and at the lowest level some 
of the syntax used or particular variable names etc. The high level comprehension may be 
achieved without understanding the specific low level details. Similarly the sequence of 
instructions might be understood but not the overall pattern of operation. The central point is that 
the programmer develops an internal semantic representation of the program based on the syntax, 
not a line-by-line memorisation of the syntax. 
The recoding process into internal semantics is achieved by the "chunking" process described 
earlier. Instead of a character by character understanding, groups of statements are "chunked" 
together into larger and larger "chunks" until the entire program is comprehended. Results of 
experiments with comprehension and program structure, in papers reviewed below, have 
demonstrated conclusively that the comprehension process is aided by the use of language 
structure. Of particular importance is the absence of GOTO statements which introduce 
backward jumps inhibiting the "chunking" process. Once the internal semantic representation of 
the program is cap~ured the knowledge is resistant to forgetting and is accessible to a variety of 
transformations. Programmers could rewrite the program in another language, develop new data 
structures and explain it to others with relative ease. 
Chapter 5 deals with the area of software quality evaluation. Amongst other aspects it addresses 
the relationship between complexity and comprehension. The author identifies three different 
types of complexity; these are structural, logical and psychological complexity. 
Structural complexity is the number of interactions between modules or program blocks. The 
metrics of structural complexity are fan-in/fan-out, coupling or degree of interdependence and 
information flow on the link between two modules, and module cohesiveness or strength. Binding 
is a measure of cohesiveness and is ranked from highest to lowest in the following way: 
functional, sequential, communicative, temporal, logical and coincidental. A "calls" graph, and 
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data flow diagram would give a fair indication of structural complexity. 
Logical complexity is related to the number of distinct program. paths and increases with the 
number of conditional statements. This complexity is easily measured (McCabe, 197 6) and is 
purported to be related to such measures as program cost, reliability, flexibility and performance. 
Psychological complexity refers to the characteristics which make it difficult for humans to 
understand software. Logical complexity is referred to simply as complexity, whereas 
psychological complexity is referred to as comprehensibility. Experimentation (Sheppard et al. 
1978) to determine the factors which contribute to psychological complexity or comprehensibility 
concentrated on the individual differences in the programmer, the program characteristics such 
as degree of structure (lack of GO TO and arithmetic IF statements with backward jumping), and 
the characteristics such as the type of program ie. engineering, statistical and non-numeric, 
cyclomatic complexity (McCabe) and use of mnemonic variable names. The experimentation 
showed also that the best test method for comprehensibility was the memorisation/reconstruction 
approach. 
B.3.2. Developing theories of complexity and comprehensibility 
i) R.Brooks-1977,1983 
Several authors describe variations of a top-down model based on the works of Ruven Brooks 
(1977, 1983). Brooks [BR0083] identified four areas which affect the comprehension of 
programs. The first is the kind of task performed by the program, ie. list traversal, matrix 
inversion etc. The second area is differences in program text, where two programs which 
accomplish the same task but are written differently have different levels of difficulty of 
comprehension. The third area is the effect of the kind of task which requires the program 
comprehension, ie. debugging or modification. The fourth area is the effects of the individual. 
The last area deals with different individuals' ability to process complex comprehension tasks. 
When composing a program for a particular task, a person with a greater cognitive ability will 
usually produce a workable, simple and elegant solution, whereas a person less able to grasp the 
detail of the problem may come up with a complex solution which is not workable [KHAL89]. 
The same principles appear to be valid for program comprehension. 
The hypothesis is stated that the chunking process is a "degenerative special case of a more 
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powerful process. The process is based upon a successive top-down refmement of 
hypotheses based on other knowledge domains and their relationship to the executing 
program." In other words an initial hypothesis is generated upon things like variable names, 
function names and the kinds of data structures present. This is refined as details of functions and 
data structure used are examined. Further research reveals that the salient details of a program 
or parts thereof are coined "beacons", and are described in more detail later. 
ii) Gilmore and Green-1984 
Gilmore and Green [GILM84] conducted an experiment to determine how programming language 
notation affects comprehensibility of a program. A group of non-programmers were tested after 
studying a number of programs of fixed control flow complexity. The aim was to test the 
hypothesis that, questions regarding program sequence were easier to answer than 
circumstantial questions regarding state and purpose, with programs written in a procedural 
(structured) language. The results of the experiment showed that "the comprehensibility is not 
a constant feature of a programming language, but something which varies with the 
language's match with the information required by the task." 
iii) S.Wiedenbeck-1986 
Susan Wiedenbeck [WIED86] devised experiments to determine the affect of particular lines of 
code in a program to the overall comprehension of a program. The hypothesis is that particular 
lines of code are definitive or indicative of certain well known processes. A simple example 
would be a swap routine indicating an array sort process, especially if it were within two loops. 
The experimental evidence supports the hypothesis and suggests that comprehension is not strictly 
linear, that is, each line does not make an equal contribution to the comprehension process. 
Key lines or "beacons" exist which focus the comprehension process, but only for the more 
experienced programmer. The inexperienced programmer would not recognise a swap routine 
for example and the comprehension contribution per line would be more linear. Another 
interesting feature was that the beacons appeared to help mainly with high level comprehension 
but did not contribute to the more detailed understanding of the code. 
iv) Littman et al.-1986 
Littman et. al. [LITT86] identified two major strategies employed by programmers for program 
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understanding. Experiments were devised to test the efficacy of systematic or as-needed 
strategies and the programmer's ability to complete a working modification to a program. The 
systematic strategy involves understanding the interaction of all the program parts, both data and 
control flows in an effort to completely understand the program before any modification is made. 
For a large or complex program this can be a huge task. Such an approach however, proved to 
be the best strategy for successful modification. 
The as-needed approach is an attempt to minimise the amount of program that has to be 
comprehended. The operative parts for input or output are identified and no consideration is 
taken of any ripple affect that code changes might start. Experiments showed that in the group 
of programmers tested, those which adopted the systematic strategy produced a working 
modification to the test program. Of those programmers that adopted the as-needed strategy, 
none produced a working modification. 
v) Soloway and Ehrlich-1984 
Soloway and Ehrlich [SOL084] report a study into introduction and adherence to 'discourse 
rules' as an aid to increased comprehensibility. The authors revealed that the non-adherence to 
discourse rules generally reduced the comprehension, though particularly of expert programmers. 
The adherence to discourse rules amongst expert programmers produced almost perfect recall of 
programs. This deteriorated as more violations which were introduced. The discourse rules 
which were used by Soloway & Ehrlich involved variable naming, assignment conventions, use 
of programming language constructs and organisation of program code. One such discourse rule 
is: 
"An IF should be used when a statement body is guaranteed to be executed 
only once, and a WIDLE used when a statement body may be repeatedly 
executed." 
In psychology, what might be done with an object is sometimes considered to be what the object 
affords. Once we have knowledge about an object and also its use, or a type of object and their 
use, then an affordances rule might be generated. For example, when talking of programming 
constructs: A particular programming construct is appropriate for and should be used in 
certain situations. 
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vi) Leventhal-1987 
Further experimentation by Leventhal [LEVE87] revealed that the expert programmers were the 
least affected by the violation of discourse rules and indeed the least interested. Novice 
programmers however, found the task more interesting and further interest was raised by 
violations of the discourse rules. 
vii) Khalil and Clark-1989 
Khalil and Clark [KHAL89] explore how a human's cognitive facilities influence the software 
comprehension process. A person's cognitive structure determines the way in which information 
from the environment is combined with that generated internally. Cognitive complexity breaks 
down into two abilities, differentiation and integration of information. An increase in these two 
abilities indicates a higher or more abstract cognitive complexity. Differentiation is the ability to 
determine the number of dimensional units of information when presented with a stimulus, 
integration is the ability to combine the dimensional units of information using complex rules of 
programs. 
The basis of the authors' work was to investigate the influence of programmer's cognitive 
complexity on programming related tasks under differing levels of environmental complexity. It 
was found that the programmer's cognitive complexity was useful in predicting programmer 
performance on modification type tasks, which involve more integration ability, but not so useful 
on comprehension tasks which were more involved in differentiation. 
r 
viii) Robertson and Yu-1990 
Robertson and Yu [ROBE90a] introduce a "plan" as a cognitive structure used by a programmer 
to represent code. Soloway & al. (1981-1985) suggest that programming plans are formed from 
knowledge from other domains in the way that novice programmers have sequential ability (step-
by-step, iteration, choice) before they start to program. More expert programmers also know 
syntactic and semantic information about a particular programming language and can also develop 
plans, or hierarchically organised sequences of goals and actions that are used to reason about 
tasks. 
The authors performed experiments to prove the hypothesis that programmers build plan-based 
representations of the problem during comprehension and that general task sequences are 
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collected and built up to represent the global plan in a task and language independent way. The 
experiments supported the notion that tasks are broken down to an abstract representation 
internally by the programmer and that the programmer reading code must recreate the same 
abstract representation. The view that code structure has the main influence on comprehensibility 
aiding the translation from text to internal representations is consistent with the experimental 
results. More importantly, according to the author, code comprehension should more properly 
be though of as a problem-solving and plan-recognition process rather than the processes of 
previous text-structure theories. 
ix) Corritore and Wiedenbeck-1991 
Corritore and Wiedenbeck [CORRI91] performed experiments to determine what aspects of 
humans most affected the comprehension process. It was found that the major factors were the 
maturity and experience of the programmer as well as the individual's cognitive complexity. An 
individual's innate ability to model and solve a problem is enhanced by their richness of experience 
in general as well as in the specific area of study. 
x) M.Arab-1992 
Arab [ARAB92] experimented to determine how program comprehension could be enhanced by 
textual presentation. It was found that the use of page and paragraph formatting with indentation 
helped the programmer differentiate program parts. Formatting is an aspect relating to code 
"clarity". The use of documentation, including mnemonic identifier names help describe the 
purpose of the code and the algorithm being implemented. 
xi) Boehm-Davis, Holt and Schultz-1992 
Boehm-Davis et. al. [BOEH92b] conducted an experiment where programs of varying complexity 
and structure, and programmers of varying levels of expertise were combined to provide the 
answers to the following four questions. 
Does program design affect modification peiformance? Modification time was found to vary 
with programmer experience. Design had the greatest affect on novice programmers attempting 
complex modifications. In order of modification time functionally decomposed code was the 
quickest then in-line code then object-oriented code. For experienced programmers there was no 
significant difference. 
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Does program design affect the cognitive representation formed of the program? The answer 
was again dependent upon the experience and background of the programmer. Mental models 
of professional programmers were affected by the complexity of the task to be performed, 
whereas the novice programmer was more affected by the surface features (structure and content) 
of the program If the design affects the cognitive representation then the performance is affected 
too. Professionals were less sensitive to design changes than students, indicating a direction of 
education to be explored. 
Does the impact of program structure vary as a function of programmer background? Time as 
a programmer was not a factor here. The main variables which affected impact were how many 
languages were known, and how many programs were completed in each language. Professionals 
and students showed the same results except that the students were a little slower at the job. 
Does program structure affect programmers' subjective reactions to the software? It was found 
that the programmer's ability to abstract information was a major determinant in performance in 
the modification task. The ability to find information and recognise program units also affected 
the task and these aspects were affected by the program structure. Again the object-oriented 
structure proved the worst case. 
The results suggested that fmding specified information and recognising relevant program 
structures are the most important in forming the correct mental representation. It also suggests 
that design methodologies and program structures ought to be investigated to see how well they 
foster the information gathering process. 
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Appendix C. 
Experiment exercises and results 
C.l. Modification exercises 
PROGRAM 1: Communications program. 
This program performs a simulation of part of a communications program. A message which is 
a constant array of characters (Mess) is read character by character and each is sent to a receiving 
array (SMess). The line conditions are set to simulate noise on the communications channel which 
results in characters being corrupted or not reaching the destination. The receipt of a corrupted 
character results in a "Nack" signal being sent back and the character being resent. If the 
character does not reach the receiver within a certain time limit then a "Time Out" signal is 
delivered to the sender. 
PROCEDURE sendMess < > calls the PROCEDURE sendch < > for each character in the message. If 
a "time out" or "nack" is received then the character is automatically resent. 
MODIFICATION 
Modify the program such that a count of the number of "time outs" is kept and the program is 
terminated if that count exceeds 20. 
~ .... ·• finish 
open edge 
start • 
Figure 19 Blind robot navigation 
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PROGRAM 2: Robot navigation. 
This program is part of a robot control 
mechanism. The robot is "blind" and 
navigates from a given starting position 
to a finish position by "feel". The robot 
is set down in a room of randomly 
arranged square or oblong obstacles. 
The robot knows its present position and 
the coordinates of the finish point and 
plots and follows a straight line course 
from point to point. If an object is encountered the robot follows the outer edge of the obstacle 
until it finds an "open edge" where it replots a course for the finish position. It could be imagined 
that rather complex obstacle shapes might occur such that several "dead ends" could be 
encountered before finding an open edge. See figure 19. 
The program uses an array of cardinals (tplot) to represent the changes of direction that the robot 
must undergo to navigate the obstacle. Following a line of ones (l's) in the example of figure 19, 
represents travelling "up" or "north". When a two (2) is encountered this means that a "dead end" 
has been found and the robot must find a new direction without retracing its steps. The same 
thing occurs whenever a number larger than the one representing the present direction is 
encountered. If an "open edge" is encountered this means that the direction being followed prior 
to the last "dead end" maybe resumed. If another "open edge" is encountered then the direction 
before that is resumed and so on. When an open edge is encountered and there is no previously 
interrupted direction to resume then it is time for a new course to the finish point to be calculated. 
As can be seen the algorithm for skirting an obstacle is inherently recursive in nature, as is the 
program. PROCEDURE Follow(> moves in the direction indicated by tplot [l and senses any 
changes such as "dead ends" and "open edges". PROCEDURE Travel<> calls Follow(> in a loop. 
If a "dead end" is encountered then Travel<> calls itself recursively. If an "open edge" then 
Travel < > returns, unwinding any recursion and resuming the previous direction. 
MODIFICATION 
2 3 l 
3 
Figure 20 Trapped 
2 
~·· 
m 
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-
Obstacle 
@ 
Finish 
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It is possible that obstacles arrange 
themselves in such a manner as to 
completely surround the robot. The robot is 
not clever enough to realise that there is no 
way in or out. See figure 20. In such a case 
where the robot was trapped within, the 
present program would recurse until 
eventually memory was exhausted. 
Modify the program so that the recursion 
level is monitored and if it gets higher than 
10 then the program is terminated. It is 
most desirable that the program terminates 
cleanly with a message rather than a simple abort. If you are modifying a program which has 
exception handling then this also means that the program should terminate in the normal state. 
Enclosing obstacles may form a barrier of arbitrarily complex shape. In the course of navigating 
such an arrangement of obstacles the level of recursion may raise and fall so it is the level of 
recursion NOT just the number of recursive calls which must be monitored. 
PROGRAM 3: Calculator program. 
This program represents a simple calculator with a four digit LCD display. The numbers which · 
can be accepted as input and represented on the display are in the range [0 .. 9999], and the 
operations are addition and multiplication. The program is divided into three or four procedures. 
PROCEDURE GetJ:nput < > does just that, prompting the user for input and accepting and testing 
the value entered. PROCEDURE OPeration<> performs the operation on the two operands and 
tests that the result is within the display range. PROCEDURE DoOP < > prompts for the operation to 
be performed (multiplication(*) or addition(+)) and calls OPeration(> with the appropriate 
parameters. Some versions of this program will include PROCEDURE RangeTest < > which is called 
to check the validity of a result or operand. 
MODIFICATION 
Modify the program so that the input and four digit LCD display can handle integers in the range 
[-999 .. 9999]. Also extend the program so that the calculator can perform subtraction and 
division. Test the program to ensure that inputs and outputs are correctly processed. 
HINT: The function procedure RealMath.round(a:REAL) :J:NTEGER accepts as a parameter a 
REAL number and returns the J:NTEGER equivalent. The pervasive function procedure 
TRUNC <a: REAL> : CARDJ:NAL returns a cardinal number, bear this in mind! 
C.2. Programs to be modified for experiment 
C.2.1. Communications program 
a) With exception handling: 
MODULE Co:mm; 
(* A program to simulate transmission over a communication channel *) 
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(* Exceptions are used to signal time out and nack events. 
FROM Ascii IMPORT null; 
FROM CommConds IMPORT Conditions, AckEx, TOEx; 
FROM StdStrings IMPORT String, Stringl, Assign; 
*) 
FROM InOut IMPORT WriteString, WriteLn, WriteCard, WriteCard, Write; 
CONST 
Mess="A Test String"; 
TYPE 
SStr=ARRAY[O •• SO] OF CHAR; 
VAR 
SMess:SStr; 
PROCEDURE SendCh(ch:CHAR;ind:CARDINAL); 
PROCEDURE SendAndCheck; 
(* Uses CommConds.Conditions to emulate the line conditions resulting 
in Nacks and t~eouts. SMess is the receiving array *) 
BEGIN 
Conditions; 
WriteString("Receiving character");WriteLn; 
(* Do something with the input character *) 
SMess[ind]:=ch; 
END SendAndCheck; 
BEGIN 
SendAndCheck; 
EXCEPT 
AckEx: 
jTOEx: 
ELSE 
WriteString("Resending ");Write(ch);WriteLn; 
RETRY; 
WriteString("Time OUt# "); 
WriteString(" Resending ");Write(ch);WriteLn; 
RETRY; 
END SendCh; 
PROCEDURE SendMess(mess:SStr); 
VAR 
BEGIN 
count:CARDINAL; 
ch:CHAR; 
count:=O; 
ch:=mess[count]; 
WHILE (ch<>nul) AND (count<80) DO 
SendCh(ch,count); 
INC(count); 
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END; 
END SendMess; 
BEG :IN 
ch:=mess[count]; 
SendMess(Mess); 
WriteString(SMess);WriteLn; 
END Comm.. 
b) Without exception handling 
MODULE CommNeh; 
(* A program to simulate transmission over a communication channel *) 
FROM Ascii :IMPORT nul; 
FROM Comm.CondsNeh :IMPORT Conditions; 
FROM StdStrings :IMPORT String, String1, Assign; 
FROM J:nOUt :IMPORT WriteString, WriteLn, WriteCard, WriteCard, Write; 
CONST 
Mess="A Very Long Uninteresting And Ordinary Test String"; 
TYPE 
SStr=ARRAY[0 •• 80] OF CHAR; 
VAR 
SMess:SStr; 
PROCEDURE SendCh(ch:CHAR;ind:CARDJ:NAL); 
VAR 
Sent,AckEx,ToEx:BOOLEAN; 
PROCEDURE SendAndCheck(VAR AckEx,ToEx:BOOLEAN); 
(* Uses Comm.CondsNeh.Conditions to emulate the line conditions resulting 
in Nacks and timeouts. *) 
BEGJ:N 
Conditions(AckEx,ToEx); 
END SendAndCheck; 
BEG :IN 
Sent:=FALSE; 
WHJ:LE (NOT Sent) DO 
SendAndCheck(AckEx,ToEx); 
:IF AckEx THEN 
Writestring("Resending ");Write(ch);WriteLn; 
ELSJ:F ToEx THEN 
WriteString("Time OUt# "); 
WriteString(" Resending ");Write(ch);WriteLn; 
ELSE 
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(* Do something with the input character *) 
WriteString("Receiving character");WriteLn; 
(* SMess is the receiving array *) 
SMess[ind]:=ch; 
Sent:=TRUE; 
END; 
END;(*WHI:LE*) 
END SendCh; 
PROCEDURE SendMess(mess:SStr); 
VAR 
BEGI:N 
count:CARDI:NAL; 
ch:CHAR; 
count:=O; 
ch:=mess[count]; 
WHI:LE (ch<>nul) AND (count<80) DO 
SendCh(ch,count); 
I:NC(count); 
ch:=mess[count]; 
END; 
END SendMess; 
BEGI:N 
SendMess(Mess); 
WriteString(SMess);WriteLn; 
END CommNeh. 
C.2.2. Robot navigation program 
a) With exception handling 
MODULE RTXh; 
(* 
A program to try out exception handling and recursion. The object 
is to emulate a blind robot as it meets dead ends during its 
travels. 
*) 
FROM I:nOUt :IMPORT WriteLn, WriteString, WriteCard; 
TYPE 
plotarray=ARRAY[O •• SS] OF CARDI:NAL; 
EXCEPTI:ON 
blockedException, openEdgeException, deadEndException; 
CONST 
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tplot=plotarray{1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,2,3,3,3,3,3,2,2,2,2,2,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,2 
, 
3,3,3,3,3,4,4,4,4,4,3,3,3,3,3,2,2,2,2,2,3,3,3,3,3,4,4,4,4,4, 
5,5,5,5,5,4,4,4,4,4,3,3,3,3,3,2,2,2,2,2,1,1,1,1,1,0}; 
VAR 
plot:plotarray; 
index:CARD:INAL; 
PROCEDURE Follow(dir:CARD:INAL); 
BEG :IN 
WriteString("Direction is ");WriteCard(dir,5);WriteLn; 
:INC(index); 
:IF dir>plot[index] THEN 
RA:ISE(openEdgeException,"open edge."); 
ELS:IF dir<plot[index] THEN 
RA:ISE(deadEndException,"dead end."); 
END; 
END Follow; 
PROCEDURE Travel(dir:CARD:INAL); 
BEG :IN 
WH:ILE TRUE DO 
Follow(dir); 
END; 
EXCEPT 
deadEndException: 
WriteString("dead end exception.");WriteLn; 
Travel(plot[index+1]); 
RETRY; 
lopenEdgeException: 
WriteString("open edge exception.");WriteLn; 
RETURN; 
ELSE 
END Travel; 
BEG :IN 
plot:=tplot; 
Travel(plot[O]); 
WriteString("The End.");WriteLn; 
END RTXh. 
b) Without exception handling 
MODULE RTNeh; 
(* 
A program to try out recursion. The object 
is to emulate a blind robot as it meets dead ends during its 
travels. 
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*) 
FROM InOut IMPORT WriteLn, WriteString, WriteCard; 
TYPE 
p1otarray=ARRAY[0 •• 85] OF CARDINAL; 
VAR 
b1ockedEx, openEdgeEx, deadEndEx: BOOLEAN; 
CONST 
tp1ot=p1otarray{1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,2,3,3,3,3,3,2,2,2,2,2,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,2 
3,3,3,3,3,4,4,4,4,4,3,3,3,3,3,2,2,2,2,2,3,3,3,3,3,4,4,4,4,4, 
5,5,5,5,5,4,4,4,4,4,3,3,3,3,3,2,2,2,2,2,1,1,1,1,1,0}; 
VAR 
p1ot:p1otarray; 
index:CARDINAL; 
PROCEDURE Fo11ow(Dir:CARDINAL):CARDINAL; 
BEGIN 
WriteString("Direction is ");WriteCard(Dir,5);WriteLn; 
INC (index) ; 
RETURN(p1ot[index]); 
END Fo11ow; 
PROCEDURE Trave1(Dir:CARDINAL); 
VAR 
BEGIN 
NewDir:CARDINAL; 
openedge:BOOLEAN; 
openedge:=FALSE; 
WHILE NOT(openedge) DO 
NewDir:=Fo11ow(Dir); 
IF NewDir>Dir THEN 
WriteString("dead end.");WriteLn; 
Trave1(NewDir); 
ELSIF NewDir<Dir THEN 
END; 
WriteString("open edge.");WriteLn; 
openedge:=TRUE; 
END; 
END Trave1; 
BEGIN 
p1ot:=tp1ot; 
Trave1(p1ot[0]); 
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WriteString("The End.");WriteLn; 
END RTNeh. 
C.2.3. Calculator program 
a) With exception handling 
MODULE PCalc; 
(* A program to input and perform calculations involving subrange types *) 
FROM InOUt IMPORT WriteLn, WriteCard, Writeint, WriteString, 
Readint, ReadCard, Read; 
FROM RealinOUt IMPORT ReadReal, WriteReal; 
(*Calculator has a display of 0 •• 9999, ie 4 digits only*) 
TYPE 
CONST 
VAR 
display=[0 •• 9999]; 
charset=SET OF CHAR; 
operators=charset{'*', '+'}; 
res:display; 
a,b:REAL; 
op: BOOLEAN; 
PROCEDURE Getinput; 
VAR 
BEGIN 
test:display; 
WriteString("Enter first operand :> "); 
ReadReal(a);WriteLn; 
test:=TRUNC(a); 
WriteString("Enter second operand :> "); 
ReadReal(b);WriteLn;WriteLn; 
test:=TRUNC(b); 
EXCEPT 
ELSE 
WriteString("Operand cannot be displayed."); 
WriteLn; 
END Getinput; 
PROCEDURE Operation(a,b:REAL;op:CHAR):display; 
VAR 
res:display; 
BEGIN 
CASE op OF 
'*': res:=TRUNC(a*b); 
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EXCEPT 
ELSE 
I'+': res:=TRUNC(a+b); 
END; 
RETURN res; 
WriteString("Result out of range."); 
WriteLn; 
END Operation; 
PROCEDURE DoOp; 
VAR 
ch:CHAR; 
EXCEPTJ:ON' 
N'otOpEx; 
BEGJ:N' 
WriteString("Enter '*' or '+' for operation :>"); 
Read(ch); 
Read(ch); 
WriteLn; 
J:F N'OT(ch J:N' operators) THEN' 
RAJ:SE(N'otOpEx,"J:nvalid Operation"); 
END; 
res:=Operation(a,b,ch); 
EXCEPT 
N'otOpEx: 
WriteString("Calculator supports+ and*"); 
WriteLn; 
RETRY; 
ELSE 
END DoOp; 
BEGJ:N' 
GetJ:nput; 
WriteLn; 
DoOp; 
WriteString("Answer is :> "); 
WriteCard(res,4); 
EXCEPT 
ELSE 
WriteLn; 
RETRY; 
END PCalc. 
b) Without exception handling 
MODULE PCalcN'eh; 
(* A program to input and perfor.m calculations involving subrange types *) 
FROM J:nOut J:MPORT WriteLn, Writecard, WriteJ:nt, WriteString, 
ReadJ:nt, ReadCard, Read; 
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FROM Rea1~n0Ut ~MPORT ReadRea1, WriteRea1; 
(* Ca1cu1ator has a disp1ay of 0 •• 9999, ie 4 digits on1y *) 
TYPE 
CONST 
VAR 
disp1ay=[0 •• 9999]; 
charset=SET OF CHAR; 
operators=charset{'*', '+'}; 
res:CARD~NAL; 
a,b:REAL; 
op, OpEx: BOOLEAN; 
PROCEDURE TestRange(a:REAL):BOOLEAN; 
BEG~N 
~F (a > 9999.0) OR 
(a < 0 • 0) THEN RETURN TRUE; 
END; 
END TestRange; 
PROCEDURE Get~nput; 
BEG~N 
REPEAT 
OpEx:=FALSE; 
WriteString(nEnter first operand :> 0 ); 
ReadRea1(a);WriteLn; 
~F TestRange(a) THEN 
WriteString("Operand cannot be disp1ayed."); 
WriteLn; 
OpEx:=TRUE; 
END; 
UN'l'~L NOT ( OpEx) ; 
REPEAT 
OpEx:=FALSE; 
WriteString("Enter second operand :> "); 
ReadRea1(b);WriteLn; 
~F TestRange(b) THEN 
WriteString("Operand cannot be disp1ayed."); 
WriteLn; 
OpEX: =TRUE; 
END; 
UN'l'~L NOT (OpEx); 
END Get~nput; 
PROCEDURE Operation(a,b:REAL;op:CHAR):CARD~NAL; 
VAR 
res:disp1ay; 
temp:REAL; 
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BEG :IN 
CASE op OF 
'*': temp:=a*b; 
I'+': temp:=a+b; 
END; 
OpEx: =FALSE; 
:IF TestRange(temp) THEN 
WriteString("Result out of range."); 
WriteLn; 
ELSE 
OpEx:=TRUE; 
RETURN' MAX ( CARDJ:N'AL) 
res:=TRUNC(temp); 
RETURN' res; 
END; 
END Operation; 
PROCEDURE DoOp; 
VAR 
BEG :IN 
ch:CHAR; 
NotOpEx:BOOLEAN; 
NotOpEx:=FALSE; 
REPEAT 
WriteString("Enter '*' or '+' for operation :>"); 
Read(ch); 
Read(ch); 
WriteLn; 
:IF NOT(ch :IN operators) THEN 
NotOpEx:=TRUE; 
ELSE 
END; 
WriteString("Calculator supports+ and*"); 
WriteLn; 
res:=Operation(a,b,ch); 
UNTJ:L NOT(NotOpEx); 
END DoOp; 
BEG :IN 
REPEAT 
Get:Input; 
writeLn; 
DoOp; 
:IF res<>MAX(CARDJ:NAL) THEN 
WriteString("Answer is :> "); 
WriteCard(res,4); 
WriteLn; 
END; 
UNTJ:L NOT(OpEx); 
END PCalcNeh. 
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C.3. Experimental results 
Total experiment population: N = 49 
Population1 sample not using exception handling model: n1 = 9 
Population2 sample using exception handling model: n2 = 40 
Population1 results table 
Total time (min) Time in vi (min) 
94.8 60.2 
36.4 25.2 
175.6 32.5 
12.5 6.4 
88.2 51.0 
143.3 91.4 
75.7 45.0 
60.6 30.7 
167.3 84.3 
Population2 results table 
Total time (min) Time in vi (min) 
196.2 122.9 
168.1 113.3 
108.4 80.2 
163.3 100.2 
52.1 26.8 
66.0 42.8 
56.9 27.1 
105.0 66.2 
122.1 69.9 
16.1 8.3 
199.6 148.4 
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Vi sessions 
44 
15 
30 
3 
32 
34 
18 
24 
40 
Vi sessions 
101 
44 
17 
40 
14 
10 
22 
26 
28 
3 
30 
36.6 23.2 28 
179.1 77.7 46 
67.5 26.2 20 
36.1 21.9 11 
61.4 36.7 27 
14.1 10.8 5 
70.0 38.1 15 
82.3 26.2 20 
87.3 59.4 20 
70.6 43.5 37 
137.9 86.6 83 
187.8 118.2 69 
28.0 22.2 7 
243.8 121.7 70 
57.9 25.6 26 
334.8 235.8 120 
112.8 80.8 23 
54.4 32.3 38 
24.7 11.0 4 
63.0 33.6 21 
74.1 43.3 21 
51.0 23.0 15 
56.1 15.0 18 
141.2 88.7 23 
60.6 34.8 30 
40.2 20.0 6 
62.3 20.3 24 
38.2 13.8 14 
15.9 10.0 6 
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C.4. Analysis of results 
Following is an analysis of the three separate sets of data accumulated during the execution of the 
experiment. The data for total time in the command shell, total time in the editor and number of 
editor sessions is subjected to a mean squares variance analysis to calculate the observed F 
statistics. The method of calculation is an analysis of variances for two or more treatment 
methods with different numbers of observations for each treatment [W ALP74]. 
The symbols used in the following tables are as below: 
N = total number of observations 
~ = number of observations using method j 
k = number of different treatments 
G = grand total of sums of observations 
Ti = sums of observations using method j 
I,Xi 2 = sums of squares of observations 
ssj =within class variation (sum of squares) of observations using methodj 
df = degrees of freedom 
MS = Mean square = average variation per degree of freedom or variance 
C.4.1. Total time in Xshell 
Statistic Population1 Population2 
I,X.=T 854.4 3743.0 
[X.2 107009.88 541305.47 
T/n· 94.93 93.58 
T 2/n; 81111.04 350251.23 
SS.=I,X.2-T2/n. 25898.84 191054.25 
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Statistic Value 
N = Lll; = n1+n2 49 
G= 'LT=T1+T2 4597.4 
1) I,I,X.2 = I,X12+[X22 648315.35 
2) I,(T-2/n.) = T_//n1 + T/ln2 431362.27 
[SS; = SS1+SS2 216953.08 
Ga.,.e. =GIN 93.82 
3) G2/N 431348.71 
SS,,...,.tm,.nt< = 2) - 3) 13.56 
sserror = 1) - 2) 216953.08 
sstotol = 1) - 3) 216966.64 
k = number of different treatments 2 
dftreatment< = (k -1) 1 
df.-rror = (N-k) 47 
MStreatrnents - SS dftreatrnent< 13.56 
MS.-rror = SS.-rro/dfmor 4616.02 
F observed - MS /MSerror 0.0029 
A test on the hypothesis that both treatment effects are equal with respect to total time spent in 
the Xshell program is supported if and only if the observed F statistic (F observed) does not exceed 
the critical value for that confidence level. 
F0.99(1,47) = 7.31, 
F0.95(1,47) = 4.08, 
Fobserved = 0.0029; therefore there is no significant difference, at the 1 or 5 percent confidence 
levels, in times spent in the Xshell program for subjects that used the exception handling model 
and those who did not. 
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C.4.2. Time in vi 
Value Population1 Population2 
I,X.=T 426.7 2206.5 
I,X.2 26385.23 210485.11 
T/n. 47.41 55.16 
T.2/n. 20230.32 121716.06 
ss.= I,X;2-T?/n. 6154.91 88769.05 
Statistic Value 
N = I,n; = n1+n? 49 
G=.LT=T1+T2 2633.2 
1) I,I,X;2 = I,X/+I,X22 236870.34 
2) I,(T2/n.) = T/ln1 + T/ln2 141946.38 
I,SS; = SS 1+SS2 94923.96 
G.v, =GIN 53.74 
3) G2/N 141504.94 
SStrPJltmPnt< = 2) - 3) 441.44 
ssermr = 1)- 2) 94923.96 
sstotol = 1)- 3) 95365.4 
k = number of different treatments 2 
df,.,.,.,,m.,nt< = (k -1) 1 
dfermr = (N-k) 47 
MS,..,.,,m,n•• = S Strearmenl/ dfrrearmenl~ 441.44 
MSermr = SSmo/dferrnr 2019.66 
F nho,rvPJi - MS /MSerror 0.22 
A test on the hypothesis that both treatment effects are equal with respect to total time spent in 
the vi editor program is supported if and only if the observed F statistic (F observed) does not exceed 
the critical value for that confidence level. 
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F0.99(1,47) = 7.31, 
F0.95(1,47) = 4.08, 
F observed = 0.22; therefore there is no significant difference, at the 1 or 5 percent confidence levels, 
in times spent in the vi editor program for subjects that used the exception handling model and 
those who did not. 
C.4.3. Editor sessions 
Value Population1 Population2 
l:X=T 240.0 1182.0 
Y,X.2 7750.00 61112.0 
T/n· 26.67 29.55 
T 2/n. 6400.00 34928.10 
SS·=l:X.2-T?fn. 1350.00 26183.90 
Statistic Value 
N = Y,n. = n1+n, 49 
G=l:T=T1+T2 1422 
1) ffX2 = Y,X1 2+fX?2 68862 
2) l:CT2/n.) = T12/n1 + T,2/n2 41328.1 
l:SS. = SS 1+SS2 27533.9 
Gave= G/N 29.02 
3) G2/N 41267.02 
ss - 2)- 3) 61.08 
ss~rmr = 1)- 2) 27533.9 
sstotal = 1)- 3) 27594.98 
k = number of different treatments 2 
df = (k-1) 1 
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dferror = (N -k) 47 
MSh'<'_atments - SS elf treatments 61.08 
MS,.rmr = SSI"rm/df,.rmr 585.83 
F nh<PrVPJi = MS ./MSerror 0.104 
A test on the hypothesis that both treatment effects are equal with respect to total number of 
editor sessions taken to finish the modification task is supported if and only if the observed F 
statistic (F observed) does not exceed the critical value for that confidence level. 
Fo.99(1,47) = 7.31, 
F0.95(1,47) = 4.08, 
F observed= 0.104; therefore there is no significant difference, at the 1 or 5 percent confidence levels, 
in the number of editor sessions taken to complete the modifications for subjects that used the 
exception handling model and those who did not. 
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